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Until now, the ‘home’ as a space within which domestic lives are lived out has
been largely ignored by sociologists. Yet the ‘home’ as idea, place and object
consumes a large proportion of individuals’ incomes, and occupies their dreams
and their leisure time while the absence of a physical home presents a major
threat to both society and the homeless themselves.

This edited collection provides for the first time an analysis of the space of the
‘home’ and the experiences of home life by writers from a wide range of disciplines,
including sociology, criminology, psychology, social policy and anthropology. It
covers a range of subjects, including gender roles, different generations’
relationships to home, the changing nature of the family, transition, risk and
alternative visions of home.

Ideal Homes? provides a fascinating analysis which reveals how both popular
images and experiences of home life can produce vital clues as to how society’s
members produce and respond to social change.
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PREFACE

 
Under headings such as social class, work, family and gender, sociology has
examined the lives of society’s members. When it comes to the homes within
which their domestic lives are lived out, the discipline has remained somewhat
silent. It is a domain which has been left largely to housing policy, planning,
architecture and, to a limited extent, social anthropology. At best, the home
appears as a bit-part player within weightier discussions, a site where more ‘central’
social issues can be addressed. Yet ‘home’ as idea, place and object consumes a
significant proportion of individuals’ incomes, preoccupies their day-dreams and
their leisure time, and, in its absence, constitutes a major threat both for
governments and homeless people themselves.

Though we are dealing with the material objects and spaces which most of us
inhabit on a day-to-day basis, it is home-based desires, imaginings and aspirations
which we prioritise as key aspects of a wider cultural and social nexus. This is
reflected in our foregrounding of qualitative studies and textual and graphic
representations which effectively capture the specificity of the experience of
domestic life, of home as inhabited. Indeed, as we argue throughout this book,
the relative permanence and consistency of popular images and experiences of
home life can produce vital clues as to how society’s members both produce and
respond to social change. The topic of the home as idealised and experienced
inevitably confronts the sociologist with the changes in family structure which
have resulted from the twentieth century’s transformations in femininity and
masculinity and their impact upon expectations of love and marriage, intimacy
and relationships with children, family, friends and neighbours. At the intersection
of the public world of planners and policy makers and the personal world of
family, friends and neighbours, the home is a site within which key social and
personal values can be examined. It is this task which the contributors to this
collection have undertaken. Our starting point is the Ideal Home Exhibition
which, since its inception in 1908, has provided a synthesis of society’s
architectural and domestic aspirations. This is complemented by a wide range of
studies—qualitative, literary, archival, historical, quantitative—which afford us
views into the homes of particular social categories and individuals, from those
in transition from youth to adulthood or from mid-life to old age, to those who
are abused and those who are haunted.
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The volume therefore begins by tracing the emergence of contemporary ideals
of home during the nineteenth century. It goes on to acknowledge that within
the longue durêe of historical time must be placed the more rapid turnover of
individual lives as the home’s occupants grow up and grow old. Further, the volume
examines the diversity of ways in which home may be experienced, depending
for example upon the gender or ethnic origin of its occupants. Indeed, in its focus
on paradox, contradiction and heterogeneity, the volume ends by posing questions
about change within the homes of the future.

We hope that readers will be inspired as well as informed by the material
which this book comprises. It is our intention that the bricks and mortar which
have remained largely invisible within our discipline and perhaps taken-for-
granted by our readers will emerge as a rewarding and indeed exciting focus for
the sociological gaze. Hallways and dining rooms, front gardens and street layouts,
once the spaces within which other agendas were pursued, are ‘made strange’ in
this volume in an endeavour to inspire reflection and further research.

The editors wish to give particular thanks to the following individuals, whose
help has proved invaluable: Peter Cross, Elizabeth Hallam, Les Johnston, Jacinta
Kilcran, Rosemary J.Lucas, Robert MacDonald, Diane Nutt, George Reid, Steve
Taylor and Rosie Wilson.

Tony Chapman, University of Teesside
Jenny Hockey, University of Hull

February 1999
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THE IDEAL HOME AS IT IS

IMAGINED AND AS IT IS

LIVED
 

Tony Chapman and Jenny Hockey

Since 1908, London has hosted the Daily Mail sponsored Ideal Home Exhibition.
While the exhibition has changed a great deal since its early years, it remains an
occasion where people can go along and find out what the latest fashions are in
domestic architecture, interior design and house furnishing, and see on display
all of the latest labour saving gadgets. From a sociological point of view, the Ideal
Home Exhibition provides interesting insights into the way that big companies
attempt to persuade show visitors to subscribe to a particular model of the ideal
home. As the purpose of this book is to explore the way that the ideal home is
imagined, as well as the way that it is actually lived, this exhibition proves a
unique model of the home as it has been popularly imaged and idealised in society.
Not only does it reflect popular representations of the ideal home, but also it
attempts to project the way that it should develop so that people can live ideal
lives. By definition, this means that the exhibition organisers need to sow a seed
of doubt in the minds of visitors about their quality of life in their current homes.
This was achieved at the 1995 Ideal Home Exhibition by the principal feature,
entitled ‘Yesterday’s Homes’, which presented to the public a mock-up terrace of
four houses which were constructed to depict the changing design of housing
across the twentieth century.

Instead of celebrating a nostalgic view image of ‘Yesterday’s Homes’ the
exhibition designers went to some lengths to suggest that these houses were
fundamentally inadequate for modern living—the antithesis of the ideal home.
This process of undermining confidence in existing houses began at the rear of
the houses, where the viewing public queued up along a path. The backs of the
houses were purposely presented in dingy condition with greying net curtains
and stained, flat, white-painted window frames. The back gardens gave further
clues about the dismal existence that old-fashioned houses were likely to afford.
For example, the back garden of a 1967 dormer bungalow with a steeply pitched
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roof and large picture windows featured outmoded ‘ranch-style’ fencing, a rotary
washing line and an orange ‘space hopper’ sitting forlornly on a rank patch of
grass. The back garden of the next house, a plainly designed 1944 semi-detached
house with white-painted concrete rendering and Crittall style metal window
frames, had been dug up to plant white cabbages—that most loathed vegetable
among a generation of wartime children. At the end of the garden, an Anderson
shelter had been sunk—suggesting that this house was fit only for bombing.

Although the Show Guide (1995:33) hoped that ‘you enjoy it, and that many
of you will indulge yourselves in a bit of good, old fashioned nostalgia’, it was
made plain that the nostalgia that people might feel was to be tempered by the
negative aspects of old houses. As visitors were herded into a mock-up of a 1908
terraced house in cohorts of twenty, spotlights picked out in turn each of four
rooms: the bathroom, bedroom, kitchen and sitting room. The visual display was
accompanied by a pre-recorded narrative read by the late Sir Michael Hordern,
together with the supposedly contemporaneous dialogue of the inhabitants
performed by actors. In the bathroom of the 1908 house, the narrator drew
attention to the cast-iron roll-top bath and single cold tap, while in a dimly gas-
lit parlour, the visitors heard the hacking coughs of the inhabitants who
complained, morosely, about the state of the guttering.

In the next house, a 1926 semi-detached, the visitors were reminded by the
narrator that this was the year that Houdini and Rudolph Valentino died ‘and
the country was brought to a standstill by the General Strike’. The Show Guide
issued stark warnings of the dangers of buying such a house:
 

the house’s hot pipes and heated water combined with poor insulation
means that it loses even more heat than its predecessor, giving George
and Daisy higher fuel bills. Also, George doesn’t realise, of course,
that the clever electric lighting is served by metal conduits which
will gradually degrade. Heaven help any future buyer—rewiring the
entire house isn’t going to be cheap!

(Show Guide 1995:35)
 
In the wartime house, visitors were reminded about flying bombs in the same
breath as the corroded condition of the metal windows was discussed. As if all
this were not enough, the Show Guide sarcastically referred to the inhabitants’
taste: ‘the charming sideboard/drinks cabinet [which] has pride of place in the
living room. And the bathroom sports the very latest in sanitaryware—a fetching
bath, WC and pedestal basin, all finished in tasteful green’ (Show Guide 1995:35,
original emphases).

Finally, in the 1960s house, the narrator fuelled notions of 1960s decadence
by mentioning the Rolling Stones on drug charges, while the visitors surveyed
the contents of a late 1960s sitting room with a ceramic tile coffee table,
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Dansette record player, vinyl-fronted mini bar and the once popular Blue Lady
print.
 

Taste aside, this house isn’t without its problems either. The central
heating system, some basic insulation and the absence of a chimney
flue mean that the house is warmer and cheaper to heat, but it also
leads to more condensation caused by poor ventilation. And while
building techniques had improved, the materials used were often of
poor quality. Untreated timber often led to rotting window frames
and the plastic gutters tended to leak badly. The unexpected bonus
of a paddling pool of rainwater on the garage’s flat roof could also
lead to damp penetrating the adjoining house walls.

(Show Guide 1995:36)
 
Just in case the visitors missed the point, the Show Guide reminded them of the
purpose of the exhibition and the appropriate interpretation:
 

Our memory tends to be selective, and we often look back through
rose-tinted spectacles. We may remember our first 1920s-built house
as being ‘solid’ and having ‘character’, while forgetting that it was
cold, draughty and cost us an arm and a leg to run! Sunny days spent
relaxing in our gardens are more easily remembered than the amount
of time we had to put in painting window sills, repairing broken gutters
or fixing roof tiles… We also forget that we could hear our next door
neighbour sneeze because sound-proofing was non-existent at the
time, and we may look back fondly at the amount of time it took us
to save for a new cooker.

(Show Guide 1995:34)
 
As the show visitors left the darkened terrace, they emerged onto the patterned
brick drive of a brand new show home—the so-called ‘House of Tomorrow’. This
was a large ‘state of the art’ 1990s ‘L shaped’ executive show home with integral
double garage. The house was constructed in brick and tile, rather than a mock
up of hardboard and timber as was the case in the terrace of ‘Yesterday’s Homes’,
and so provided the public with an extremely favourable impression. Inside the
freshly painted and decorated house, visitors viewed a gleaming new hi-tech
kitchen, a bathroom with power shower and Jacuzzi, while the rest of the house
was furnished with the best new furniture and fabric that British Homes Stores
could muster. As the Show Guide stated:
 

The reality is that housebuilding has come a long way this century,
and the owner of a brand new home will never have to put up with
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these and the many other easily forgotten problems associated with
older properties…should a similar feature ever be staged at theIdeal
Home Exhibition in 2095, the equivalent turn-of-the-millennium
house’s imaginary family won’t be prompting memories of cold
bathrooms, damp walls, broken gutters and heating bills that break
the bank.

(Show Guide 1995:34)
 
When analysed in the context of an academic book like this, the strategy of the
exhibition designers looks transparently manipulative. But in the context of the
Ideal Home Exhibition, it is a subtle marketing technique that implants a notion
that the visitors’ own homes provide an inadequate level of comfort, security and
facility (see Chapman 1999).

The above discussion suggests that manufacturers, advertisers, marketing
professionals, retail psychologists and others can persuade people to buy into
prescribed images of the ideal home. Indeed, there is much evidence to
demonstrate that capital is successful at achieving these ends (see Chapman,
Chapter 4 in this book; see also, for example, Lodziak 1995; Kellner 1982, 1989;
Corrigan 1997; Falk and Campbell 1997). But capital cannot place desires in
people’s minds as if it were painting on an empty canvas. As this book will
demonstrate, other important cultural, economic and personal experiential factors
come into play when we consider the way that people envisage the ideal home.
When visitors pour into the exhibition, they bring with them a well-developed if
unspoken set of personal aspirations, as well as individual frustrations and fears.
It is from this perspective that they consume manufacturers’ images.

Before we begin our study of the ideal home as it is lived, it is therefore important
to explore other factors which shape popular images of the ideal home. As we
have seen from the discussion of the Ideal Home Exhibition, images change over
time, but these transformations may have less to do with technological factors, as
the exhibit suggests, than with changing social relationships between, for example,
husbands and wives, parents and children, householders and servants.
Transformations in the design of houses also come about in response to changed
patterns of urban life, employment, expectations of leisure, privacy, respectability,
community, security and the projection of social status. It is beyond the scope of
this chapter, and indeed beyond the scope of the book, to explore the cross-
cultural variations in the development of models of the ideal home (for a useful
cross-cultural analysis, see Rapoport 1969; Kent 1990). Instead, we concentrate
on the Western model of the ideal home in general, but emphasise in particular
transformations in Britain.

Confining ourselves to the British experience for the moment, we begin by
asking to what extent is the model of the ideal home shaped by the needs of the
individual in isolation from or in opposition to the cultural prerequisites of society
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more generally? That tired old adage, ‘an Englishman’s home is his castle’, suggests
that while individuals and families might face a lifelongstruggle for survival in
the hot-house of public life, the private home is a ‘haven’ or ‘retreat’ where we
are free to express our individualism in whatever way we choose. While there are
many possibilities for individuals to do what they want in their home—however
creative or terrible the consequences might be for the rest of the people living
there—evidence presented in this volume reveals strong social pressures from
the public world which constrain that behaviour. That home should be a focus
for the sociological gaze is therefore highly appropriate and indeed somewhat
overdue. In the second half of this chapter, we turn our attention to the problems
people encounter when attempting to realise the dream of the ideal home, but
for now we shall concentrate on the way that the ‘model’ of the ideal home has
been shaped.

Beginning with individual options, we can state that most people do not have
much choice over the fundamental design characteristics of houses—although
there are many variations on a theme—because these characteristics are defined
by social and cultural factors. Even the very wealthy need planning permission or
the advice of the professional architect and interior designer who, likely as not,
will have something to offer in the way of advice on structure, function and
aesthetics. For people who cannot afford to buy their own home, the issue of
what kind of place they should live in is determined by housing officers, planners,
architects, politicians and social philanthropists; the criteria that these
professionals use to define an ‘appropriate’ living space impose a significant
constraint on personal choice (see Brindley, Chapter 3). For the rest, the great
middle mass of private home owners, now amounting to around 70–75 per cent
of households in, for example, the UK, USA and Australia (Balchin 1995:194),
can choose from a range of styles of existing houses or opt for a new home.

In Britain, however, there is relatively little scope for building a new home
according to one’s personal requirements (see Chapters 4 and 15). In this respect,
the British experience is different from that of North America, much of Europe
and Australia, for instance, where householders have more control over the design
of their homes. This can be explained partly by the restrictions the state has
imposed upon new building, such as the establishment of conservation areas,
green belts, preservation orders, building regulations and so forth. But more
importantly, the range of ‘models’ of the ideal home is relatively limited in Britain,
which is something that has been achieved by the successful identification of
‘what people want’ by speculative builders. If we take a critical look at our own
built environment, we find evidence of ‘pattern book’ models of the ideal home,
a trend which has emerged because speculative builders have identified a popular
view of how the ideal home should be constituted. Over time, these ideals have
changed and we need, therefore, to examine the way they have been transformed
to meet different social expectations.
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Changing images of the ideal home

Since the eighteenth century, British speculative builders have been producing
homes according to pattern book designs. Rather than asking their potential clients
what kind of house they wanted to live in, builders have been prepared to take a
gamble—buy some land—and then build houses on it which they hoped people
would buy or rent. The eighteenth century witnessed the first large-scale phase of
speculative house building in England. The process began with the development
of neo-classical terraces, crescents and squares in west London and the spa town of
Bath. This pattern of building reflected a significant shift in the pattern of urban
life from what Heer (1990:46) described as the ‘ebullient, raucous and quarrelsome’
life of towns in the earlier medieval period to the relatively ‘polite’ society of the
spa and the suburb. Girouard (1990) has described this transformation:
 

The eighteenth century evolved in reaction against the seventeenth.
Many people felt that the traumas of the latter must be avoided at all
costs; the heat had to be taken out of the system… Civilisation was
the result of [people] learning to act together in society. The polite
[person] was essentially social, and as such, distinguished them from
arrogant lords, illiterate squires and fanatical puritans.

(Girouard 1990:76)
 
Simply put, the creation of elegant terraces with everyone’s house looking the
same as their neighbours’ helped reinforce the image of the new ‘polite society’
where people learned the art of tolerance and equality, rather than drawing their
sword at the slightest insult. It is not that people asked the builders to provide
terraces, because that model did not yet exist. Instead it depended upon the
entrepreneurial and social vision of speculators like Beau Nash, who cashed in
on the opportunities arising from the new social confidence created by the rise of
the polite society. The building of houses in a new way, then, arose from changing
social attitudes and was realised in real estate as a consequence of the foresight of
speculators (Borsay 1990; Reed 1984; A.Morris 1994).

By the end of the eighteenth century, most English towns had developed new
suburbs of elegant terraces, while existing home owners often concealed the
original façades of their houses and refronted them to make them look as if they
were built in the new style (Clifton-Taylor 1984). The rise of these new spas and
suburban developments was led by the significant growth in the number of
merchants, manufacturers and professionals such as lawyers and doctors, a response
to rising trade, the developing commercial and industrial economy and the
expanded functions of the state (Porter 1990; Hobsbawm 1969; Hill 1969).
Architectural historians suggest that this was a society where very wealthy people
felt secure enough to move relatively freely between country house and town
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house; where the emergent middle classgained access to and helped develop polite
society by socialising in private domestic drawing rooms and the town assembly
rooms, and by taking holidays at the spas (Girouard 1990; Cruickshank and Burton
1990; Borsay 1990). It is dangerous to read too much meaning into the restrained
style of the domestic architecture, of course, for the eighteenth-century town
remained a lively, debauched and dangerous place. Then, as now, images and
external façades concealed ways of life which were at odds with home as idealised.
As Porter (1990) puts it:
 

Life was raw. Practically all youngsters were thrashed at home, at
school, at work—and child labour was universal. Blood sports such
as cock-fighting were hailed as manly trials of skills and courage. Felons
were publicly whipped, pilloried and hanged, traitors were drawn and
quartered. Jacobites’ heads were spiked on Temple Bar till 1777. Work-
animals were driven relentlessly; England was notoriously ‘hell for
horses’, and cruelty to animals worsened with industrialization and
the craving for speed.

(Porter 1990:17)
 
Within the houses themselves life was also often far from polite.
 

Hardly any houses boasted a bath. Before cottons became cheap,
clothes were difficult to wash; children were sometimes sewn into
theirs for the winter. Vermin were not just metaphorical; rat-catchers
royal and flea catchers royal made good livings. Chamber-pots were
provided in dining-room sideboards, to save breaking up post-prandial
conversation among the men… People had an ingrained tolerance
of such inconvenience and squalor, and compensated by aggressive
pursuit of pleasures and passions. Emotion was near the surface.

(Porter 1990:19)
 
The conditions that led to the development of the polite society of the eighteenth
century had changed dramatically by the early nineteenth century as the industrial
revolution gathered momentum. By the nineteenth century new factories were
built in the towns—a process that was accompanied by a massive influx of
industrial workers (Briggs 1968; R.Morris and Rodger 1993; Hobsbawm 1969).
The consequence of this was a steady deterioration of the urban scene into a
socially disordered, ugly, overcrowded and polluted environment (Engels 1845;
Gauldie 1974). As a consequence, speculative builders began to design new kinds
of dwellings in new locations for the middle classes. Their models were in keeping
with a Victorian preference for the aristocratic styles of previous centuries, a
trend which revealed a new and unstable middle class seeking status and
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respectability through the trappings of upper-class forebears. They built florid
Gothic styled detached villas, protectedfrom the outside world in secluded
suburban gardens; they filled their rooms with gargantuan solid oak and mahogany
furniture and cluttered every available surface with ornaments (see Hepworth,
Chapter 2; see also Girouard 1978; Davidoff and Hall 1987; Muthesius 1982).

The Victorian and Edwardian escape from the town into the new suburbs of
detached villas was, in turn, despised by Modernist architects and planners in
the twentieth century. Intellectuals of the Modern Movement ridiculed the
craving for rigidly defined uses of rooms, clutter and the Victorians’ preoccupation
with the past. Instead, they proposed the building of homes in new materials
(concrete, steel and glass), denied the necessity of decoration and devised new
streamlined designs. In Le Corbusier’s famous pun on Marx, the point was not to
‘decorate’ the world, but instead to ‘change it’ (Fishman 1977). Modernist
architects and planners had some success in persuading private clients and public
housing authorities to subscribe to their aesthetic preferences, but they never
won the hearts of the next great cohort of socially mobile private house purchasers
in inter-war England (see Brindley, Chapter 3).

To the horror of the Modernist elite, it was the speculative builders who identified
what people really wanted and developed vast estates of suburban semi-detached
houses (Carey 1992; Oliver et al. 1981). The semi-detached house of the inter-war
period had up-to-date features such as a bathroom and indoor lavatory, light and
airy rooms, and the convenience of modern appliances run by electricity and gas.
The 1930s still provide evocative images of depression epitomised in the political
action of the Jarrow marchers, Orwell’s Down and Out in Paris and London (1933)
and Greenwood’s Love on the Dole (1933). In fact, social mobility into the lower
middle classes in the 1930s fuelled the vast expansion of new speculative building.
In the 1930s alone, some 2,700,000 houses were built, including a minimum of
200,000 homes a year in the worst years of the depression (Oliver et al. 1981:13).

While the suburban semi was popularly accepted as the model of the ideal
home, it offended the aesthetic sensibilities of the intelligentsia. Critics
ridiculed the cavalier manner with which speculative builders mixed and
matched a wide variety of architectural adornments on the ‘universal plan’ of the
three bedroom semi. As Eric Bird wrote in the 1946–1947 edition of the Daily
Mail Ideal Home Book, in a crude attempt to persuade the buyers of such houses
to change their ways:
 

Public taste is not wholly to blame for the rash of ‘Tudor-bethan’ semi-
detached housing which covered square miles of country on the fringes
of towns. The wish to have light, charm and social dignity in the home
is praiseworthy. The wrong lay in the fact that people were satisfied
with the flashy and snobbish as a substitute for really good design.

(quoted in Sherman 1946:12)
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Bird’s rudeness was certainly not uncommon, but seems all the more surprising
given that many of the readers of the Daily Mail Ideal Home Book actually lived in
suburban semis. Intellectual attacks on the suburban vision of the ideal home
were the norm, not the exception, up to the end of the 1950s. Much of this was
based on an assertion that the new middle class were incapable of knowing what
was best for them without the intervention of expert advice. In the high-brow
literary magazine Criterion, T.S.Eliot dared to assert that the new middle class
‘can only appreciate simple and naive emotions, puerile prettiness, above all
conventionalities’ (quoted in Carey 1992:53).

But the intellectuals were losing the battle. The new inhabitants of semi-
detached suburbia in 1930s Britain wanted to show their family, neighbours and
friends that they had ‘arrived’ in a new social world through the conspicuous
display of their affluence. Capital responded quickly to this upsurge in consumer
spending and provided a wide range of goods and services to help home owners
realise their idea of a dream home (see Chapman, Chapter 4; see also Forty 1986;
Faulkner and Arnold 1985). As a Bendix advertisement in the 1946–1947 Daily
Mail Ideal Home Book stated:
 

The Bendix automatic home laundry makes a house an ideal home.
No longer any need for red, rough hands, no running taps and splashes
on the floor, no more sweated labour in the heavy, steamy washday
atmosphere! Bendix is completely automatic, all you do is to put in
the wash, add soap and set the dial, then you’re off duty and the
Bendix takes over…you don’t even have to be in the house.

(Sherman 1946:32)
 
The rush to consume was led not entirely by capital, but also by the social need
to gain the respect of family, friends and neighbours. To fall short of neighbourly
expectations may have dire consequences for the individual’s self-esteem, as
Veblen (1934) notes:
 

Those neighbours of the community who fall short of [a] somewhat
indefinite, normal degree of prowess or of property suffer in the esteem
of their fellow-men; and consequently they also suffer in their own
esteem, since the usual basis of self-respect is the respect accorded by
one’s neighbors. Only individuals with an aberrant temperament can
in the long run retain their self-esteem in the face of the disesteem of
their fellows… So soon as the possession of property becomes the
basis of popular esteem, it becomes also a requisite to that
complacency which we call self-respect.

(quoted in Coser 1977:268)
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While Veblen emphasises the important of ‘conspicuous consumption’ in
maintaining social esteem in a neighbourhood, it has to be recognised thatpeople
can lose the esteem of their neighbours by being too ostentatious or flamboyant
in the exercise of their wealth. While there are always exceptions, the influence
of family, neighbours and friends should not be underestimated when we consider
the way that people make decisions about the presentation of their home to the
world (see Chapman, Hockey and Wood, Chapter 15).

The ideal home as it is lived

The ideal home has since the nineteenth century afforded the possibility of retreat
from public view, and a place for the exercise of private dreams and fantasies,
personal foibles and inadequacies; in practice, we argue, it cannot be seen as a
space which is beyond the gaze of the public world. However determinedly we
police the boundaries of our ‘private’ space, it is difficult to ignore or exclude the
possibility of incursions into that space. The visit of outsiders, whether they are
members of our family, friends and colleagues, plumbers and electricians, doctors
and midwives, brings into sharp relief the fragility of the boundary between the
public world and the private domain. However much effort we expend in keeping
areas of our private space from the public gaze, we cannot easily stop ourselves
from imagining how ‘outsiders’ might perceive us if they gained access to these
hidden territories. For example, reclusive or isolated older women who are unable
to spring-clean may carry within them the disconcerting vision of their cupboards
and attics as seen by those others who will enter their homes after their deaths
(see Hockey, Chapter 9). Or when our privacy is invaded by an unwanted visitor,
like the burglar, we are forced to re-evaluate our long-established relationship
with formerly trusted neighbours, our sense of privacy and security and most
especially the deeply personal way in which we treasure our property (see
Chapman, Chapter 11). We argue, then, that it is our responses to the actual or
imagined intrusions of outsiders that help people to conceptualise the ideal home.
We know what is expected of us and recognise the limits to individual taste and
choice, decency and respectability as soon as they confront us. This is not to say,
however, that we can always conform to those expectations, nor that we might
always want to. Thus, in addition to identifying and socially locating the ideal or
ideals of home, this volume also explores, in considerable detail, the barriers to
the achievement of that ideal home. It reveals, for example, that while privacy is
a concept that patterns and legitimises the exclusion of outsiders, it may be denied
to certain household members. Madigan and Munro (Chapter 5) demonstrate
the way that gender influences the social organisation of domestic space. Women,
it is shown, have virtually no personal space in the household, unlike children
and husbands, who can retreat to individual bedrooms, studies, garages or sheds.
Women’s experience of home is likely to be shaped to some extent even before
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they move in, for the architect has already established the spatial layout. Madigan
and Munro show that the open-plan design of 1960s housing removes that private
space within which women formerly managed tasks such as cooking, sewing,
washing and ironing. In the absence of separate kitchens, outhouses, dining rooms
and parlours, women experience an additional pressure to maintain the entire
ground floor of their homes in a state of order equivalent to that once required
only in the secluded space of the front room.

Gender also impacts upon another core characteristic of the ideal home—its
safety. Its nineteenth-century representation as a ‘haven in a heartless world’ as
discussed by Hepworth (Chapter 2) finds echoes in late-twentieth-century crime
prevention literature which details the security measures necessary to protect
this haven from ‘break-ins’ and to ward off the likelihood of attack out on the
street. The notion that home, in an ideal sense, is a place of safety is shown to be
highly gendered. It binds women of all ages into the home and fosters their
dependence upon male relatives; adolescent girls, women wishing to separate
from a male partner and older single women are often advised, either implicitly
or explicitly, of the special dangers that face them in public space (see Goldsack,
Chapter 10). Yet, paradoxically, the street is the domain where men are most in
danger of attack from a stranger, while it is relatively safe for women when
compared with the home. It is in domestic space that women are most at risk—
from violent attacks by a male partner. If anything, security systems designed to
keep danger out actually make the home more dangerous for women under attack,
thwarting their efforts to escape a fist, knife or broken bottle. The example of
domestic violence therefore shows how the supposedly desirable features of the
ideal home can fail to serve the interests of all members of the household.

While we highlight mismatches between the ideal home as imagined and as
lived, we also demonstrate that exclusion from the relatively private preserve of the
home can have serious consequences for those people who are deemed to be
incapable of living on their own. Hockey (Chapter 12) describes how the needs of
older, dependent adults cannot be accommodated within the ideal home, but instead
are managed within institutional ‘homes’ which bear none of the characteristics of
the private home. Though home may provide a touchstone for our sense of self, a
treasured space for important objects, secrets and pleasures (see Chapman, Chapter
11), in practice it also houses those more problematic aspects of human embodiment
which range from birth to death. If older people cease to exercise the required
degree of control over their own bodies, they may be judged unsuitable for continued
inclusion in family life—or indeed for an independent life in their own homes.
Older people can also find their opportunities for realising their dream of an ideal
home constrained by the strictures of professional architects, who make judgements
about the appropriate size and facility required of such a home. As Fairhurst (Chapter
8) shows, the designers of ‘sheltered’ accommodation produce representations of
‘home’ which, again, fall short of the ideal in that they fail to provide either the
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social space needed for visitors, a double bed, or the space required to display the
memorabilia that symbolise a lifetime.

It is this symbolic merger of ‘home’ and ‘self’ which makes the home, in both
an ideal and a literal sense, so important as a focus for sociological study.
Representing the intersection of the public world of planners and policy makers
and the personal world of family, friends and neighbours, the home stands as a
materialisation of key social and personal values. Yet paradoxically it is precisely
through the seclusion of the self that a capitalist society, grounded in the principle
of individualism, reproduces itself. Two of the most stressful experiences which
the householder risks are burglary and relocation. While the former may breed a
sense of personal violation or pollution (see Chapman, Chapter 11) the second
involves entering the unknown space which previously housed the most secret
and potentially shocking aspects of a previous occupant’s life. The ‘Houses of
Doom’ which Hockey (Chapter 12) describes may be largely fictional, yet they
allude to something less fantastic but nonetheless dreadful, proximity to the
intimate spaces of an unknown and potentially undesirable other.

Whether in its ideal or material form, the home eludes certain categories of
people entirely. Thus the category ‘homeless’ encompasses both those who live on
friends’ settees as well as those who own nothing but sheets of cardboard and
newspaper. For others, ‘home’ is something to which they have multiple attachments.
These include West Indian people living in Britain for whom the material space
within which they eat, sleep and relax may remain a ‘home away from home’ since
the notion of home is tied primarily to the West Indian ethnic and family-defined
spaces which provide their social identities (see Olwig, Chapter 6). Similarly the
shared living space of young people who are full-time students is experienced as
temporally and spatially distant from the family homes they go back to in vacations
and the independent homes they look forward to once they have jobs. Being shared,
temporary and often uncared for, student accommodation cannot conform to the
ideal of home. Their experience is echoed in the domestic lives of gay and lesbian
couples whose relationship with one another can often not be made visible within
and around the home or be allowed to offend the requirements of hegemonic
heterosexuality. Shared sleeping arrangements and visibly intimate behaviour at
the exterior of the home—for example mouth-to-mouth kissing on the doorstep
when one partner leaves for work—can be problematic.

While this book emphasises social constraint as a constant theme through its
discussion of the ideal home as it is imagined and as it is lived, we do not overlook
those people who resist convention. Until the 1960s it was accepted wisdom that
the home was a woman’s domain, a place to which men returned from their ‘natural’
preserve—the public world of work. Yet men’s experience of employment has changed
dramatically since the late 1970s, as the labour market has been restructured. The
idea that men’s status derives from being the household ‘breadwinner’ in a lifelong
career has been strongly challenged, particularly since the experience of redundancy,
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unemployment and temporary work is no longer exceptional. However, the fact
that women make up around a half of the labour market does not mean that equality
between the sexes in employment or the domestic sphere has been achieved. Indeed,
women continue to undertake the majority of domestic labour. Chapman (Chapter
13) questions the extent to which men’s low participation in domestic work and
childcare can be explained entirely by their own unwillingness to undertake such
tasks, or whether it is circumscribed by women’s control over the skills and knowledge
required to undertake domestic work.

Alternative ways of looking at the home can also be derived from a
consideration of the relationship between the home, the private domestic garden
and the wider environment. Bhatti (Chapter 14) argues that new ideas and
practices are emerging in response to changed environmental attitudes, whereby
the garden is not seen as space to be dominated or controlled, but ‘managed’ in
such a way that it can function symbiotically. Bhatti argues that people can
experience the garden and gardening, if they have the requisite skills and
knowledge, as a ‘reconnection’ with the environment as a whole and that by
studying how gardens are understood and used, we can show how people can
learn about nature, and help develop a deeper environmental culture.

Bhatti’s study of the garden reveals the possibilities of resistance to the relentless
pressure of capital to provide goods and services that meet every aspect of life
from the cook-chill meal to the professional laundry service. For some, this
tokenistic resistance to the model of the ideal home is not sufficient; as a
consequence, radical steps are taken to establish alternative forms of domestic
arrangement. Chapman, Hockey and Wood (Chapter 15) argue that those who
‘dare to be different’ face a difficult task if they attempt to go it alone. To resist
convention is to risk social stigmatisation and social isolation. Consequently,
most people who develop alternative domestic lifestyles do so in communal
circumstances. For those who bind themselves together within a collective belief
system—usually based on religion—communal domestic life can be sustained
over the centuries. For those who seek to achieve individuality through the
commune, however, their chances of long-term success are shown to be bleak.
As noted earlier, in the United Kingdom there is relatively little scope for building
a new home according to one’s personal requirements, a situation which might
explain the marketability of Michael Pollan’s (1997) account of how he built a
wood-frame hut ‘of his own’ in the garden of his family home. We are therefore
describing a context where the conventional model of the private home can be
seen to hold some potential as a place within which people can realise their
dreams. For the majority, the model of the ideal home remains the most popular
model of domestic life, we argue, because it affords the opportunity, if not always
the realisation, of a sustainable link between the private world and the public, a
connection which also divides the routine of home life from that of work.
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PRIVACY, SECURITY AND

RESPECTABILITY

The ideal Victorian home

Mike Hepworth

It is difficult to exaggerate the influence of Victorian images on present-day beliefs
about the ‘ideal home’. Rapid social and economic changes since the close of the
nineteenth century have done little to change the Victorian belief in the home
as a private retreat within which a personal life can be enjoyed in peace and
security. The term ‘Victorian’ is, of course, derived from the name of Queen
Victoria, who ruled from 1837 to 1902 over what was once an extensive British
Empire. But, like the empire she once ruled, ‘Victorian’ has come to refer to a
series of attitudes and values whose influence goes well beyond the shores of
Britain and the boundaries of the nineteenth century. As Grier (1988) has noted
in her study of culture and comfort in the middle-class North American drawing
room or ‘parlour’, the concept of Victorian can be defined in more global terms
as the ‘Anglo-American, transatlantic, bourgeois culture of industrialising western
civilisation’ (Grier 1988:2).

Grier’s definition suggests that, seen as a global feature of industrialising western
civilisation, Victorian culture is dauntingly complex. The aim of this chapter,
therefore, is to draw attention to only a single yet nevertheless highly significant
strand in Victorian thought, namely the contribution that images of the ideal
Victorian home have made to the distinctive features of the idea of home in
western society. Images, both visual (photographs, paintings, book illustrations
etc.) and verbal (novels, poems, biographies, autobiographies, histories etc.), are
closely connected with expressions of the ideal because they often give shape to
the hopes and fears of people living during a specific historical period. Mundane
everyday life can be seen as a constant struggle to give meaning to life in terms of
contemporary cultural ideals. As an image, the ‘ideal home’ is an expression of
value: the kind of private life that individuals hope to achieve. As conceived by
the Victorians, the image of the ideal home is an essential link between the
public and the private domestic world, at once a coveted symbol of success in
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both these spheres, and of the effort to achieve normality and respectability by
its residents.

It is not stretching the argument too far to say that the image of home
dominated the Victorian collective vision of a stable and harmonious social
environment in the private and public spheres and also in this world and the
next. In his study of the roles of hymns and hymn singing in Victorian everyday
life, I.Bradley (1997) noted that a constantly recurring image in ‘the depiction of
heaven in Victorian hymns is that of the happy home, with work over for the
day, the table spread and the family gathered together’ (1997:118). If the home
in its ideal expression was analogous to heaven, it was also, as Jalland (1996)
observed, the place where many people hoped to die. Certainly for the middle
and upper classes, the family home was the appropriate place to confront and
come to terms with the harsh realities of painful terminal illness and death; an
essential link between the secular and the sacred. In these social circles ‘death
bed scenes were private affairs which were usually limited to a relatively small
number of members of the immediate family, together with a nurse or a servant,
and occasionally a doctor’ (Jalland 1996:26). The home, then, was described not
only as a retreat from the not infrequently harsh realities of the Victorian world
but also as a secluded place to struggle with those realities such as illness and
death which succeeded in breaching the walls.

Two important features of the ideal home as a retreat were particularly
significant. The first was the constructed façade—the physical structure of stone,
bricks and mortar which helped to conceal the residents from public view—and
the second has been neatly described by Marshall and Willox (1986:57) as the
‘home within’. The home within was the social organisation of private life inside
the private spaces such as bedrooms, studies and the various forms of specific
social interaction that were possible in these rooms. Because the external structure
of the houses built during the building booms of the Victorian period were often
uniform in external appearance, as is the case today, it was the home within
which gave these homes their individual character and which encouraged an
increasing fascination of outsiders (newspaper reporters, novelists, gossips) with
the lives of those inside.

While the hedges, fences and walls surrounding residents guaranteed some
kind of protection against the world outside, it is important to remember that
private spaces of the home were not always sacrosanct and were often open to
the scrutiny of other members of the family, especially the ‘head of the household’
and servants. For this reason, as Bailin (1994:6) has indicated, the sickroom was
often especially valued as ‘a haven of comfort’, order and ‘natural affection’.
Because behaviour and expressions of emotions normally repressed in polite society
were permissible when someone became ill, the sickroom was the one place within
the home where an individual could retreat from the demands of family life and
be himself/herself. One of the consolations of illness, as Florence Nightingale
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discovered during the later part of her life, was that the conventions surrounding
the sickroom made it possible for the ill person to abandon the highly disciplined
rigours and rituals of respectable conduct and to ‘express feelings and essential
truths about the undisfigured self’ (Bailin 1994:24).

It is important to recognise that the Victorian home was not simply a place for
a relaxed presentation of a ‘real’ self away from the prying eyes of the world but a
complex arrangement of spaces for the presentation of a miniaturised array of
variable domestic selves. There is therefore an evident tension here between the
idealised image of the home as a private haven for the self and the practical
everyday activities of family life and relationships. For those who lived in polite
society, the home was as much a display cabinet of social virtues as it was a haven
for an army of would-be social reclusives. Standards had to be maintained both
within and without its confines and the ideal Victorian home is therefore more
accurately defined as a kind of battleground: a place of constant struggle to
maintain privacy, security and respectability in a dangerous world.

It was also, of course, a gendered place. While historians such as Tosh (1996)
have shown how men became increasingly drawn to the rewards of a domesticated
life during the Victorian period, the key role for respectably active women was,
as George Elgar Hicks’ series of three paintings entitled Woman’s Mission (1863)
graphically asserted, the domestic caregiver. Casteras has recorded that The Times
newspaper described the trilogy as depicting:
 

‘woman in three phases of her duties as ministering angel,’… Hicks
himself believed that woman fulfilled a sacrosanct function as wife
and mother and wrote, ‘I presume no woman will make up her mind
to remain single, it is contrary to nature’.

(Casteras 1987:51–52)
 

Ideal and reality: the home life of Charles Darwin

The example of the sickroom reveals that the relationship between the imagined
ideal and the lived experience of home is complex and influenced by a number of
social variables including gender, ethnicity and social class. But it must also be
recognised that the ideal home of the Victorian imagination was not entirely an
illusion. The home life of Charles Darwin (1809–1882), the most influential
scientist of the period, provides an interesting example of the efforts he and his
family made to live out the ideal of the home as a place of privacy and security in
a dangerous world.

For reasons which have yet to be completely explained, Darwin was for much
of his highly productive intellectual life a chronic invalid. He ‘suffered chronic
ill-health from the age of thirty until he was sixty’ (Bowlby 1990:6), although
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during the last decade of his life there was some improvement and he died at the
comparatively old age of 73. A wealthy man who had no need to work for a
living, he was throughout his married life, as he frequently acknowledged, totally
dependent on his wife Emma. Even for a male, socially advantaged Victorian,
Darwin was peculiarly home-centred, his highly conventional domestic life—
that of the Victorian paterfamilias—being totally at odds with his iconoclastic
denial of the divine origins of the human species and his scientific defence of
biological evolution through the process of natural selection. Thus Darwin was
domestically conventional, his private resources making it possible for him to
live out the Victorian ideal of privacy and respectability while his public image,
after the publication of The Origin of Species in 1859, was highly controversial
and stigmatised especially in conventionally religious circles. Indeed, it was the
evidence of Darwin’s domesticity which ultimately helped the Victorian
establishment to reconcile itself to his profoundly subversive theory of evolution
and The Descent of Man (1871) from lower life forms.

When Darwin died in 1882 preparations were made to bury him in the
graveyard of the village of Downe, near London. He had moved there in September
1842 and spent a large part of the remainder of his life there in rural seclusion.
The village of Downe as described by Darwin’s biographers, Desmond and Moore
(1992), represents the Victorian conception of a rural idyll, set at a convenient
distance from the big city: ‘Two hours out of London, sixteen miles from St Paul’s,
this was the perfect rural retreat… Here he was at a safe distance from society…
The nearest train station, Sydenham, was eight miles away, and the hilly drive
cut Downe off, secured its inhabitants, preserved their past. A parish set in aspic’.
This, wrote Darwin to his old servant on the Beagle ‘will be my direction for the
rest of my life’ (Desmond and Moore 1992:302).

In 1882 arrangements to bury Darwin at Downe were cut short by counter-
pressures to have him enshrined, following a state funeral, in Westminster Abbey.
The man who had been labelled ‘the devil’s Chaplain’ by the religious
establishment, and ridiculed in Punch as a grotesque ape-like figure, was now
eulogised as a national hero. The role of a lifetime’s exemplary patriarchal
domesticity played no small part in his sanctification.
 

The elegies stressed Darwin’s exemplary character, his simple
‘everyday virtues’, and his wealthy respectability. Mr Darwin’s was
‘an ideal life’, according to the Saturday Review—a private fortune, a
great opportunity capitalized on the Beagle, ‘immense labours, wisely
planned and steadily executed,’ amid scenes of ‘quiet domestic
happiness,’ and all crowned by a sweet and gentle nature blossomed
into perfection. Many found Darwin’s homeliness especially attractive.
It was ‘difficult to imagine a more beautiful picture of human happiness
than that which he presented in his Kentish home, working at those
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great books which are acknowledged to have been a priceless gift to
humanity, surrounded by a devoted family’.

(Desmond and Moore 1992:676)

Respectability and social deviance: the ideal home as fortress

The example of the secluded home life of Charles Darwin offers insight into
the notion of the Victorian home as a kind of castle or fortress offering protection
against the cruel world outside. It is perhaps not surprising that Darwin, who
drew from his observations of the natural world the belief that life was an endless
and merciless struggle for survival, should find his haven in a conventional
home, run by his conventionally religious wife. In this respect he lived out the
more general belief in the boundaries of the Victorian home (such as surrounding
countryside and grounds, fences, walls, gates and a supporting team of servants
who act as gatekeepers) as the lines of moral boundary between respectability
and social deviance. Darwin’s example may serve as a reminder of one of the
central themes in the sociology of deviance, namely the essential
interdependence and continuous interplay between concepts of respectability
and deviance.

While respectability is defined in terms of images of the protective environment
of the respectable home, deviance is located in the relatively unregulated world
which lies beyond. Individuals in their own home have a respectable place in
society: they can be located and identified as anchored in the normal social world.
But the unfortunate individual expelled or threatened with expulsion from the
family home stands on the line dividing normality from deviance: the transition
is from ‘being at home’ to ‘homelessness’. In her study of images of Victorian
women in English art, Casteras (1987) shows how the contrast between the
comforts of the well-appointed home and the bleak world outside was a recurring
theme for popular painters. She describes a picture by George Smith, Into the
Cold World (1876), as follows:
 

A beautiful young widow, head and posture downcast, has no recourse
but to leave her home. Her equally exquisite son, still young enough
to sport long Fauntleroy-ish curls, looks back at his faithful dog, but
the latter hesitates in following his master into the cold world. The
mother and child cast a long shadow on the hall floor; a sprig of holly
fallen there not only indicates the season—and the cruel fate of being
turned out at Yuletide—but is also an ironic floral allusion to foresight
(which the widow’s spouse lacked in planning his estate)… The
inside/outside dichotomy of the safe, warm haven and cold, cruel
world reminds viewers that the lady must exchange the hermetic
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comforts of home for the chilly reception that awaits in the unknown
realm beyond the threshold.

(Casteras 1987:126)
 
According to Jack Douglas (1970) the definition and social production of
respectability is possible only in relationship to its opposite. Respectability is in
effect unimaginable without its twin ‘other’, social deviance and crime. In this
sense, the security of the respectability of the home is maintained in terms of its
opposite, the inhospitable and exploitative world beyond. This analysis of a
recurring theme in Victorian popular painting also shows how necessary it is for
a society to continually remind its members of the boundaries separating
respectability and deviance by reproducing images which stimulate the
imagination of social ideals. Deviance thus has an essential ‘boundary-maintaining’
function to play in the construction of social order: it is possible to understand
the meaning of home only through an appreciation of what home is not, or non-
home. Without dramatic images of the dangers surrounding us on every side we
are continually at risk of losing our bearings in what is in reality an ambiguous
and morally bewildering world.

For this reason the middle-class Victorian conception of the ideal home
represented the front line in the crusade against the socially and personally
destabilising effects of crime and deviance. Davidoff and Hall (1987) have
observed that during the early nineteenth century the home was understood to
be surrounded by an unstable and threatening world:
 

Along with continuing political unrest, the exigencies of poverty,
brutality, repressing sexuality, disease and death were all too familiar.
Against these, people struggled to control their destiny through
religious grace and the bulwark of family property and resources. These
shields took practical as well as symbolic form in middle class homes
and gardens and in the organisation of the immediate environment
through behaviour, speech and dress. The sense that individuals, with
God’s help, were captains of their fate, was daily confronted by
material conditions and recalcitrant human beings.

(Davidoff and Hall 1987:357)
 
The moral barricades of the Victorian home were much more than the structural
defences of walls and fences, doors, locks and keys. The defences against deviance
extended into the home itself to include, as was noted earlier with reference to
the sickroom, rules governing standards of conduct in different rooms in the
house and relationships between the residents.

A great deal of this protective framework was in fact a complex web of
interweaving images and rules of interpersonal relationships which were essentially
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hierarchical in nature and within which gender played a significant part. Prior to
his wedding to Emma in 1839, Darwin had drawn up a list of the pros and cons of
marriage:
 

In Darwin’s eyes, the role of ‘Emma was to humanise the brute, care
for him, take charge of the sofa’ (Darwin had written of a ‘nice wife
on a sofa’). Her role from the first was narrowly circumscribed—the
solitary beast did not want an intellectual soul mate. She tried to dip
into Lyell’s Elements of Geology only to be told not to bother. Lyell’s
treatment of his long-suffering wife was a paradox. Charles sent an
account of the couple’s visit: ‘we talked for half an hour,
unsophisticated geology, with poor Mrs Lyell sitting by, a monument
of patience—I want practice in ill-treating the female sex.’ Another
joke of course, but women were spectators in the male preserve of
science, as unwanted here as at the Athenaeum.

(Desmond and Moore 1992:278)
 
During the early nineteenth century the gradual separation of paid employment
from the domestic sphere helped create a new concept of a realm ruled over by
women, bringing with it what some social analysts controversially regard as a
form of empowerment in the private sphere (see Chapman, Chapter 13). The
central contrast between the home and the outside world placed the onus on
women to carry out the emotional and moral labour necessary to create and
maintain the ideal home: in other words to transform the image into reality.
According to Halttunen (1982) it was the main responsibility of women to create
a world free from the dissimulations, manipulations and heartlessness of the outside
world. ‘By definition’, she writes, ‘the domestic sphere was closed off, hermetically
sealed from the poisonous air of the world outside’ (Halttunen 1982:59).

According to this analysis of middle-class domestic culture in America, 1830–
1870, the location of a staged meeting point between the external potentially
threatening world of strangers and the internal domestic sphere of intimates was
the parlour. ‘Geographically,’ Halttunen observes, the parlour
 

lay between the urban street where strangers freely mingled and the
back regions of the house where only family members were permitted
to enter uninvited. According to the cult of domesticity, the parlour
provided the woman of the house with a ‘cultural podium’ from which
she was to exert her moral influence.

(Halttunen 1982:59)
 
Within this private sphere clear distinctions were made between deviance and
respectability. The parlour was the acme of the latter: a purified social arena
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subject to constant surveillance dictated by the proliferating rules of etiquette.
The private world was established as a respectable social space in constant contrast
to the dangers and deviations located in the competitive battlefield of the male-
dominated public world where the money was made to furnish the ‘soft furnishings’
of the home.

As the stage on which respectable domestic social performances took place,
the parlour was suitably dressed and embellished. Furnishings and decorations
were designed and marketed according to complex rules of moral consumption
which it was essential for the successful housewife to command as she moved
through her prescribed life course from newly married woman to matron:
 

The right furniture was thought to ease social intercourse by helping
visitors to look their best, and, when correctly arranged, by
encouraging circulation. Similarly, the hostess who tastefully arranged
potted shrubs, plants, and flowers throughout the room helped
‘brighten’ and ‘enliven’ the company by placing them in ‘almost a
fairy-like scene.’ In addition she selected and displayed the ‘curiosities,
handsome books, photographs, engravings, stereoscopes, medallions,
any works of art you may own,’ which were the stage properties of
polite social intercourse. Such conversation pieces, according to one
etiquette manual, were the good hostess’s ‘armour against stupidity.’
The polite Victorian hostess was not simply an actress in the genteel
performance; she was also the stage manager, who exercised great
responsibility for the performances of everyone who entered her
parlour.

(Halttunen 1982:105)
 
A key feature of these genteel performances was the careful maintenance of the
privacy of the back regions of the house. Household manuals advised that the
‘internal machinery of a household’ (Halttunen 1982:105) should be carefully
concealed from public view. In these segregated areas could be found members of
the family who had not yet been civilised (infants in the nursery) or whose social
status was changed in respect of debilitating illnesses, mental or physical (the
sickroom) or the decrements of old age (seated before the kitchen fire).

The housewife was entrusted with the discipline of maintaining the decoration
of the home and the smooth running of the material mechanisms of family life
and also with the maintenance of the healthy physical bodies of members of her
family and the support staff. Above all, the Victorian middle-class home was a
privatised arena where comfort and etiquette softened the deviant ‘angles’ and
‘defects’ of human character’ (Grier 1988:1). As we noted above, the Victorian
home was not only a haven from deviance but also a place where it was possible
for deviance to occur and which must therefore be an arena for constant vigilance.
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In her study of the culture of comfort, Grier (1988), like Halttunen, focuses on
the parlour as one of the places ‘intended to serve as the setting for important
social events and to present the civilized facades of its occupants’ (Grier 1988:1).
The intention was to convey domesticity through ‘comfort’ and cosmopolitanism
through ‘culture’. The term ‘comfort’ ‘designates the presence of the more family-
centred, even religious values associated with “home”, values emphasising perfect
sincerity and moderation in all things. Social commentators claimed comfort to
be a distinctively middle-class state of mind’ (Grier 1988:1).

Hearth and home

As an example of the processes which Grier (1988) and Halttunen (1982) regard
as central to the construction of the middle-class home, it is useful to refer to
McNair Wright’s The Complete Home: An Encyclopaedia of Domestic Life and Affairs
(1881): ‘Between the Home set up in Eden, and the Home before us in Eternity,
stand the Homes of Earth in a long succession… Every home has its influence,
for good or evil, upon humanity at large’ (quoted in Briggs 1990:213). The home
of Earth thus takes on a mediating function between the secular and the sacred
function. The home and home making were dignified as institutions endowed by
God as his ideal of human life and (as noted previously) heaven was conceptualised
as an ideal home.

Because of its traditional sacred associations, the fireplace played a special
role in the symbolic representation of the ideal home. During the nineteenth
century the fireplace, writes Litman (1969), was ‘an all-pervasive symbol’. ‘Homes
lacking fireplaces literally and figuratively lack warmth’ (Litman 1969:632). In
this sense the hearth, as the place where heat is generated before the invention
of central heating, is closely associated with the heart as the organ which gives
life and is traditionally regarded as the source of human emotion. To be welcomed
at the hearth is to anticipate a closer and more intimate form of human
relationship. Images of hearths filled with burning logs at Christmas are only one
idealised set of images of hearth and home. The sacred symbolism of the hearth
was not confined to the bourgeois drawing room or parlour but was part of the
wider Victorian concern with the moral implications of architecture. Litman
(1969) shows how the Victorian reading of architectural forms corresponded
with the physiognomic or close scrutiny of external appearances of human beings
for evidence of their inner moral character which exercised such an influence on
Victorian painters (Cowling 1989; Hepworth 1995). Mary Cowling has shown
how the interpretation of character types by painters of modern Victorian life
was influenced by the physiognomic tradition dating principally from the
dominant influence in the latter half of the eighteenth century of the Zwinglian
minister, Lavatar. Victorian audiences were well versed in physiognomic codes
deriving from his work and Victorian artists were skilled in drawing on these
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symbols to comply with the demands of popular taste. Painters and public
subscribed to what Cowling (1989:5) describes as ‘a shared system of beliefs about
human character, and its physiognomic expression’ and we should not therefore
be surprised that the paintings were ‘read so easily’.

The widespread belief in the idea that the moral quality of a person, a place or
a building could be determined through a close scrutiny of external appearance
and structure inevitably included the home. The pervasive influence of the so-
called science of physiognomy was such that significant connections were made
between architecture and the visual and literary arts (Tytler 1982). Thus, as Litman
(1969:630) notes, ‘The great mid-century American architectural theorist,
Andrew Jackson Downing, put it succinctly: “We believe much of the character
of every man may be read in his house”.’

Homes and gardens: the rural idyll

Although the hearth has a strong claim on symbolic pride of place in all domestic
architecture, the fireplace had a special virtue in another highly emotive symbol
in Victorian domestic culture, the country cottage. Downing, whose principal
work was published in 1851, believed that the countryside was the most
appropriate location of the home, because in a rural environment domestic life
was free to expand and ‘develop itself freely, as a tree expands which is not crowded
by neighbours in a forest, but grows in the unrestrained liberty of the open meadow’
(quoted in Litman 1969:631). The most complete expression of the country home
was the English cottage: ‘the domestic virtues, the love of home, rural beauty,
and seclusion, cannot possibly be better expressed than in the English cottage,
with its many upward pointing gables…and its walls covered with vines and
flowering shrubs’ (quoted in Litman 1969:631).

It is the symbolic nature of the home, that ‘storehouse of signs’
(Csikszentmihalyi and Rochberg-Halton 1981:139) where the home is
‘conceptualised both as a social symbol and an extension of the self’ (Barbey
1993:103), which finds quintessential expression in the cottage in the country.
As Clayton-Payne observes,
 

The image of the cottage…was a potent one in the late nineteenth
century. Its popularity can be seen in terms of a reaction against what
was perceived as the ugliness of the Industrial Revolution… The
simplicity and beauty of the past seemed still discoverable in rural
villages and footpaths.

(Clayton-Payne 1988:32)
 
Associations between the ideal home and the world of nature were expressed in
their most contrived form in the Victorian garden, especially the flower garden.
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If access to a real cottage garden was not possible, a painting or reproduction of a
painting could be purchased. The ‘development of flower garden painting began
in the 1860’s with the work of Frederick Walker and Birket Foster, still basically
under the influence of picturesque values’ (Clayton-Payne 1988:9). In paintings
of flower gardens, human figures tend to derive their character from their physical
surroundings. They are not present as identifiable individuals but as anonymous
character types whose position in these floral surroundings reinforces the overall
moral message of the tranquillity of the garden. In, for example, Francis Wollaston
Moody’s In Chelsea Gardens (1858) an unnamed and unidentifiable Chelsea
pensioner offers flowers to a child while the equally anonymous mother looks on
fondly (Wood 1978:670).

Garden and cottage garden paintings reflected an increasing interest in the
cultivation of flowers and gardens and a move away from the utilitarian idea of
the garden as the provider of staple fare in a subsistence economy. Ironically, it is
not the ‘useful’ vegetable garden which comes to symbolise home in popular
images but the ‘useless’ flower. This in part reflects a greater interest in the
cultivation of flowers alongside the staple vegetables which continued to play
such an important part in the rural subsistence economy. It is also part-reflection
of a longer tradition of floral symbolism as elaborated by the Victorians in
paintings, poems and other works of art. By the mid-nineteenth century the better-
off cottagers were cultivating bedding plants among their vegetables. For the
socially advantaged the accent moved away from material subsistence towards
colourful floral displays and the cottage garden was transformed into an
aestheticised moral enterprise. In this floral enterprise there was a strong element
of nostalgia and longing among an urbanised population, especially the affluent
middle classes, for a rural idyll unspoilt by the forces of industrialisation from
which their wealth was derived.

The most ornamental and flowery cottage gardens were those created by
landowners as a public display of their own taste. By the 1880s the cottage garden
had been transformed into an indigenous gardening style. Painters played an
important part in promoting what came to be known as the ‘cottage garden style’
(Clayton-Payne 1988:63) and there was a slow effacement of the ‘distinction
between the labourer’s cottage and the middle class small house’ (1988:68).
Alongside innovations in gardening and botany the Victorians elaborated a rich
domesticated iconography of plant life. Grier (1988) cites a chapter in Richard
Wells’ Manners, Culture and Dress, frequently reprinted in the 1890s in the USA,
as containing a list of the meanings of 318 flowers and plants: ‘A deep rose signalled
“bashful love”; an iris signalled “melancholy”’ (Grier 1988:11). The invention of
photography and the concern of Pre-Raphaelite painters in Britain with the
meticulous reproduction of the details of nature reinforced the symbolic appeal
of plant life. Indeed, a preoccupation with accuracy of natural detail was bent to
the service of symbolism. ‘With all their “botanizing” associations,’ writes Bartram
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(1985:38), ‘the plant images of the period have qualities transcending any
scientific purpose’, adding in a quotation from a review published in the Athenaeum
in 1858:
 

It is like reading Keats and Tennyson to look at the soft, white, velvet
hair of the poisonous, veined nettle-leaves, green and rank, huddling
up in a dark guilty mass to hide where the murdered child was buried,
while the bee sings round the white diadems of their beguiling flowers
as if nothing was wrong and earth was still a Paradise.

(Bartram 1985:38)
 
The symbolic value of the home as rural haven and of the garden as a substitute
for a full-blown rural life (homes and gardens) is thus reflected in the complex
symbolism of plant life, especially flowers and gardens, evident in Victorian
middle-class culture. As testified in the life of Charles Darwin, botany was regarded
as one of the virtuous hobbies with close associations with gardening as both a
science and an art. If the private Victorian home and garden represented a moral
barrier erected against the enemy outside its walls, it also functioned to contain
and discipline any enemies that may be found within. The cultivation of the
garden as an aestheticised living space required the disciplining of deviant nature
(weeding, pruning etc.) according to the tastes of the period reflected in images
of ideal homes and gardens. Gardens were therefore part of what has been described
as the ‘domestic scenery’ (Grier 1988:6) of the home. Alongside architectural
design, furnishings and other choice domestic objects, they acted as a constant
reminder to residents of the moral quality of their surroundings.

In this expanding and symbolically complex arena of ideal homes and gardens
the role of the woman as the quintessential housewife remained crucial. Modern
developments in consumer culture, particularly the department store, reinforced
the Victorian ideal of woman as home maker by playing an important part in
educating women as modern housewives (Laermans 1993). In the department
store the housewife learnt both to indulge what-were regarded as typical ‘feminine’
whims and fancies, expressed in an ‘impulsive’ fascination with shopping, yet at
the same time to temper her desires with a rational eye to the exigencies of ‘good
housekeeping’. As Laermans (1993) has observed, the department store reinforced
the traditional distinction between the home as woman’s realm and work as the
male sphere of influence. These developments perpetuated the powerful series of
symbolic associations established between mundane objects and broader social
and spiritual values which were essential to the Victorian images of the ideal
home. Grier (1988:8–9) observes that ‘Sentimental poetry and fiction not only
helped to demonstrate the way in which such chains of association worked in
connection to objects such as furniture, but they probably also served to perpetuate
conventional associations’. She quotes the example of the poem ‘The Old Arm-
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Chair’ by Eliza Cook published in Godey’s Lady’s Book in March 1855. ‘The Old
Arm Chair’ was hallowed because it had belonged to the owner’s deceased mother
and reminded her of childhood teachings at her mother’s knee. She cannot bear
to be parted from it because it represents in material form the union between
their two souls—a union made, it need scarcely be added—within the sanctity of
the home.

Conclusion

This chapter has surveyed what are considered by historians and sociologists to
be some of the key characteristics of the ideal Victorian home. It has for the most
part been concerned with images, or representations in visual and verbal form, of
hopes (and fears) concerning the role of the home in the wider society, a society
which was undergoing rapid upheaval and change. The Victorians were, therefore,
extremely conscious of the instability of society and the need to establish a basic
series of ground-rules for moral conduct—a clear set of boundaries between
deviance and respectability. The Victorian home can be seen, in its ideal version,
as a controlled private realm within whose walls even more controls had to be
established to maintain a desired congruence between appearance and reality.
The moral home life not only had to be lived on a daily basis but also had to be
seen to be lived. Hence the need to continue to reproduce these images in art,
literature and consumer culture. Inevitably these pressures produced conflict and
the symbolic richness of the Victorian home, as displayed for example in the
increasingly popular collections of Victorian domestic design, must be examined
in the context of a continuous struggle to reconcile the demands of the ideal
with the exigencies and contingencies of everyday living. All the signs are that
just as present-day conceptions of family life have been heavily influenced by
Victorian ideas so we can continue to learn from their success, and failures, in
making the ideal a practical reality.
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THE MODERN HOUSE IN

ENGLAND

An architecture of exclusion

Tim Brindley

Destruction

1970s ESTATE TO BE RAZED
A Cheshire housing estate built in the spirit of early 1970s public
housing and designed by the internationally-acclaimed architect James
Stirling, is to be demolished… The average annual turnover of tenants
was 30 per cent… The estate has earned the reputation of being the
worst in Cheshire for crime, drugs, and social deprivation … The site
will be redeveloped with a mixture of private and rented ‘conventional
housing’.

(Guardian, 23 February 1989)

Redemption

THE TASTE CYCLE
the idea of listing an entire council estate from the late seventies, as
happened last week, poses some difficult questions. Alexandra Road,
a sweeping curved development in Camden, north London, was listed
by the government…a striking piece of architecture and historically
important…Alexandra Road’s flats—with their sliding partition walls,
split-level plans, double-height studio rooms and black-tiled
kitchens—represent homes that architects themselves would have
chosen to live in.

(Guardian, 24 August 1993)
 
When F.R.S.Yorke published The Modern House in England (1944), he
acknowledged that the houses in ‘the new manner’ which he championed were
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not yet popular, but he believed they represented the architecture of the ‘ideal
homes’ of the future (Yorke 1944). These two quotations reveal the divided fate
of the Modern house some fifty years later. On the one hand, as housing to live
in, Modern housing has become profoundly unpopular. In some cases it has become
such a potent symbol of contemporary social evils that it has been destroyed and
replaced with something which it is hoped that people will like. As a major
survey of high-rise housing in Britain concluded, ‘By the early 1970s, Modern
public housing seemed to have lost its validity across the entire spectrum of
endeavour, theoretical and practical’ (Glendinning and Muthesius 1994:324).
In contrast, its ‘cultural value’ is being reasserted by the cultural elite as part of
the nation’s architectural ‘heritage’. Individual Modernist houses and even whole
council estates are being hailed as great works of twentieth-century art which
must be preserved in their original form and condition.

This divided view of the Modern house—both popular disaster and work of
artistic and cultural significance—reveals the gulf that exists between the two
major discourses of Modern housing. In the discourse of architectural history and
theory, Modernism is understood as one of several movements within twentieth-
century art and architecture. In this view, the Modern house has to be judged on
aesthetic criteria, and opinions are divided. While some critics hold Modern
housing in generally high esteem, seeing particular houses and estates as among
the greatest architectural achievements of the century (see, for example, Sherwood
1978; Frampton 1985; Scoffham 1984; Glendinning and Muthesius 1994), others
are highly critical of Modern design in general and Modern housing in particular
(for example, Krier 1978; Knevitt 1985; HRH Prince of Wales 1989; Hackney
1990). Contrary to popular public opinion, the architectural ‘establishment’ is
generally positive towards Modernism and wants to single out the best examples
of Modern housing and add them to the canon of great architecture.

In the social discourses of housing, however, including accounts of the housing
system, housing processes and housing problems, we find an almost unanimous
condemnation of Modern housing as a ‘failure’. The debate here ranges from
attempts to relate anti-social behaviour to Modern architecture (Coleman 1985),
to complex analyses of the social, political and administrative processes which
have led to the popular rejection of Modern estates (Dunleavy 1981; Power 1987;
Forrest and Murie 1988; J.Morris and Winn 1990). In practical terms, its owners—
mainly local councils—have either destroyed and replaced them, or else restyled
them in a more popular idiom.

This chapter aims to compare and connect these two discourses, the
architectural and the social, by looking at the place of Modern housing in
contemporary society. Since the two debates are so separate we first have to
establish that they are about the same thing: is what architectural theorists consider
to be Modern housing the same as the housing which is highlighted as a major
social problem? There is compelling evidence that this is the case, and that the
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Modern house has become the least desirable of contemporary ‘ideal homes’.
How is it that something so radically ambitious and socially committed as Modern
housing has turned out to be so far out of tune with popular sentiment? We shall
see that aspects of Modern design have tended to exacerbate the effects of social
and economic changes, contributing to the development of housing ‘ghettos’,
and that the attempt to reclaim the Modern estates as architectural monuments
risks making things worse.

The Modern house and the Modern Movement

Modern architecture could be defined as the progressive architecture of the middle
half of the twentieth century, from the 1920s to the 1970s. Above all else, it was
an attempt to develop an appropriate or ‘authentic’ architecture to express the
spirit of ‘modern life’ in Western, industrial, urban societies. The first manifestations
of this ‘new’ architecture were seen in Art Nouveau and the work of the ‘pioneer’
Modernists in the early years of the twentieth century. By the 1920s, widely
regarded as the ‘heroic’ period of Modern design, the work of many architects
was converging towards an International Style, which they proclaimed as the
‘true’ architecture of the century. Following the Second World War, this style
diversified ‘into many tributaries and transformations’ and in the process came to
dominate many post-war building types. It should be noted, however, that it was
not the only twentieth-century style, and it never became universal (Curtis 1987).

Modern architects rejected above all else the highly decorative architecture
of the Victorian period and the turn of the century. They saw in the revival of
past styles, such as Gothic or Classical, the free use of ornament in the Arts and
Crafts style and the elaborate decoration of Art Nouveau, a failure to come to
terms with the industrial age. The new architecture was characterised by its
rationality, seeking to optimise methods of construction, use of materials and
spatial layout by exploiting factory production techniques, synthetic materials
and open-plan spaces. It is often described as ‘functionalist’, and the effective
and efficient functioning of buildings was a paramount concern of its exponents.
But what was functional for different building types was still open to many different
formal, spatial and stylistic interpretations. The International Style, for example,
represented a commitment to honesty of expression, of form and materials. It
stood for a ‘symbolic objectivity’, essentially a poetic expression of the application
of scientific rationality to design, in new forms of construction and materials,
and in the analysis of human needs (see Banham 1960).

The Modern Movement also had moral concerns (Greenhalgh 1990), sharing
with Victorian reformers a belief in social progress through material improvements
in housing and cities. The Modernists believed that rational types of buildings
would be more fitting for modern uses and patterns of living, and would enhance
the quality of life in the modern age. The Congrès Internationaux d’Architecture
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Moderne (CIAM), formed in 1928, saw a strong relationship between Modern
architecture and town planning, and housing in particular, became a major focus
of Modern architectural theory and application. Modern housing began to be
built on a large scale in the 1920s in the Soviet Union, several European countries
and even the USA. Often built as apartment blocks for workers, they reflected
social democratic governments attempts to tackle social problems through
improvements in housing standards and social welfare (Rowe 1993). A key aspect
of Modern architecture was ‘the expression of a variety of new social visions
challenging the status quo and suggesting alternative possibilities for a way of
life’ (Curtis 1987:11).

The Modern house in England

Modern architecture and the International Style were first brought to England
in the late 1920s by a small number of émigré European architects. With
commissions from individual clients with progressive ideas, and working with
English followers and collaborators, they built what Yorke described as ‘freely
planned houses designed for living in rather than to be looked at’ (Yorke 1944:10).
These distinctive houses looked quite unlike traditional and established designs,
lacking almost all reference to native historical forms and elements and
manifesting ‘an efficiency style’ in place of the contemporary taste for the
vernacular and the picturesque. They were mostly built in concrete or finished in
render, with plain white-painted surfaces, flat roofs, sun decks and metal railings.
They also had novel internal spatial arrangements such as multifunctional, open-
plan areas and double height rooms.

The continental architects of these bourgeois villas had previously been leaders
in the design of multi-family housing for workers. Yet with very few exceptions,
the International Style had little influence on mass housing design and production
in England before the war. Only the dramatic Quarry Hill development of 1938,
in Leeds, which provided 938 flats and community spaces for 3,000 residents of a
former slum clearance area, stands out as precursor of what was to come (Ravetz
1974a). This was modelled on continental socialist housing blocks such as the
Karl Marx Hof in Vienna, effectively incorporating a whole neighbourhood in a
series of blocks built using a French industrial system. After falling into decline,
Quarry Hill was demolished in 1978.

After the Second World War, many European governments faced enormous
problems of social and physical reconstruction, and mass housing production was
increased substantially. Britain embarked on a major social housing programme
and for more than ten years, council housing was the main source of new housing.
From the mid-1950s social housing production continued at a high level, but
directed mainly to the replacement of the slums. Suburban and new town social
housing adopted a popular style of architecture with brick walls, timber windows
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and shallow-pitched roofs—the so-called ‘people’s detailing’ (Frampton 1985)—
in low-density, picturesque layouts. But in the urban areas, high-density housing
was called for and Modern housing architecture came into its own. Several good
accounts of this housing have been published, which explore its enormous diversity
of ideas and forms (e.g. Crawford 1975; Scoffham 1984; Nuttgens 1989), and I
shall not attempt a comprehensive review here. But to define the Modern house,
and to distinguish it from what I am calling traditional or conventional housing,
it is helpful to make some generalisations about its major external and internal
characteristics.

First, post-war Modern housing was almost all high density, urban housing.
Modern architects started to experiment with new urban concepts for high-density
living with the intention that, unlike the tenements and courts of the early
industrial city, they would be functional for modern families and communities.
In looking for appropriate forms they were strongly influenced by pre-war
continental thinking, and in particular by Le Corbusier (1887–1965). Le
Corbusier, who changed his name from Charles-Edouard Jeanneret, was a Swiss
architect who practised in Paris and became an intellectual leader of the Modern
Movement. From 1922, Le Corbusier published visionary proposals for future
cities including, in 1925, a plan to demolish the whole of the Right Bank business
district in Paris and replace it with skyscrapers, urban motorways and parkland.
His most famous plan, The Radiant City (Le Corbusier 1967), was published in
1933 and included proposals for huge high-rise apartment blocks called Unités,
each containing a complete neighbourhood living in egalitarian, co-operative
harmony—‘a high-rise architecture for a new civilisation’ (Fishman 1977:233).

In the late 1940s Le Corbusier eventually realised some of his radical urban
and housing concepts from the 1920s in the Unité d’Habitation at Marseilles.
Curtis (1987) argues that this twelve-storey apartment block, comprising 337
apartments of twenty-three different types, with its internal streets, rooftop terrace
and many shared facilities, provided a collective housing prototype which
influenced housing design for the next twenty-five years. It challenged the
simplistic forms of the first post-war high-rise blocks, which lacked any clear
concept of community life, and led to a search for communal architectural forms
which expressed the particular way of life of their occupants in local contexts.

It is the novel communal or collectivised elements in Modern housing
architecture which are perhaps its most striking feature. Influenced by prevailing
images of urban working-class life, such as Young and Willmott’s Family and Kinship
in East London (1957), and by anti-elitist artistic movements, architects looked
for ways to preserve the public and community aspects of the old streets of terraced
houses in a Modern setting. As Curtis (1987) has remarked:
 

It is scarcely surprising that those sectors of the avante garde who
sought to crystallise the inner meanings of working class existence
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should have turned for inspiration to the dense street life of the old
slums which either bombs or else bulldozers had done much to destroy.

(Curtis 1987:317)
 
For formal models of high-density neighbourhoods, they drew on such diverse
sources as the English village, the Mediterranean hill town and the Oriental
kasbah. They replaced the old streets with ‘streets in the air’, both horizontal and
vertical, and integrated pubs, shops and social facilities into large housing
complexes.

As well as its collectivist aspects, Modern housing took on a radically different
external appearance from conventional housing, making extensive use of concrete,
sometimes combined with brick. Regular, geometrical shapes were often arranged
in complex symmetrical or asymmetrical patterns. The conventional street pattern
was often disrupted, with the introduction of semi-public spaces, parking courts
and shared access routes to individual dwellings, with a lack of clear differentiation
between the ‘front’ and ‘back’ of the dwelling. Internally, there was a marked
preference for the ‘through’ living room, lit from opposing sides, and internal
circulation was often combined with living areas.

By the late 1960s Modern housing had come under intense criticism and
gradually fell completely out of favour. Charles Jencks (1977) has famously
specified the precise moment of the end of Modernism as the demolition by
dynamite of the Pruitt-Igoe housing complex at 3.32 p.m. on 15 July 1972. Rowe
(1993) dates the beginning of the end of Modern housing in Europe and the
USA to the late 1960s, accelerating after the ‘oil shock’ of 1973, and consequent
on a new awareness of two main failings. First, that it was too standardised in
relation to the cultural heterogeneity of user needs; and second, that it faced ‘a
crisis of meaning’ in the contradiction between technical efficiency and
unpopularity with users. In Britain, a marked change in the architectural style of
council housing can be seen in the early to mid-1970s, as the unpopularity and
technical failings of Modern forms and styles were acknowledged, and very tight
cost constraints favoured simpler ‘traditional’ solutions like the brick-built terrace.

The Modern house today

The Modern house in Britain has thus come to be something quite different from
the white villas of the 1930s, but it is remarkably similar in concept and intention
to the continental workers’ estates of the 1920s. Drawing on the English House
Condition Survey (Department of the Environment 1994) and other sources, it
can be estimated that about 2 million dwellings are of Modern design, equivalent
to half the stock of council dwellings and one-tenth of the total stock in England
in 1991. The Modern house in the late 1990s is essentially a council flat,
maisonette or house, built between 1945 and about 1975.
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It is the council tenants who occupy this housing who have had to judge it as
‘consumers’, in comparison with more traditional dwellings. There are two main
sources of evidence on their views: the direct evidence of user studies or surveys
of tenant satisfaction, and evidence of the relative popularity of different types
and designs through choices made by tenants. User studies have repeatedly found
that the tenants of Modern council housing express strong satisfaction with the
internal qualities of their homes, but high levels of dissatisfaction with their
external appearance (Burnett 1986). Tenant satisfaction seems to show a negative
correlation with what might be termed the ‘degrees of freedom’ in the design.
Internally, Modern housing was subject to a high degree of regulation through
government standards and design guidance. This dealt with matters like the
number, size and types of rooms, and was often based on user research, which
tends inevitably to be conservative in its recommendations: what people say
they want in a house seems to have remained remarkably constant since the
early part of the twentieth century, allowing for changes in kitchens and sanitary
facilities (Hole and Attenburrow 1966).

On the other hand, the external properties of the dwelling were much more
open to innovation, for two main reasons. First, there have never been any
‘reference data’ for the external characteristics of dwellings which could be applied
in an objective manner. In the absence of objective criteria, professional architects
have generally been accepted as the ‘authority’ on what dwellings should look
like. This left them relatively free to invent new external forms and spatial
arrangements without having to demonstrate their acceptability, or even their
practicality, and in the spirit of Modern design encouraged this search for novelty.
In general terms, it is the external spatial innovations such as semi-public spaces
and shared access routes which have proved to be the most unpopular features of
Modern housing. Second, innovation in the external appearance of dwellings
was actively encouraged through the drive to industrialise house building in the
1950s and 1960s (Finnimore 1989). This resulted in the use of new materials and
new construction methods which radically changed the appearance of dwellings
and limited the range of economic forms. It therefore appears that where Modern
architects were tightly regulated against objective criteria, they generally satisfied
the end users, but where they were free to innovate in their main sphere of
professional competence, the external form and appearance of dwellings, they
have not.

The indirect evidence of tenants’ preferences and choices is found in research
on so-called ‘problem estates’. In this work ‘Modern’ is not a widely recognised
analytical category and we have to make some assumptions about the overlap of
various architectural types and accept that a fully accurate picture is not yet
achievable (Glendinning and Muthesius 1994). However, three distinct trends
have been identified: polarisation, residualisation and ghettoisation.
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The social polarisation of housing tenure categories is a well-established trend,
with council housing increasingly becoming the tenure of low income groups
and the lowest social classes; the lower their class or socio-economic group (SEG),
the more likely someone is to be a council tenant and the less likely to be an
owner occupier (Reid 1981). Semi-skilled, unskilled and economically inactive
people have become increasingly concentrated in the council sector over the
period (Hamnett 1984). As J.Morris and Winn explain,
 

as the privately rented sector declined, skilled manual workers,
intermediate and junior non manual workers and professionals,
employers and managers moved into the owner-occupied sector while
the other socio-economic groups (the semi- and unskilled manual
workers and the economically inactive—the economically worst off)
moved into the public rented sector.

(J.Morris and Winn 1990:38)
 
The increase in the proportion of council tenants who are economically inactive
and living on state benefits is particularly striking. By 1992 this had reached 62
per cent (General Household Survey 1992: Table 10.9). Other social indicators
confirm this with the council sector showing an over-representation of those on
low incomes, with low educational attainment, no telephone and no car (Forrest
and Murie 1988; Kemp 1989). This trend has led to the claim that council housing
is becoming a residual sector, a ‘safety net’ for the poor and those who cannot
otherwise obtain housing. Whereas at one time being a council tenant commanded
a privileged status within the working class, it has become a disadvantaged status
for those who are least able to support themselves. This is not a simple consequence
of the characteristics of the housing stock, the tenants or even housing policy,
but a convergence of changes linked to broader trends in society described as
‘marginalisation’ (Forrest and Murie 1988:84) which refers to the progressive
polarisation of the economically unproductive population from participation in
mainstream production and consumption relationships.

Within the council sector, there is further evidence which suggests that this
marginalised population is concentrated in ‘unpopular’, ‘problem’ and ‘difficult-
to-let’ estates. This in turn can lead to a process of ghettoisation. While the causes
of this process are complex and their discussion beyond the scope of this chapter,
it is clear that a scale of preferences for different dwelling types and locations is
inevitable in the public sector—as is the case in the private sector. For many
public housing authorities, this does not just produce estates which are slightly
less desirable, but instead, some areas become exceptionally unpopular with
prospective tenants—such that only those with no choice will accept them. Two
factors in particular have reinforced the trend for the ghettoisation of some estates.
First, difficult social conditions on estates are compounded when housing managers
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adopt allocation policies which (often informally) match ‘problem tenants’ with
the worst accommodation (J.Morris and Winn 1990). Second, the introduction
of ‘right to buy’ policies in the 1980s led to the sale of the best council house
stock while, at the same time, new building was reduced to a minimal level. As a
consequence the best quality conventional houses with gardens on suburban
estates have been lost from the public sector, while hardly any flats have been
sold at all (Forrest and Murie 1988).

While ghettoised estates are not all of the same type, and cannot simply be
equated with Modern housing, there is a very marked overlap between extreme
unpopularity and extreme Modern design. As Forrest and Murie (1988:167–168)
noted, ‘stigmatised estates…are more likely to be high rise and system built, [and]
to consist of flats and maisonettes’. This picture is confirmed by official reports.
As far back as 1974, the first survey of the problem by the Department of the
Environment (DoE) found that 75 per cent of unpopular post-war estates were
flats, and half were less than ten years old (Power 1987). A subsequent DoE
investigation found design to be a ‘primary issue’ in the demise of concrete system-
built estates, through a combination of technical deficiencies, unattractive
appearance, and ‘intense communality’ (Burbidge 1981).

Power (1987) reports that the Priority Estates Project (PEP), a national
programme of tenant-based projects for problem estates, found particular problems
with what she terms ‘modern concrete-complex’ estates from the 1960s or later.
These were characterised by ‘Modern architectural features such as decks, high-
rise blocks, underground garages and futuristic layouts’ (Power 1987:125). Her
list of the design problems of flatted estates puts a strong emphasis on recognisably
Modern features:
 
• oppressive character, resulting from size (the Modern estates were the largest)

and density (200 to 400 bed-spaces per acre)
• intense communality of living, with a ‘no man’s land’ of communal external

space and ill-used communal internal areas
• unguarded lifts, entrances and garages (in courts or underground areas) and

unpoliceable decks and bridges
• industrial building systems, with manifold technical defects
• high-rise blocks (although free-standing point blocks had fewer problems).
 
The unpopularity of these estates was reflected in letting difficulties, high tenant
turnover, high levels of vacancies, vandalism and squatting. Power (1987)
considers that none of the estates was a ‘total ghetto’, but she reports that they
housed, ‘almost entirely, households from the lowest-income backgrounds, or
increasingly unsupported, dependent households’ (1987:157).

The PEP survey showed that by no means all difficult-to-let council housing
is Modern, and that pre-war cottage estates and walk-up blocks are distinct
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categories of potentially unpopular housing. However, it is the Modern housing
which stands out as the ‘worst’, particularly from the point of view of tenants’
attitudes to design. These estates seem to be rejected mainly because of their
Modern design, even though other factors are involved. They figure very largely
in the ‘accretion of households with problems on estates with problems’ (Forrest
and Murie 1988:168).

Modernism and the fate of the Modern house

The Modern house as realised in England after 1945 stands in the moral tradition
of urban reform. It was an attempt to provide a dramatically improved, functional
environment which would sustain the way of life of an urban working class, based
on families and communities with a strong collective life. Around half of the
post-war council housing stock was built in this spirit but has turned out to be
among the least popular of all contemporary housing. Consequently, it is now
occupied predominantly by a socially marginal population, a disadvantaged
minority with no other choice. We have seen that many factors in the operation
of the housing market and housing allocation processes have been involved in
causing this situation. However, it is important to ask whether Modernism itself
as a philosophy of design has contributed to the fate of Modern housing, A
sociological analysis suggests that it has.

The house, viewed from a sociological point of view, can be interpreted in
terms of Western material culture where its fabric and the artefacts and objects it
contains act as both material supports for a particular way of life and as symbols
of social relations and social values (see Chapters 2, 4, 10 and 12 in this volume).
This view has also been developed by many writers in the field of cultural
anthropology, looking at house form and settlement patterns in a variety of pre-
industrial and modern societies (see, for example Rapoport 1969; M.Douglas
1973; Lawrence 1987; Miller 1987).

In industrial societies the house stands out particularly as a symbol of social
status. As Saunders (1990:246) put it, ‘there can be no doubt that, in Britain at
least, housing carries clear symbolic meaning as regards the attribution of status’.
There are many dimensions of housing which carry status connotations, but three
principal factors can be identified: tenure, locality and dwelling type. The status
ranking of housing tenure reflects the social position of those who occupy the
different tenures, and hence changes over time. When Rex and Moore (1967)
proposed their theory of housing classes, they were able to postulate a rank order
of owner occupation, council housing and private renting, with further subsets of
each ‘class’ situation. At that time, it was possible to question how far this was a
universal rank order (Couper and Brindley 1975), but today the lowered social
status of council renting, even to the extent that it has become a stigmatised
tenure, is widely acknowledged (Saunders 1990). Locality and social status are
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closely linked, and this remains a central factor in explanations of residential
mobility and urban social structure (Robson 1969; Johnston 1980; Walmsley
and Lewis 1993). Dwelling types also acquire a status rank order, from detached
houses to terraced houses (D.Chapman 1955). This is related to the relative size
of dwellings, but it also tends to reflect the degree of autonomy and privacy which
each type of dwelling provides for its occupiers. The conventional status scale
goes from the detached—a house in its own large grounds—down to the most
communal—a room or flat with shared facilities.

The Modern house can readily be seen to rank at the bottom of all three of
these status scales: it is a council house, occupied by the lowest status tenants; it
is typically located in low-status urban areas; and it is built in a dense, collectivist
form. There are two further reasons for thinking that the Modern house is
inherently open to negative social connotations which would tend to make it
unattractive.

First, consider the meaning of collectivist urban forms. When Modern
architects started to design for the urban working class, they tried to find built
forms which expressed their idea of the nature of working-class life. In the 1950s,
there was a rediscovery of the importance of community in the urban working
class, largely through the Institute for Community Studies and its research in the
East End of London. Architects influenced by Le Corbusier and the post-war
New Brutalism movement took it as axiomatic that urban council housing should
be collectivist in form, with a high proportion of shared external and internal
space and shared facilities. Hence the proliferation of semi-public open spaces,
‘streets in the air’ and shared laundry rooms in Modern housing complexes. But
what this did was to ‘freeze’ the physical environment for a community which
was already changing. As Willmott and Young (1960) went on to show in their
studies of migrants to the suburbs, younger, better-educated members of the inner
city communities were leaving for suburban homes and better-paid jobs.
Community turned out to be a function of shared adversity, something those
who were benefiting from the new prosperity of the 1960s chose to escape.
Ironically, much of the new housing built for slum clearance did not, therefore,
rehouse the whole of the old community. Instead, it came to house residents
from a number of clearance areas who could not afford to go to the suburbs or
new towns, together with other poor residents including people with high priority
on waiting lists and (later) homeless people (Lambert et al. 1978). The
communalist philosophy of the new housing projects was, then, undermined from
the start.

Second, consider again the radically different physical appearance of Modern
housing. Like Modern music or painting, Modern architecture is theoretical,
critical and intellectual—some would say ‘highbrow’. In all spheres, Modernism
has been an elitist movement actively rejecting popular taste. The appearance of
Modern housing was so different from the established conventions of English
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housing that it created a radical disjuncture between two categories, Modern
and traditional, with very few points of contact or overlap.

This contrasts markedly with the range of housing prior to the production of
2 million Modern dwellings. In the nineteenth century, a hierarchy of urban
housing was created, based on the terrace, in which a degree of similarity
connected the grandest with the meanest house (Muthesius 1982). In a very
direct way, the form and appearance of housing expressed the social hierarchy of
Victorian society. In the early twentieth century, Modernism attempted quite
deliberately to refute this hierarchical conception of housing and to replace it
with ‘socially neutral’ functional forms which would provide for objective needs,
rather than express and reinforce a rigid social status hierarchy. This was a
radical, socialist proposition about how society might be, rather than a response
to how it actually was.

Although the status structures of the nineteenth century have gradually broken
down, they have not altogether disappeared (Halsey 1978). Modern housing has
therefore found its place in the contemporary social structure, with the result
that housing intended for a supposedly egalitarian working-class urban community
has become the housing of the poorest and most marginalised people in society.
Its radical appearance significantly heightens the sense of difference and separation
of its residents from the mainstream society.

It could be argued that Modern housing has from its inception run counter to
the growth of individualism which has resulted from the differentiation of labour
in modern society. Modern architects tried to apply the criteria of mass production
to housing in the form of standardisation, uniformity and economies of scale.
However, in the sphere of consumption the trends have been towards product
diversification, differentiation and choice. In market conditions housing has
behaved like other consumption commodities, where products which
fundamentally meet the same needs are differentiated to provide consumers with
a range of choice and to represent perceived social distinctions—exactly the
opposite of the principles applied to Modern housing. The radical disjuncture
which the latter now represents puts it outside the ‘normal’ range of housing
choices. If this hypothesis is correct we would expect to see Modern housing
either totally rejected or modified to make it more like the norm, and this is
exactly what has happened. In some cases, like Pruitt-Igoe, or the Southgates
estate in Runcorn, or Hulme in Manchester, Modern housing schemes have been
destroyed in an attempt to eliminate what they stand for. In others, where their
owners find they have to retain them, Modern schemes have been modified to
make them look more like conventional housing. For example, four-storey
maisonette blocks have been reduced to two-storey terraces, and conventional
cladding materials have been added to hide concrete construction. Where
individual owners have purchased Modern council dwellings, they have added
‘traditional’ doors, porches and windows to make them more like a normal house.
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All of these are attempts to break down the radical disjuncture between the
Modern and the conventional, and to reconnect Modern housing with the
mainstream.

Conclusion

The evidence presented here on the fate of the Modern house suggests that it is
no longer progressive and liberating but is now contributing to a process of social
exclusion. A highly marginalised sector of the population is increasingly identified
with a type of housing which is both highly unpopular and radically different in
appearance from the mainstream. It is not too much of a simplification to conclude
that the 10 per cent of the housing stock which can be classed as Modern has
become the refuge of the most marginal 10 per cent of society. While the
unpopularity of Modern housing has come about for a variety of reasons, its
collectivist design features and its radical appearance have been major contributory
factors, and in addition these factors have created a radical discontinuity between
Modern and mainstream housing.

It is not the place of this chapter to propose policy solutions, but it could be
argued that the reintegration of those people who have been socially marginalised
through poverty and unemployment would be helped by breaking their association
with a distinctive, unpopular and socially stigmatised form of housing. One way
to tackle this is to try to make this housing less unpopular. If more people found
it acceptable, then it might become less dominated by the marginal poor. The
physical reintegration of Modern housing with conventional housing, together
with diversification of ownership, could help this process, by allowing it to be
modified by individual occupiers, landlords or owners to make it less radical in
appearance and less collectivist in form. This conclusion has been reached by
many different commentators, from Alice Coleman (1985) and Anne Power
(1987) to housing managers, individual tenants and owners, together with radical
critics like John Turner (1976) and Colin Ward (1985). What this chapter has
shown is that the social position and social meaning of Modern housing are
problems in themselves, which need a response.

Consider, finally, the comments of the architectural critic Deyan Sudjic (1993)
on the listing of Camden’s Alexandra Road estate, cited at the head of this chapter.
Sudjic argues that listing was exactly the wrong response to a Modern estate
which was just beginning to be adapted and modified by individual occupiers
and notes that:
 

in the back gardens you can see the sliding partitions that have been
torn out by those tenants who find them a nuisance. The black tiles
have been chipped away. In many flats the plate glass has been
replaced with oldie worldie diamond pattern leading, and the flush
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doors replaced with Edwardian-style panelling. These in fact are
evidence that the estate is not a dreadful place in which to live,
evidence that there is enough spirit in its residents to take a pride in
their homes and to want to make their mark, rather than allow the
estate to slip into slovenly squalor, as too much post-war public
housing has done. And yet these are precisely the things that the
listing process will stop.

(Guardian, 24 August 1993)
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STAGE SETS FOR IDEAL LIVES

Images of home in contemporary show homes

Tony Chapman

On the fringes of most towns in Britain, new houses are currently being constructed
by speculative builders for private ownership. On the majority of sites there will
be at least one fashionably decorated and fully furnished ‘show home’ for people
to view. Unlike the rest of Europe and the United States, where home owners
tend to have more control over the kind of house they intend to live in, most
British homes are not built according to the taste and needs of an individual
person or family. Instead, new homes are built by a relatively small number of
construction companies which adopt a limited range of pattern book designs, so
representing a remarkably uniform image of what the ‘ideal home’ should be.
Britain has a long tradition of speculative house building, running back to the
early eighteenth century in towns like Bath and in the West End of London (see
Chapter 1). Each period has produced its own ideal image of home life as Hepworth
and Brindley have shown in Chapters 2 and 3. This chapter is concerned with
new homes in Britain and seeks to explore how design reflects and to some extent
shapes expectations of home life.

What are the essential features of this new vernacular architecture? First, it is
not Modern and progressive in the sense that it projects images of and
opportunities for new patterns of domestic life. Instead, it is backward looking,
nostalgic and traditional. This is reflected in the re-emergence of the middle-
class Victorian preoccupation with shutting out the rest of the world from the
domestic sphere. Contrary to the dictates of the Modern Movement, new houses
are again feigning the massive fabric of the Victorian house by adding mock
beams, high protective roofs, ornate brickwork and glazing. On the one hand,
these design features symbolise the imagined folksiness of village life. On the
other hand, designers hope to give the impression of a protected environment
whose boundaries are clearly marked by garden railings, picket fences or perilously
low brick walls. Similarly, new house designers have rediscovered the porch and
the portentous front door to reassure buyers that this is not just an important
house, but a safe one too (see Chapters 10–12).
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Second, there have been important changes to the internal organisation of
domestic space in modern show homes. In larger new homes at least, designers
have turned their backs on open-plan layouts of the Modern home and replaced
these with a nostalgic reinterpretation of Victorian and Edwardian architecture.
In this chapter, an analysis of the internal spatial organisation of new houses
reveals more than just changing aesthetic fashions; instead, it suggests
transformations in the way that idealised families are expected to live.

Third, contemporary show homes provide models of domestic life as lived by
their imaginary dwellers. Quite literally, they ‘show’ buyers how the ideal home
should be lived in. Several features of this lifestyle can be identified. First and
most obviously, there is an expectation that buyers will form or have already
established themselves as a nuclear family. Virtually all detached show homes
provide images of the married couple’s quarters—the so-called ‘master bedroom’
with its en suite bathroom, together with their children’s rooms. Second, the
interior design and furnishing of the home reflects a strong sense of affluence and
well-being, suggesting that one or both of the adults are in well-paid employment
and, certainly in larger show homes, that they both have a car. Finally, show
homes project images of a leisurely lifestyle. The houses are generally free of the
detritus of day-to-day living—except perhaps for a kettle, mugs and jar of coffee
in the utility room, which is used by the sales staff. Kitchens are fancifully tidy
and well provided for in terms of ‘labour saving’ appliances, giving the impression
that this is a place of leisure rather than work. Similarly, the multiplicity of
bathrooms suggests endless opportunity for body celebration. It is not, therefore,
the intention of this chapter to explore the realities of domestic life in
contemporary Britain, but to analyse the idealised images of home which are
constructed by speculative house-building companies.

Consumer behaviour in the home

Since the end of the Second World War, an increasingly large proportion of
British people have been able to buy their own homes, rising from only 29 per
cent of the population in 1950 to 66 per cent in 1991 (Balchin 1995:6). This has
been made possible by increased affluence, changes in the occupational structure
and the growth of social mobility (Payne 1987a; Butler and Savage 1995; R.Brown
1997). This trend reached its height under the long period (between 1979 and
1997) of Conservative government whose ideological commitment to the
‘property owning democracy’ promoted private ownership for the majority of the
population, including council tenants who were encouraged to take a first step
onto the property ladder under the ‘right to buy’ scheme. In 1980 there were 6.5
million local authority dwellings in Britain; by 1991, 1.5 million of these had
been sold to their tenants (Balchin 1995:174). During the same period 1.9 million
speculatively built homes were erected (Balchin 1995:32).
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There is also some evidence to suggest that the size of new homes is increasing.
As Table 4.1 demonstrates, only 20 per cent of new houses completed in England
in 1985 had four or more bedrooms; by 1995 this had risen to over 30 per cent.
While the former Conservative government encouraged construction companies
to build on reclaimed urban land, the so-called ‘brown field’ sites, the majority of
larger new homes are built in green field locations. The new Labour government
supports the idea of building on brown field sites, but has also given the go ahead
for the building of thousands of new homes on former green belt land and
anticipates that around 5 million houses may need to be built by 2020.

While the need for such development is hotly disputed by environmentalists,
planners and the people who already live in rural areas (Heatherington and May
1998; Rowan 1998), the demand for executive show homes on green field sites
looks likely to remain buoyant for some years to come. This demand arises from
changed patterns of consumption and lifestyle within the home since the 1950s.
This is partly due to increased affluence among home owners, but more
importantly, changing patterns of employment have led to the fragmentation of
many aspects of family life. In 1996, 5.9 million women worked full-time and 4–
5 million worked part time, and women comprised a half of the working population
(Social Trends 1997:73) which has had important impacts on the pattern of
domestic life.

Home-based leisure patterns have been transformed. In the middle part of the
twentieth century, family entertainment centred initially on listening to the radio
and later on watching the television. Families tended to settle in one room for
the evening in wintertime due to the cost and inconvenience of heating and
lighting. As central heating became more common, fuelled by cheap North Sea
Gas, the various rooms of the house were used more fully (Chapman 1996).
Teenagers and children, for example, began to expect to have space of their own,
which ultimately led to the replication and proliferation of electrical goods like
televisions, home computers, hi-fi, musical instruments and so on (see Madigan
and Munro, Chapter 5).

Table 4.1 Size of new houses completed in England 1985–1995a

Note
a Includes houses built by private enterprise only.
Source: Department of Environment (1997:102, Table 6.7).
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Patterns of domestic labour have also changed as capital produced new
consumer durables. In some cases, manufacturers had to make strong efforts to
associate their products with the home. Marketing of the home sewing machine
in the nineteenth century, for example, was problematic because people drew a
clear distinction between the rationality of the factory and the comfort of the
home. Consequently, manufacturers had to illustrate their advertisements with
pictures of their highly ornate sewing machines in domestic interiors (Forty 1986).
More recently household durables—the so-called ‘white goods’ like refrigerators,
dishwashers and washing machines—are sold on the back of a promise that they
provide hygienic protection from dirt and disease and save time and labour. The
existence of white goods in the home, shown in Table 4.2, does not necessarily
reduce the labour dramatically because of the heightened expectation of
cleanliness which has invaded the late modern psyche (M.Douglas 1966). For
example, clothes are now washed much more regularly than was the case in the
1940s, and further, the dedication of garments to particular activities, such as
leisure wear, work wear, sports club wear and so on, increases the laundry workload
substantially (Faulkner and Arnold 1985; Cowan 1989; Deem 1986).

Eating habits have also changed. The main daily meal, for example, which
was up until the 1960s something of a family institution in Britain, has become a
fragmented activity with different members of the household eating at different
times of the day. Furthermore, it is now commonplace for variations in taste and
dietary habits among family members to be tolerated, a change which is bolstered
by the increasing diversity of easily available readymade foodstuffs. This represents
a substantial shift in attitude from the middle part of the century when the idea
of making children eat things they did not like was a sign of virtuous parenting
(Mennell 1985; Lupton 1996; Charles and Kerr 1988).  

Table 4.2 Percentage of households with consumer durable products in Britain 1972–
1996

Source: adapted from Social Trends (1997:112).
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A final example of change in patterns of consumption in the home is the
shortening lifespan of household goods. In the first quarter of the twentieth
century, people bought home furnishings with the intention that they should last
a long time (R.Roberts 1973). Furniture was constructed from solid wood with
heavy-duty upholstery (which was, in turn, covered at the arms and chairbacks
to increase its lifespan). High quality carpets were expected to last for twenty
years or more; indeed, it was a common practice to varnish wallpapers to preserve
them. At the end of the twentieth century, consumers expect to change their
household furnishings much more often. This fashionled pattern of consumption
has been encouraged through the introduction of a wide range of house style
magazines, commercial shows like the Ideal Home Exhibition, television series
on style and do-it-yourself (DIY) together with regular features in newspapers.
The opportunity to change household furnishings has been encouraged partly by
the growing numbers of furniture and decorating superstores which can be found
at the edge of almost every town, and by the ready availability of ‘interest free
credit schemes’. The consequences of all these changes is that many families
want bigger houses, with more facilities, which are situated in attractive ‘high-
status’ locations and are decorated and furnished with the newest fashions in
interior design and furnishing.

Selling the image of the ideal home

While superstores often provide mock-up kitchens, bathrooms and bedrooms to
help shoppers to imagine what the goods on sale would look like in their own
home, the ultimate method of selling the idea of a dream house is found in the
sophisticated marketing strategies of the big-house building companies which
provide complete stage sets for ideal living in their fully furnished show homes.
In this part of the chapter I shall provide an analysis of the marketing strategies
of the builders of show homes to demonstrate how capital projects images of
family life as it ‘ought to be lived’.

The discussion is based on a content analysis of the marketing brochures from
forty executive new home developments in the South East and North Eastern
regions of England between 1994 and 1996 and upon the observation of twenty-
five fully furnished show homes, built between 1995 and 1997 in the North East
of England. It is not possible here to discuss the strategies of builders’ marketing
ploys in the full range of projects from the first-time buyer’s starter home to the
custom built home for the very wealthy. Consequently, attention will be
concentrated upon the design and marketing of the top end of the new house
market, that is, the four or five bedroom detached house built on a green field
site, which comprises about 30 per cent of the market.

Making new houses more attractive to buyers than existing properties depends,
increasingly, upon the skill of the builder to design a product that fits current
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fashions and meets the needs of contemporary family life. Since the late 1970s,
the architectural style of private domestic houses has changed substantially. For
most of the 1960s and 1970s, three or four bedroom houses were built according
to a fairly uniform design which adopted an ‘L shaped’ open plan which connected
lounge, dining room and kitchen (see Madigan and Munro, Chapter 5). While
this design was not adhered to as rigidly as the so-called ‘universal plan’ of the
1930s semi-detached house (Oliver et al. 1981), there remained relatively little
scope for consumer choice in design. Houses on 1980s and 1990s developments
are characterised by a wider range of internal floor plans, façades and external
decorative features than their counterparts of the 1960s and 1970s, which tended
to make a virtue of the similarity of designs rather than difference. The layouts of
estates are also planned differently. Long rows of houses are rarely built now,
unlike the 1930s and 1960s. Instead, most site plans are emphatically non-
geometric with curving roads and culs-de-sac, while houses are built from a range
of styles and materials. Houses are situated with differing aspects in order to
produce a random, village-like layout.

This ‘new vernacular’ domestic architecture has parallels with inter-war semi-
detached houses in that they attempt to emulate extant architectural forms. In
each case, the houses make stylistic reference to more prestigious houses of the
past. Houses built in the 1930s and 1990s rarely achieve any degree of accuracy
or authenticity in their use of decoration, but it is undoubtedly the case that the
motifs adopted suggest traditional design. In the dangerous uncertainty of the
1930s it is not surprising that people sought to buy houses that projected safe
images. As Oliver et al. (1981) point out:
 

The suburban semi was a complex reaction against a number of other
house forms: it was opposed to the image of the Victorian terrace,
with its ‘collective’ associations beneath a single roof, and from which
many of the lower and middle class had come; it was contrary to the
style of the factories with their heartless anonymous, technical
efficiency; it was against the style of the Continental Modern
Movement, whose ‘machines-for-living-in’ aesthetic was inimical to
the picture of domesticity; and it challenged the style of the municipal
housing estate.

(Oliver et al. 1981:157)
 
This sense of homely identification was strengthened by the architectural
adornments on the houses such as mock Tudor beams and oriel windows. It did
not please everybody, as John Gloag asked in 1934:
 

Why are you, or perhaps your neighbours, living in an imitation Tudor
house with stained wooden slats shoved on to the front of it to make
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it look like what is called a half-timbered house? Those slats having
nothing to do with the construction of the house. They are just applied
as ornaments. The house does not look like a real half-timbered house
and it never can. It has been built in quite a different way from a real
Tudor house. Why do we live in this sort of half-baked pageant, always
hiding our ideas in the clothes of another age?

(quoted in Oliver et al. 1981:161)
 
Gloag’s fury with the mock Tudor imagery of inter-war houses was a common
reaction among that self-appointed elite of ‘experts’ on how home life should be
lived in the middle part of the twentieth century. As Brindley (Chapter 3) has
shown, during the mid-twentieth century architects and architecture critics did
not shrink from recommending new styles of housing which were fit for new
styles of living, especially for poorer people who could not buy into the more
‘popular’ traditional styles of private semi-detached houses.

Even private houses became more ‘Modern’ in the 1960s and 1970s, perhaps
reflecting a general sense of optimism for the future during that period. In the
1980s and 1990s, which have been dogged by economic recession and industrial
restructuring which have undermined confidence in employment security, it is
hardly surprising that, as in the 1930s, there has been a renewed sense of nostalgia
for the past. Builders have recognised this trend and attempt to increase potential
buyers’ sense of security by emphasising the ‘traditional’ qualities of their houses.
This is often reinforced by drawing attention to the heritage of the company
itself, in order to provide some kind of architectural and craft lineage. On the
inside back page of one company’s brochure for a new estate near Northampton,
for example, the title caption boasts ‘a craft tradition since 1786’. Around the
copywriter’s text are reproductions of sepia photographs of a bearded ‘Young
James Lovell (1842–1911) son of James Lovell Minterne Magna, carpenter and
church organist’. The short in-fill paragraph states that:
 

Lovell is one of Britain’s oldest and most respected house building
names. The Company pedigree is a clear unbroken lineage, stretching
back over 200 years to the reign of George III. This Company ‘heritage’
remains one of the most durable building traditions in Britain, rooted
in the craft skills of the English countryside and firmly chronicled in
generations of continuous construction excellence.

(Lovell brochure 1995, added emphasis)
 
Instead of emphasising adventurous style or innovative design features, then,
builders are more likely to assure potential buyers that their development is one
of considerable substance and durability. This is often achieved by drawing
associations between the building site and local historical features. A new
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development on the Wynyard Estate in Cleveland, north of Stockton on Tees,
lends itself to this kind of allusion. The estate is near the landscaped parkland
that has as its focus Wynyard Hall, described by Pevsner (1985:514) as ‘the most
splendid 19th Century mansion in the county’ built by the hugely rich mine-
owning family, the Tempests. In spite of the fact that Wynyard Village (as the
development is called) is separated from Wynyard Hall, allusions are made to the
impressive historical pedigree that potential occupants may inherit:
 

From the time that the Crown granted Sir Hugh de Chapell tenancy
of the estate in 1230, Wynyard has been a focus of splendour for
nearly 800 years. Now, you can be part of the Wynyard experience.

(Ideal Homes Northern, promotional material 1995)
 
While the location of Wynyard Village is exceptional, its promotional material
is typical of many new developments as it attempts to take advantage of the
notion, made popular by the Prince of Wales, that it is possible to develop ready-
made communities.
 

Nothing evokes the spirit of a traditional English Summer more than
the sound of leather on willow. Near the Wellington Monument,
cricket has been played in this delightful setting for over a century,
where local teams still meet in friendly rivalry in this most English of
pastimes… Designed on a traditional English Village theme, complete
with village green and duckpond, Wynyard Village will offer a unique
lifestyle.

(Ideal Homes Northern, promotional material 1995)
 
There is, indeed, a duckpond at Wynyard Village—with real ducks—and an
operational water pump. But the small village green looks decidedly manufactured
as it is festooned with man-hole covers, the verges are not disfigured by muddy
tractor wheels and there is no manure on the roads. In fact there is little evidence
of working farms in the immediate vicinity because the estate is surrounded by
golf courses. While the layout of the houses is pleasingly village-like, with a
mixture of house designs built in traditional materials including timber windows
and pantile roofs, whether this yet constitutes the ready-made community which
is alluded to by the sales brochures is open to question. In fact, Wynyard Village
is very quiet during the daytime—almost like an abandoned film set. At the time
of study, the estate looked so much like a stage set, a kind of Disney village, that
the inhabited houses were almost indistinguishable from the show homes and, as
a consequence, had little signs pinned to their front gates to state that fact.
Because there are no shops at Wynyard, nor a doctor’s surgery, nor a school,
access to the outside world is necessarily made by car; as a consequence, only at
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about 5 p.m. does the village start to spring to life, when the winding roads
suddenly become festooned by the residents’ apparently obligatory high
performance cars.

People cannot be persuaded to buy new homes just on the basis of the currently
voguish fashion for traditional-looking houses in villagey environments. In
addition such houses incorporate many new features to raise expectations of
comfort, utility, safety, privacy and, of course, happiness in the home. This notion
of selling a happy home is not new, but it is presented in a radically different way
from the 1930s or 1950s in the sense that there has been a shift from the notion
that ‘collective’ family life leads to happiness to one which asserts that ‘individual
self-fulfilment’ for all members of the family is vital within the communion of
the family. A number of changes have been made to the fabric of new houses that
demonstrate this shift in emphasis. The interior floor plan of the 1990s house
reflects, on a much smaller scale, the Edwardian villa. The designers of larger
houses have abandoned the 1970s model of a sprawling walk-through living room
running from the front to back of the house and featuring huge picture windows
and vast sliding patio doors on the garden. Instead, they have reorganised the
available space to incorporate a number of smaller rooms including the ‘drawing
room’, ‘dining room’, ‘family room’ and ‘study’.

Kitchens have also been transformed by removing some tasks from the main
kitchen to a utility area for the washing machine and additional sink space. In
show homes these spaces are often depicted as ‘tradesman’ or ‘servant’ entrances
with wicker baskets full of dried flowers, logs or fruit skins, together with huge
provisions jars, witch’s brooms, green Wellington boots and sometimes plaster
casts of game birds hanging from hooks. Kitchens themselves have become more
public spaces, with big pine tables groaning with baskets of fruit and bread (made
from plastic, wax or plaster) providing romantic evocations of farmhouse
conviviality. Kitchen furniture and decoration has become an important focus of
the home and a crucial status symbol—an artefact of value in itself—instead of
the value of the production of wholesome food that it facilitates. While the kitchen
is more likely to be separated from the dining room by a door, or perhaps even an
additional room in the 1990s house—the breakfast room—the kitchen has by no
means reverted to its status of a private back region of the house. As Corrigan
(1997) points out:
 

There is clearly a collapse of boundaries between the kitchen and
other areas. Instead of being a unit compartmentalised into sub-units
each with a specific function, the contemporary home turns living,
dining and cooking areas into a continuous semi-differentiated
space… Houseware magazines stress again and again that the kitchen
is not somewhere obscured from view, but the most open and
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important room in the house. In particular, the cook is not isolated
from social activity.

(Corrigan 1997:109)
 
The extent to which British people actually ‘cook’ in their showpiece kitchens is
open to question; indeed, the evidence suggests that the British are the most
enthusiastic consumers of ready-made ‘cook-chill’ foods in Europe (Guardian, 9
October 1997).

The redefinition of other elements of downstairs room space is significant.
Take for example, the reintroduction of the study to new homes. This may have
something to do with the fact that more people do work from home. But the
evidence suggests that the study is used in show homes as a definitive masculine
space to raise men’s expectation of renewed status in the family and the
opportunity of splendid isolation; like Elizabeth Bennet’s father, in the BBC
television serialisation of Pride and Prejudice, ruling benignly over his family from
the relatively safe enclave of his room where he could enjoy a good book and sip
at a glass of fortified wine. In many show homes, designers use the study to exhibit
specifically masculine symbols such as framed architectural drawings, old-looking
leather-topped desks with a green banker’s lamp and, perhaps, a heavy wooden
captain’s chair. Often, the study is the only room in the house that has not been
festooned with dried flowers, draped curtains and fussy cushions. Instead, it is
decorated in a restrained masculine style, adopting gilded striped wallpapers and
to give the impression of scholarship and cultural distinction, the positioning of
a classical bust, a violin with old sheet music and a few, but not too many, old
books. Pedantic observers of show homes may be interested in some of the titles
of these books, which have, presumably, been garnered from jumble sales or auction
houses. In one show house in Middlesbrough, the study contained the following:
Skin Disease in General Practice, The New Phonographic Phrase Book and The
Dambusters. This led me to wonder what kind of imaginary person was meant to
live in this house.

Upstairs, the floor plans of new show homes have also been transformed to
incorporate a larger number of bedrooms and the now obligatory proliferation of
bathrooms. It is not unusual now for four or five bedroom houses to have three
upstairs bathrooms; these include the ‘family bathroom’ and two en suites off the
guest bedroom and the so-called ‘master bedroom’. The introduction of so many
bathrooms is significant for a number of reasons. First, it demonstrates the current
social cachet to be gained from such a level of opulence: it is a symbol of status,
like the double garage in the 1970s or the pretension of servant bells in the
reception rooms of larger three bedroom semi-detached houses in the 1920s.
Second, and at a deeper level, the doubling or trebling of bathrooms illustrates
how the body has taken centre stage in the late modern psyche (Featherstone et
al. 1991; Falk 1994; Rivers et al. 1992). The bathroom is no longer a place to get
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in and out of as quickly as possible, but a place of self-indulgence and body
celebration. Third, the separation of the parents’ bathroom from the children’s
shows how important privacy within the family has become. This preoccupation
with privacy not only shows that bodily taboo may be increasing, but also
demonstrates how the sellers of new homes are promising potential buyers the
kinds of sexual opportunities in the marital bedroom that was for several decades
available only in hotels.

Sometimes this allusion to sexual gratification is exaggerated by interior
designers. In one house studied in Darlington, County Durham, the interior
designer decorated the master bedroom of a four bedroom house with a double
en suite shower in a particularly sexually provocative way. On the door handle of
the shower room, a pink hand towel had been tied into an elaborate knot from
which a single silk rose protruded. At the bottom of the bed sat a small chest,
upon which an engraved silver tray was set out with two fluted glasses and a
bottle of Cinzano Bianco. As is quite common in modern show homes, an entire
wall of the bedroom was mirror glazed to conceal the wardrobes (and to make the
room look larger) and the bed was, of course, a portentous four poster with
drapes and canopies. As if it were possible for the viewers of the show home to
have missed the point, the designer added the finishing touch of a slinky claret
satin nightdress draped across the bed. It may be a vulgar technique to sell houses
on the basis of a fantasy of adult privacy, marital communion and sexual
excitement, but this principle has been built into the design of most larger new
houses. Because the internal walls of new houses are so thin and impossible to
soundproof, the master bedroom tends to be blockaded from other parts of the
house by the central landing and the use of wardrobes and bathrooms as baffle
boards between the parents’ and children’s rooms (see Chapman and Lucas
1998).

Providing images of a safe and folksy neighbourhood environment, a well-
planned, high-status and functional household helps to sell new homes. But in
the process of product development, volume builders also lend support to their
buyers by giving guidance on colour co-ordinated and stylistically uniform
furnishing and decoration of their home. Builders offer their ‘expertise’ to take
away the attendant risks of making mistakes in decorating decisions, together
with the offer of short-term financial inducement for the purchaser.
 

To help you choose carpets, curtains and blinds, we have
commissioned interior designers to pre-select a top quality range. We
have colour selection centres in each of our sales offices so you can
see and feel how they will look and see how our suggested colour
schemes work. If you choose from our range we are able to supply
matching accessories such as bed spreads, valances and lampshades…
To ease the inevitable expense of moving, the cost of these goods can
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be added to the basic price of your new home, and may be included
in your mortgage.

(Wimpey, promotional material 1995)
 
In the 1990s, building companies add value to their product by offering ‘choice’
in the decoration and furnishing, but the range of choice is strictly limited to
allow companies to buy in bulk. While the long-term cost is substantial, the
short-term advantage for customers is that they can include the cost of
decoration and furnishing in the mortgages. For the builder, the advantage
comes in increasing the prospect of sales and by adding value to their product by
drawing money that might have been spent in the high street or shopping mall
into their own coffers.

Conclusion

In this chapter, I have discussed a number of strategies that house-building
companies employ to persuade people to buy a new home. While there are
undoubtedly many minor variations on the theme of the ideal home which are
presented to the house-buying (or house-viewing) public, I argue that there is
also striking uniformity in the key elements of the ‘dream home’. All of the
executive show homes built on green field sites that I have studied were
detached from their neighbours, suggesting that the house will provide high-
status accommodation, personal privacy and safety from the ‘dangerous’
environs of the town or city. Their interior design offered spaces for family
activities, space for parents to be secluded from their children and space to
entertain and impress their friends. For men, the show home promises space to
enjoy splendid isolation in their study, while for women, the kitchen and utility
room promise all the latest facilities to ease the burden of domestic labour. Like
a cook-chill meal, package holiday or an off-the-peg suit, the show home offers
its buyers a complete product, where they apparently need do no more than
move in and live a happy life.

Some people buy into the dream with such enthusiasm that they buy actual
show homes; occasionally, people buy all the furniture and ornamentation that
the designer put in place too. Moving into an instant home, even for happy
families, can cause some confusion to the people who live there, however, because
they find it hard to distinguish their taste, and even their artefacts, from those
that seem to belong to the imagination of the show home designer. This point
was caught effectively in a BBC television series Signs of the Times, first screened
in 1996. The aim of the series was to allow householders to explain in their own
words how they felt about their homes and the way they had decorated and
furnished them. One couple, who had bought a show home lock, stock and barrel,
reflected on this:
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HUSBAND: It’s a strange concept to move in and suddenly [there are] all these
ornaments… I think it’s the ornaments which generally are personal things
that you go out and buy for a special occasion. And they are all here, and
they haven’t got any history attached to them. I mean, in the lounge there’s
a bust of Mozart. But I wouldn’t have bought it…but having it here it seems
right. I keep saying to Moira ‘I didn’t know we had this’…

WIFE: The children do it all the time [they say] ‘Is this ours, mummy, or the
house’s’ which I find astonishing. I say it’s all ours, Rachel, it’s all ours. There’s
a lot of dried flowers hung around the oak beams that appeals because it feels
very cottagey and country. And I would love to think I’m the sort of person
who dried and hung those flowers myself. But I’m not and I’m glad someone
else has because I think they look lovely.

But did it make them happy?

WIFE: When we first came in I felt the house was very, very flash. You just felt
you were invading a very posh person’s house… Our friends just think it’s
out of this world and they hate us, and we love it.

HUSBAND: I’d say this is our dream home. We couldn’t wish to achieve any
more than we have here. It’s arriving to me, arriving somewhere we’ve been
travelling to for a long time.

WIFE: I think it’s mega. I think it’s perfect.
HUSBAND: Perfect for us.
WIFE: For us.

(Sign of the Times, BBCTV, 1996)
 
But can contentment be guaranteed by turning the front door key of a dream
home? It is important to conclude the discussion by highlighting potential
mismatches between image and reality. Reflecting first on the generation of
idealised images, it is not surprising that speculative builders design show homes
the way they do—for the sole purpose of their enterprise is to sell houses. A
building firm could hardly be expected to pepper the doormat of a show home
with facsimile gas, electric and telephone bills and a letter from the building
society about a rise in the mortgage rates, just as it would not leave a load of dirty
pots piled up in the kitchen sink or laundry all over the central heating radiators.
However ingenious companies may be in designing show homes that masquerade
as real homes, we must be careful not to overstate their influence; certainly,
building companies attempt to shape our needs and wants, but they do so in
response to wider social changes which also impact upon people’s hopes and
dreams. (See Lodziak 1995 for a critical appraisal of the way that capital
manipulates people’s needs.) In an aspirational culture that increasingly demands
that people make displays of affluence and well-being through conspicuous
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consumption, it is likely that show home viewers would prefer not to be reminded
of the realities of day-to-day life. If people choose to consume goods in the hope
that they will have a better life, they would not want to see medicines on view in
the bathroom, terry-nappies soaking in the utility room or a Zimmer frame in the
hall. It is from objects such as these that show home viewers wish to escape.

Buying into the dream of the ideal home is expensive in economic terms, and
yet it is an expense that is hard to resist because of the popularly accepted
association between home ownership and personal success (see Chapter 15). This
leads many people to over-stretch themselves financially and for many house
buyers, the burden of debt they take on—especially if they become unemployed
or suffer from poor health—is too great to manage and they lose their homes as a
consequence (Ford et al. 1995). Between 1990 and 1995 there were around 50,000
repossessions a year of homes in Britain because people fell back in their mortgage
payments. Even if couples can afford to keep up the payments, the sheer effort of
juggling paid employment, home care and the personal and financial costs of
maintaining a home, together with the associated financial and personal costs of
arranging care for children while both parents work, can cast a heavy burden on
householders.

It is not possible to gauge, with any degree of confidence, the extent to which
unrealistic expectations of a happy home life are fuelled by construction
companies, DIY chains, furniture retailers and so on. It is clear, however, that the
structure of households in Britain is changing dramatically. An increasing
proportion of the population do not marry, more people delay marriage until
they reach their thirties than was the case in the 1970s, more people are electing
not to have children. Most worrying of all, perhaps, is the high level of marital
breakdown: in 1995 there were 155,499 divorces in Britain, that is 13.1 divorces
per 1,000 marriages (Annual Abstract of Statistics 1997:23). This is not to suggest
a crude causal relationship between domestic consumption and marital breakdown
of course; the reasons for divorce and separation are various, ranging from sexual
problems, intellectual incompatibility, achievement differentials, stresses created
by parenting or childlessness, domestic violence, downward (and sometimes
upward) social mobility, economic uncertainty, overwork or unemployment,
friction over domestic responsibilities and so on (Hart 1976; Winn 1986; Riessman
1990). It may be the case, however, that the barrage of positive images of lifelong
contentment and happiness in the ideal home which capital presents to consumers
may help to produce a profound sense of disappointment when the reality of
home life manifests itself.

The impact of changed household structures in Britain has not been overlooked
by the house-building industry. Estimates of the extent to which households will
change in the first two decades of the twenty-first century have been prepared by
the Department of the Environment (1995), whose projections to 2016 are
presented in Table 4.3. This table demonstrates clearly that there will remain a
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large market for family homes in Britain up to and beyond 2016, although the
number of families will reduce in absolute terms. As a consequence, builders are
recognising that their current model of the ideal home which is aimed at married
or cohabiting couples with children needs to be reconsidered. If the Department
of the Environment projections are about right, there will be a need for over 10
million homes for single people or single parent households by 2016, that is nearly
half the total number of households. It is instructive to note that builders recognise
that there is more than one model of the ideal home for single persons than is
apparently assumed for married people with families. Builders are now erecting
or converting properties, especially in large cities, which are aimed at the
burgeoning market for flats for the under-35s who are not yet married and perhaps
never will, for divorcees who need to scale down their properties as their family
home is broken up, or for older people who seek smaller and perhaps supervised
private accommodation. As ever, big business seems to be one step ahead of the
politicians and the sociologists in gleaning clues about changing social attitudes—
while also capitalising, of course, upon these insights.
 

Table 4.3 Projections on household types 1971–2016 (in millions)

Source: Department of the Environment (1995: Table 1).
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‘THE MORE WE ARE TOGETHER’

Domestic space, gender and privacy

Ruth Madigan and Moira Munro

Despite significant shifts in patterns of household formation and household
composition, the concepts of ‘house’ and ‘home’ continue to carry enormous
symbolic and, indeed, ideological significance. In this chapter we wish to explore
ways in which the physical design of housing reflects dominant conventions about
both the conduct of relationships within the household and the relationship of
the household to the outside world. These conventions, in turn, reflect idealised
notions of ‘family’ and ‘class’ which have only a partial relevance to the way in
which people actually conduct their lives, and yet representations of these ideas
become embedded in the physical design of the house (Ravetz 1995).

In many ways the Garden City Movement set the seal, at least in the English
cultural tradition, on the suburban house and garden as representing the epitome
of ‘domestic bliss’. It appeared to combine the convenience of a ‘tame’ urbanised
environment with the ‘safety’ of a socially homogeneous, semi-rural landscape
(Davidoff et al. 1983). As Thompson (1982) argues, the suburb was presented as
providing a healthy and morally superior environment for women and children,
segregated from the overcrowding and corruption of the city. It was a secure,
controlled environment in which the private family household could be defended,
a space of ‘individual domesticity and group monitored respectability’ (Thompson
1982:8). These sentiments have contributed to a domestic architecture within
the private sector which is conservative, often nostalgic in tone, calling on symbols
of past ‘community’ (the rustic cottage, the urban courtyard) to convey ideas of
stability and security (Forty and Moss 1980).

McDowell (1983) has pointed out that for many the process of suburbanisation
has created a geographical separation of ‘home and work’, ‘domestic and public’,
‘female and male’, with women trapped in the child-centred world of the suburb,
without transport or access to the public facilities of the city. Yet the traditional
division of labour in which women were expected to work as full-time
housekeepers while men earned the family income has been substantially eroded
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and the suburbs themselves have changed as shops, offices, factories and leisure
facilities have moved to out of town locations. The collapse of manufacturing
and the depopulation of the city has opened up city sites to new private housing
estates, while gentrification has transformed some older areas of the city.

Saunders (1990) has presented the growth of owner occupation as a reassertion
of a popular commitment to the self-sufficiency of the family household, the
domestic virtues of house and garden and the security of ownership. He points
out that the house itself is a source of great personal satisfaction for both men
and women home makers. Yet we are also aware that the privacy of the family
can be a cover for violence and abuse (see Goldsack, Chapter 10) and the idea of
the private household, particularly when coupled with private ownership, has
been used to promote the superiority of market solutions and individual enterprise
over collective or state welfare driven solutions (see Brindley, Chapter 3).

In this chapter we wish to examine the issue of privacy within the family
household rather than the privacy of the household in relation to the outside
world. The advantage of this approach is that it allows us to disaggregate the
household and begin to look at the different experiences of family life according
to gender and generational differences. By focusing on patterns of behaviour and
experience we hope to be able to unravel some of the elements of family ideology
from how families and households work in practice. First we need to look some of
the dominant patterns of housing design, since privacy within the household has
both a social and a spatial dimension. Housing design, as we observed at the
beginning, comes to embody dominant assumptions about family relations which
may or may not correspond to the way in which family households actually live.
If these assumptions are built into the bricks and mortar then they have some
impact on the residents, whatever form of household they occupy.

Conventions of housing design in the private sector

Architectural historians (Muthesius 1982; Worsdall 1979) have drawn attention
to the symbolic differentiation of front and back, public and private, as a recurrent
feature of nineteenth-century speculative housing. The front of the house
represented the ‘public’ face with a formal entrance and higher quality finish,
while the back always had a more utilitarian aspect. The higher the social class
status, the greater the distancing from the street, with railings, front gardens and
even driveways to create a buffer zone between the public area of the street and
the inner sanctum of the house (Daunton 1983a).

The differentiation of front and back has repercussions within the house also.
In the ‘gentleman’s town house’, the formal rooms used for public display were
located at the front, the more private areas like the kitchen were located at the
back. Matrix (1984) have suggested that this created a gendered division of space
where the front represented the public, male domain while the back represented
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the private, domestic sphere—the preserve of subordinates, such as women,
children and servants. This form of internal differentiation reached its peak in
the bourgeois household where ‘back stairs’ completed the internal segregation,
but it also found echoes in quite modest households. Working-class terraced houses
typically maintained a front room or parlour which was kept ‘for best’ and hardly
ever used.

In the twentieth century the design of housing began to change in style; the
semi-detached in England (Oliver et al. 1981) and to some extent the bungalow
in Scotland (McKean 1987) became the favoured form. In many respects the
private housing of the inter-war period can be seen as a scaled down version of
what had gone before. In particular, the social conventions of ‘front’ and ‘back’
remained intact and were indeed enshrined in the basic design of the ‘parlour
house’, which became the dominant form in this period.

From the 1950s onwards a new style of volume built ‘estate’ houses began to
emerge (Hole and Attenburrow 1966; Burnett 1986). In the face of somewhat
contradictory trends (the development of a ‘modern’ aesthetic which favoured a
sense of light and space coupled with rising cost of land and shrinking size of
building plots) the building industry sought a new solution for the design of
standard two and three bedroom houses. In order to maximise the sense of space
within the confines of a narrow plot, the parlour was abandoned and replaced
with one large lounge/dining room which ran from front to back with windows at
either end (see Figure 5.1). The streamlined ‘technological’ kitchen emerged as
strictly functional work space leading directly from the lounge/diner (Matrix
1984).

Although the through lounge/diner has become the dominant layout for modest
estate housing built in the second half of the twentieth century, surprisingly little
has been written about its social implications or social meanings. The construction
of a family house with only one public room raises all sorts of interesting questions
(Watson 1986). How do individual members of the household escape from one
another? Whose activities take precedence in the one public room? Where can
more formal social interactions take place, or have they ceased to exist? With no
‘back region’ in which to hide domestic clutter, does this mean that the household
is permanently on display and tidied up? If so, does this imply higher standards of
housekeeping and a greater penetration of consumer ‘fashions’ and competitive
display? How does this coexist with the idea of ‘home as haven’, a place in which
to relax and put your feet up?

Writing about parallel developments in the USA, Fox (1985) has suggested
that abandoning the ‘parlour’ represented a change in family ideology from the
overtly patriarchal and hierarchical family, in which the man was acknowledged
as head of household, to a more democratic model in which the family is portrayed
as a mutually supportive grouping and marriage as a partnership of equals.
However, the evidence on how far relationships within the two parent family
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Figure 5.1 Combined living/dining room design 1980s
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household have actually changed to something more egalitarian or democratic is
somewhat contradictory (Gittins 1993). Men do seem to be playing a more active
role in childrearing and increasingly can be seen cooking and shopping (see
Chapman, Chapter 13). Women are more likely to have paid employment and
are perhaps more confident in asserting their preferences. However, the
continuities with the past are also marked. Women continue to earn considerably
less than men and they still carry the major responsibility for housework and
childrearing. The idea of home as a place in which to relax away from the stresses
of the outside world is still very much more true for men rather than women
(Darke 1996). For women, the home remains a place of work and though modern
technology may have lightened some domestic chores, there is evidence that
this has been offset by rising expectations (see Chapman, Chapters 4 and 13;
Schwartz Cowan 1989).

Privacy and the use of space within the home

Our own research was based on a sample of households living in modest post-war
housing in the Glasgow area (see also Munro and Madigan 1993). In selecting
these areas we sought to exclude the extreme ends of the housing market by
avoiding the upper income executive housing (see Chapman, Chapter 4) and
the most stressed and unattractive areas of council housing (see Brindley, Chapter
3). The sample was therefore area-based around a restricted range of house types,
in effect the cheaper end of suburban family housing in the Glasgow urban area.
Our evidence is based on 382 postal questionnaires and 20 extended interviews.
A third of the sample were council tenants and the rest were owner occupiers.
Most of the sample were living as couples, with and without children (single
adults constituted 15 per cent of the households and single parents 10 per cent).
Just over half the households studied can be described as ‘manual working class’;
this was the case for 80 per cent of council tenants and 40 per cent of owner
occupiers.

We chose, for our extended interviews, households from our selected areas
with at least three members. This was in order to explore the issues raised when
there is a potential conflict over the use of space (which we assumed would not
arise so sharply in one or even two person households). The dominant voice in
our more qualitative analysis is therefore that of the traditional family unit. The
extended interviews were conducted with women, though occasionally men were
present, so it is the woman’s voice which comes through. We have chosen to
concentrate on the issue of privacy for women because home has a particular
salience for women both ideologically and in day-to-day routines (see Chapman,
Chapter 13; M.Roberts 1991).

Initially many of our respondents were reluctant to discuss privacy within the
household. The very idea of individual privacy cuts across dominant ideas about
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family togetherness and the shared companionate marriage. Responses associated
privacy with secrecy and deceit. As one respondent stated: ‘There isn’t anything
private in the house really, I mean we’re pretty open with one another, we don’t
really have a private life as such, I don’t think. I hope not’ (Mrs W, age 37, owner
occupier). As soon as the conversation focused on the specifics of everyday living,
however, it became apparent that there is for most people a conflict between the
demands of living in a communal household and the desire to pursue and preserve
individual autonomy. This is particularly problematic for women who still take
on the major responsibility for maintaining the home at both a practical and an
emotional level and are often encouraged to subsume their own interests to the
point where they cannot or do not distinguish between their own interests and
those of the household. At the same time, changes in women’s role increasingly
expect that women should have a ‘public’, less familial persona, hence the
conflict.

Private space for children

In many ways it was easiest to talk about privacy between adults and children in
the household. One of the most striking changes in domestic relationships has
been the changing status of children within the household. Smaller families,
longer periods of economic dependency and earlier maturity have all contributed
to a change in attitudes. The growing importance of the home as a centre of
leisure activity and the way in which fears for safety have restricted the outside
activities of younger children mean that the demands on domestic space have
become increasingly complex. Sending the children outside to play from dawn
to dusk is no longer acceptable for many urban households because of the perceived
risk of violence from strangers and increased danger from traffic.

Two strategies emerge for maximising privacy within the household—space
segregation and time segregation. Privacy for children, and for adults from children,
is in part achieved by designating certain parts of the house for their exclusive
use. The idea that every child should have a room of their own was accepted as
desirable by almost everyone we spoke to. Children’s rooms are generally expected
to be multifunctional, combining a sleeping/sitting area with space for clothes
storage, study and play; many children’s bedrooms are generously equipped with
televisions, computers and sound systems. Married couples, however, continue
to share a bedroom and very few have their own individual study/workroom or
other private space. As Burnett (1986) has pointed out, declining household size
has led to a marked improvement in space standards since 1950s, but these gains
have been almost entirely given over to improvements for the children in the
household. It should be remembered that, though socially approved, not everyone
can afford the space necessary for separate rooms. This is particularly true in two
bedroom houses and flats, which are very common in Scotland.
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Space segregation does not solve all conflicts in use. Younger children are
often reluctant to be banished ‘upstairs’ away from adult activity, and the youngest,
who must remain under adult supervision, soon fill even the most strictly regulated
living areas with toys and other paraphernalia. Early bedtimes and periods away
at school or nursery allow adults to reassert their rights over the living room at
certain times of day. Teenage children are often only too pleased to be able to
‘disappear’ to their own rooms, with or without friends. For some women this was
a source of regret as it seemed to challenge the integrity of the family and perhaps
gave warning how it would be when they would leave home altogether. As one
respondent commented:
 

Their rooms are their own wee houses, which I don’t know is a good
idea either. Because I think that’s when you lose them, they just do
their own thing in their bedroom. Whereas [without their own
television], if they wanted to see the telly they would have had to
come down here. I regret them getting television.

(Mrs R, age 45, owner occupier)
 
Further conflicts arise as children become adults and their friends coming to the
house have to be accorded adult status and hospitality. This usually implies offering
food and drinks which cannot be done separately where the kitchen is directly
off the living room. With grown-up children’s adult visitors, it becomes less
acceptable to crowd into small bedrooms, with only the bed for sitting space. As
children grow up we see the emergence of something akin to a non-family, adult
household. The design of the two or three bedroom ‘family’ house with its one
communal space, minimal kitchen and very small bedrooms is peculiarly
unsuitable for a household, in which people need a greater degree of independence.

Private space for adults

Though children’s and young adults’ bedrooms are generally expected to be
multifunctional, the parents’ bedroom is not. The ‘marital’ bedroom, or ‘master’
bedroom as estate agents will insist, remains surprisingly formal in layout and
design with few concessions to other uses (see Chapman, Chapter 4). One woman
said that if she wanted somewhere quiet to read her book she would go to her
son’s room when he was out, rather than her own bedroom, because his room
had a chair and she did not feel she would make the room untidy. Of course
bedrooms in many modern houses are very small and come with fitted cupboards,
so there is little room for anything other than a double bed and a small chest of
drawers. Despite this, some adults had managed to accommodate a computer in
their bedroom (11 per cent of respondents to our postal questionnaire). With the
growth in adult education, and the expansion of white collar work with the
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possibility of working from home or bringing work home, the need for a study
space is a real issue.

Despite the formality of the ‘marital bedroom’, for some women it was an
important means of escape: somewhere to go and sit quietly, listen to music, read a
book, study for exams, watch television (in our postal questionnaire 40 per cent
had a television in the adult bedroom). It became clear, however, that a private
space is not sufficient; women in particular, because of their role in servicing others,
need time of their own as well as a place of their own. When asked where they went
for privacy from the rest of the household, we were told, for example:
 

The toilet! If I go upstairs to watch the TV, the whole place follows
me. If I go upstairs to watch a programme, my son would come up,
then my daughter, then he [husband] would come up and say ‘What
are you all up here for?’

(Mrs H, age 34, owner occupier)

There isn’t really many places in the house you can go. I mean I’ve
tried going in my room…it doesn’t work because the wee one of three,
she’s in and out. One’s doing the dishes and that, and you know,
they’ll start arguing and they’re in telling me what they are doing
and so that doesn’t really work. I don’t really manage to get any privacy
unless they’re all out playing and the wee one is sleeping. It’s ideal,
it’s lovely, it’s great.

(Mrs V, age 35, council tenant)
 
Revealingly a number of women cited evenings ‘on their own’ as one of their
greatest luxuries. These examples serve to reinforce the view that women in the
domestic setting are vulnerable to others’ claims on their time, endlessly fitting
in with others’ routines. In spite of this, many women said that privacy was not
a problem for them because they had the house to themselves for long stretches
of the day. This is of course a by-product of the fact that men and women work
very different hours. In our sample approximately one-third of women were
employed part-time, one-third full-time and one-third were full-time at home.
By contrast three-quarters of the men were employed full-time (including quite
a lot of shift work) and the rest were unemployed or retired. It was noticeable
that women typically entertained their own friends in those periods of the day
when the rest of the household was elsewhere. Although much of this
entertaining had a casual air—‘popping in for coffee’—in fact, it became clear
that it was founded upon a knowledge of often quite elaborate schedules
involving children’s school hours and husband’s shift work as well as the
woman’s own hours. Women friends would normally call in only when there
was no one else to attend to.
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We did ask respondents to say what they would do if a friend came to the
house wanting to discuss something private at a time when other members of the
household were around. People found this difficult to reply to, either because
they thought it unlikely to happen, a friend would know the household’s routines
and come when others were out, or because there was no easy solution. Some
women said they would take a close friend up to their bedroom to talk, or children
could be asked to go to their rooms. Some thought that husbands or partners
would take themselves off to the bedroom, or out of the house altogether, to
leave the living room free. Only 29 per cent of the households in our postal
sample had a kitchen (a second ‘room’) which by their own account was big
enough to sit down in. Those who did have such a kitchen recognised its
importance as a social space.
 

I spend most of my time in the kitchen, getting food ready for meals
and washing and in fact I’ve seen me making tea and sitting at the
table through there. My sister comes through and we end up blathering
rather than sitting in here…we do that in her house as well. I say,
maybe the men are in or maybe her husband is watching something
on TV, there’s a football match he’s watching that, we’ll sit in there
[the kitchen] so we can sit and have a blather. We use it quite a lot.
My mum’s as well, it’s the same kind of house as this, we just usually
sit in the kitchen there as well.

(Mrs V, age 35, council tenant)
 
Lack of kitchen space appeared to be one of the most common complaints about
modern houses. What was particularly missed was the space to accommodate
‘messy’ household activities, in particular laundry, but also wet coats, muddy
shoes, cleaning materials, storage space, in short a utility room. The lounge/diner
or living room is inevitably a multifunctional room. It functions as a ‘back region’,
somewhere for the household to relax away from the world, and where family
unity is expressed, and yet without a parlour, the living room also serves as a
showcase, a public statement of domestic standards and taste. This dual role
results directly in more work for women who strive to maintain the high standards
of cleanliness and tidiness required of a public room while making everyone else
to feel comfortable and relaxed (Darke 1996).

Since there is nowhere that can be kept free of domestic clutter, the chief
response was to maintain a very high standard of tidiness in the main room.
There is clearly a conflict for the woman in the household, who is still for the
most part charged with responsibility for maintaining standards, and yet wants to
create a relaxed ‘homely’ environment. ‘She wants her home to be seen (publicly
scrutinised) as clean and tidy, and at the same time she wants it to be experienced
(privately appreciated) as free and easy’ (Hunt 1989:69). This dilemma is ‘resolved’
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for many women by internalising very high standards of tidiness. They do not
perceive these standards as externally imposed, instead the public and private
are perceived to coincide. They see their notions of what is an appropriate standard
as something set entirely by themselves, though often inherited from their mothers
(Pahl 1984).

Our impression is that women in the home spend a lot of time on what might
be termed peripheral domestic activity. Ostensibly they are relaxing, watching
television, but actually they are keeping an eye on the dinner cooking,
remembering someone’s packed lunch, waiting for the spin cycle on the washing
machine and so on. Most women approved of the modern kitchen design, which
is located directly off the living room, just because it allowed them to attend to
these ‘duties’ without being cut off from the conversation taking place in the
living room among the rest of the household. When asked what they would do if
their husband’s friend came round for a private chat, women were much less
likely to absent themselves altogether; instead they could use these ‘normal’
activities (making coffee and sandwiches in the kitchen, seeing to the children
upstairs) as a means of creating some ‘private’ space without anything so pointed
as deliberately leaving the room.

Respondents also handled the dilemma posed by the competing demands of
the dual function living room by defining the presentational aspects in terms of
relatively modest and avowedly ‘homely’ aspirations. When asked what impression
they would like others to have of their home, their replies usually referred to its
being clean, tidy and comfortable. As two of our respondents told us: ‘That it’s
welcoming. That it’s clean and tidy’ (Mrs T, age 47, council tenant); ‘I would
like to think that it’s bright, clean and tidy’ (Mrs C, age 30, owner occupier).

Our respondents did not easily engage in discussions of taste and style in the
living room and suggested that they did not want to be judged on these grounds,
nor would they judge other people in this sense. ‘I like the place to be as I like it,
and if they don’t like it that’s too bad’ (Mrs G, age 28, owner occupier). However,
the explicit responses were somewhat belied by anxieties expressed about their
ability to achieve a pleasant visual effect and their response to commercial fashions.
Respondents clearly did give considerable thought to the assembling of furniture
and choice of decor; many expressed distress at the difficulty they had in ‘getting
it right’ and achieving an effect that was well co-ordinated. Again there was an
obvious tension between the view of home as something for private consumption
and aspects of public display.

Conclusion

In many respects the gender roles within the households we contacted remain
very traditional. Women still carry the major responsibility for maintaining the
home in both the practical and the emotional sense (Mason 1989). Only 16 per
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cent of our postal sample claim to share housework equally. Their servicing role
means that women within the domestic setting are still very commonly
subordinating their needs to other household members. Yet even within these
outwardly fairly ‘conventional’ households there is a tension between the socially
sanctioned goal of family togetherness, sharing, equality and the goal of individual
achievement, self identity. No doubt this has always been the case, but the
changing role of women, the unwillingness of women to be confined to a familial
role and the growing expectation that women should have public persona have
heightened these conflicts and forced some re-evaluation and repositioning within
the family household. Very often this means women simply shouldering a ‘double
burden’, undertaking both paid and unpaid labour.

The issue of privacy which is posed by the search for home as an expression of
both ‘family unity and individuality’ (Fox 1985) is for most women, in households
at this level, solved by time management rather than ‘a room of one’s own’. The
differing routines of members of the household make this possible, though it
requires considerable flexibility which generally means a willingness on the part
of women to ‘fit in’ with other people’s timetables. Even in those households
which would be generally considered overcrowded, with adult children sharing
rooms or parents sleeping in the living room, there was often a phlegmatic
acceptance that these conditions were temporary; children after all grow up and
leave home and the period of greatest pressure, when children are growing into
young adults, may be relatively short. Many of our respondents had lived in their
houses for a long time and had frequently adapted the use of space within the
home to accommodate the changes required by growing, and then declining,
families. For many households internal layout and space standards are simply not
the top priority in housing. In some areas of council housing, for example, a
house located in an area in which people feel safe may more than compensate for
other inadequacies. For those on lower incomes, additional space is no advantage
if they cannot afford to heat or furnish the extra rooms. Not surprisingly people
are inclined to adapt their expectations and aspirations to something close to
their own opportunities.

The combination of commercial logic and the preference for large light rooms
(Madigan and Munro 1991) has created the modern ‘estate’ house in which all
public and communal space is in a single living room or lounge/ diner. Our
respondents were quite clear that they did not want to sacrifice this space (reduce
its size) in order to accommodate other desirable features. Nonetheless it is clear
that this is a design which is firmly focused on a highly communal ‘family’
household. It is a design which is ill adapted to some family units; it is almost
certainly unsuitable for non-family households who want to share with a greater
degree of independence.

Since the 1960s there has been very little public debate about housing design.
The last major official report on housing standards was in 1961 (Parker Morris
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1961). Since then many of the space and design standards have been compromised
in the interests of economy, in both public and private sectors. Unfortunately
the idea of experimentation in housing design is still blighted by the experience
of some of the low quality housing experiments imposed on the public sector in
the 1960s and 1970s (see Brindley, Chapter 3). The needs of households and the
range of household types have changed dramatically, but the design of mass
housing is dominated by a profoundly conservative set of social conventions.
Many households eagerly embrace this conservatism, as ‘home’ occupies a central
ideological position, yet it may inhibit the production of flexible housing that
will have to meet changing needs and expectations for the next sixty years or
even longer.
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TRAVELLING MAKES A HOME

Mobility and identity among West Indians

Karen Fog Olwig

Travel and home are usually regarded as opposites, travel being associated with
movement in space, home being related to settling in a particular place, when
travel has ended. For many West Indians, however, obtaining and sustaining a
‘proper home’ has been dependent upon their willingness to travel from their
native island and to stay for prolonged periods of time in far-away destinations.
Such absence naturally leads West Indians to develop different notions of home,
depending on their particular situation. Some continue to regard themselves as
temporary sojourners in a foreign place, displaced from their ‘real’ home, whereas
others gradually create a home away from home which may eventually supersede
the original home in importance. Nevertheless, even these more settled people
usually maintain strong emotional ties with the West Indies.

This chapter analyses the interrelationship between travelling and home
making on the basis of life-story interviews with people from the Leeward Island
of Nevis. This island, a former British colony, has been part of the independent
Caribbean nation-state of St Kitts-Nevis since 1983. The relationship between
travel and home making is explored here though a study of Nevisians in Nevis
and England. This leads to a consideration of the concept of home among people
who, like the Nevisians, have travelled to make a home. The study shows that
home is not merely important as a place of habitation and a concrete centre of
everyday life. It may be equally significant as a nucleus of social relationships and
a point of identification and belonging, whether or not the members of this home
are physically present.

A West Indian house

When I began to do fieldwork on Nevis in 1980 I rented a small house in the
village where I wanted to concentrate my research. The house was originally
built as a two-room wooden cottage with a hip roof and a small gallery in the
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front—in typical West Indian fashion (Berthelot and Gaumé 1982). A sumptuous
flower garden faced the street and behind was a large fruit and vegetable garden,
which was somewhat neglected. Several new rooms, including a bathroom with
a toilet and shower, had been added in the back of the house, and a kitchen had
been attached to the side. The back rooms served as bedrooms; the two front
rooms were now a dining room, connected to the kitchen, and a living room
which could be entered from the gallery.

Whereas the house had the outward appearance of a traditional West Indian
dwelling of the sort which one might photograph to show how the ‘natives’ live,
the living room looked anything but local. It had an upholstered easy chair with
a pillow on which was printed a military emblem, a rose and a poem to mother, a
niche for a stereo system, a big, stuffed Snoopy placed on a small shelf and,
decorating the wall, a framed picture of a snow-clad log cabin next to the
inscription ‘God Bless Our Home’. All these features reminded one of home
furnishings in North America. Indeed, it soon became apparent that a transformer
was needed to use the wide range of electrical equipment in the house—iron,
record player, toaster, refrigerator—because they all ran on North American rather
than local current. The house, in other words, seemed to be West Indian on the
outside and North American on the inside.

If it were not for the display in the living room of family photos of people who
clearly were of West Indian origin, one might easily be led to conclude that this
house had not been home to Nevisians at all, but rather to North American
expatriates. Nothing could be further from the truth! The strong presence of
western material goods in the house, the expansion and modernisation of the
original two-room building, the family members’ presence in photographs and
their absence in actual life all contributed to making this a very successful West
Indian home.

Making a home on Nevis

 
I fit in to the end of a family of ten children. There were just two boys
and eight girls. We were not rich, or even middle class. We had to
struggle. I knew myself helping. There were animals to tend to, the
land to work. My father was a fisherman and farmer, and my mother
raised the family and helped in whichever way she could, being
supportive to my father. Work was hard. There was farming, tilling
the land, raising the animals. Water supply was not so plentiful, we
had to ‘head’ [that is: balance a pail of water on the head] a lot of
water. Times of the year, when the weather was dry, we had to go for
miles to ‘head’ one to two buckets a day. We also had animals to
‘head’ water to.
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Most Nevisians over 40 years of age can identify with this description of growing
up on the Nevis: a large family struggling to make ends meet in the small farming
economy, where the cultivation of subsistence crops, animal husbandry and fishing
provided the main basis of life. Gone were the large-scale plantations which,
from the seventeenth century to the early twentieth century, had formed the
backbone of the British colonial society. Left behind were the descendants of
those African slaves, whose labour power had made the plantation economy
possible, and the worn-out land, which was no longer deemed suitable for large-
scale cultivation.

Older Nevisians, interviewed in the early 1980s, often regretted the decline
in cultivation which had occurred as the fields, once covered with sugar, later
cotton, were abandoned to become overgrown with bush and shrub. But these
Nevisians did not miss the hard physical labour in the sugar fields or the privileged
plantation owners for whom they had to labour. Historical records show how the
African-Caribbean population on Nevis, as on other Caribbean islands from the
early times of slavery, had attempted to establish their own communities outside
the plantation society (Mintz 1974, 1985: Olwig 1993, 1995, 1997). During
slavery, they had planted gardens and constructed shelters in the mountainous
hillsides of Mount Nevis and the steep and rocky ghuts, or ravines, extending
from Mount Nevis to the sea. Here they cultivated subsistence crops and raised
small animals for their own benefit. After the abolition of slavery, the people
who had gained their freedom built houses and established their own settlements
in these areas as well as in the more marginal plantation areas which were being
abandoned by the plantations. Finally, in the course of the twentieth century,
they acquired small plots of land and developed their own villages on the large,
flat plains where the extensive plantation fields had been located. The African
Caribbean population ‘colonised’ Nevis from within (Appadurai 1996) and turned
the island into their home. This island home, however, was rather impoverished.

As the plantations closed, much of the island’s infrastructure declined, and
the external marketing system deteriorated. A household-based subsistence
economy therefore provided the most reliable, but also the most minimal, means
of existence. This economy involved every member of the household, from the
smallest child, who was able only to ‘head’ a pail of water from the water source
to the home, to the larger children who were responsible for the care of animals,
to the adolescents who might be put in charge of the household while parents
were working outside in the field. One Nevisian who grew up in the 1950s recalled:
 

We ate things from the land and the animals. Sweet potato mashed
into milk. Sometimes we got bread and some kind of relish, cheese or
eggs, because we had a lot of fowl. We lived on the ground provisions
and the fanning milk from the cows and eggs from the fowl… because
my mother was away working the land from early morning my older
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sisters and my brother got us ready for school. My brother would
plait our hair. All helped, and all went to school.

 

The ‘good’ home

The kind of home which could be built and maintained in this subsistence
economy was a very basic one. Indeed, from a modern-day, western point of view,
the small two-room houses inhabited by large families of ten children or so would
be seen to provide a rather inadequate setting for a good home. This is not,
however, how Nevisians remembered their childhood home. Most of family life
was not confined to the house, which would have been uncomfortably hot during
the day. Children often spent their free time on open pastures, where they gathered
after school to do sports or just play. When they were at home, they usually
stayed in the yard, a fenced-in area surrounding the house, which was a kind of
extension of the house itself. This is where many domestic activities, such as
caring for small children, cooking on a coal pot or ironing with a flat iron, took
place. Actually some of the fondest childhood memories concerned the moonlit
nights which the entire family spent together in the yard:
 

It was a small house, but we all fit right in. There was no electricity
or cable or radio. At nights we would sit outside on a stone in the
moon light. They [the adults] told Anansie stories. We [the children]
sang and played games.

 
The family life that did take place within the house was structured in a such a
way that it was able to accommodate a great number of children and, at the same
time, present a well-functioning and nice-looking home to visitors:
 

It was a two-room house. We had the chamber, where there were
two beds. There was a curtain separating my mother’s and father’s
beds from the biggest children who were the fortunate ones to sleep
on a bed… The other room was the hall, where we entertained. It
had chairs, table, a china cabinet where my mother kept her things,
so that when guests came they did not eat and drink from everyday
things. So that she could entertain with something nice to drink
and eat out of. That same hall was converted at night into a
bedroom. The old clothes and so, what there was, we spread out on
the floor and put a big sheet over them to make like a bed. At early
morning we would get up and put the clothes outside to sun, so
people didn’t know that we slept there. In the afternoon we took
the clothes in, but we put it under the bed until we were ready to
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sleep. Even when people were there in the evening, we would wait
until they were gone, and then we put out the clothes. We might fall
asleep on the bed and then we would move up to the bedding, when
the guests had left.

 
Thus, even in the smallest and seemingly most crowded houses that were
maintained largely by a subsistence economy, family life did not simply revolve
around the satisfaction of basic human needs. It was organised in such a way that
the family was able to maintain a back stage with minimal facility and decoration,
and a front stage to display a respectable appearance and some degree of material
affluence. Maintaining a proper home was an important mark of social standing
in the local community.

The social significance of the home in African-Caribbean society has been
linked to the notion of ‘respectability’ (P.Wilson 1969, 1973, 1974; Abrahams
1983; Olwig 1990, 1993; Besson 1993). Respectability can be seen to be closely
associated with certain cultural values concerning family and the home, which
were propagated largely by British missionaries and educators working in the
West Indies during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. According to
these values, it was expected that social life would centre on the matrimonial
home, with the husband and father functioning as provider and head of household,
while the wife and mother nurtured the family and became moral guardian of the
home. The material wealth of the home thus is proof of the industry of the father.
The moral state of the family, judged by the members’ sexual restraint, abstinence
from alcohol and dedication to religion, education, hard work and home life,
reflects the care bestowed upon the home by the mother (see, for example, Mosse
1985; Shorter 1979; Frykman and Löfgren 1983). It is quite apparent that this
notion of respectability had played an important role in the Nevisian homes
described in childhood memories. The careful separation of the parents and
children when sleeping, the importance attached to the children’s education,
the attempt to hide the poverty of the family (and hence the limited success of
the husband-father as provider) and the maintenance of a room where guests
could be received in material comfort can all be regarded as aspects of this ethos
of respectability.

Many life stories concerned the conflict between the desire to marry and obtain
a respectable home of their own and the difficulty of doing so in an impoverished
economy which just barely allowed a family to survive and maintain the
appearance of social standing in the community, no matter how hard everybody
worked. The expressed desire to establish an independent home, furthermore,
was counterbalanced by an equally important urge to help improve the social
and economic situation of the parents, who had worked so hard to raise their
children. Coming of age was dependent upon two, seemingly irreconcilable
conditions: the acquisition of a home of one’s own, and the continuation of
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economic support and help to the parental home. Many Nevisian youngsters
sought to reconcile these goals by leaving Nevis for better economic opportunities
which would allow them to earn enough to both help their parents and to establish
a home of their own.

Travelling

Off-island labour migration has long been practised by Nevisians as a means of
solving the social and economic difficulties experienced in an island community
with limited resources. Since the emancipation of the slaves in the 1830s,
Nevisians, along with other West Indians, have engaged in a great deal of wage
labour migration (Thomas-Hope 1978, 1992, 1995; Richardson 1983; Mills 1985;
Olwig 1993; Byron 1994). Immediately after emancipation the freed left for
destinations in Trinidad and Demerara (later British Guyana). Later they travelled
to South America, Central America, Cuba, Santo Domingo and North America.
In the period after the Second World War, migration destinations opened up
first in the Dutch Antilles, then Great Britain, the British and American Virgin
Islands and Canada. Thousands of Nevisians have travelled in search of better
opportunities. Most have expected to stay away for only a brief period of time,
until they had acquired the necessary funds to return, but ended up staying away
for many years. This was partly because their earnings were slimmer than expected,
partly because they sent a fair proportion of their meagre funds to their family
home on Nevis. Some, furthermore, were held back from returning, because the
idea of what would constitute a proper home on Nevis changed, as the material
conditions of life (largely underwritten by the absent Nevisians) improved on
Nevis. What was meant to be a brief interruption in life therefore became an
extended state of being. A closer look at life stories collected among Nevisians in
Leeds, England, serves to elucidate how this conundrum influenced the Nevisians’
relation to home.

Nevisian sojourners in England

 
When I left for England I had a son with my future wife… We married
later, after going to England. Back home you don’t marry until you
have a home or something that you can call a home. We had nothing,
we lived from day to day, and we were too young to get married. I and
my future wife were friends from school, and I was 19 when we left
for England, leaving our son with her parents, where he had lived.
We came to England together. We thought it was easy to save money
in England. The exchange rate was 4.82 East Caribbean dollars to a
pound, so if we saved, we would get a lot of dollars when we were
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back home. I thought I would do it in six months. My uncle had been
there from 1958, and he had not come back. Still I thought I could
do it. I wanted money to go back and do fishing on a bigger scale. But
when I came it was not as easy as I thought. The wages were very
small, I couldn’t save. And I sent money to my mother every month.

 
This is how a Nevisian explained his move to Leeds, twenty-six years after he
had left Nevis for England. To a certain extent his trip to England was a
disappointment, because he had not been able to acquire the necessary funds to
return soon to Nevis. If this part of the plan had not materialised, however, he
had succeeded in fulfilling the goal of obtaining his own home and marrying,
largely because having a home in England was not dependent upon owning a
house. Though this was not the sort of home he had hoped for, it was socially
acceptable in the Nevisian community in England. The temporary nature of the
Nevisian sojourn in England meant that it did not make sense to purchase a
house in England.

The sense of being temporarily in England made this young couple continue
to live in rentals for more than fifteen years, starting with ‘bed-sits’, moving on
to flats and finally, to a council house. Most of these forms of accommodation
were disliked intensely. All of them may have been more spacious than the tiny
two-room houses where this couple had grown up on Nevis, but they were not
perceived in this way. The bed-sits and rented flats involved sharing a common
building and yard with strangers; in the case of bed-sits even the kitchen and
bathroom were shared. This sort of housing arrangement was completely foreign
to the Nevisians, who were used to living in one-family houses with separate
fenced yards, which not only extended the living space, but also separated the
home from neighbouring houses. Only the rented house was an acceptable
solution, both because of the space and privacy it offered, and because it had the
appearance of a proper house: ‘It was lovely, it had a front and back garden. It
was not in bad condition, and my husband decorated it really nice. All thought it
was our own house’. Most of the housing available to Nevisians and other West
Indians in Leeds was located in Chapeltown, an area where many landlords had
converted large one-family terraced houses into a number of smaller rentals,
including bed-sits, in order to cash in on the large number of West Indian
immigrants. Nevisians, generally speaking, had no choice but to move to
Chapeltown, because it was one of the few places where West Indians were not
discriminated against when they looked for housing. Though many Nevisians
actually preferred to live in areas with other West Indians, they disliked the poor
condition of the houses offered to them.

The idea of an early return to Nevis was abandoned as Nevisians realised that
their incomes did not allow them to accumulate the funds necessary to build a
house and lead an economically secure life on Nevis. Furthermore, some became
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aware that it would not be easy to transplant their children, born and reared in
an English city, to a small, rural, West Indian island. After several years in Leeds,
many Nevisians therefore wanted to improve the home environment for their
family in England by purchasing a house. This house would also serve as an
investment which would help finance an eventual return. At that time a large
number of houses could be had at relatively low prices due to the increasingly
run-down condition of the West Indian district. By working overtime and fixing
up the houses themselves, many Nevisians were able to finally acquire their own
house.

As Nevisians purchased and improved their own houses, they created homes
which were very much in accordance with the respectable style, known from
Nevis, where visitors were entertained in ‘proper’ surroundings. In a terraced
house with two rooms and a kitchen downstairs it was, for example, not uncommon
for one of the rooms to be set aside for special visitors. A young woman, born in
Leeds to Nevisian parents, thus noted: ‘my mother’s front room is dead pretty, it
is a typical fancy room. You can tell from the looks of it that she is West Indian.
I would have it with more plain things’. Even though the new home owners have
renovated and improved upon the neighbourhood, the negative image of
Chapeltown has not been overcome, largely because of the social and economic
problems which result from racial discrimination.

The family home on Nevis

At the same time as Nevisians were trying to establish a life for themselves in
England, they were helping to support their family home on Nevis. Even with
the tightest of budgets, which seemed to leave little room for the barest necessities
of life, remittances were sent back home:
 

I worked at the railway for two years. I made £7 for forty-eight hours
a week. After tax, pension, union dues, I only had £6 a week, and out
of that I must pay £2 for rent, £2 for food, £1 for sandwich and drink,
and that left £1 I could send for my mom. No money was left for
clothing or anything.

 
Substantial sums of money were sent to Nevis, not only from Britain, but also
from the United States, Canada, the British and American Virgin Islands and
the Dutch West Indies, where many other Nevisians had gone. In 1962, for
example, 443,128 Eastern Caribbean dollars, at that time the equivalent of about
£92,000, were received in postal money orders from the United States and the
United Kingdom. In addition Nevis and St Kitts received a total of 98,211 EC
dollars, or the equivalent of about £20,000, from the American Virgin islands
(Richardson 1983:155). The Nevisians who were staying in the nearby Caribbean
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islands also sent packages of food, household utensils and clothing to their family
home on Nevis. Some even shipped refrigerators, electric or gas stoves, various
sorts of furniture and television sets to their Nevisian homes.

Those families who received money and material goods were able to make
considerable improvements to the home in the form of running water, indoor
bathrooms and kitchens, installation of electricity and telephones. Furthermore,
many two-room cottages were expanded considerably or even torn down to be
replaced by modern, concrete houses. Such improvements of the family home on
Nevis have been a source of great satisfaction and pride both for the families left
behind and for the relatives abroad who have helped finance them. For the families
on Nevis, these material improvements gave the family a higher social status in
the local community.

The status identified with modern appliances and furnishings is, to a certain
extent, linked to the values of respectability, associated with the former British
colonial system. In this value system, a family’s affluence reflects upon the success
of the husband-father as a provider for the home and thus is indicative of the
household’s economic autonomy. The source of the material wealth of these
Nevisian families is somewhat different, however, because their affluence is almost
entirely due to support from absent relatives. Indeed, as a result of this support,
and the absence of the younger able-bodied generation which is sending the
support, many families on Nevis have stopped cultivating cash crops and
minimised subsistence agriculture so that they grow only a few garden crops for
the home.

The significance of making an outward appearance of material affluence is
also strongly underlined by the cultural values emphasising mutual help and
support among relatives, in particular parents and children. A well-kept affluent
home, therefore, also evidences a well-functioning family network reflecting the
children’s filial piety. It is quite clear to every member of the local community
that the well-to-do homes are those which receive support from family abroad.
Indeed, Nevisians away are quite aware of the fact that they will cast shame on
their family on Nevis if they do not send adequate support and thus demonstrate
their gratitude to their parents. If they fail in their duties they will hear about
this from fellow emigrant Nevisians who, in turn, will have heard about it from
their family in the home village (see Philpott 1973).

For the families staying behind, a proper home therefore is a three or four
bedroom house, preferably with additions made out of concrete blocks, equipped
with all modern conveniences. The living room is decorated with gifts from the
relatives abroad, most notably in the form of photographs of children,
grandchildren and great-grandchildren taken at special occasions such as
graduations from school or university, weddings and baptisms. The house is
surrounded by a flower garden, because most of the food for the home, including
fruit and vegetables, is purchased in the supermarket or received in canned form
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from relatives abroad. It is not uncommon to see trees in the garden laden with
unpicked, ripe fruit, while members of the family drink canned fruit juice imported
from Florida. Some local produce may be grown to provide visiting relatives with
‘a taste of home’, but the family is not dependent upon this produce for its
subsistence. Such a family may include three generations, the elderly parents of
those who left for England, one or two of their children who have stayed behind
to care for them, and a number of grandchildren, some of whom may be offspring
of absent relatives.

Absent relatives who provide well for their childhood home will always receive
a royal welcome, when they visit Nevis, but they will also be expected to bring
gifts and to display their generosity to friends and relatives in accordance with
the supposed affluence of the family. Visiting the childhood home therefore can
present quite an economic outlay, involving not only the purchase of expensive
plane tickets and a number of gifts, but also the accumulation of a fair amount of
spending money to confirm the social standing of the family in the community.
As long as their parents are still alive and in the family home, most Nevisians
continue to feel strongly attached to that home, even though years may pass
between visits to Nevis.

Many Nevisians finally give up the idea of acquiring their own home on Nevis
and settle permanently abroad. This is rarely a conscious decision on their part,
but one that gradually takes form as they begin to devote more and more of their
time, money and energy to a ‘home away from home’ which eventually becomes
their permanent home. They may then solve the problem of their divided loyalties
by relocating members of their Nevisian home to their home abroad. When
undertaking my fieldwork, I was able to rent a fully furnished home on Nevis
because so many members of a family who owned the house had emigrated or
died. Indeed, the elderly mother, upon whom this Nevisian home had centred,
eventually joined her children in the United States. She had planned to visit
Nevis every one to four years to spend some time in her home there, but her
visits became more and more infrequent, and finally her house was rented out to
visitors like me.

Some Nevisians succeed in making the move back to Nevis. This move is
usually made, after thirty to forty years of absence, when they are able to retire;
during the past few years, an increasing number of Nevisians have sold their
houses in England and built houses in their home village on Nevis. When I studied
Nevis in the mid-1990s a number of large concrete houses had been built by
returnees from England since my last visit. All home furnishings, ranging from
the pink flowered bedspread to the upholstered sofa and the china figurines, had
been brought in large containers from England; one of the houses even carried
the sign ‘Yorkshire Rose’. Some of the returnees missed certain aspects of their
former life in England and they had organised a special club for returnees. They
longed for their children and grandchildren and found social life on the small
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island limited. But many were also busy re-establishing their local roots and
supplementing their small British pension by growing their own vegetables and
fruit trees and keeping a few animals. Some felt that they were the only ones who
bothered to cultivate the land on Nevis. Not all of these returnees were able to
work the fields, however, for many were visibly worn out after many years of hard
physical labour in Britain—working for a home on Nevis.

Conclusion

The concept of homelessness has been used in a number of studies to refer to a
prevalent condition of life in the modern, mobile world (for a review and critique
see Rapport and Dawson 1999). This study suggests that it may be important to
examine carefully the notion of ‘home’, and its relationship to movement, before
designating people as homeless or alienated. In its conventional usage, home has
a dual meaning: first, it can refer to a site where everyday life is lived, often
surrounded by close family, and second, it can mean a place associated with a
notion of belonging, of ‘feeling at home’. These two meanings of home are, ideally,
expected to coincide, so that one feels at home in the physical site where one
lives.

This case study of Nevisians sojourning in Britain exemplifies a situation where
physical separation from that which has been defined as home does not necessarily
lead to a condition of homelessness. On the contrary, most Nevisians continued
to devote themselves, emotionally and economically, to their home on Nevis,
while living in another place. Some Nevisians developed multiple attachments
to home, and eventually came to feel at home in several places, moving frequently
between their several homes. Some returned to Nevis, usually to create a new
home based on their multi-local experiences of home. Yet others became
emotionally attached to a home abroad and even relocated the family left behind
on Nevis to this new home, thus reconstituting their childhood home abroad.

While most Nevisians certainly felt quite far from home during the early stages
of their stay in England, none of them expressed a feeling of being homeless. By
examining the concept and practice of home among Nevisians, and its relationship
to travel, a more fundamental understanding of the idea of home can be gleaned.
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A HOME FROM HOME

Students’ transitional experience of home

Liz Kenyon

It is now widely acknowledged that our conceptions and experiences of ‘home’ are
both complex and dynamic, changing and adapting across the life course and as we
come into contact with new social and cultural worlds (Guiliani 1991; Lee 1990;
Sixsmith and Sixsmith 1990). In addition to these insights, the discoveries that
home can be a source of as well as an expression of our identities and personalities
(Cooper 1976; Jin 1993; Rapoport 1981), our cultural and social group tastes and
values (Csikszentmihalyi and Rochberg-Halton 1981; Kron 1983; Pratt 1981) and
our citizenship (Jones 1995) are of key importance. Together these findings take us
one step further towards a recognition that home can be used and perceived by
young people as a sign of and a space for developing adulthood. Very often an
independent dwelling away from the childhood home is seen to be both a physical
manifestation of independence and citizenship, as well as the arena in which other
adult emotional and social developments are most likely to occur. Leaving home is
therefore viewed as one factor associated with the complex movement from
childhood towards full adulthood. Moreover, the physical, emotional and social
spaces of a home, and the meanings with which these are endowed, can be of
importance in defining if, how, when and why adulthood is reached.

While recent work has discussed and researched structural influences such as
class, family form, area and age on the home-leaving patterns and experiences of
young adults (Ainley 1991; Jones 1995), little research to date has considered how
home-meanings alter and adapt during the home-leaving process. A study of young
people in such a period of transition is therefore crucial for two reasons; first, to
investigate the process via which adult meanings of home evolve, and second, to
widen our understandings of the role that home plays in supporting the transition
to adulthood. It is the primary purpose of this chapter to explore the experience
and meaning of home for a group of individuals undergoing such a transition.

This chapter draws specifically on the experiences and meanings of home for
one social group of young people: undergraduate students who have left the parental
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home to attend university. The proportion of young people in full-time higher
education has risen gradually over the post-war period, but most significantly in
the 1990s. In the academic year 1994/1995 25.6 per cent of all 19–20 year olds in
Britain were full-time students in higher education, compared with only 11 per
cent of this age group in the academic year 1980/ 1981 (Department for Education
and Employment 1995). Bearing in mind that over a quarter of all 19–20 year
olds in Britain are now in full-time higher education, an analysis of the meaning
of home for this sub-group is extremely pertinent for furthering our understanding
of the formation of home-meanings during the transition to adulthood. Although
not all students decide to leave home to attend university, a significant number
are still choosing to do so. Moreover, the very fact that universities continue to
build new phases of residential accommodation is evidence that this is still
institutionally supported. Using qualitative data taken from doctoral research
into the constitution and formation of ‘student areas’ in Sunderland, a city in the
North East of England, this chapter considers the meaning and experience of
home for British undergraduate students. During the course of the research, student
and non-student interviewees living within four ‘student areas’ of the city were
asked a number of questions about their perceptions and experiences of their
home environments. This chapter specifically draws upon data taken from thirty-
two interviews conducted with households containing students between the ages
of 18 and 23, who had moved away to attend university.

Students who leave the parental home to establish a new home in their city of
study often maintain connections with their past homes. Due to the nature of
the academic year they typically expect to spend specified times in two dwellings:
the parental home in vacations and the term-time home during university terms.
This therefore provides one possible explanation for the fact that students could
not locate and identify one definitive home-meaning or venue:
 
INTERVIEWER: What does home mean to you?
DAVID: That’s a good question. I don’t know. It’s somewhere you can come

back to and where you want to be. Do you mean home, my parental home or
here-home?

(Economics student, age 20)
 
However, what this does not explain is why students also introduced an as-yet
unencountered home into their discussions of what and where home was. For
example, Robert told me that ‘buying a house, getting married, having kids, having
a steady job, paying the mortgage, having a lot of bills and having to take
responsibility for other people and stuff’ (Technology Management student, age
19) were jointly implicated in the creating of a ‘real’ adult home. To understand
why students spoke of a third, imagined home when discussing home-meanings
and experiences therefore requires further analysis. One possible key to unravelling
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this paradox lies in the recognition that students are undergoing a number of
identity and status transitions to adulthood. The introduction of a third, planned,
but as-yet unexperienced home environment into students’ discussions could
thus be explained by the transitional nature of students’ lives, and more specifically,
their use of their term-time homes as staging posts taking them on to graduate
adult lives and homes.

When discussing their homes, the students in the research sample were clear
that for a dwelling or social unit to become a real and meaningful home it had to
provide for and reflect a number of key elements. Home was seen to exist at four
crucial levels: as a personal, a temporal, a social and a physical space. Students
illustrated these four broad spheres with a number of sub-ingredients which
contributed towards an overall sense of home (see Figure 7.1). These elements
interestingly match a number of factors which have previously been found to
symbolise and constitute home (see for example Desprès 1993; Hayward 1975;
Sixsmith 1986). At first glance these fourteen elements might appear rather
inflexible, apparently contradicting the argument that students’ identity and status
transitions are clearly reflected in their flexible and changing experiences of home.
However, as the chapter unfolds it will become clear that although the generic
factors associated with ‘home’ remain stable whichever home is being discussed,
the characteristics and quality of each alters depending upon the actual home
venue under scrutiny. Thus, for example, students expected ‘significant others’
to be parents and siblings in the parental home, peers in the term-time home and
partners and children in the future home, adaptations which both supported and
reflected students’ developing independence and adulthood. Using the four
categories identified in Figure 7.1 to structure the analysis, the chapter will
consider how and why each of students’ three existing and imagined dwellings
(the parental, term-time and future home) were viewed as homes. In breaking
down the home experience in this way, it will be possible to build up an overall
picture of the ways in which each venue contributes to the adapting image and
experience of home for those in transition and, in turn, supports any identity and
status changes that students are experiencing.

The personal home

Figure 7.1 reveals that a house was more likely to become a home for students if
a number of personal meanings and experiences were associated with dwelling
there. The following analysis discusses which of the three venues that students
identified as homes or potential homes (the parental, term-time and future home),
provided, or was imagined to provide, these five personal home-making elements.

Despite the fact that the parental home was often coloured by a long history
of being a student’s sole home venue, my analysis reveals that this home was
losing its status as a meaningful home for one main reason: students did not
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The personal home   

• Home is meaningful
• Home is a sense of independence and freedom
• Home is a personalised space
• Home is a sense of belonging
• Home is memories  

 
The temporal home   

• Home is stable and permanent
• Home has the potential to be familiar and lasting  

 
The social home   

• Home is made up of significant others
• Home is a supportive atmosphere
• Home is a friendly neighbourhood  

 
The physical home   

• Home is made up of meaningful possessions
• Home is a comfortable environment
• Home is a single household dwelling
• Home is a safe haven

 
Figure 7.1 The elements of home

 
envisage returning there for any major length of time. As a result it was no longer
seen as a home which was worthy of a significant amount of investment. Such
short-termism was also central to students’ view that their term-time homes could
not be meaningful homes, worthy of commitment and investment. This therefore
affected the level of emotional investment they were prepared to make in
recognising their term-time homes as real next-step homes. Respondents stated
that their term-time homes were not treated seriously by their parents, as Peter
suggested: ‘They [my parents] like to think that home is home. This is just
somewhere where you live and work. I get a bit of an ear bashing if I refer to up
here as home’ (Philosophy student, age 19). Neither do they consider it to be
their own home in the full sense of the word. As Claire commented:
 

It’s not the kind of place that you can really call a home. It’s only the
kind of place you can put up with when you know it’s for a short
length of time, so I haven’t settled here with the intention of making
it my home.

(Historical Studies student, age 19)
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In contrast, the home which was believed to have the potential to become a
meaningful space, worthy of emotional and financial investment, was highlighted
as the future home.

Moving on to the second personal element which affected feelings of
homeliness in a dwelling (the availability of personal autonomy and freedom),
students felt that their parental homes did not provide the autonomy and
independence that they now needed within a home. The first and most commonly
mentioned homely attribute of term-time accommodation was therefore that it
provided opportunities and an arena for new levels of autonomy, as Roger
commented:
 

here you only have to consider yourself, so it means that you have
more chance to develop. More decisions to make yourself. That for
me is what home is all about. It’s far more comfortable when you
have room to develop, and it’s a more relaxed atmosphere of your
own making.

(Technology Management student, age 21)
 
However, despite the independence and autonomy that term-time homes were
seen to afford, they were not viewed seriously as permanent centres of adult
autonomy. Opportunities for independence were tempered by the communal
nature of these homes, as Matthew described:
 

[Home is…] Not having to share everything in the same way… God
I hate that. I wouldn’t like to share a place again unless it was with
somebody who…you know I wouldn’t like to share it with a stranger
like I am here.

(English student, age 22)
 
Moreover, as parents frequently provided the financial support for students,
respondents stated that they were not in a position to be able to create a truly
independent home of their own. As Imogen told me: ‘This isn’t our house really.
I mean our parents are paying for us to live here. We are another one of their
assets still’ (Biology and Psychology student, age 20). In contrast, students spoke
of their future homes as bringing them true autonomy, independence and freedom.
The extra financial bargaining power that an imagined future job would provide
was believed to be the facilitator of this change.

The home was expected not only to provide the space in which students’
autonomy could develop, but also to reflect and support this growing
independence. As such, home was seen to be a place which could and should
reflect students’ personalities and needs. This was most often connected with the
idea of personalising space through the ordering and decoration of rooms. Students
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revealed that such freedom had been eroded in their parental homes as younger
siblings and lodgers had usurped their space. Although term-time homes were
seen to be spaces where students had a level of freedom to order the environment,
responses stated that this was tempered by the necessity of negotiating with house-
mates and landlords. A really personal home where everything reflected the
individual living there was therefore seen to be possible only when the students
gained a home of their own. As Jessica said, ‘We’ll not be prepared to live in
student dives after that [graduation]. I suppose we’ll all become very consumer
oriented and want our own places and to do them in our own way’ (Modern
Languages student, age 19).

Moving on to the fourth factor associated with the ‘personal home’, students
revealed that a ‘sense of belonging’ was more likely to be associated with their
parental homes. Students spoke of their parental homes being situated in their
‘home areas’, areas to which felt they had a right to return. However, for those
students whose families had recently moved, this sense of belonging had begun
to be eroded. In sharp contrast, respondents referred to themselves as outsiders
in their term-time neighbourhoods; a perception which was perhaps heightened
by the belief that they were not accepted by the locals there.

Finally, turning to the idea of home as a collection of memories, for many
students the parental home had provided their only prior home experience, albeit
in a variety of dwelling and social forms, as Janet described:
 

At the moment I suppose my parental home [is more of a home]…
Because I spent seventeen years of my life there and I’ve got a lot of
memories. My parents and my brother and sister, and my home friends
as well. It’s all home: a huge part of your life which you can’t just
wipe out in eight months.

(Media Studies student, age 18)
 
In contrast, the short-term nature of their term-time homes meant that few
meaningful memories were associated with them, especially when students
compared them to the enduring nature of their parental homes. Such memories
would not collect again until students were in a stable home setting of the future
where they could develop a history within the dwelling.

The temporal home

Two temporal elements were seen by students to be important in defining where
and what constituted a real home. The first of these defining elements was that a
home should be a permanent and stable base from which life could be conducted.
Second, if a home was new, it had to be seen to provide the potential to become
a longer-term stable entity. Using these two measures as the basis for an evaluation
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of home, students revealed that their term-time homes were simply too unstable.
The nature of the academic year, with students residing in student accommodation
for only around nine months per annum, and often in one house for no longer
than a year, meant that this was not viewed as a stable or permanent home.
 
INTERVIEWER: Do you think that years spent somewhere can help to make it

more of a home?
RUTH: I would guess so because you get more used to somewhere, but I think it’s

more to do with knowing somewhere is permanent. If you know somewhere
is permanent and stable from the beginning it can become a home
immediately, whereas here we’ve known it’s all very short term…we’ve always
been moving or thinking about moving here.

(Environmental Studies student, age 20)
 
In contrast to the constant fluctuation of students’ term-time accommodation,
parental homes projected images of stability and permanence. It was this element
of continuity which respondents revealed was one of the most important factors
responsible for their maintained perception of the parental space as a home.
Moreover, while students were in flux between homes, this stability was seen to
perform an all important role, as Ruth commented:
 

It’s the only stable thing in my life at the moment. I mean we’ve
changed house three times here, but I always know that home-home
will be there and still be the same when I go back.

(Environmental Studies student, age 20)
 
Moving on to the second element considered here—whether home had the
potential to be a familiar and lasting entity—the capacity of both parental homes
and term-time homes to become permanent post-graduation homes was limited.
Students clearly stated that these homes were not expected, either by themselves
or others, to be lasting entities. By citing their future dwellings as having this
potential, students indicated that it was more likely that this was where their
adult home-life would lie.

The social home

When viewed as a social entity, home was seen by students to be a place which
should contain three constituent parts: a living group of significant others, a
supportive atmosphere where social and emotional needs were met and a friendly
neighbourhood where the individual believed they fitted and belonged. Taking
the first of these elements, the main factor which helped to make parental
dwellings homely for students was the presence of immediate family members.
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As Nicola suggested: ‘It’s the family, the fact that my mum and dad are there,
that makes that place home. Their house is automatically home’ (Communication
Studies student, age 19).

However, having now experienced new social arrangements within their term-
time homes, students appeared less likely to remain content with their past home
experiences. Friends from university were believed to have taken on new
importance as they became the first individuals, other than members of the
parental family, with whom students had lived. Respondents stated that living
with friends for the first time ‘as a family’ created a new level of intimacy that old
pre-university friends could neither compete with, nor understand. However,
this situation was deemed ‘homely’ only in the most temporary of senses because
of its communal peer-group nature. Real homes could, at a pinch, be one-person
households, but immediate family members were certainly seen to comprise the
most homely social environment. Students therefore stated that close family
groupings would eventually form the social units of ‘real’ future homes. As Mark
told me, ‘I’ll get a job, hopefully, and then I will settle down, you know, probably
get married at some point, have a few kids. That’s what we all really expect isn’t
it?’ (Applied Biology student, age 20).

The presence of close family or friends within the parental home also meant
that students experienced a supportive atmosphere there. However, having
experienced the new term-time home social atmosphere, any tensions that existed
within the parental home were now deemed to be less tolerable. With increased
demands for independence, clashes which occurred with parents were therefore
seen to affect the homely atmosphere of the dwelling in an adverse manner. In
contrast, respondents stated that their term-time homes fostered good social
environments where their needs and lifestyles were fully understood, as Mark
pointed out:
 

A home is where the heart is and there are seven hearts in this house
so that is why it’s a home [laughs]. Yeah, yeah, you know, it’s the
environment, and the atmosphere. I mean if I didn’t enjoy being
here I wouldn’t call it home would I?

(Applied Biology student, age 20)
 
So finally, which of students’ three home venues provided for a sense of friendship,
neighbourliness and ‘social fit’? Students stated that the areas surrounding their
parental homes housed close friends whom they had known for years. In their
immediate neighbourhoods, neighbours and students’ interactions with them were
also stated to be important for maintaining a homely atmosphere. These factors
were all used by students to stress how their parental homes were deemed more
‘normal’ and ‘real’ home environments than their term-time homes. In
comparison, the social atmosphere of their term-time neighbourhoods, and the
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feeling of being ‘outsiders’ there, contributed towards an overall unhomely
atmosphere. A real sense of social fit was seen to be something that a future
home would provide again, as Jane said:
 

[After graduation] you will have more respect for everything. You
will be more choosy about everything. You will be choosy about the
type of neighbourhood that you want to live in, and the house you
want to live in.

(Technology Management student, age 19)

The physical home

Four elements were seen to comprise the physical environment of home. First,
respondents believed the presence of personal belongings in their term-time homes
created a sense of continuity and familiarity. As James suggested, ‘Yes I think it’s
your stuff. Wherever your stuff is. I mean you can miss people but you can’t take
them with you. So when the people aren’t here your belongings become more
important’ (Automotive Design student, age 19). Students used a variety of
impermanent techniques to create a sense of belonging and personal space within
their term-time homes, as they could not rely on the traditional and more
permanent trappings usually associated with home making (such as decorations,
furnishings and carpets). Students therefore used their belongings to create a
surface veneer of homeliness:
 
FRANK: Our sort of financial input is posters and little cheap things.
ROGER: We are making it a home in that sense, but we are not at the stage

where we can afford more… It’s more of a visual thing than anything else.
(Environmental Studies students, ages 18 and 21)

 
However limited the types of personalisation made in the term-time home, they
were definitely seen to be more personal than any changes made to parental
homes, where parents were the dominant party in decision making. It was therefore
in the future home that students believed they would have access to both the
conventional home-making tools, plus the autonomy to use them.

Moving on to the second physical factor which affected the homeliness of
dwellings, students stated that home should provide a living environment where
they could relax and live in comfort. The physical form and comfort of parental
dwellings was seen to be a manifestation of all that a home should be. Ruth
suggested:
 

I guess you get to appreciate home more when you have moved away
and realise what you had provided for you which you took for granted
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It’s sort of like a treat when you go back there because you can have
as many hot baths as you want, and you can walk around in bare feet.

(Environmental Studies student, age 20)
 
In contrast, the major negative point raised about students’ term-time homes,
was the fact that they were uncomfortable and basic. Responses indicated that
term-time homes lacked aesthetically pleasing and comfortable decor and
furnishings, were too dirty to be real homes and had facilities of a standard that
would normally be unacceptable, as Mark commented:  

[The carpet has] got that sort of pub-carpet type of lacklustre
appearance really. I long for a carpet you can walk on in your bare
feet like at home. This one’s so disgusting you have to wear shoes at
all times.

(Applied Biology student, age 20)
 
Moreover, the means of heating in student dwellings were also deemed insufficient,
affecting the amount of time that students could comfortably spend in their
dwellings, as Claire described:  

If you’re sat in your room studying and it’s really cold then you are
just not motivated to work, which is what happens at the moment
really. We come in here [the lounge] to keep warm because it’s the
warmest room in the house.

(Historical Studies student, age 19)
 
Students spoke of replicating the comfortable and warm spaces that they had
experienced in their parental homes in the future. The creation of a space which
would be clean, welcoming and aesthetically pleasant was thus stressed as an
essential part of the future home.

As well as deeming the semi-permanent fittings, heating and decorations of
their term-time homes ‘uncomfortable’, students stated that they did not contain
the spatial qualities of a real home. Halls of residence were too institutional and
student houses often did not have lounges (to maximise the number of tenants).
This meant that students had to perform all activities in the private space of
their own rooms, as Andrew commented:
 

There’s nowhere to eat in the kitchen as well as no lounge, so I have
to eat on my knee in my room. I mean call me fussy, but it would be
nice to eat at a table, or even in a communal room. It’s been very
difficult to get to know people in the house because there is no neutral
communal ground.

(Fine Art student, age 20)
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To avoid this unhomely spatial organisation, respondents stated that in the future
their homes would be single family dwellings. Moreover, the majority of students
directly stated that they expected to own their own property eventually. Ruth
said: ‘I suppose to start off with I would be happy to rent, but I think I would
actually like to…own somewhere once I was in a proper job’ (Environmental
Studies student, age 20).

Moving on finally to consider the last physical element constitutive of home
(home as a safe haven), students stated that a key unhomely attribute of their
term-time homes was their failure to provide total security. Often landlords did
not ensure that their rented properties were suitably secure. Moreover, the safety
of the actual dwelling and its facilities were also seen as inadequate. Cookers
were found to be old and broken; one student group had two gas fires removed by
British Gas as they were deemed dangerous and repairs done by landlords were
perceived to be neither safe nor adequate. Student houses were additionally
believed to be hazardous to students’ health, with mouldy and damp rooms, gas
leaks, leaking roofs, infestations and dry rot, as Greg described:
 

[The bathroom] is the bit that we have had most problems with… in
the winter we used to have a carpet in there which was soggy the
whole time. There was no ventilation, and insufficient heating. It
was just a horrible place to be in generally. We’ve had slugs in there
for ages. The shower curtain’s covered in mould and the shower
doesn’t actually work anymore.

(Communication Studies student, age 19)
 
In comparison, parental homes were hailed as safe havens where students felt
free from the dual threats of burglary and unsafe, unhealthy housing facilities. It
was indicated that this safety would again be replicated in any future homes that
the student dwelt within.

Conclusion

Students’ inability to locate one home could at first glance be explained by the
fact that they were fluctuating between two home venues during the academic
year. However, the helpfulness of this approach is limited by the fact that it cannot
explain two factors: first, why students did not see their term-time home simply
as a functional alternative which was interchangeable with their parental home,
and second, why students introduced a third as-yet unencountered home into
their discussions. Responses revealed that the term-time home was more of a
temporary stepping-stone leading onto as-yet uncharted waters, rather than a
functional alternative in its own right. As a result students were not prepared to
compromise on their needs and wishes, nor hinder their transition to adulthood
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by accepting one of their existing venues as a long-term future home. Beyond the
immediate post-graduation year, during which it might prove financially necessary
to return to the parental home, respondents spoke of creating a third home which
would signify that the leaving home process was at or near completion.

What this provides is clear evidence for the idea that in addition to the here
and now, less tangible aspects of our lives and selves (our imaginations, hopes
and ideals) are important influences on the development of home meanings and
experiences. The future home (although still merely an imagined next step) was
already perceived by students as a home which would provide for all their
developing adult needs. Although there was no guarantee that such homes would
in fact develop, it is interesting to reflect upon students’ expectations and hopes
that they would, as these helped to fuel their growing dissatisfaction with their
past and present homes. This also helps to explain the paradox of why, for these
individuals, the elements which were identified as creating a home (Figure 7.1)
contained and encompassed a variety of experiences which could at first glance
appear mutually exclusive. For instance, the ‘significant others’ which in part
comprised the social environment of home were seen to differ in their expected
and desired form in each of the homes that students identified: parents and siblings
within the parental home; peers within the term-time home; and a spouse and
children within the future home.

Students were clearly moving between statuses and identities. The home,
widely acknowledged as a reflector and base for such developments and displays,
was used by students as a means by which these changes and adaptations were
operationalised, displayed and manifested. Moreover, in providing different ‘home’
structures and opportunities, students’ new home venues in part instigated and
expedited their changing needs. A recognition of such multiple home experiences
and meanings during the leaving-home period therefore appears crucial to an
understanding of how conceptions and meanings of home adapt and evolve for
young people on the verge of adult life. In understanding that during this
transitional period sustaining a number of homes may be necessary until a ‘real’
future home can support and provide for all of students’ needs, we can additionally
understand why, for students, the meaning and experience of home become
diverse, complex and fragmented.
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FITTING A QUART INTO A

PINT POT

Making space for older people in sheltered
housing

Eileen Fairhurst

Sheltered housing is a firmly established form of housing for older people. In
England, for example, there are around 465,000 sheltered houses. Less than 10
per cent are privately owned, about 300,000 are owned by local authorities and
120,000 by housing associations (Balchin 1995:264). While there is an extensive
literature on the social policy aspects of sheltered housing (for instance, Butler et
al. 1983; Oldman 1986; Tinker 1984) and the experiences of people who live in
it (Byetheway 1982; Middleton 1983), little attention has been directed to the
sometimes competing perspectives of those who design it and those who are to
live in it. This chapter attempts to redress that balance through an examination
of sheltered housing in terms of the category of space and specifically how it is
bounded and utilised.

In everyday life we view home as both a physical location and a location in
space. When the idea of home is considered as a physical location, this involves
a conceptualisation of a structure bounded by a perimeter such as a wall or garden.
The fabric of the home, its walls and boundaries serve as a marker between home
and non-home. If the home is examined as a location in space, it is necessary to
explore ideas about a building in the context of the built or natural environment.
While the home as a physical location is a place which carries meaning because
of the events that occur within its walls, as a location in space it is part of something
else and is defined in terms of its relationship to its surroundings.

Older people and architects conceptualise the idea of the sheltered home
according to these two perspectives, but in different ways. Architects and designers
aim to create homes by manipulating space internally and externally, but they do
so from a technical viewpoint. While older people are also concerned about
internal and external features, their account of what makes a home is more
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personal, as it necessarily takes into account features of their previous homes. It
is often the case that older people’s former homes are larger than sheltered houses,
and as a consequence, they have many more material objects—furniture, pictures,
books and domestic equipment—than there is space for. While sheltered housing
comes in different sizes and with different levels of support according to need
(for definitions of different official categories of sheltered housing, see Lund
1996:169; Balchin 1995), there exists in the minds of architects and designers a
notion that the extent of space required by an older person is less than that in the
home from which they came. Conflicting perspectives arise on how much space
is required. The architect concentrates principally on the form and structure of
space according to a ‘rational’ model of the utilisation of space and upon a
preconceived set of aesthetic principles. For architects, then, the manipulation
of space is a logical process, dependent upon technical and standardised notions
of the amount of space needed to place possessions. For older people, though,
this relationship is reversed; their possessions predate the space created by the
architect so that objects are logically prior to space.

Because architects construct stereotypes about the needs of older people which
centre upon the functioning of the domestic space, they tend not to emphasise
the importance that older people attach to their possessions. But as Chapman
demonstrates (Chapter 11), objects carry enormous significance for people in
that they act as essential cues between a person’s past, present and future.

In focusing on this neglected area of how architects’ and older people’s views
on domestic space differ, this chapter will draw upon three sources of data. To
assess the attitudes of older adults to the design of sheltered housing, interviews
were undertaken with a number of people who were on the waiting list for a new
sheltered housing development belonging to a voluntary housing association in
a northern English city which comprised twelve specially designed units. The
data reported here come from sixteen tape-recorded interviews with men and
women who had been notified that accommodation had been reserved for them.
Of those who had applied directly to the housing association, one was a widow,
one man and one woman living alone and three couples. The local authority
nominations to the housing association were three couples and one widow.
Couples were interviewed simultaneously by myself and Rachel Welsh. Finally,
the chapter draws upon evidence drawn from an interview with the architect of
that development.

In order to make sense of the architect’s perspective, a textual analysis of
professional literature on the design of sheltered housing is put forward. In the
1960s central government standards for local authority housing were published
under the title of Design Bulletins and assumed an authoritative status. This
analysis will be supplemented by an examination of Valins’ (1988) Housing for
Elderly People. On publication, it was claimed that this text would supplement
previous Design Bulletins by pinpointing ‘activity led design factors’. As will
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become apparent though, this discourse represents more a variation on a theme
than a fundamentally different view of how space is used. It is to a more thorough
analysis of this professional discourse that I now turn.

Designers, space and old people: a view from the 1960s

In the 1960s policy makers, architects and housing professionals produced a spate
of publications on the design and function of sheltered accommodation for older
people (compiled in Design Bulletins 1974). Their tone was set in Design Bulletin
no. 1: Some Aspects of Designing far Old People. This report used a patronising
language to present a stereotypical account of the needs and abilities of older
people, as, for example, in the following guidance on the physical attributes of
older people: ‘[they] tend to get slower in their movements and to get out of
breath and tired more quickly: their hearing, smell and sight are apt to become
less acute’ (Design Bulletins 1974:3).

While not advocating an overtly medical model of old age, the physical
degeneration of older adults was assumed, a sufficient condition to alert the
designer to the special needs of this population. In particular, old age was an
adversity to be overcome as physical decline predisposes such individuals to
become vulnerable to accidents within the home. In other words, the home was
considered to be a significant source of danger to older people. By attending to
‘comfort, convenience and safety’, therefore, it was anticipated that improved
housing design may reduce, if not remove such danger. The remit of designers,
then, was to use space to pursue these three goals: ‘comfort, convenience and
safety’ for older people. This was to be achieved by the application of
anthropometric techniques which measure the human body and its movements.
Organising and using space became a technical matter. For example, a subsequent
Design Bulletin, Housing Standards for the Elderly, not only listed the amount of
furniture that would be needed by older people but also defined its dimensions
and its ergonomically most appropriate layout (Design Bulletins 1974). The
appropriateness of such uniform definitions, it will be shown later in this chapter,
can be disputed when the attitudes and needs of individuals and couples are
considered.

Through an analysis of the recommendations made in Design Bulletins about
the type and range of furniture which would fit into the available space, it is
possible to tease out the kinds of impressions that designers had about the lifestyle
of residents in sheltered housing. An assertion was made, for example, that a
smaller than average cooker would be needed in such accommodation because
residents were unlikely to cook a meal for more than three people. By designing
a kitchen this way, patterns of eating or entertaining were inevitably restricted as
a social activity. That designers were not unaware of the social dimensions of
food and eating is suggested by an implied distinction between ‘formal’ and ‘casual’
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meals. Thus, when noting the extent of space required in a kitchen, reference
was made to the ‘desirability’ of at least two people being able to eat a ‘casual’
meal in it. Designers, therefore, seemed to have some notion of different socially
significant kinds of eating, requiring different amounts of space. Yet arguably, the
social dimension of food was minimised overall in that their principal concern
was with the kitchen and food preparation as a hazardous activity; as a
consequence, attention was concentrated in the ‘safe’ design features of cookers.

There is some evidence to suggest, then, that designers had preconceived ideas
about how many visitors residents might entertain for a meal at any one time.
The arrangement of space available for seating in the principal reception rooms
suggests that older people did not need to entertain guests in their home: according
to the seating specifications of sheltered housing, no surplus chairs were available
for visitors.

Being able to invite a visitor to ‘sit down’ is central to the social process of
welcoming a person and, further, suggests that they may engage in social
interaction over a period of time. In fact, the Design Bulletin’s seating specification
contains implicit assumptions about the type of social interaction that was likely
to take place within the private domain of the sheltered house. It was not that
older people were expected to live completely sedentary or isolated lives; rather,
it was assumed that they would congregate or meet family or friends in the
communal lounges which were provided in the sheltered housing complex.

Another consistent theme in writings of the time was the importance of window
size. This consideration of window size was not so much to do with the provision
of sufficient light, but was intended to give residents a view of the outside—to
watch the world go by. In the private sphere of the home, therefore, social
interaction was envisaged as the passive pastime of a disengaged population.

Designers, space and older people: a view from the 1980s

So far, the discussion has centred on the way that architects’ and designers’
professional literature on the use of space for older people invoked particular
stereotypes of their physical capabilities and their patterns of social interaction.
Simply put, it was assumed that older people led a restrictive social life which did
not involve inviting others to their new home, either for a general social visit, or
to share a meal with them. Moreover, older people were seen as the passive
recipients of the ‘advice’ and ‘expertise’ of the designer in that they would wish
to bring with them only a specified amount of furniture, to be arranged according
to the designer’s definition of an appropriate layout.

In general terms, these stereotypes relate to the conception of home as a
physical location within which space is used in a prescribed way. Intrinsic to
such stereotypes is the notion of older adults as a vulnerable social group who
require the protection of others. That older people were seen as requiring
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protection relates to the conceptualisation of the home as a ‘location in space’
discussed earlier in this chapter. That is, the sheltered home was designed in the
context of factors which were external to the site. As Butler et al. (1983) point
out, the first government reference to sheltered housing referred to the
importance of maintaining a proximity to shops and churches, together with
giving assurances that the site was properly located to enable the building to be
kept warm. These practical considerations were underscored by other meanings,
however:
 

This meteorological and geographical concept has, with the passage
of time, taken on its current social meaning. Sheltered is now taken
to imply that the individual is protected, somewhat from the storms
of everyday life, rather than the perils of the weather.

(Butler et al. 1983:53)
 
As well as needing protection and a communal social life, older people were seen
to require accommodation which allowed them to maintain their independence
in safety. Valins’ (1988) focus on housing for the older adults not only echoed
earlier government emphases on independence, but also extended it by stressing
the importance of privacy to the residents. I want to show how privacy links to a
further stereotype of old people which is tied up with the notion of home as a
location in space. According to Valins (1988), housing design for older people
should move away from a restrictive concern with the specification of particular
facilities offered in building types. This initial approach was underpinned by the
distinctions drawn by producing different categories of sheltered housing. These
categories were defined as follows:
 
• Category 1: accommodation designed specifically for fitter, more active elderly

people, which may contain a common room, laundry or guest room
• Category 1.5: similar to category 1 but must have warden support and alarm

system
• Category 2: designed for less active elderly people and must have warden

support, an alarm system and communal facilities
• Category 2.5: designed for frail elderly people and can contain additional

support facilities such as meals, extra wardens and sluice rooms.
(in Lund 1996:168–169)

 
Valins (1988) argued that sheltered housing design should move towards an
‘umbrella term’ which embraces accommodation ‘which offers varying degrees of
protection and support and aims to retain for them [the elderly] as far as possible
a degree of independence and privacy’ (Valins 1988:2). This emphasis on housing
as a source of independence and privacy contrasts, as far as Valins was concerned,
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with the government view which was encapsulated in Design Bulletins on housing
for older people. It can be argued, however, that while Valins challenged
contemporary wisdom about the sheltered housing needs of older people, he merely
reinforced an existing stereotype of these people as a vulnerable group within
professional discourse.

What Valins achieved, then, was to put the case for special housing for older
people in the context of demographic factors and economic circumstances. In
addition, he introduced the notion of ‘housing unsuitability’. In constructing
this category of housing unsuitability, Valins relied upon the separate notions of
home as a physical location and as a location in space. As a physical entity,
housing became unsuitable as people moved through the life course because it
was, for example, too large once the family had moved away. Similarly, housing
became unsuitable because as physical degeneration accompanies old age, so the
home itself becomes a hazardous environment.

Valins’ conceptualisation of home as a location in space becomes apparent in
his consideration of the activity-based design criteria to be used in private living
spaces. The characteristic feature of a home, as opposed to an institution, is that
‘one has control over what one does within it. It can be a place of refuge from the
worries and uncertainties of the outside world’ (Valins 1988:100). Home is
depicted, then, as a ‘fortress’ where what goes on outside must be kept at bay.
Implicitly, he states that elderly people are characterised as a particularly
vulnerable group who must gain society’s protection from the dangers of the
world outside.

While Valins’ major concern was with sheltered accommodation as a location
in space, he did not ignore the importance of personal objects in making a home.
For instance, furniture from previous homes was identified ‘as a great source of
comfort and helps with the identification of a resident’s immediate environment’
(Valins 1988:102). Referring to objects in this way should not lead automatically
to the assertion that Valins is adopting a stereotypical view of older people—for,
as shown elsewhere in this volume, the location of personal objects is essential to
the making of any home (see Hepworth and Chapman, Chapters 2 and 11).
However, his somewhat patronising account of objects as providing ‘a great source
of comfort’ seems to suggest that older people may be vulnerable to feelings of
disorientation. Arguably, almost any person, no matter how old they are, feels
disoriented upon moving home, or if they are permanently deprived of access to
treasured objects. That objects could have significance in terms of constructing
an individual’s biography was not, then, articulated fully in Valins’ (1988)
professional discourse.

The architect of the sheltered housing scheme studied here recognised the
traumatic nature of moving from larger to smaller accommodation in old age.
While acknowledging that this entailed a ‘dramatic change’ for new residents, he
continued:
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Moving furniture etc., moving from a big house is an insurmountable
problem. It’s something that they’ll [older people] have to like it or
lump it. It sounds cruel but it’s an inevitability and to be quite honest
if they found any other modern house in the private sector, the
standard’s even lower than the Parker Morris [1961] standards… The
actual usable space [in sheltered housing] is considerable but for all
intents and purpose there is a net loss of space. That’s the hardest
thing [older people] have to come to terms with but they have to if
they want that accommodation.

 
For the architect, then, the standard of accommodation offered by sheltered
housing requires potential new residents to make a choice between keeping all of
their possessions or taking a new sheltered home. Moreover, it is implied that
discarding personal possession is a price well worth paying. Because the new
sheltered accommodation was to be built in an inner city area, like many such
developments, the architect was particularly concerned about the residents’
security:
 

we are tending to construct sheltered housing schemes in inner city
areas. There are, therefore, other factors that come into play. The
greatest of these is probably security. We’re not dealing with leafy
suburbs. I imagine there are security problems there. We are dealing
with mindless vandalism and that sort of problem and it’s essential
that tenants are made to feel secure. Therefore, the controlled entry
system is absolutely vital. We also adopt a kind of defensiveness about
the planning of the building so that the living room windows which
tend to be the largest are protected from passers by, by the distance
or planting or fencing.

 
Just as we saw earlier, older people’s vulnerability is typically seen as such that
they require protection from threats located in the outside world and this is evident
in the criteria relating to security which the architect adopt at the design stage.
It is interesting to note that in the 1960s, this emphasis on security derived
primarily from expectations of vulnerability arising from the ownership of an
ageing body. That focus on physical degeneration and the consequent restriction
on social life underpinned designers’ emphasis on reduced living space and its
ergonomic usage in order to make life ‘as easy as possible’. In the 1990s this
conception of vulnerability continues to exist, although additional external threats
are perceived. In the example provided above, problems of vandalism are
highlighted by the architect, concerns which can be set alongside the unscrupulous
con-artists or burglars who prey on older people.
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Perspectives of older people on space

In the previous section, it was shown that designers may conceptualise the needs
of older people in a stereotypical way, and as a consequence, quite literally build
a number of restrictions into their designs to meet this perception of need. That
is not to say that there is a complete mismatch between older people’s perceptions
of housing need and those of the architects. For example, a number of the older
people interviewed for this study did state that their existing housing was unsuitable
because it was too big for one person and difficult to maintain, especially if the
health of their partner was declining.

Similarly, prospective residents were concerned about the interior planning
of their homes and the potential problems or opportunities that arise from shared
spaces and the link with the external environment. In making assessments about
the external environment, however, the people who were seeking sheltered
accommodation tended to emphasise social factors rather than physical ones. In
particular, the respondents were concerned about the ‘kinds of neighbours’ they
might find themselves living near. Assessments of the suitability of potential
neighbours tended also, in turn, to engender a reevaluation of the suitability of
their existing home as an appropriate place to live. ‘Noisy’ neighbours, barking
dogs or individuals perceived as unsociable, such as drug addicts, for example,
rendered their current neighbourhood as unacceptable and was given as a possible
reason for moving into sheltered accommodation.

Respondents’ accounts of their current home as being in some sense ‘unsuitable’
could be very much more complex than suggested in the discussion of Valins’
account. One of the respondents, Mrs Ray, provided an assessment of her existing
home which was far from clear cut. She had enjoyed living in her home:
 

except for it being on the gable end. You get all the children in the
garden, playing football on the wall. They break the fence and you
get abuse, knowing that you’re on your own. You get egg and tomatoes
thrown.

 
Yet she was ambivalent about moving:
 

I am in a way [looking forward to moving] and in a way I’m not. My
friends are here. I’ve lived in this close since 1971, an awful long
time to move away. I know it’s only ten minutes away by bus but I’ve
got some good friends and neighbours. One young couple get my
prescriptions. They’re very good neighbours. There’s good and bad
with it—there are two ways of looking at it. I’m hoping my health
will benefit. I know it won’t get any better but I hope it will benefit
from moving to a warmer house on the ground. By the same rule, I’m
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leaving my friends behind and my daughter… I won’t be able to walk
from the flat to the precinct.  

Her ambivalence about moving to sheltered housing remained after visiting the
development’s show flat.  

There is only one thing. At first I was alarmed by the patio doors—if
anyone breaks in. Anne [her daughter] told me the glass was too thick
to break… I wouldn’t say I’m not keen [on moving] but I’m frightened
more of the glass patio door, otherwise it’s beautiful. It’s a bit upsetting,
I’ve lived in the close for nineteen years. Although I only know about
half a dozen people—I’m not one for mixing or what have you—I’ve
got good neighbours. I’ve got some really good friends around here.
It’s a big upheaval. I hope I’ll settle.  

It is clear that various kinds of neighbours’ activities may lead to an assessment of
a neighbourhood as being both suitable and unsuitable. On the one hand, the
position of her home on a gable end unfortunately gave children the opportunity
to construct makeshift ‘goals’ to play football against. Yet on the other, ‘helpful’,
‘kind’ and ‘neighbourly’ actions contribute to a favourable evaluation. It is
noteworthy, too, that whereas the scheme’s architect saw patio windows as a
source of light and as a window on the world, for Mrs Ray it was a potential
threat to her safety.

Issues of safety and security were considered as of paramount importance both
by Mrs Ray and the scheme’s architect. Yet the structure of the sheltered homes
may, itself, become a source of anxiety. Mrs Knight, though considering her existing
home as unsuitable because of her neighbours, nevertheless saw it as offering her
a safe and secure environment.  

When I first came to this house I knew I was going to get it and I
didn’t feel strange in it. As soon as I walked in I knew. I can walk
round this house even in the middle of the night and I’m not afraid.
In the night—I can’t sleep well, I’ve been ill myself—if I hear a noise
or go to the toilet I can walk in the dark and I’m not afraid. Now
what I’m going to do down there I don’t know. It will be smaller and
they’ll have the alarms on.  

Mrs Knight pinpointed those features of night-time happenings which
conventionally are treated as potential threats to a person’s safety. The very
familiarity of her environment transcended such fears and enabled her to feel
safe and almost immune to danger. Paradoxically the presence of ‘alarms’
threatened her feeling of security for, by implication, she would need to be alert
to them in case she set them off herself.
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Mrs Silver’s account of her decision to move to sheltered housing reflects, on
one level, designers’ categorisation of housing ‘unsuitability’. Talking about what
she was looking forward to on moving, she said:
 

Well a smaller place to keep clean really and to heat. I think that’s
the main problem, the heating and the cleaning of it, because you’ve
no sooner finished one part of this than you’ve to start again. You
know what I mean? It’s a circle going round. I don’t know really. I
don’t know. Mainly it’s for my husband so that he won’t have to
climb stairs. As I say I don’t really want to move. It’s a case of having
to but it would have to be with adequate space… I don’t know why
they keep building them [sheltered housing] so small. I was having a
laugh with one of my sons last night and I said to him, ‘Well I know
you shrink as you get older but we’re not going to be dwarfs’. Oh
dear, I don’t know. But to me it would be lowering my standard to
live there…So I thought, well if I’ve to get rid of everything that I’ve
got, I’d feel as though I was living in somebody else’s house. It wouldn’t
feel like home to me.

 
When Mrs Silver reflected upon how she might use the space in the house, she
drew on unique features of her biography to make those judgements. The point is
that in such circumstances old people bring their past to bear on appraising an
architect’s work. The latter’s activity rests upon predicting the former’s future
actions and this orientation to the future is embodied in design, resulting in a
clash between designer’s notion of the future and older people’s recollections of
the past.

The chapter’s explication of the utilisation of space hinges on the evaluation
of objects placed in the physical location of home. Such processes inextricably
connect to aspects of an individual’s biography. Earlier we saw that in detailing
the size and extent of furniture to be found in sheltered housing, designers pictured
residents as unlikely to entertain socially. Mrs Silver recognised the inadequacy
of this stereotype for accurately predicting social interaction.
 

At the moment the grandchildren stay. I know that will be out of the
question wherever we went if only we had one bedroom. One of them
said, ‘But Nana when we come to see you where will we sit?’ I just
don’t know because I mean I don’t care how old you are, if you have
a family or just friends you’re bound to have visitors at some time.
Where would they sit?…It’s got an eat-in kitchen. There’s no way I
can fit my dining room table into the kitchen. So I should imagine in
the kitchen you’d have one of these fold down tables and a chair
each. As I say I was so disappointed. I just glanced in at the kitchen
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and thought well that’s not bad. The bathroom’s adequate. And where
the bathroom is they’ve made a cupboard. I said to my husband,
‘What’s that for?’ He said, ‘That’s probably for cleaning materials
and brooms.’ Well to me that’s just wasted space. They could’ve added
that onto the bedroom and made it much bigger. I can’t really see an
elderly couple having that much cleaning material. What you need
nowadays, it’s only a Hoover really and a mop and bucket and a brush.
You could quite adequately put them in the corner of the kitchen.
That’s just wasted space.

 
That designers and old people charge objects with differential significance arguably
resides in them being evaluated as memories by their owners (Fairhurst 1997).
This matter came to the fore when old people articulated the dilemma of ‘fitting
a quart into a pint pot’ in relation to which objects should be discarded upon the
move to sheltered housing.
 

They [sheltered housing] might be all right for one but for a couple, I
mean they’re so inadequate. What are you going to do with all your
things? The things I’ve got over the years. They’re not just material
possessions. They’re memories. My sister went to live next door. She’s
died. I’ve got things she bought me, what the children have bought
over the years. My collection of Toby jugs which has taken me years.
What am I going to do with those things? Things I’ve brought back
from holiday as souvenirs. I can’t throw memories away.

 
For Mrs Silver, memories had a dual sense: they were not only things in themselves
but also elaborated in things. For designers, objects are things, no more and no
less. It is not surprising to note then that in professional discourses of the home,
their value is minimised. This is explicable, of course, because the memories
attached to objects are uniquely personal and are, therefore, not accessible to
designers.

While it is the case for many respondents that ‘fitting a quart into a pint pot’
necessarily involved painful decisions about parting with objects, it should be
recognised that for others, moving home could be seen as an opportunity to
throw them away and replace them with new items. Again memories informed
their decision making, but in this case they carried less pleasant cues. Mrs Knight,
who referred to herself as ‘second-hand Rose’, outlined which things she would
be glad to be rid of.
 

Some things I’ve had for donkey’s years. I want everything new. I’ve
ordered a bed settee and two reclining chairs for our legs. I don’t
know what else I want. The old furniture I’ve had for years and years.
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I want everything away, everything new and I’m going to have it if it
kills me. I just want the remaining time we’ve got to have a bit of
comfort which we’ve never had. I’ve had my home, thank God for
that. We’ve never gone hungry but I’ve always had to work hard so I
want a bit of peace now.

 
Mrs Knight had retained many of her possessions through necessity rather than
out of choice. They reminded her of a life characterised by economic constraint
in which buying material goods was beyond her reach. She wanted to buy
everything new—not just to achieve a break from the past, but also to gain a new
life of comfort.

Conclusion

In this chapter on the utilisation of space, I have examined the differing
perspectives of the designers of sheltered housing and of prospective residents. I
have indicated that these different orientations reflect the notions of home as
both a physical location and a location in space. I have demonstrated that
architects’ work necessarily involves the making of judgements about the future
experience of potential residents, something which can lead to the generation of
stereotypical images of the needs and wants of older people—for example, privacy,
security and a small and easily maintainable living space, in the context of
declining health. Since designers do not have access to knowledge of the unique
features of potential residents’ lives, design can be informed only by abstract
knowledge. A consequence of this is that assumptions about space and its
utilisation remain at a generalised level. By contrast, prospective residents, when
undertaking this same process, bring aspects of their own biographies to bear.
During this time they make value judgements about the favourability or otherwise
of the features of sheltered accommodation in the context of their current living
arrangements—a process from which designers are inevitably excluded.
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THE IDEAL OF HOME

Domesticating the institutional space of old
age and death

Jenny Hockey

Family photograph albums are described by Spence and Holland (1991:7) as
idealised representations of family life in which ‘sickness, disease and disability
are barely visible’. In this chapter I examine the notion of ‘home’ as another
edited representation of idealised domestic life in which positively perceived
beliefs, ideals and values are highlighted—companionship, security, freedom,
expressiveness and privacy (Allan and Crow 1989). Less acceptable within this
idealised concept of ‘home’ are aspects of family life such as disease and disability
and it is these ‘exclusions’ which can tell us much about our notions of social
identity and family life. By looking at what is included and what is missing from
conceptions of ‘house and home’ we learn about more than just bricks and mortar
for, as Gullestad (1993:129) argues, ‘in many cultures the house can be seen as a
microcosm of important cognitive categories’.

The exclusions which provide a primary focus here are old age, death and
dying. In 1966, Blauner was already describing death as ‘increasingly a
phenomenon of the old’ (quoted in Clark 1993:7). By the year 2001, it is predicted
that there will be 4 million people over the age of 75 in Britain (Bond et al.
1993:4). What this chapter argues is that some manifestations of the ageing
process, and many deaths, are irreconcilable with contemporary notions of ‘home’.
As a result, family members may at some stage in their lives be admitted to another
kind of ‘home’, the ‘residential’ or ‘nursing’ home. While such institutions share
the title of ‘home’, there are many contrasts; for example, rather than a small
domestic unit which houses the members of more than one generation, residential
homes have traditionally accommodated large groups of people of the same age
who are given care by professionals in exchange for pay rather than family members
out of love or duty. Furthermore, in an account of the domestication of
institutional settings, Higgins (1989:171) notes that ‘although the physical features
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of the domestic environment are important in creating a “homely” atmosphere
[in the institution] they are insufficient, on their own, to provide a true sense of
home’. In summary, life in a residential ‘home’ is at odds with the ideal of home.
It is a setting in which we find aspects of human life such as chronic illness,
mental and physical degeneration. Many of these do not conform to the
requirements of western personhood. It is the tensions associated with the
mismatch between the concept of ‘home’ and the processes of ageing and dying
which this chapter unravels.

Living/dying spaces

Tensions between the concept of home and the material reality of human
deterioration are by no means universal. In other societies we find examples of
homes where domestic space is allocated for death and dying. The Berber house
has a lower part which is designated as ‘the place of objects that are moist, green
or raw…wood and green fodder—natural place also of beings—oxen and
cows…—and place of natural activities—sleep, the sexual act, giving birth—
and the place also of death’ (Bourdieu 1973:99). In a traditional Northumbrian
miner’s home there are similarly spaces set apart for different domains of life
(Dawson 1990). At the front of the house is a neat garden and polished front
step which provides access to the front room for outsiders such as doctors, colliery
managers and strangers. This is the only admissible route by which the undertaker
can collect a body which has been laid out for display in the front room. Culturally
and symbolically crucial, this practice can raise practical difficulties. In an example
from inter-war Coventry, Adams (1993) also describes the formal display of the
prepared body in the front room or parlour, citing older people’s recollections
that it was ‘not very pleasant in them days, ’cos if you’d got no hall entrance you
had to come in that way’ (Adams 1993:161). Dawson (1990) recounts the social
disruption which resulted when these rules of ritual practice were flouted in 1980s
Northumberland. A family laid out the body of one of its elderly members in the
kitchen rather than the front room, because they felt that the front room was too
cramped and the hearse would have difficulty in pulling up on the unmade road
at the front of the house. In angry response, elderly male members of the
community ‘hijacked’ the event by blocking the back entrance to the home with
a parked car, thereby forcing the removal of the body via the front door. By
restoring an appropriate symbolic use of domestic space, proper respect for a key
member of their community was ensured.

In contemporary British society, however, exclusion rather than segregation
is the predominant cultural strategy for managing aspects of old age, death and
dying which disrupt the use of domestic space. While only 5 per cent of the
population over 65 live in institutional care, Bond and Coleman (1990:161–
162) point out that ‘a significant proportion will experience institutional living
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at some time during their later life, particularly people who attain at least 80
years of age’. At the 1991 Census, 9.7 per cent of people over 75 and 23.7 per
cent of people over 85 were living in an institution (Bond et al. 1993: 215).
Though most deaths did take place within domestic space until well into the
twentieth century, by the mid-1960s over 60 per cent of all deaths in the UK
occurred in hospitals and nursing homes. In 1989 this figure had risen to 71 per
cent (Clark 1993:8). Gore’s (1993) work on East Kent undertakers shows this
pattern echoed by funeral directors who modified their premises after the Second
World War, turning stables or carpenter’s workshops into viewing rooms for the
dead. By the 1990s, therefore, the presence of dying and dead bodies within the
home was no longer customary.

While factors ranging from secularisation to the effects of central heating on
a corpse have been used to explain this shift in practice, changing notions of
home are an important consideration. Aries (1981) points out that the nineteenth-
century stigmatising of visible dirt within the home—particularly organic
substances associated with bodily processes—made the domestic management of
death increasingly problematic. Thus the ‘home’ as imagined and idealised within
the twentieth century has come to embody privacy, cleanliness and order as its
defining characteristics. Access to vacuum cleaners, dishwashers and washing
machines has led to a raising of standards of cleanliness within the home, rather
than a reduction in the time spent on domestic work (Wajcman 1992).

Contrasts and contradictions

We are now arguably in a position where some aspects of the life course are
incompatible with the ideal of home. Although planning regulations require ramps
to give disabled people access to public buildings, private homes are exempt.
The materials and colour schemes ideally selected for home decoration are highly
vulnerable to the ‘dirt’ produced by young children, older people and indeed
pets, even though neither children’s nappies, potties, drinks, food and shoes, nor
pets’ damage to furniture, clothes and slippers are stigmatised. However, to exclude
people who cannot adequately participate in the performance of home as idealised
is to undermine a view of home as a ‘sanctuary’ or ‘place of secure retreat’ where
vulnerability can be accommodated—the home as ‘castle’ (Moore 1984, cited in
Allan and Crow 1989:7).

By contrast, the physical environment of the residential home is entirely
compatible with bodily deterioration. There are extensive laundry facilities and
removable carpet tiles in anticipation of double incontinence. There are also
spaces specifically dedicated to illness and death, the ‘sickbay’ and the ‘morgue’.
However, just as the exclusion of very elderly family members from the domestic
home undermines the ideal of home as sanctuary, so the accommodation of
deterioration within the residential ‘home’ must be carried out discreetly, if the
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premises are to be viewed as a living space rather than a charnel house. What
this chapter argues is that attempts are made to bring the institutional setting
into line with figurative or mythical representations of the ideal home. However,
like the literal ‘ideal’ private home, these attempts are vulnerable to the
unpredictable decay of the human body. As Willcocks et al. (1987:1) argue, ‘In
reality, the ideal of providing a “homely” setting is a genteel facade behind which
institutional patterns, not domestic ones, persist’. The example to follow shows
how these contradictions were addressed in one local authority residential home.

Highfield House

Forty-five older people who could no longer live independently or in the homes
of younger family members occupied Highfield House, the local authority
residential home where this study took place (see Hockey 1990). Most had their
own single bed-sitting rooms. These were carpet-tiled, with teak bedside furniture,
wardrobe, built-in wash-hand basin and mirror. They overlooked lawns, trees
and flower beds at the periphery of the city. Residents had brought in favourite
ornaments, family photographs, crucifixes and other religious icons. Some had
an armchair, rug or small table and together with pot plants these valued
possessions filled the light sunny bed-sitting rooms. To an extent domestic home
was thereby re-created, on an individual basis, within the context of the residential
home. Small lounges and alcoves were available for residents to sit together and
watch television; meals were waitress-served at small tables in a dining room
with floor to ceiling windows giving onto gardens.

These material circumstances helped re-create an attractive image of
homeliness, security and independence. However, the mental and physical decay
visible within an elderly population living at close quarters to one another
provided unequivocal evidence of bodily processes not customarily featured in
idealised images of ‘home’. In a society where life and death usually occur in
separate spaces, where the domestic home is the place of life and institutions are
the places of death, this ‘home’ was quite evidently a dying space, concerned
primarily with the slow process of deterioration. Among the forty-five older people
living in the home during the period of the study there were ten who could walk
only with a Zimmer frame, seven who had difficulty in communicating, and a
further twelve who could neither communicate nor walk with ease. By the end of
the nine month study, approximately one-quarter of the home’s residents had
died, in most cases within the home itself.

To show how the inevitable processes of dying were reconciled with aspirations
of homeliness, cleanliness and order we need to focus on the role of Officer-in-
Charge, or Matron, and her relationship with her care staff. It was she who
orchestrated the illusion of a ‘homely’ environment despite the undermining
evidence of loss and decay. Her position of authority parallels that of the traditional
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male household head, while care staff played the part of the adult female members
of a domestic household. In many respects, therefore, the organisation of
institutional life resembled the domestic home where women have traditionally
created and maintained the notion of ‘home’ by fulfilling a male partner’s explicit
or implicit expectations about the way it should be organised. Skilful domestic
work involves not just the cleaning up of literal dirt but also the management of
figurative ‘dirt’ by keeping children, sick or older people in order. As Mary Douglas
(1966:48) has argued, ‘If we can abstract pathogenicity and hygiene from our
notion of dirt, we are left with the old definition of dirt as matter out of place’. By
this she refers to anything, or anyone, who falls betwixt and between the fixed
points of social structure. Should women fail to manage older family members in
ways which keep them quietly on the fringes of home life, both the women’s
domestic competence and indeed the inclusion of a frail older person within the
household may be called into question.

While the traditional ‘housewife’ manages domestic space, care staff undertake
‘care’ work—that is, cleaning and toileting incontinent residents, ‘walking’
immobile or demented residents from place to place and nursing sick and dying
residents. Both the housewife and the care assistant undertake tasks which have
a symbolic as well as practical importance. Both are concerned to marginalise
evidence of deterioration and death. Both operate in relation to the power
inscribed in either a male household head or, in the case of the residential home,
the figure of the Matron. Peripherally located in her office, the Matron admitted
older people to the home, thereby gaining possession of medical, social and
financial information about the individual and determining which clothes,
ornaments and items of furniture they brought in.

Although physically set apart, the Matron’s name was constantly invoked
when residents were persuaded to be compliant. They in turn threatened to report
one another to the Matron. Such was the Matron’s power that Mary, the assistant
Matron, jokingly told her to put a sack over her head when she went out in order
to retain the illusion of her powerful presence within the home. Like children
told to ‘just you wait ’til your father gets home!’, the residents were disciplined
merely by the mention of a name.

Managing death: homely strategies

As forty-five older people edged towards death in Highfield House, the Matron
removed herself from most practical tasks while simultaneously effecting critical
shifts of meaning within the older people’s immediate environment. In this sense,
the Matron provided an interpretative framework for everything which took place
within the home. The literal meaning of daily life within the residential home
was that forty-five people had deteriorated to the extent that they were unable
or unwilling to live either alone or with friends or family. Seen by many as a ‘last
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resort’, the residential home readily took on powerful associations of deterioration
and death. Separated from their past lives and previous identities, residents were
undergoing bodily changes that could lead only to their deaths. Within this setting,
however, the Matron transformed these realities and replaced them with a
representation of the institution as a setting in which older people could continue
to live independently.

Located at the periphery she was well placed to make interventions in the way
in which the events of institutional space were interpreted. In this condensed
world of ageing and dying, she introduced distances of all kinds. Channels of
communication between staff were tenuous. Innovation, flexibility and
spontaneity were quashed by an unyielding round of bedtimes, bath-times and
mealtimes. Thus the rigid organisation of institutional time and space was a
necessary precondition for the continuous misreading of what was actually going
on. Without the Matron’s interventions the transitory, mortal nature of life would
be brought home, quite literally and painfully. The following four case examples
exemplify the ways in which idealised notions of ‘home’ were superimposed on
the realities of everyday illness and death.

The name of the home

While the Matron described Highfield House as the residents’ ‘home’ within
which they should be free to live as they pleased, the word ‘home’ was excluded
from its title, Highfield House. The same is true when private houses are given
names—Dunroamin, Derryvale, Rookery Nook. However, the exclusion of the
word ‘home’ from the title of Highfield House also masks its negatively perceived,
institutional character. When the word ‘home’ is prefaced with the name of a
dependent social category—‘old folks’, ‘children’ or ‘dogs’—its meaning is
inverted. Notions of hearth and home give way to images of a rule-bound space
into which the individual is ‘put away’. In its place therefore, we find the word
‘house’ and its associations with grand properties owned by wealthy families,
with the dignified and the stately. Out of forty-one institutions for older people
in this region of the North East, the word ‘home’ appeared only once at the time
of the study. Preferred were titles such as ‘Palatine House’, ‘Gladstone Hall’,
‘Greenfields House’, ‘Bydale Lodge’, ‘Grove Park’, ‘The Lawns’ and ‘Moorcroft’.

Rather than being ‘put away into an old folks’ home’ or ‘admitted to care’,
therefore, the older person ‘becomes a resident in Metcalfe House’. Dependency
and impending death are thus transformed, becoming less perceptible to those
facing exclusion from the domestic home and admission to institutional space.

The guidebook for prospective residents

Local social services offered a guide to older people contemplating admission to
Highfield House. Carefully phrased, it subtly transformed a rule-bound lifestyle
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into an idealised conception of domestic order achieved through a loving
consensus. Potential residents entered a fictional world of home in which a gentle
hand guided them through mutually beneficial forms of social organisation.

The guide opened with an apparently individualised ‘message to you from the
Director of Social Services’. It went on to acknowledge prospective residents’
fears. For example, ‘many people are apprehensive about applying for a place in
a home’. The frightening implications of lost autonomy were however submerged
in the guidebook’s representation of the home as:
 

well furnished, everything possible having been done to make it as
homely and comfortable as possible…varied and interesting menus
are provided…a range of activities are arranged within the home
which may include concerts, socials, table games and a library service.

 
Offered in the hope that ‘it will serve to allay some of the worries you may have’,
it softened its stipulations in subtly persuasive language such as:
 

…you will be encouraged to…
…you are expected to…
…it is common practice for…
…in the interests of your safety…
…you are strongly advised…
…you are asked to remember that…

 
This euphemistic guidebook language diffuses the literal reality of giving up one’s
tenancy or home ownership; most of one’s furniture; control over money, valuables,
pension book and medicines; freedom to choose when to receive visitors; and
freedom to smoke and drink at will. Within this context, the shedding of
possessions, freedoms and responsibilities carries obvious implications: death is
the impending reality which undermines any idealised notions of ‘home’.

This representation of the ‘homely and comfortable’ environment is persuasive
only outside or at the home’s periphery. Inside we find the loving consensus
disrupted by residents who refuse their pills, smoke and drink in their rooms and
stash gin and whisky bottles in their wardrobes. Some residents refused to get up
in the morning, some began extended journeys to lavatories when meals were
served, one urinated in her coffee cup, some ran away while threatening suicide.
By behaving in these ways, residents unmasked the institutional world which lay
at the heart of the ‘homely environment’. In controlling residents’ ‘deviance’,
the Matron and her care staff had no choice but to reveal their positions of
authority. However, all those residents who conformed to the institution’s required
uses of time and social space, on some level subscribed to the fiction of the homely
environment, thereby upholding the guidebook’s representation of the institution.
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The Valentine card

The ideal of home is often realised only when visitors are expected. It is then
that attempts to eradicate both literal and symbolic forms of ‘dirt’ and disorder
are likely to occur. Not only are visits preceded by ‘cleaning’ and ‘tidying’, but
also while outsiders are present, deviations from the customary uses of space may
be suspended. Thus meals are eaten at a dining table rather than around the
television or in a kitchen. Similarly, parlours and best china come into play as
high-status visitors are entertained or calendrical and life course rituals celebrated.

In Highfield House a small group of middle-aged visitors, the ‘Friends’, both
provided as well as stimulated the performance of ‘home’ within the residential
setting. On St Valentine’s Day, with its associations of romantic love between
individuals, the Friends addressed a poem to everyone who fell within the
institutional category ‘resident’. Carefully purchasing a card which contained no
sexual reference, the Friends typed a verse on the back and pinned it up by the
dining room so that the card’s printed message for the individual was obscured. It
read as follows:  

We love to be among you
To share in all you do
The residents of this home are dear to us, ’tis true
So upon this special day
We are pleased to write these lines
To the friends of Highfield House—you all are Valentines.  

This card was addressed to those who had no choice but to live among other old
and dependent people. Accommodated as one of a group, they were excluded from
individualising opportunities to ‘love’, to ‘share in’, to be ‘dear to’, to experience a
‘special day’ and, indeed, to be ‘a Valentine’. Thus an expressive form from the
private, familial area of life was being used to address those socially categorised as
unavailable for romantic love. Only dependency and age had brought them together,
the very conditions that had led to their exclusion from domestic space. So flimsy
was the illusion that Valentine cards with any sexual content were dismissed, lest
reference to a more literal expression of romantic love should evoke the literal
reality of ageing bodies, culturally perceived to be beyond lovemaking.

The Friends of Highfield House were close associates of the Matron. They
shared with her a peripheral position from which they were able to construct this
somewhat tenuous representation of ‘home’ within institutional space.

The Open Day

Just as the visits of friends evoke a performance of home-as-idealised rather than
home-as-lived, so the separation of public and private space within Highfield
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House occurred only on the occasion of the Open Day. Normally staff claimed
free, unannounced access to residents’ bedrooms, bathrooms and toilets. However,
during this public event a congruence was achieved between the domestic home
and the nursing home in that aspects of life, ageing and human deterioration,
which find no easy place within idealised notions of ‘home’ were made invisible.
Held in summer, the Open Day is staged outside or on the periphery of the home.
While teas were served in the dining hall, the bed-sitting rooms, sickbays and
corridors where residents lived and died were not ‘open’ to visitors. By dividing
public and privates space when visitors are present, ‘home’ is performed in a
literal enactment of that which customarily remains figurative. While a few fitter
residents ran stalls, and a selection of infirm residents were blanketed in
wheelchairs, with one care assistant per chair to attend to them, the majority of
residents could only be glimpsed as they watched from upstairs windows. The
jazz band, the fortune teller, the rummage stalls and the teas served by staff and
Friends predominated. The ostensive purpose of the event was fund-raising, but
the vitality and sociality of the tea shop and the fairground, in briefly supplanting
an everyday atmosphere of boredom, isolation and weariness, offered an effective
literal representation of the guidebook’s figurative description—of a homely,
comfortable environment where varied and interesting menus, concerts, socials
and table games are provided.

Implications for policy

Community care policies have required the return of decision making about
admission to residential care to older people themselves. Rather than relatives’,
social workers’ and general practitioners’ concerns about an older person’s
‘insanitary’ practices or ‘eccentric’ uses of time and space, older people’s priorities
are upheld. What is overlooked is that they themselves may adhere to a model of
home management which is characterised by ‘hygiene’, ‘fresh air’ and ‘regular’
mealtimes (Allen et al. 1992). A decision to enter residential care may therefore
reflect deep-seated personal concerns about failure to maintain a domestic
environment in a culturally appropriate manner.

Furthermore, older people who choose to age within the ‘ideal’ homes of
younger families members can still find themselves excluded through boundaries
which are internal rather than external to the home. In an article entitled
‘Solitary confinement in a suburban semi’ (Guardian, 30 March 1994), Jane
Chichester, a representative of a voluntary organisation, describes how her
client, Mrs Allen, lived for seven years in social isolation in a self-contained flat
within her son’s home. Provided with only a kettle, Mrs Allen received brief,
occasional visits from her son and the silent delivery of a daily meal tray by her
daughter-in-law. Neither contact with her grandchildren nor participation in
her children’s wider social life were made available to her. Only after her death
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was her body found during a meal tray delivery, a body which, one imagines,
would not subsequently be incorporated within her children’s home for display
purposes.

Another strategy for the management of ageing ‘at home’ is to devolve care
tasks to a paid worker, a strategy which involves accommodating a ‘stranger’
within the domestic home and so rupturing the elision of the concepts of ‘home’
and ‘family’.

Issues of power

This chapter not only describes the management of tensions between the ideal of
home and the material reality of human deterioration, but also shows how age or
gender-based social differentiation can limit access to resources, both material
and symbolic, for members of particular social categories. There is an association
between culturally specific ideals of ‘home’, and an unequal distribution of social
power. Alongside the exclusion of older people we can place the experience of
working-class children who have traditionally been expected to ‘play out’ for
adult fear that they might ‘dirty’ domestic space and disrupt the domestic time of
housework. While older children ‘played out’ at a distance from the home, younger
children might be confined to back alleys, babies being secured within the back
yard (James 1983). As a marginalised social category, children share the
experiences of dependent older people. In Under Milk Wood, Dylan Thomas links
babies and old men, both of them cleaned and wheeled out to the yard in their
‘broken prams’. Positioned under the drying underwear in hidden external space,
the very young and the very old demand feeding bottle and pipe from the adult
woman within the home (Thomas 1954:36). While these practices are now less
common, some exclusions persist. For example, a woman’s friends will stop visiting
during the day if her male partner stays at home because of unemployment (McKee
and Bell 1983).

The exclusion from ‘home’ of those unable or unwilling to inhabit the dominant
social category ‘adult’, whose presence disrupts notions of ‘home’ in an idealised
sense, is a problematic response to later life, death and dying. These are categories
of experience which can be distanced spatially, but not temporally. Those
approaching death represent the future for those currently occupying more
powerful social positions. Structurally weak, they are nonetheless endowed with
other forms of power. As Victor Turner (1974) argues, they are in a position to
criticise or undermine the values of the dominant social structure.

Thus, centre page coverage in a national newspaper was granted to lonely Mrs
Allen, whose ‘home’ within her children’s house did not live up to idealised
notions of familial sociality and home cooking (Guardian, 30 March 1994). Under
the caption ‘solitary confinement’, parallels were drawn between the situation of
this ‘tiny woman with sparse lavender hair’ and a ‘creaky voice’ and that of a
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criminal. It is the structural weakness of her marginal position which, when
discovered, allowed Mrs Allen to make a powerful if proxy public statement.

Conclusion

This chapter has argued that while the pursuit of the ideal home can require the
exclusion of frail older people, it remains necessary to figuratively transform, to
somehow domesticate the conditions of those who are literally pushed to the
margins. In representing institutional care as a ‘home from home’, two very
different social spaces are merged in the imagination. Allen et al. (1992:158–
159) described the words of a doctor to an older person recovering in hospital
after a fall: ‘Would you like to go to a place very similar but like a home from
home?’ Similarly, in the adverts for private residential homes, certain phrases
recur: ‘home from home atmosphere’, ‘home cooking’, ‘beautiful warm home’,
‘warm and homely atmosphere’, ‘comfortable family atmosphere’, ‘the home of
good care’, ‘make our home your home’.

Lakoff and Johnson (1980:157) argue that ‘people in power get to impose
their metaphors’. The study of Highfield House showed how the Matron used
her position at the periphery of the residential home to give literal form to images
or metaphors of the domestic home, via its name, its organisation of time and
space, its internal interpersonal relationships and its atmosphere. These four case
examples showed how the notion of ‘home’ can be extended so that aspects of
life which cannot be accommodated within the domestic home are nonetheless
domesticated, if only on a symbolic level. To include them within the home in a
literal sense would be profoundly disruptive in that, as visible manifestations of
human mortality, their presence within that setting transgresses the boundaries
through which life and death are customarily kept apart.
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A HAVEN IN A HEARTLESS

WORLD?

Women and domestic violence

Laura Goldsack

Traditionally, the home and the activities that take place within it have been
viewed as a private affair; it is the cornerstone of the private sphere, secondary
and separate to the mainstream world of work and politics (see Chapters 1, 2, 5
and 11). The home is identified, then, as a place of respite and retreat, its territory
being the locus of childhood, family and marriage. The differentiation between
the ‘public’ and the ‘private’ helps to highlight other dualisms: the political and
the personal, work and leisure, male and female. According to Allan and Crow
(1989) the private sphere has traditionally been characterised by three features:
privacy; security, control and freedom; and creativity and expression. The home
as the arena of privacy, in particular, has pervaded social as well as political
thinking. Holme’s (1985) study of Housing and Young Families in East London
suggested that people sought privacy over all else, for ‘somewhere to be on their
own’ (cited in Allan and Crow 1989:3). Being in a private space is a central part
of being ‘at home’ and is viewed as a valuable and important feature of family
life. Privacy acts as a shield against public scrutiny, and is generally believed to
be important for the maintenance of private dignity and intimacy. However, to
be private can signify deprivation as well as advantage. For women in the home,
privacy can mean confinement, captivity and isolation. In such circumstances
the home is less of a castle, and more of a cage (Oakley 1974a; M.Roberts 1991;
Darke 1996; Wekerle et al. 1980).

The extent of domestic violence

Since the early 1970s, studies have revealed other aspects of the private sphere,
particularly the persistence of violence and the sexual abuse of women and
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children. Most research acknowledges the difficulty in accurately defining the
extent of abuse (Edwards 1986; Hough and Mayhew 1983; Dobash and Dobash
1992). Domestic violence is steeped in shame and secrecy, and as a consequence,
most victims do not report the crime to the police or other agencies (Dobash and
Dobash 1980). Taking place within the private space of the home and the ongoing
time of family life, domestic violence is a crime for which women require a remedy
other than ‘tougher’ sentencing. Women who have experienced domestic violence
are also reluctant to report such crimes in victimisation surveys (Hough and
Mayhew 1983; Maguire 1994) and the recording practices of many agencies are
problematic (Edwards 1986). In addition, there has been no national or large-
scale prevalence survey undertaken on domestic violence. However, the evidence
available from police and other agency statistics and more substantively from
feminist and localised research suggests that the home is frequently the site of
persistent violence and abuse.

One survey suggests that three out of every ten women have been injured by
their partners during their lifetime, while only one in five of those women reported
that assault to the police (Mooney 1993). Mooney also reported that 6 per cent
of women had been forced to have sex with their partners in the previous twelve
months, while 10 per cent had experienced violence from their partners over the
past year. Painter (1991) came to similar conclusions. In a sample of 1,000 women,
a reported 14 per cent had been raped by their husbands at some point during
their marriage (cited in Maguire 1994:268). Dobash and Dobash (1980) suggest
that 25 per cent of all violent crime reported to the police is domestic violence.
In a study of South Tyneside, researched between May 1989 and April 1992, a
total of 6,166 domestic violence incidents were reported to the police alone
(Walker and McNicol [née Goldsack] 1994:30).

Crime statistics also point to the frequency and severity of this crime. Nearly
half of all murder victims in Britain since 1982 were women. In cases where a
suspect was identified, it was in 47.5 per cent of cases, the woman’s husband,
male cohabitant, boyfriend or former spouse or cohabitant (Edwards 1989:138).
Figures also suggest that many victims were not living with their aggressor at the
time of the homicide. The South Tyneside survey suggested that 66 per cent of
women were divorced or separated at the time of seeking police assistance. It is
clear that women leaving violent men—what many judges, magistrates, police
officers and commentators urge them to do—is often not sufficient to afford them
safety or protection. The prevalence of domestic violence is not isolated to
particular age groups, race or classes. Mooney’s (1993) survey reported that 25
per cent of professional women had experienced domestic violence, 29 per cent
of lower-middle-class women and 30 per cent of working-class women.

Violence against women in the home crosses both national and cultural
boundaries. Indeed, there is evidence of the pervasive nature of this crime in
virtually all cultures. A World Bank report suggested that violence against women
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in the home is the most endemic form of harm committed against women (Heise
et al. 1994). This ground-breaking report reviewed thirty-five studies from around
the world and showed that in many countries, one-quarter to more than one-half
of women report having been physically abused by a present or former partner.
To illustrate this point, the World Bank report showed that in one study in New
Zealand, 20 per cent of 2,000 women surveyed reported being hit and physically
abused by a male partner, 58 per cent of whom suggested that the violence was
repeated. In Kenya, of a sample of 3,272 urban women and 2,118 rural women
taking part in a national random sample survey, 20 per cent reported that they
had experienced physical abuse from a partner while 10 per cent said they had
been raped. In the United States, of 6,000 women surveyed in Texas, 39 per cent
reported that they had experienced abuse from a male partner during their adult
lifetime. The World Bank report pointed out that while the reports are not strictly
comparable, due to differences in sampling, research design and definitions
employed, these studies speak of a common experience of violence in the home,
the shared pressure to remain silent and hidden; and the fear of recrimination,
impacts on women’s health, their sense of well-being and participation in the
world (Heise et al. 1994).

Nationally and internationally, women face more danger in their own homes
from men they know than they do from strangers in public (Stanko 1985; Heise
et al. 1994). They are more likely to be raped, assaulted and even killed within
this arena than in any other place. The violence experienced in the home is
more dangerous than public violence and is more likely to result in internal injuries
and unconsciousness; domestic violence is also often accompanied by long-term
mental abuse and increases in frequency and intensity over time (Heise et al.
1994; Dobash and Dobash 1980). The different risks facing men and women in
the private sphere compared with the public world are striking. Men face risk of
violence from strangers in public places, while for women, the risks are from men
they know in private places (Hough 1985; Mirlees-Black et al. 1996).

There is also some evidence to show that men suffer domestic violence from
women they know in the home, although the extent of this abuse, or the accuracy
of existing evidence, is contentious. Repeated surveys from the United States
(Straus and Gelles 1986) suggest that there may be a symmetry of violence in the
domestic sphere, with male and female equally liable to both aggressor and victim
status. However, this research has been criticised in its use of the ‘conflict tactics
scale’ methodology which ‘counts’ individual violent acts regardless of motive,
context or outcome (see Dobash and Dobash 1992). While this issue has been
exposed by journalists and television documentaries in the United Kingdom,
there is as yet a paucity of academic research into the female abuse of adult males.
Anecdotal evidence, available to me from agencies dealing with marital violence,
would suggest, however, that the abuse of men by women is not comparable in
prevalence or severity to the abuse of women by men.
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The South Tyneside study

Central to the analysis of domestic violence is a consideration of privacy. Indeed,
privacy is as central to the constitution of the violent home as it is to the notion
of the harmonious ideal home. Privacy serves to mask the nature and extent of
crimes against women as well as justify the lack of public and official intervention.
The private nature of domestic life has clear repercussions for women living with
violent men. This is clearly documented in the research findings from the South
Tyneside study (Walker and McNicol 1994). In this study the role of the Police
Domestic Violence Unit in South Tyneside was examined between 1990 and
1993. The research combined the use of a postal questionnaire to women who
had sought police assistance, together with in-depth interviews with a smaller
sample of respondents to highlight the experience of women seeking police help.

The findings of this study suggest strongly that the private nature of the home
seriously worsened the likelihood and severity of domestic violence. Indeed, many
women spoke at length of their partner’s attempts to enforce privacy and maintain
the secrecy of the abuse.

As one woman stated, ‘I wasn’t allowed to talk to anybody, male or female,
he didn’t like it. Mainly I was frightened to talk to people so I used to walk
around with my head down.’ Other women felt ashamed that they had suffered
from marital violence and chose to keep this information from others. As one
woman said,
 

I never had violence in my life before, that’s why I hid it, I couldn’t
understand it. It was such a shock to my system, like ‘this can’t be
happening to me’ and you’re ashamed, you are ashamed for their
actions.

 
The experience of shame was common among our respondents. But these feelings
of shame were compounded by their partner’s attempts to conceal the abuse.
This concealment of violence often involved men developing a pre-meditated
approach to the method of abuse. As one woman told us, ‘He used to do it where
people couldn’t see—the tops of your legs, the tops of your arms, inside your
mouth by squeezing your jaw and pounding your head until you just can’t think
at all’.

Many women feared that their disclosure of the intimidation and violence
they were suffering would result in public humiliation. Perhaps even more
alarmingly for those woman who were willing to tell friends, family, neighbours
and public agencies of their plight found that they displayed a reluctance to
intervene. This strongly suggests that people who had a close relationship with
victims and even some agencies exhibited a degree of tolerance to the incidence
of domestic violence. In other cases, outsiders chose not to get involved, even if
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they witnessed violence against women. As one woman informed us, ‘He banged
my head off the glass door and gave us a good hiding in the street. Well everybody
seen it and nobody came over to help’.

While for women, the experience of domestic violence brought a sense of
shame, the men who committed this abuse typically maintained public
respectability. Victims found this extremely frustrating, for it demonstrated that
other people were either not taking the issues seriously, or worse, did not believe
them at all. One woman from our study commented that:
 

I wanted his name put in the papers because nobody believes me.
This is such a nice man who wouldn’t do anything, he would do
anything for anybody, he’s so nice. I even have that now where it’s
been said ‘Are you sure?’

Women’s fear of crime

In spite of the well-publicised evidence of the danger that women face in the
privacy of the home, crime surveys reveal that fear of public spaces is widespread
among women. Indeed, it is the image of the solitary, vulnerable woman which
epitomises the threat of an urban environment in the popular imagination. This
is borne out in the Edinburgh Crime Survey (S.Anderson et al. 1990) which
reported large numbers of women feeling unsafe in their local area, as well as
within their own homes. In central Edinburgh for example, 36.9 per cent of women
said they felt very or a little unsafe going out alone after dark in their area,
compared to 18.5 per cent of men. The fact that women are generally more fearful
of the threat of violence in the public world than men is underscored by the
popular notion that the home is a haven in a heartless world. As Darke (1996)
has argued, this may affect women according to their personal biographies.
 

The home as haven may be particularly important for those who face
hostility in the public sphere: for example, women members of ethnic
minority communities, disabled women or lesbians. They are seen as
having less claim over the public realm than able-bodied, white,
heterosexual women, and are thus denied the chance of an authentic
selfhood in settings other than the home.

(Darke 1996:70)
 
This extract suggests that the home is a place of ultimate safety or sanctuary.
Indeed, Darke’s chapter is entitled ‘The Englishwoman’s castle, or, don’t you just
love being in control?’ Darke’s implicit assumption that the home is a haven is
not extraordinary. Indeed, it is commonly assumed in the academic literature
that the home is familial, a protected place where its inhabitants experience a
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sense of comfort, warmth and security. According to Heller (1984), expressions
such as ‘“Going home” should mean returning to that firm position which we
know, to which we are accustomed, where we feel safe and where our emotional
relationships are at their most intense’ (quoted in Allan and Crow 1989:7). While
Allan and Crow (1989) recognise some of the contradictions inherent in the
ideal of absolute freedom characterised by Heller, and cite the regulation of
children by parents as evidence of this, the general tone of their inquiry emphasises
harmony rather than distress. This is not to say that there do not exist popular
images of the home as a deeply discredited and dangerous place, as Hockey
(Chapter 12) demonstrates through her exploration of ‘Houses of Doom’.

While much of the sociological literature on home emphasises characteristics
of harmony and personal control over their environment, there is now much
evidence to demonstrate that the home is a gendered environment where women’s
options can be seriously restricted. These constraints can include social isolation
(Tivers 1988; Roberts 1991), economic dependence (Barker and Allen 1976;
Gamarnikow et al. 1983; Finch 1983) and inequalities in the exercise of domestic
labour (see Chapters 5 and 13). Similarly, in the case of women who are abused
by men whom they know, the home is a place over which they have little control.
Consequently, women develop strategies for self-protection which involve
attempts to predict and adapt to what is essentially an unpredictable environment.
While Allan and Crow’s (1989) assertion that the home may be a creative and
fulfilling arena—a place for the expression of domestic creativity and style—this
image does not sit comfortably with the evidence of intimidation, persecution
and fear which pervades many households. The realities of domestic violence
contradict the ideals of home and family. Furthermore, they do not sit easily with
the political and social views on crime and the dangers to personal safety. The
home is the most common site of assault, its very fixtures, fabrics and furnishings—
the desired items of consumption—which in reality are the most frequent weapons
utilised in the violence (Walker and McNicol 1994). This research reports that
kitchen knives, crockery, glasses, household and garden tools as well as items of
furniture are among those used.

If we turn to crime prevention literature and strategies developed in Britain
since the 1970s, however, home emerges, not as a place of danger, but as a space
vulnerable to predatory invasion. Its protection is ensured via a range of practical
and personal measures which amount to the fortification of the home. The more
that home is constructed as space vulnerable to incursions from a threatening
external world—where even the people delivering the milk and post or the health
visitor may be villainous imposters—the less evident the interpersonal dangers
within domestic space become. What therefore emerges is fortified city, where
the public space is disciplined to an unprecedented degree, monitored by video
and private security firms, private police guarding the entry to private roadways
and gated sections of the city. In the United States, some homes become ‘high
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tech castles’ in the search for ‘absolute security’. Here the boundary between
architecture and law enforcement is eroded. Mike Davis suggests that few buildings
are constructed in ‘downtown’ Los Angeles without the advice and guidance of
the Los Angeles Police Department (Times Literary Supplement, 30 April 1993).
The result is a ‘seamless continuity of surveillance’ over daily life, the home
monitored by cameras, the body guarded by personal panic buttons and the public
space watched by private forces and video cameras (Davis 1990, 1992b).

Similar developments can be traced in Britain (Oc and Tiesdell 1997). As in
the United States, the construction of public space as a source of external threat
opens up a market to be filled by private security companies. While a demoralised
police force has retreated both practically and psychologically from the public
sphere, there is a proliferation of community self-help groups, private security
firms and even vigilante groups (L.Johnston 1992). The growth of such groups
and organisations, coupled with inflated anxiety over the danger of public spaces
could prompt the development of ‘walled cities’ in the UK; according to one
newspaper report, ‘there are already gates across some roads in affluent parts of
London which were previously open to everyone’ (Guardian, 3 September 1994).
According to Currie (1988:284) these developments are an expression of a loss
of faith in more ‘social’ programmes of crime prevention which attempted to
alter criminal behaviour or the conditions which underpin it, a legacy of the
‘nothing works’ era of the 1970s. Crime prevention has become ‘situational’ (Heal
and Laycock 1988), emphasising the responsibilities of the victim in opportunity
reduction and risk management (see Chapman, Chapter 11).

A new emphasis on the private individual taking responsibility for domestic
and personal safety is evidenced in the proliferation of personal safety literature
and advice which has emanated from the Home Office since the mid-1980s, as
well as individual police forces and campaigning groups. Women in particular
have been the focus of much of this advice, as it is the female home and spaces of
the community which are often portrayed as a place of implicit order under threat
from outsiders. The view of crime perpetuated in literature directed towards
women emphasises danger in the public realm, committed by strangers against
the person or property. The advice recommends a series of strategies and
behaviours which afford real and perceived safety. Making people ‘feel better’
about crime is central. Assumptions about what constitutes ‘crime’ may not
however be grounded in women’s experiences.

The Home Office pamphlet, Practical Ways to Crack Crime (1991), is now in
its fourth edition and its format is duplicated in numerous other mainstream and
local crime prevention literature. Practical Ways to Crack Crime aims to inform
the public about the nature of crime as well as empower people to do something
about crime against themselves, their property and their community. The booklet
acknowledges the existence of high levels of fear of crime, particularly among
women, and begins by suggesting that most crime is against property, not people.
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In so doing, it attempts to reassure the public, particularly women, that their risk
of physical assault is low, and that they can reduce that risk still further by taking
sensible precautions. The following precautions are suggested to women.
 
• Strengthen the security of houses and flats
• Draw curtains to discourage peeping Toms
• Use only a surname in the phone directory
• Keep all external doors locked and keep a phone in the bedroom
• Don’t show people around the house while alone.

(Home Office 1991)
 
The booklet also contains advice on how to behave while in public including
 
• Avoid all dimly-lit short cuts
• Walk facing the traffic
• Scream and run away if a car approaches
• Don’t hitch hike or accept lifts from strangers
• Cover up expensive looking jewellery
• Buy a screech alarm
• Run to a public place if you suspect you are being followed
• Phone the police—but not from a call box due to the danger of entrapment
• Always vary your jogging route and join self-defence classes.

(Home Office 1991)
 
The third and fourth editions of the booklet includes a section on how ‘Men can
help too’, primarily by taking care not to ‘frighten women and make them feel
safer’. Thus, they should keep a distance from women in the street, not sit too
near lone women on trains and remember ‘that a woman on her own may feel
threatened by what you think are admiring looks’ (Home Office 1991:5). Many
similar self-help booklets are dedicated to women’s safety such as the government
produced Violent Crime: Police Advice for Women on How to Reduce the Risks (Home
Office 1987) and A Guide to Safer Travel written by the Suzy Lamplugh Trust (no
date). These echo the advice given in Practical Ways to Crack Crime and focus on
the reduction of women’s fears through the improvement of home security and
behaviour in public places.

Local booklets have also been produced by Safer Cities Projects.
Middlesbrough’s booklet Your Safety: A Matter of Our Concern is typical in its
attempt to advise on strategies of protection. This again echoes much of the
Home Office advice with a few novel additions:
 

Every woman should take these simple precautions to improve
security. Get into the habit of ‘walking your beat’ before you leave
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home. Lock every outside door and window—one lapse could put
you at risk.

(Middlesbrough Safer Cities, no date: 8)
 
In addition women are urged to keep hands out of pockets while walking in
public, to remember ‘safety before style’ and that ‘a full skirt and sensible shoes
enable you to run or defend yourself more easily. A tight skirt and stiletto heels
are very restrictive’ (ibid.). Unlike the Home Office publications, by page 15
Middlesbrough’s booklet does acknowledge the existence of crimes such as
domestic violence. However, in direct contrast to the wealth of prescriptive
advice contained in other sections, here women are simply informed of the local
police concern afforded to this crime. There is no mention of any strategy of
protection.

Typically these booklets are littered with graphics of anxious women alone in
shadowy public spaces. When the home does appear it is in the context of
improved home security, fitted with additional locks, bolts and alarms. While
this advice may be of some use, paradoxically, it contains a host of
contradictions and may have serious unintended consequences. As Stanko
(1990:180) points out, while this information may be intended to reassure
women as to their own competence in handling violence, it fails to provide any
real information about prevention and adequate protection. There are
numerous reasons for this. First, the booklets rely on a distorted picture of the
risks facing women, the place and nature of the danger facing women both in
public and private settings. As detailed earlier, women are at comparatively
little risk from strangers in public spaces, compared with a higher risk of assault
and violence in the private sphere. Yet there is a silence on the risk from the
men they may know, and an absence of prescriptive advice for protection
against this danger. In reinforcing the image of women as vulnerable from
external danger, attention is entirely deflected from evidence that those most at
risk are young men under 30 years of age who drink heavily and who are most
likely to assault others (Zedner 1994). Furthermore, those who are at greatest
risk from violence in public spaces, young men, are given no advice at all on
strategies of self-preservation (Stanko 1990).

Most crucially, the emphasis on increased home security and target hardening
can actually endanger the lives of women and children. Walklate (1991) suggests
that the fortification of property has led to some individuals embracing the policy
so effectively as to entrap themselves in their homes in the event of fire. Similarly,
the findings from the South Tyneside study highlight how arsenals of home
security, particularly the use of numerous locks and bolts on windows and doors,
hamper swift and easy escape for women when under assault from violent partners.
For women in these circumstances, it is the street rather than the home which
offers a place of safety. For example, one respondent reported to us that she
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increased the level of home security in response to advice she had gained from a
crime prevention officer after a burglary. Later she found that this increased her
confinement and hampered escape when she was held at knife point by her
husband. The women suffered rape and wounding inside her heavily protected
front door.

Zero Tolerance campaigns

A crime prevention initiative which attempts to move beyond these
contradictions is Zero Tolerance. Launched in Edinburgh in 1992, the campaign
has since been adopted by many local authorities in the United Kingdom.
Unlike other crime prevention campaigns, Zero Tolerance aims to raise public
awareness about the nature and extent of violence against women and children.
The Cleveland campaign, which was established in 1996, for example, directly
challenges ideas and preconceptions about this abuse rather than prescribing
advice on how to reduce what might otherwise be considered as an inevitable
risk. The campaign targets the public through the use of large advertising sites on
billboards, buses, bus shelters (adshels), council vans as well as distributing
leaflets via doctors’ surgeries, colleges, community centres and other public
buildings. The campaign promotes criminalisation and non-tolerance of
violence against women and children while in the long term seeks to highlight
the need for both support and intervention and adequate services for victims of
violence.

The Cleveland Zero Tolerance campaign has been the focus of an evaluation
(Goldsack and Ridley 1998). Unlike personal safety advice which tends to conform
to convention, the Zero Tolerance campaign consciously utilises images which
subvert stereotypes of both the female victim and the nature of violence against
women. As such, the images challenge notions of class, respectability, age and
race. Significantly, the campaign often draws upon images of the ‘ideal home’
and uses them in stark contrast with harrowing text which explicitly details abuse
and violence. For example, one poster depicts a middle-class home, ordered,
respectable and comfortable, where a woman is seated in a room. The image is
the cornerstone of the advertiser’s trade, the home and the woman are attractive
and speak of success and comfort. In seeking an understanding of the public
response to this poster, one of our respondents said that ‘it looks a very cosy and
relaxed sort of household, with the coffee and the paper on the floor’. But the
text reveals a different story. It reads as follows: ‘She lives with a successful
businessman. Last week he hospitalised her’.

Results from the evaluation of this campaign suggest that the contradictory
messages of the image and the text, home-sweet-home and violent attack, were
irreconcilable for some respondents. They could not dislodge their preconceptions
of the typical victim:
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She looks so happy, it’s all ordered, she’s calm and everything is in
place. To me it looks like an advert for fires or furniture. To make me
notice it would need to be more graphic, perhaps with a picture of
her in hospital I mean, it says he hospitalised her last week but you
can’t see any marks. What exactly did he do to her? The picture
doesn’t relate to the message at all.

(male aged 25–44)

Seems a bit incongruous, if that’s the right word [that] somebody
from such a background should get beaten up.

(retired male professional)
 
Many resisted the message through a preoccupation with the issue of respectability
and blame. One younger male assumed that ‘she’s been naughty’ while another
stated:
 

look how innocent and that she is sitting there, what an ideal woman,
but like you say, what’s the background on that, what’s behind the
picture?

(male aged 25–44)
 
For some members of the public, then, the Zero Tolerance campaign is successful
in confronting established stereotypes, though these were mainly women.
However, for others, the juxtaposition of the ‘normal home’ with domestic
violence serves to reinforce deeply entrenched ideas about the home, crime and
gender relationships.

Conclusion

Popular notions of home and personal security, like ideal images of the home, are
fraught with contradictions. This chapter explores a crime prevention literature
which actually masks the evidence that for men the greatest risk of violence
exists in public spaces, while for women, the risk is in the private domain of the
home. As shown, both ideal images and crime prevention policy reinforce the
insulation of the private sphere of the home in a way which endangers the lives
of its occupants. While the advice given is well meaning, it rests upon distortions
about the most likely risks which both men and women encounter. In not
acknowledging the wider risks facing women, detailed by various studies, this
crime prevention advice insinuates that a change in feelings and attitudes is
comparable to offering women real protection from crime.

In sum, there is evidence that the advice women are given increases their
vulnerability to attack. For Hanmer and Saunders (1983:43) the emphasis on
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public crime undoubtedly increases anxiety about the public sphere, forcing a
retreat to the home to seek safety. This in turn encourages a dependence on
individual men for protection and an isolation from other people. This fear of
public abuse can lead to a loss and restriction of public participation and ironically,
a greater dependency on those men they know who may be the greatest source of
danger. Attempts to shed light on the private sphere through such campaigns as
Zero Tolerance reveal the deep-rootedness of images of the ‘ideal home’ and the
secure life lived within it. For some the displacement of the ideal with the real is
long overdue, while for others, public declarations as to the violent and abusive
nature of many homes cannot be believed without graphic images of bruises and
blame.
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SPOILED HOME IDENTITIES

The experience of burglary

Tony Chapman

‘Home’ is one of the most evocative and comforting words in the English language.
It produces, at least in its idealised form, notions of safety, comfort, privacy,
individuality and communion with a family. However, as shown by Fairhurst and
Hockey (Chapters 8 and 9), the supposed permanence or autonomous control
over home is undermined in old age as family members and professionals
progressively impose definitions of an appropriate way for a person to live.
Goldsack (Chapter 10) has shown that for many people, the home can represent
quite the opposite of this: instead of a haven, it is a site of intimidation and
violence. Indeed, Hockey (Chapter 12) explores the notion of the house as the
focus of imagined or supernatural terrors.

This chapter develops our understanding of the meaning of home by considering
the importance of the spatial boundaries around the home and the importance of
the artefacts that we accumulate within it. Making observations about the
importance of space and things can sometimes lead to anodyne or platitudinous
celebration of the home. One of the reasons for this is that the sheer familiarity of
home makes it difficult for people to recognise the depth of meaning it represents.
The event of burglary, however, reveals the crucial importance of objects and
boundaries for the way in which people construct an image of ‘home’ and their
own sense of self identity. By exploring the impact of the intrusive act of the burglar,
it is possible to demonstrate the fragility of the notions of permanence, safety and
privacy that are central to the construction of home.

The home and the presentation of self

There is much debate among philosophers, psychologists and sociologists around
the concept of self identity (A.Cohen 1994; Giddens 1991; Goffman 1969; Jenkins
1996). In these studies much attention is given to the behaviour of individuals in
the public world where people project their identities through the style of their
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clothes, the exercise of cultural know-how, their deportment and form of talk.
But often, theorists neglect the importance of ‘houses’ and the ‘objects’ within
them for people’s conception and projection of their ‘selves’. At risk of stating
the obvious, it is argued here that people’s investment in their homes is extremely
significant for the projection and realisation of self identity. One important reason
why people make such an investment in their home is simply stated: because
they hope to create a sphere where they have control over their environment—
to mould it to their own needs of comfort and security, style and personal morality.
As Hepworth (Chapter 2) demonstrated, people’s need to control their
environment derives from their perception that the world ‘outside’ is unstable,
insecure and beyond an individual’s control; a view that is socially and historically
specific.

While the home may be regarded as a private place, a retreat from the confusion
and dangers that lie without, there exist common patterns of domestic
organisation, gendered expectations of roles, broad fashions in decoration and
furnishing, and so on. Consequently, most people carefully organise their homes
to give a favourable and predictable impression of themselves to significant people
in their lives who may come to visit. While it is the case that people feel
constrained to present appropriate images of themselves to the world through
the home, householders enjoy a degree of control over the way that images are
projected in order to preserve their privacy and security. As Goffman argued in
The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life (1969), householders can present positive
images of themselves in carefully orchestrated performances. This performance
may require it of the householder to conceal certain aspects of everyday behaviour
by establishing a carefully contrived stage set which may involve the bringing
out of the best tea set, presenting an image of excessive tidiness, and by
encouraging children to behave more politely than might normally be expected.
Goffman makes it clear that the same space can take on an entirely different
character, depending on the kind of performance that is taking place:
 

of a Sunday morning, a whole household can use the wall around its
domestic establishment to conceal a relaxing slovenliness in dress
and civil endeavour, extending to all rooms the informality that is
usually restricted to the kitchen and bedrooms.

(Goffman 1969:128)
 
Goffman defines this as ‘backstage’ behaviour, which is free from the scrutiny of
significant others, while the former example of the tea party clearly represents
‘front stage’ performance. In both cases, householders use practised forms of
behaviour and symbols to project or protect themselves much in the same way
that clothes can be used as a form of display as well as a shield for the person
wearing them (E.Wilson 1985). While many people are deeply concerned about
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upsetting their families, friends and neighbours by being too far out of the ordinary
(see Chapter 15), it is the case that every householder wishes to mark out their
‘territory’ to some extent with objects or patterns of decoration that reflect their
‘personality’.

For example, people mark their territory with cultural symbols of ownership,
such as the low garden wall, picket fence or wrought iron gateway. These symbolic
markers of personal space are easy enough to traverse physically, but serve to
represent meaningful cultural boundaries that are expected to deter strangers.
The threshold of the house serves a similar purpose, with the often powerful
imagery of cast-iron door ‘furniture’ that provides a message of strength and
impenetrability. In a similar fashion, an elaborate, personalised nameplate gives
messages about ownership—that this is a private, not a public place (B.Brown
and Altman 1983).

Within the household, cultural boundaries are carefully preserved. Some are
marked off by doors to delineate the ‘front region’ from the private ‘back regions’
of the house where people prepare themselves for view in the public front space,
or food is prepared for serving in the public rooms. Most people are strongly
affected by the social pressures imposed upon them by the attitudes and tastes of
their family, neighbours and friends. Other influences also come into play,
especially in the way we project the organisation of the household to comply
with the perceived expectations of professionals who come into our houses
including doctors, social workers, health visitors and midwives. The expectations
of others often bring people into line with wider social expectations—albeit
temporarily.

At another level of analysis, we must consider the importance of the many
objects in the household that collectively represent images of our affluence, our
cultural and social position in society and our taste. Some writers have gone as
far as to say that these objects actually constitute a representation of the ‘self’.
 

The objects of the household represent, at least potentially, the
endogenous being of the owner. Although one has little control over
the things encountered out-side the home, household objects are
chosen and could be freely discarded if they produced too much
conflict within the self. Thus household objects constitute an ecology
of signs that reflects as well as shapes the pattern of the owner’s self.

(Csikszentmihalyi and Rochberg-Halton 1981:17)
 
Indeed, attempts to analytically separate the object from the person can, on
occasions, border on the ridiculous.
 

A slogan of the gun lobby is; ‘Guns don’t kill people, people do.’ The
neutrality of the object is assumed; people’s intentions will be carried
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out independently of the things they use. Needless to say, our position
implies the opposite conclusion. There are no ‘people’ in the abstract,
people are what they attend to, what they cherish and use. A person
who has a gun in his or her house is by that fact different from the
one who does not.

(Csikszentmihalyi and Rochberg-Halton 1981:16)
 
However, objects may not be valued in the same way by different people in a
household and the meanings that individuals attach to objects can change over
time. An old-fashioned typewriter may be a beautiful ornament to one person, or
an irritating dust-trap to another. Much negotiation between family members
revolves around the purchase, placement and retention of objects between family
members. These negotiations are coloured by the taste, functionality, priority and
cost of goods among other things—and in married couples, agreeing entirely on all
of these factors would be an unlikely prospect. Similarly, people are constrained to
hold onto objects they dislike because it may hurt the feelings of the gift giver,
although they may put disliked gifts on display only for the duration of the giver’s
visit. In every household, there must be something which is on relatively prominent
display which at least one member of the household wholeheartedly despises and is
constantly injured by whenever it comes into view.

In a similar vein, artefacts may be hidden away when they no longer have any
immediate practical purpose. Korosec-Serfaty (1984), following the work of
Bachelard (1958), explores the way that people move objects around the house.
Attics, lofts and cellars are the depositories for articles such as prams, baby walkers,
cots, play houses and baby toys, all of which lose their usefulness as householders
move through the life course. Things may also be moved out of the way because
they have become unfashionable and give out the wrong messages to ourselves
and our family and friends. For people who are highly conscious of style, taste
can become a kind of tyranny, as they try to keep ahead of the rest rather than
just following on with the crowd (see also Bourdieu 1986; Dittmar 1992).

Moving beyond Korosec-Serfaty, it may be the case that artefacts are also
moved around for less practical or aesthetic reasons, because they embody secret
meanings. Take for example a special gift received from a lover. When love is
new, a gift is a crucial representation of that fondness. It is a visual and evocative
symbol of the intense chemistry of a relationship and as a consequence it is likely
to take pride of place on the mantelpiece for the whole world to see. When that
love is lost, and replaced with the love of another, the artefact can suddenly
become an awkward cue, albeit a secret one. So it is moved somewhere less central,
perhaps out of the principal room, or maybe behind a curtain. The sense of hurt
or injustice which the artefact reproduces might ultimately lead to its removal to
the loft. Out of sight, it is a less threatening symbol, but too valuable in some way
to completely discard. Years later, when long-time married and up in the loft
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seeking out some other object, a box is opened and out comes that gift together
with a whole raft of memories. Feelings of love for the person who gave it may
not now exist, but it might, all the same, be a good time to bring it downstairs
again, and put it back on the mantelpiece, not just because it is attractive, but
because is it a reminder of the time when other people loved us—a secret symbol
of the possibility of someone else’s love. (For more analysis on the significance of
gifts, see Cheal 1987; Bell and Newby 1976; Mauss 1954.)

In summary, it is clear that the space that we call home, its physical and cultural
boundaries and the objects that lie within it are all important signifiers of self.
The home, taken as a whole, can be used as a social ‘front’, that is, a medium
through which we project images of ourselves. As Goffman (1969) shows, the
home is a place where people establish a stage set for social encounters with the
express intention of letting other people see them in their best light. This is not
to say that people can be certain that the way they present themselves and their
homes to others will necessarily give the impression and elicit the response they
want to achieve. Whether they achieve it or not is not the point; instead, the
central idea being stated here is that the process of presenting an image
demonstrates that people make strong personal investment in domestic space. It
has also been shown in the first section of this chapter that things are crucial in
shaping the meanings of home because they embody and reflect the householder’s
self. It is a position which, therefore, puts people at risk.

Thus, people’s association with their own space and the objects within it can
be disrupted in a number of ways. Marriage and divorce, the arrival of intolerable
neighbours, the death of a partner, serious subsidence or the digging of an open-
cast mine in the locality—all represent important life events or disturbances that
force a renegotiation of spatial use and a reconsideration of the value of the
house and its objects. All of these examples of disruption deserve full discussion
in their own right, but given the constraints of space, just one example will be
given—the experience of burglary—which, through its shocking and sudden
character, causes an immediate re-evaluation of the meaning of things and space
and, of course, the transformation of the image of home from one of private
sanctity to deep insecurity.

The incidence and impact of burglary

Burglary is a common way in which the household is disrupted by an external
force. As Table 11.1 suggests, the incidence of burglary has increased substantially
in England and Wales between 1981 and 1995, as have the numbers of other
property crimes, although the levels have dropped in Scotland and Northern
Ireland. This rise in the level of burglary must contribute to the high levels of
fear of crime reported in Table 11.2. Public fear of crime may be compounded by
the low clear-up rate for burglaries. In England and Wales the clear-up rate was
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30 per cent, but this had dropped to only 21 per cent in 1995. The pattern of
sentencing for convicted burglars may also contribute to public perceptions of
the risk of crime. In Britain, 38 per cent of the 36,000 convicted burglars gained
custodial sentences in 1995, while 43 per cent obtained community service orders
and 7 per cent were fined (Social Trends 1997:161).

According to the International Crime Victimisation Survey, England and
Wales are the most security-conscious countries in the industrialised world with
more than three-quarters of homes with burglar alarms, special door locks or
grilles on doors and windows. This compares with less than 42 per cent of homes
in Sweden, Austria, Northern Ireland, Switzerland and Finland with one or more
of these three security devices. Public awareness of this risk has been extensively
researched and it has been shown that more than 9 per cent of people in England
and Wales believed that a break-in was very probable in the next year; comparable
figures for the United States and France are 4.4 per cent and 5.0 per cent
respectively (Guardian, 17 May 1997).

Burglary has a sudden and dramatic impact on people’s perception of the meaning
of home and its contents and their sense of security. Furthermore, the crime leads
to a re-evaluation of their relationship with strangers, neighbours and the outside

Table 11.1 Crimes against property in the UK 1981 and 1995 (thousands)

Note:
a All theft and handling of stolen goods including car crime.
Source: Social Trends (1995:155, Table 9.4).

Table 11.2 Fear of property crime in Britain 1996 (percentages)

Source: Social Trends (1997:157, Table 9.9).
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world in general. Research demonstrates that much of this emotional disturbance
derives from the common belief among people that their house will not be burgled.
Korosec-Serfaty (1986) has demonstrated that the occurrence of burglary is
necessarily unexpected, because people commonly believe that it will not happen
to them. The surprise factor takes on a number of forms. The first surprise is that
most burglaries take place during the day, not at night as is commonly expected,
and they occur on ‘ordinary’ days not after a weekend away or a holiday. The
evidence suggest that the vast majority of burglaries are ‘opportunistic’ events rather
than a calculated and rational criminal act (Cromwell et al. 1991; Maguire 1982).
Although there is no space here to explore the motivations of burglars (see Wright
and Decker 1994), it is clear that they engage in a process of risk assessment while
targeting a house. Consequently, most prefer to break into empty houses or take
advantage of open doors or windows rather than making forced entries. There is
indeed considerable evidence to suggest that most burglaries are opportunistic and
come as a result of the carelessness of the householder.

Another surprise for the victim is that neighbours may have seen the burglars,
but did not suspect them because they looked like ordinary people. The children’s
story book character, Burglar Bill, under the cover of darkness in striped shirt,
mask and beret, with a swag bag over his back (Ahlberg and Ahlberg 1977), is a
comical but enduring image that has a strong presence in the adult psyche. But as
Cromwell et al. (1991) have shown, burglars make strong efforts to look as normal
as possible by, for instance, wearing jogging gear, pretending to be house hunters
and so on. In their study, they report on one burglar who took her 2 year old child
with her to people’s front doors to ask for a glass of water, and would commit a
theft while they were in the kitchen. Experienced burglars may adopt complex
social performances to conceal their real intention.
 

The more experienced burglars stated that it was important to fit
into a neighbourhood or situation. They attempted to make their
presence in a neighbourhood seem normal and natural. The most
professional of the burglars in our study, Robert, always drove a car
that fit the neighbourhood’s socioeconomic level or a van disguised
as a delivery vehicle. He dressed befitting the circumstances as a
plumber, deliveryman, or businessman. He would walk to the door of
a potential target residence, open the screen door, and unobtrusively
hold it open with his foot while he pantomimed a conversation with
a non-existent person inside…if the door was locked, he pantomimed
a conversation that appeared to instruct him to go around to the
backyard… To possible onlookers, he had knocked on the door, talked
with the owner, and, following instructions, had gone to the rear of
the house on some legitimate errand.

(Cromwell et al. 1991:36)
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As Korosec-Serfaty (1986:333) shows, when the notion that burglary happens
only to other people is contradicted by reality, ‘the question “why us?” arises. It is
then an enquiry about oneself, about what, in one’s home, might be coveted by
others, about one’s image and the messages of vulnerability emitted by the house
itself. The fact that the burglar is unlikely to be caught and is inevitably unknown
(in spite of our suspicions!) also has an important impact not only on people’s
confidence in security but also in their reconstruction of the crime and the
criminal.
 

While some continued to envisage a frightening stranger (typically
employing terms such as ‘rough’, scruffy’, or ‘unemployed’ when asked
to describe their mental picture of him), on reflection more than half
came to suspect that the burglar was ‘somebody local’ who knew them,
or was familiar with their habits. On the whole, the latter conclusion
was more likely to prolong the worry caused by the incident. Victims
tended to re-interpret small events in the past—arguments with
neighbours, visits to the house, prying questions, etc.

(Maguire 1982:126)
 
Korosec-Serfaty (1986) also shows that many of her respondents wish to believe
that the crime was committed by opportunist youngsters rather than by a
professional thief in order to relieve themselves of the possibility of having been
specifically targeted or at risk of repeat victimisation.

Also in the process of building an image of the burglar, the victim assesses
both what has and what has not been stolen. Korosec-Serfaty shows that
respondents are surprised when articles that they value are not valued by the
burglar. This makes the crime seem ‘gratuitous’ and presents an image of the
burglar as neither ‘greedy’ nor ‘brutal’ and therefore, perversely, ‘enigmatic’
(Korosec-Serfaty 1986:334). When vandalism has occurred, the sense of a personal
act of aggression is so great that victims prefer to make sense of this crime in
terms of a stereotypical view of burglars in general rather than the actual thief
who carried out the act.

The sense of mistrust that burglary victims may project onto their neighbours
and outsiders can subsequently be redirected back onto themselves by the
representatives and procedures of insurance companies, to whom they must
demonstrate proper resistance to criminal penetration and verify their losses. As
one of Korosec-Serfaty’s (1986:335) respondents stated, ‘It’s almost as if, in the
eyes of the insurance companies, you’re no more than a thief yourself’. Parents
also feel weakened by the action of burglary, because it has been demonstrated
that the boundaries of the home which they have promised were secure are not
safe. Parents are, then, revealed as ‘victims’ rather than ‘guardians’ in the eyes of
their own children.
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Reconsideration of the safety and security of the home

The shock of burglary, it has been shown, leads to a fundamental reconsideration
of the safety of the boundaries of home. Just as importantly, the order of the
household is disrupted and its contents polluted by the attention of a stranger. A
child of one of Korosec-Serfaty’s respondents worried that the burglar may have
lain down on her bed: that the security and privacy of her bed had been spoiled
by his presence. The disruption also throws into sharp relief the value of those
objects whose meanings have been overlooked or underestimated over time. The
full extent of the impact of this disorder may take a long time to manifest itself as
the victim discovers what has been defiled or stolen. Korosec-Serfaty explains
the consequences of this in the following terms:
 

The individual lives with the holistic feeling of his coherence, but
the burglary makes him realise that he has been, this time, victimised
by the illusion of his coherence. He is thus made to acknowledge the
vulnerability of the construction of self.

(Korosec-Serfaty 1986:336)
 
Because treasured objects can become intrinsically associated with self identity,
burglary has a striking impact on an individual’s deeply rooted sense of security
and place. This is demonstrated when victims of burglary show relief when only
money is stolen instead of treasured objects that have strong sentimental
associations with the past, especially those which have been inherited from other
family members and provide intergenerational anchors on self identity.

Finally, the loss of secrecy through the act of burglary has a fundamental impact
on victims’ sense of place. Three respondents from Maguire’s (1982) study made
the following comments:
 

I shall never forget it because my privacy has been invaded. I have
worked hard all my life and had my nose to the grindstone ever since
and this happens. Now we can’t live in peace. I have a feeling of
‘mental rape’. I feel a dislocation and disruption of private concerns.
I have destroyed everything they touched. I feel so extreme about it.

I’ll never get over the thought that a stranger has been in here while
we were in bed…the idea that a stranger, who could be one of those
horrible revolting creatures, has been mauling my things about.

They had gone through all my clothes. I felt a real repulsion—
everything felt dirty. I wanted to move—I had nightmares, and it
still comes back even now.

(Maguire 1982:128)
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As one respondent from Korosec-Serfaty’s study stated:
 

they’ve violated our privacy, those people who came here, we feel a
bit frustrated, we think, but…hey, they’ve seen…seen things which
belong to us, which are, if you like, our little secrets, that’s nobody’s
business, we don’t talk about them to anyone…that’s it, it’s this side
of it, rather than what they took off with, I’d say.

(Korosec-Serfaty 1986:339)
 
Having a burglar rifling through personal objects, like drawers of clothes, bed
linen or beds themselves, provoke strong responses of invasion and defilement
from victims resulting in rigorous exercises in cleaning, reordering and throwing
out of polluted items. People who have experienced burglary tend to ‘harden’ the
physical boundaries of their home by installing burglar alarms, fitting locks or
grilles; but more importantly, perhaps, they harden their attitude towards
‘outsiders’, so indicating a withdrawal or lessening of trust in neighbours and
strangers in general. (See O.Newman 1972 and Coleman 1985 for a discussion of
the controversial notion of ‘defensible space’.) Discouraging burglars can involve
a number of initiatives, including the installation of security systems, avoiding
high boundary fences which help the burglar conceal themselves, producing
illusions of occupancy and avoiding conspicuous displays of affluence. Other
factors that discourage burglars involve, where possible, the co-operation (or at
least visibility) of neighbours, noisy dogs and children playing in the street and
so on (Cromwell et al. 1991; Bennett and Wright 1984).

Factors like the introduction of alarms will not deter all burglars, of course, as
Cromwell et al. (1991) show.
 

A professional burglar advised that he did not care whether a house
had an alarm or not. He would go ahead and enter and begin to
gather the goods he planned to steal. He said that after about five
minutes the telephone would ring (the alarm company calling to verify
the alarm). After the call, he stated that he had 5 to 15 minutes
before someone arrived.

(Cromwell et al. 1991:29)
 
This was unusual though, since alarms do generally act as a deterrent and most
burglars are opportunistic. As a consequence of the increase in burglaries and the
heightened fear of the crime, the development, production and aggressive
marketing of goods and services for household security has boomed since the late
1970s. Manufacturers now provide a wide range of defensive items including
burglar alarms of various levels of sophistication, mini closed-circuit television
(CCTV) systems to monitor front doors on home television sets, a range of
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grilles and shutters for doors and windows, together with security boundary
fencing; increasingly, more wealthy areas use security patrols (Davis 1990,
1992a, 1992b).

Awareness of the threat of burglary has also been raised in schemes like the
British Neighbourhood Watch programme, which was promoted by government
to encourage neighbourhood surveillance and a local representative to work with
the police. There is evidence to suggest that Neighbourhood Watch schemes can
help reduce crime, but on the negative side they may also stimulate fear of crime,
perhaps beyond the level of actual risk.

Integrated police and community action has also been shown to be effective
in combating burglary. In Wales one study has demonstrated that reductions of
up to 40 per cent in burglaries could be achieved by employing Crime Prevention
Officers (CPOs) to encourage target hardening, property marking, using publicity
to raise awareness of the scheme (especially to potential burglars), together with
direct police action including co-ordinated searches of suspected burglars and
handlers, and finally, improved investigation and detection by using informers,
spreading best practice and employing better forensic techniques (Stockdale and
Gresham 1995).

One central problem with target hardening, however, is that people tend not
to take the issue seriously until it is too late—after they have been burgled—
because they do not believe that it is going to happen to them (Laycock 1989).
Target hardening is particularly important after a burglary, however, as rates of
repeat victimisation is a common occurrence. As D.Anderson et al. (1995) have
shown, for example, from a study of Huddersfield, of 3,941 burglaries committed
during the period of research, there were 927 suspected cases of repeat
victimisation (23.5 per cent). Furthermore, the research estimated that up to
200 out of 262 repeat victimisations could have been prevented if a CPO had
acted On the initial incident quickly enough. In some cases, however, nothing
seems to stop offenders, as the following example suggests.
 

This retired couple moved to a bungalow with a nice garden at the
rear, overlooking playing fields… Not long after moving in they had
their first burglary. Entry was made by the patio door, so they purchased
a new door (stronger than the first). Entry was again made by the
patio door, so they purchased an alarm. Burglars attempted to gain
entry again through this door and were stopped only because they
were disturbed. The couple then purchased a ‘tremble’ alarm
connected to the patio doors. This was so sensitive that even when
the glass was touched the alarm was triggered. The garage was broken
into—so they built a new garage. A front window was attacked—so
they changed all the windows to small top opening ones. The side
door was attacked—so they purchased a new seven lever lock door.
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The house is now like (to quote) Fort Knox, but the offenders, not to
be outdone, stole the satellite dish from the roof!

(D.Anderson et al. 1995:16–17)
 
Taken to its extreme point, the protection of property can, ultimately, make the
street all the more frightening as people progressively turn their houses into
fortresses that no longer have an aspect on the public world (Davis 1990, 1992a,
1992b). As Vergara (1994), who has researched the urban ghettos of the United
States, has argued:
 

Fortification has profound consequences. Where defences are
aggressively displayed they create bizarre, shunned streetscapes of
distorted survivors and ruined losers… A world defined by security
guards and razor-ribbon wire, by streets, hallways and nights that don’t
belong to you… The time spent opening and closing so many locks
and gates, connecting and disconnecting alarms, nervously looking
over one’s shoulder, feeding guard dogs and explaining one’s business
to security personal can become exhausting.

(Vergara 1994:47)
 
The take up of the services of CPOs tends to be highest among the most affluent
home owners, but this is not to suggest that they face the highest risk. Indeed, as
Table 11.3 demonstrates, burglaries are heavily concentrated in particular
residential areas. The most problematic areas in Britain include the poorest local
authority housing estates where a cycle of neighbourhood decline can establish
itself (Lund 1996).

In the United States, Vergara (1995) reports on inner cities in crisis. His analysis
is salient in demonstrating the potentially isolating mentality that a preoccupation
with security can produce—physically barricading people from each other and
engendering lack of trust and a heightened fear of crime. The consequences of
this for perceptions of the sanctity of the home are clearly negative. Hardening
the boundaries of home may act as a deterrent to burglaries therefore (B.Brown
and Altman 1983), but may also harden attitudes to the outside world to such an
extent that the protection of property becomes more important than the symbiotic
relationship between people and things that is essential for the projection of self
identity.

Conclusion

This chapter has shown that burglary can cause tremendous personal distress to
householders. This distress derives both from a sense that the private space of the
home has been defiled through the burglar’s invasion and because of the theft of
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objects of value. In legal terms, objects carry specific monetary values, and a
well-phrased insurance claim can command a higher financial reward than the
actual value of the stolen objects. But when some objects are stolen, monetary
remuneration is no compensation, because they represent a ‘priceless’ embodiment
of our self. Burglary in this sense can ‘spoil’ the identity of a home because it may
be possible neither to feel fully secure at home again, nor to eradicate the feeling
that the house has been in some sense permanently sullied.

While this chapter has focused on the event of burglary, its main purpose has
been to demonstrate in theoretical terms how the fabric of a house, its internal
space and its contents come to embody the self identity of the people who live
there. The shocking nature of burglary brings into sharp relief the sense of
permanence which people feel about their homes. But of course, burglary is but
one way in which that sense of permanence can be disrupted. Other life events,
including geographical migration, social mobility, divorce, marital violence, the
death of a partner or an inability to look after ourselves or our home as we become
older can all have a similarly devastating impact on our perception of home (see
Chapters 6, 8, 9 and 10). Other unforeseen events, such as the arrival of
‘neighbours from hell’ or the building of a bypass or housing estate in the near
vicinity, can be equally distressing. Sometimes we spoil our own sense of home
identity, temporarily at least, by moving home. Moving home is often regarded

Table 11.3 Relative risk of burglary in England and Wales 1994

Source: Tilley and Webb (1994:1).
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as one of the most stressful life transitions. A creative use of the theoretical ideas
presented in this chapter helps to explain why. I have not, then, been
concentrating on the negative impact of burglary on the home merely to alarm
or depress readers. Instead, the purpose of the analysis has been to defamiliarise
the home so that we can make sense of it. That analysis is necessary because it
helps to explain how people gain deep personal attachment to their homes without,
paradoxically, recognising the process by which that sense of attachment comes
about. Further, I have tried to show how people’s absolute sense of familiarity
with their home may actually conceal its fundamental importance to them: its
value lies below the surface until, that is, its identity is spoiled.
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HOUSES OF DOOM

Jenny Hockey

The house shelters day-dreaming, the house protects the dreamer,
the house allows one to dream in peace.

(Bachelard [1958] 1994:6)

 
Throughout his work on the poetics of space, Bachelard returns repeatedly to the
image of the house as a space of safety, a protection from external dangers, from
storms on winter nights. However frail and vulnerable the individual might be,
bricks and mortar provide them with a nest, a sanctuary, a place to retire to. This
chapter examines Bachelard’s notion of the house as a space of shelter and peace,
but it does so via another kind of house, the fabric of which entraps nightmares
rather than nurturing dreams. When we dare to enter the House of Doom, we
learn much about the ideal home.

The House of Doom is viewed by night-time. It has flapping casements,
impossibly pitched roofs and gables, and deep shadows behind dense shrubberies.
Its floors creak and its draperies are rotten. The debris of interrupted meals litters
table tops and vermin scuttle behind the wainscoting. Like the seductive dream
shell conjured by Bachelard, the House of Doom also yields pleasure. We visit it
in fairgrounds and in horror movies. We relish its capacity to thrill us. In its own
way the House of Doom is an ideal home. While the show house reminds us how
family life should be lived, displaying the spatiality of our required activities and
social divisions in dining rooms, lounges and bathrooms, in parents’ spaces and
children’s spaces, public rooms and private rooms (see Chapman, Chapter 4),
the House of Doom allows us to safely rehearse our terror of demons which, like
God, are all-seeing and inescapable—the ghosts of unknown previous occupants.
While the show home persuades us that an investment of money, time and effort
can ensure our security, the House of Doom confirms our direst sense of personal
vulnerability. Located in fairground or carnival we confront our terrors in their
proper context, as a source of fun, farce and hysteria.

However fantastically the House of Doom is represented in the liminal space
of the grotesque and the carnivalesque, it sometimes breaks out of the fairground
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to surface within the ‘real’ world of news reporting. In June 1997, for example,
the Hull Daily Mail reported the existence of a ‘horror house’ on one of
Bridlington’s council estates. Under the front page headline ‘Curse of the Evil
Home’, the paper described how the influence of the home’s previous tenant,
convicted killer Michelle Nicholson, had blighted the life of its current occupant,
Debbie Plaxton. Debbie’s partner’s suicide, her own depressive illness and the
rape and murder of her mother had hardened her resolve to leave the house
which had ‘brought her nothing but bad luck’. Evil is therefore not seen to be
confined to the moment, nor to the individual who is its victim or its perpetrator.
It cannot be distanced to the ‘other’, but acquires its own agency and settles in
the ordinary bricks and mortar of the council house.

A space of one’s own

This inclusion of a chapter on Houses of Doom within a collection such as this
might seem to be either a morsel of bloodthirsty titillation or a passage of light
relief. My argument, however, is that the House of Doom plays an important
part, not only in defining the nature and boundaries of the ideal home but also—
for the social scientist—in highlighting the less rational or evidently materialistic
aspects of home life. Over and above the practical aspects of shelter, warmth and
storage, or the social aspects of consumption and personal display, the home, as
lived in on a day-to-day basis, plays an important role in identity formation.
Here I am not talking about self-image-making via the choice between IKEA,
Waring and Gillow or industrial salvage. Rather I am setting western patterns of
home, home building and home making within the context of their cross-cultural
counterparts in order to find out how ideas about home might play a part in the
western experience of the self.

In his anthropology of the British, Barley (1990) highlights the peculiar
centrality of the home for notions of self. He makes a comparison with the
identities of Indonesian hill tribespeople which are tied up with ‘the glorious
ancestral houses that their ancestors derived from’ and not ‘the modest houses’
in which they actually live. Bloch (1971) offers a parallel example from among
the Merina of Madagascar. Here the tombs of ancestors are ‘the most solid and
best built structures which the Merina undertake and the land on which they
stand is inalienable’; yet they are inhabited only after death (Bloch 1971:112).
Barley (1990) goes on to describe the puzzlement of Indonesian hill tribespeople
that the English should value their homes so highly, yet spend so few of their
waking hours at home because they are always out at work earning money to pay
the mortgage. For these tribespeople, like the Merina, the housing of death is
more important than the housing of life. Nonetheless there is a commonality
here. Like the English, the Merina are prepared to pay for that which provides
the core of their identity. The tomb which is never home to the live Merina still
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remains ‘far and away the greatest enterprise a Merina ever undertakes’ (Bloch
1971:114). Bloch shows that, for the Merina, rank, attachment to a fixed social
order and attachment to kin are intimately bound up with these ancestral tombs
and the land upon which they are built. To settle elsewhere is to be a ‘guest’ or
‘stranger’, even across four or five generations. When it comes to the expenditure
of wealth on bricks, mortar or concrete it would seem, therefore, that symbolic
rather than practical concerns predominate, not only among the Merina and the
hill tribespeople of Indonesia, but also among the English.

If the House of Doom is a focus for intense emotion, I would argue that this
reflects the powerful parallel affective ties which link the British or western home
with a sense of self. Self and home are mutually self-constituting and the notion
of a deviant, haunted or somehow doom-laden home represents a profound threat
to the experience of the self. Discussing Bachelard’s ([1958] 1994) work on the
home, Korosec-Serfaty (1984) compares the different aspects or levels of human
consciousness with the regions of the house. She argues, for example, that the
cellar ‘corresponds to the obscure area in the consciousness of the individual,
that area which participates in the collective unconsciousness’, while the attic
corresponds to ‘the world of the conscious and the rational’ (Korosec-Serfaty
1984:306). She highlights the separation between the home’s private and public
spaces, pointing out that rooms such as the lounge reveal those aspects of the
home owner which are socially acceptable, yet in such a way that outsiders are
kept at a distance. To penetrate into the hidden spaces of cupboards, garages and
cellars is to get to ‘the heart of the matter’, to those aspects of the home owner
which are both fundamental and withheld. Cellars and attics are therefore
associated with personal privacy, hidden aspects of one’s autobiography, foodstuffs
holed up against another season, dirt, disorder and creepy crawlies. Korosec-Serfaty
(1984) argues that spaces such as these, at the lowest and uppermost boundaries
of the home, help to define the limits of the self (see Chapman, Chapter 11). As
I shall go on to argue, moving into a new home therefore inevitably involves
entering those regions of another person’s home/self which are normally kept
hidden.

The interconnection of self and home is elaborated in Barley’s (1990) account
of the structure of the British home. Front gardens, for example, are like the
human face. They are there to be looked at, but not to be sat in or hung about
with washing. Similarly the front door, like the eyes and lips, is ‘cosmeticised’
with door furniture and heavy panelling. To venture beyond the front step,
legitimately, visitors must abide by unwritten rules, depending upon who they
are and why they knocked on the door. The bodily aspects of entry into the
home are brought out in sexual metaphors which liken forced entry to rape.
Once inside, it is again the body and its various functions which would seem to
provide a model for the division of internal space. Key physical acts—eating,
washing, elimination, sex—are usually carried out in rooms designated for that
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purpose. Eating in the bedroom is justified on the grounds of illness. Sex in the
lounge or kitchen carries a frisson of danger as a ‘private’ act is carried out in
‘public’ space. However, to be found eating in space reserved for defecation—or
even drinking a cup of tea while seated on the toilet—can arouse feelings of
shame, rather than just embarrassment.

What this chapter argues is that the structure and use of the English home
reveals much about how the self is conceptualised, and particularly about the
nature of its relationships with others. While the Indonesian hill tribespeople
and the Madagascan Merina both derive their sense of self from their attachment
to dead ancestors, westerners attain full personhood by separating themselves from
others, from their parents and their parental home (see Kenyon, Chapter 7) and
from the members of other families. Thus to acquire a first home signals the
attainment of adulthood. Moving out of shared accommodation—a bed-sit, a
bed and breakfast hostel, a student house—marks one out as independent, both
socially and economically and, again, in possession of full adult status. Those
who share accommodation frequently feel personally undermined, if not sullied,
by flatmates’ dirt and disorder and resort to separate food cupboards and filling
the fridge with sternly labelled items.

The potential infringement of others upon the self in this kind of living
arrangement is exemplified most horrifically in the film Shallow Grave (1994).
Here a new and unknown flatmate dies without warning, anonymously, in his
locked room—a disturbing event in its own right and one that precipitates the
intrusion of the other flat-dwellers into the deceased’s private life. Having stolen
the money which they find in his room, they dump his body after sawing off its
hands to prevent identification. The flatmate who performs this operation rapidly
loses his sanity, a status made evident in his retreat to the flat’s attic. Socially and
mentally estranged, he then invades the rooms of his other two companions at
unpredictable intervals, via the holes he has drilled in the ceilings of the flat’s
various rooms. In a more light-hearted vein, comic television sitcoms such as
Men Behaving Badly and Game On endlessly replay the joke of adults who, in
failing to marry or have a family—who remain flat-mates—inevitably engage in
chaotic adolescent or even child-like behaviour.

While moving out of shared accommodation signals the attainment of
adulthood, the move into collective living arrangements because of ill health or
decrepitude—for example, into hospital or residential care—represents a threat
to personhood. Repeatedly, therefore, we find bodily separation to be a key aspect
of social identity in western society. Trains, for example, when they became popular
in the nineteenth century, represented the threat of exposure to people of a
different social class, hence the initial division of seating into three classes, one
which persists in the presence of first-class carriages on all mainline trains. To
gather together with other people for more than a brief interval—and to relinquish
the possibility of a nightly return to the private space of the home—is an activity
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fraught with danger. Holidays taken with old friends or neighbours are notorious
for wrecking social relationships. Cut off from retreat to the privacy of their own
homes, people discover one another’s ‘true’ natures—their ‘snobbishness’, their
‘dirtiness’ in food preparation and personal hygiene, their ‘strange’ timetables for
eating and sleeping. Hotels bring similar social problems, as evidenced in the
silence of the guesthouse dining room where embarrassed families crunch
cornflakes in painfully close proximity. Hotel bedrooms are particularly high-
risk zones and evidence of the bodily presence of previous occupants is heavily
stigmatised, some hotels actually binding the cleansed toilet with a paper sash
bearing words such as ‘sanitised for your safety and convenience’, in order to
convey a sense of unsullied sterility. As Mary Douglas (1966) notes, our system
of hygiene is essentially symbolic. That which we abhor as a source of pathogenic
‘germs’ is, more often than not, matter which has strayed from its customary
place. Few of us live in sterile kitchens and bathrooms with no trace of the bodily
processes of eating, washing and elimination. Yet to find food scraps or smears on
cupboards and work surfaces in a new home or holiday cottage is to find ‘dirt’.
Similarly, even discoloration in toilets, baths and wash-hand basins raises implicit
spectres of ‘disease’. Hair on the head is attractive and indeed desirable. Hair
discovered between hotel sheets or trapped in plug holes is repellently dirty. It is
matter out of place.

The containment of the body and its processes within the private home is
therefore crucial to the way in which the self is understood and experienced
within Western society. It allows individuals to separate themselves from others
who might compromise their claims to independent adulthood, good health, a
prized social class position or a particular way of organising their leisure time—
and as such is a defining characteristic of the ideal home. However, the need to
separate ourselves from others, if only as a result of ageing, means moving into
new homes. We leave our parents’ home for our own home; we move into a new
home when our children, in turn, move out. Many of us experience additional
house moves during the interim period. Yet, problematically, when we engage in
this kind of geographical mobility, we find ourselves exposed to spaces which
have associations with other people—those who came before us.

This in part explains the attraction of newly built property, unsullied by former
occupants. Nonetheless, even a new house can take on the history enacted upon
the land into which its foundations are driven and to discover that one’s
prospective Barratt home has been built upon the site of a former graveyard,
battlefield or asylum may well be sufficient grounds to deter the would-be
purchaser. The ghosts of previous occupants may however be part of the attraction
of pre-twentieth-century property, its price reflecting its desirability. Those long-
dead people who made their home in the Georgian house, the seventeenth-century
farm cottage or the Elizabethan manor house are remote, exotic beings. They
represent a more idyllic, a grander or a more innocent way of life, normally accessed
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only indirectly via television historical dramas, yet in the purchase of such property,
the aspiring home owner can appropriate the more positive aspects of their way
of life.

What I am arguing, therefore, is that moving into a new home raises issues
above and beyond material factors such as house size, condition or location. We
frequently deplore a previous owner’s taste and rip out furnishings and decoration
not on grounds of quality, but of taste (Bourdieu 1986). Equally, we expend special
effort on scouring kitchens and bathrooms to remove organic waste, the invisible
particles of previous owners’ bodies. Whether or not we reflect on them
consciously, I am arguing that practices such as cleaning and redecoration are
not only matters of hygiene or aesthetics, but also the powerful symbolic acts of
cleansing through which we manage our engagement with the selves of those
who came before us. Without them we risk a dangerous spatial intimacy or
proximity with others from whom we are separated merely by time. Moving into
a new home means moving into the spaces that housed the hidden and not
necessarily socially acceptable aspects of other people’s lives. It is this fear, whether
implicit or explicit, which animates the spectre of the House of Doom.

Pleasurable terrors

Most potently, in literary and media representations, it is those houses which
offer a respectable, well-kept exterior which can turn most frighteningly upon
the innocent visitor or purchaser. In other cases, we the readers or viewers may
be given clear indications of the menace held by particular houses—the give-
away rattling windows and dark passages—but the film’s ‘good’ characters are
frequently oblivious to either the exterior or interior decor of the immediate
environment. Instead of remaining behind locked bedroom doors, vulnerable
young women in night-dresses wander implausibly into dank cellars and gloomy
attics, there to encounter the inevitable evidence that this is a House of Doom,
haunted, infested, malevolent.

One example is to be found in Charlotte Brontë’s novel Jane Eyre, which was
first published in 1847. From Brontë’s descriptions, Thornfield Hall, the home of
Jane Eyre’s employer, Mr Rochester, is a five-star House of Doom. On arrival
Jane finds it ‘a pretty place’, yet gives the reader hints of its future frightening
prospects:
 

The steps and banisters were oak; the staircase window was high and
latticed; both it and the long gallery into which the bedroom doors
opened looked as if they belonged to a church rather than a house. A
very chill and vault-like air pervaded the stairs and the gallery,
suggesting cheerless ideas of space and solitude.

(Brontë [1847] 1960:100)
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Later Jane is given a tour of the Hall and again a sense of menace is evoked:
 

imperfect light entering by their narrow casements showed bedsteads
of a hundred years old…traces of half-effaced embroideries, wrought
by fingers that for two generations had been coffin-dust. All these
relics gave to the third storey of Thornfield Hall the aspect of a home
of the past: a shrine of memory. I liked the hush, the gloom, the
quaintness of these retreats in the day; but I by no means coveted a
night’s repose on one of those wide and heavy beds: shut in, some of
them, with doors of oak; shaded others, with wrought English old
hangings crusted with thick work, portraying effigies of strange flowers,
and stranger birds, and strangest human beings—all of which would
have looked strange, indeed, by the pallid gleam of moonlight.

(Brontë [1847] 1960:108–109)
 
Jane’s fears of nocturnal transformations are later confirmed. She wakes to hear
demonic laughter at the keyhole of her room. In true gothic horror form,
‘Something gurgled and moaned. Ere long, steps retreated up the gallery towards
the third storey staircase’ (1960 [1847]: 151). In time Jane discovers the secret of
Thornfield Hall, the presence of her employer’s mad wife, Bertha. That which
transforms Thornfield Hall into a House of Doom is the presence of an individual
whose proper role would be to make this Hall into a home. However, rather than
being an angel of the hearth, Mrs Rochester is, in her husband’s words, a fearful
hag, a possessed woman who burns people in their beds at night, stabs them and
bites the flesh from their bones. Her presence leads Rochester to describe his
home in the following terms:
 

Thornfield Hall—this accursed place—this tent of Achan—this
insolent vault, offering the ghastliness of living death to the light of
the open sky—this narrow stone hell, with its one real fiend, worse
than a legion of such as we imagine.

(Brontë [1847] 1960:302)
 
Though Rochester and Jane fall in love, honourable Jane will have no truck with
a married man, whatever his circumstances. Leaving the Rochesters to their House
of Doom, she finds a new home. In her description of it, we find a marked contrast
with Thornfield Hall. In the details of its simple furnishings, home and self are
again compounded as Jane’s virtuousness is implicitly compared with the doomed
home/selves of the Rochesters:
 

My home, then…is a cottage; a little room with whitewashed walls
and a sanded floor, contained four painted chairs and a table, a clock,
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a cupboard, with two or three plates and dishes, and a set of tea-
things in delf. Above, a chamber of the same dimensions as the
kitchen, with a deal bedstead and chest of drawers—small, yet too
large to be filled with my scanty wardrobe.

(Brontë [1847] 1960:360)
 
What makes Jane Eyre so compelling a novel is the suspense generated as a result
of the hidden, yet highly threatening presence of Bertha Rochester within an
apparently well-maintained family home. Thornfield Hall is not a mental asylum
in which the presence of the insane is expected. Yet, when Jane enters her new
home, she slowly encounters the ultimate horror—uncontrolled proximity to
someone who is mad, bad and dangerous to know.

We relish Brontë’s novel. Its carefully unfolding story-line allows us to
witness Jane’s vulnerability at a safe distance. In fairground Houses of Doom we
experience similar pleasures. On big wheels and roller coasters we allow
ourselves to be terrorised through an assault on our bodies; in Houses of Doom
we invite terror through an assault on our imaginations. In both cases we believe
that our excursion into danger is short-lived, that it represents no real threat. It
is like the delighted fear we feel as children when tickled by our parents. Talking
of jokes, Mary Douglas says:
 

The joke merely affords opportunities for realising that an accepted
pattern has no necessity. Its excitement lies in the suggestion that
any particular ordering of experience may be arbitrary and subjective.
It is frivolous in that it produces no real alternative, only an
exhilarating sense of freedom from form in general.

(M.Douglas 1975:96)
 
To play at terror in a fairground or horror movie House of Doom is not to open up
the possibility of ‘real alternatives’. Our rational minds ‘know’ that when previous
owners leave a house, all that remains is bricks and mortar. We ‘know’ that ghosts
are either imagined or have hidden material explanations. Yet, as Douglas says of
jokes, they are funny to the extent that they correspond to social experience; hence
our struggle to find the humour in jokes from other cultures or historical periods.
However, the excitement of fear, or our laughter as we exit from the ghost train,
results from something we actually recognise—the possibility that things can go
bump in the night, that our new home’s atmosphere stems from something more
than just its gloomy colour scheme or the shadows cast by an overgrown garden. As
Carroll (1990:166) says of the monsters of the horror genre: ‘monsters are not
wholly other, but derive their repulsive aspect from being, so to speak, contortions
performed upon the known… They are not wholly unknown, and this is probably
what accounts for their characteristic effect—disgust’.
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The ‘other’, inevitably encountered in a house move, may not be a monstrous
Bertha Rochester, yet in her monstrosity Bertha represents but a ‘contortion’ of
the more ordinary, though still problematic ‘others’ who once inhabited our
homes. Moreover, our pleasurable encounters with terror, via fairgrounds, novels
and horror movies, may, in part, be explained as an attempt to expunge our
unacknowledged fears by revealing them in exaggerated form. As Carroll
(1990:199) says, ‘The abnormal is allowed center stage solely as a foil to the
cultural order, which will ultimately be vindicated by the end of the fiction’.
And the cultural order which here concerns us is our deeply embedded cultural
resistance to unwanted intimate exposure to the private selves of others, made
manifest in that most hidden of spaces—the private home.

At home with the ‘other’

Even without venturing into the ‘external’ spaces of films or novels, many
individuals still experience terror first hand in the safety of their own homes.
The shell of the house fails to protect them from materialisations which defy
rational explanation, which transgress the laws of physical matter. As a result
people run out into the street in terror. They call the Samaritans. While their
problems can be addressed by experts of many kinds—from structural engineers
to social workers—the less that their experience is amenable to rational
explanations, the more likely it is that the expert will be a member of the clergy.
What follows is data derived from an interview with an Anglican minister who
has developed a national, indeed international reputation as an exorcist. He
describes how a policeman’s family living in a house in Yorkshire began to
experience considerable disturbances. While they were in, bed they would hear
all their furniture and belongings below in the living room being wrecked—
overturned and thrown about. In response they contacted him and he came to
perform an exorcism. During his visit a bolt of electricity went right through
every member of the group while they were sitting in a line on the settee. The
family also saw objects move about on the mantelpiece and despite the fact that
the objects had been counted and everyone in the house was present, one of the
objects would disappear and then be found in another room.

Significantly, in seeking explanations for these events, the minister will enquire
about the home’s previous occupants. Thus, in the case of the police’ man’s family,
it was later discovered that the previous tenant had died and when her daughter
was contacted it appeared there had been disturbances in the family which would
explain why her mother was returning to her former home. Furthermore, her
daughter described her mother as frequently wearing a long nursing coat,
something which matched sightings in the house of a figure with a modern hairstyle
but long old-fashioned clothes. When the former occupant’s daughter provided
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the policeman’s family with a photo of her mother, they instantly recognised
their intruder.

In another case, a woman and her adult daughter were troubled by an evil
smell in their house. Although they were rehoused several times, the smell kept
returning. The minister could not detect the smell himself, but he saw both the
mother and her daughter coughing, with tears streaming down their faces, quite
overcome by it. Other members of the local council had actually experienced
the smell directly. Later the minister discovered that another daughter had died
in a scalding hot bath while in institutional care and he believed that the smell
could well have been connected with her burns. While the home is usually seen
as something which can be sealed off from intruders, representing a clear boundary
between the occupant and their neighbours or other family members, hauntings
such as this represent a transgression of this boundary.

Often people are driven out of their homes by the sudden intrusion of a ghost
of some kind. In one case, the family raised the alarm in the middle of the night
after seeing an old man. The previous tenants had also left rather hurriedly.
Eventually the minister contacted a family who had lived in the house for about
ten years. They reported seeing the old man by the television set, upstairs in the
bedroom while they were making the beds, down in the kitchen when they were
cooking and out in the passageway. The children were often disturbed by his
presence in their bedrooms. Their mother ‘screamed the place down’ at the first
intrusion, but the family eventually came to accommodate him without any fear,
only a sense of nuisance.

In another case a woman feared for her mental health when she repeatedly
heard bangs and crashes on the outside wall of her house. Up on the landing she
experienced a feeling of despair and her sons reported an old woman who looked in
on them at night. Their mother became increasingly distressed, crying over the
prospect of her sons leaving home even though they were only young. Again, the
minister came up with information about the previous occupants of the house. An
old lady had once lived there with her adult son. When he left to marry in his
thirties and broke off the close relationship he had with his mother, she became
intensely depressed to the extent that she eventually tied a rope to the banisters
and threw herself out of the landing window, where her body thumped down against
the outside wall of the house. Every aspect of this woman’s experience—the sounds
she heard, her dread of losing her sons, her terrible depression—seemed to represent
a merger between the selves of the home’s past and present occupants. After the
minister’s prayers and blessings the two women separated, the present occupant
receiving a visit from her earlier counterpart during a vivid dream. The older woman
said: ‘Thank you love I’m with the Good Lord now’, thereby signalling her spatial
as well as spiritual departure from the home within which she had suffered so much.

Over and above the presence of former occupants of houses, there is the
possibility of evil persisting within its walls. The minister described how people
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might feel a ‘terrible sense of menace’ in a house, only to discover that previous
occupants had ‘dabbled in weird stuff’ such as ouija boards. After a blessing
performed in an attic, its damp, icy walls suddenly grew warm, causing everyone
present to pull away from them. Sources of power within the home—fridges,
televisions, radios—similarly take on ‘human’ rather than mechanical properties,
switching themselves on and off regardless of whether they are plugged in. It is
the fusion of home and self which informs the minister’s explanation for the way
bricks and mortar can take on human qualities or new occupants can sense or
embody a home’s former occupants. He also referred to individuals who, while
never ‘dabbling in the occult’ or experiencing profoundly distressing events, had
nonetheless ‘worshipped that house, this is my house, this is my God, I’m not
leaving it’. Even after death they determinedly continue to live alongside its new
occupants, albeit in disembodied form.

The notion that houses can be doomed in this way represents a radical challenge
to materialist understandings of the human environment. When terrifying
experiences take place, concrete explanations tend to be the first response: is it
the hot water pipe or the wind coming from a particular direction which produces
the sound of an outsider’s presence within the home? Corroboration is sought
from a range of professionals—soil experts, plumbers, sanitary inspectors, local
councillors or structural engineers. The minister himself used theoretical
perspectives which, while spiritual in their orientation, still drew on rational
principles. For example, ghosts were memories or tape-recordings from the past,
holograms or stressed energy entrapped in the fabric of the home. The possibility
that the home may encompass more than just its material fabric is therefore an
idea which lies beyond the margins of western thought and experience. As Warner
(1996:13) argued, ‘magic and fantasy have often been ascribed to the Other, to
the Stranger, who is consequently characterised as primitive, barbaric, even
inhuman’. In the final section of this chapter, however, we move on to examine
Houses of Doom which would seem to embody much that lies beyond simple
materialism.

Sites of evil

Manifestations of our home’s previous occupants—as sounds, smells and
apparitions—overflow the categories of rational thought. We may believe there
to be an undiscovered cause within the fabric of the house; we may reflect on
alternative realities, either with a sense of pleasure or disturbance. However, the
terror of a supernatural invasion of Bachelard’s ([1958] 1994) seductive dream
shell has a material counterpart. The western home is also the site of sexual
abuse, murder, dismemberment and the disposal of the human body. It may be
the body of a wife or child; or that of a stranger who was somehow enticed into
the privacy of someone else’s home. As Goldsack (Chapter 11) notes, violent
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attacks are represented in the media and in police personal security literature as
events which take place at the hands of strangers in dark lanes or areas of desolate
urban decay. This image of personal vulnerability is more readily accepted than
the idea that the much prized home offers little by way security, not only from
external intrusion but also from internal attack. It is a perspective that we find
difficult in relation to our own homes and supposedly loving family members; it
is also one which we find hard to take on when we move into a new home. Yet
there lurks the fearsome possibility that we might inadvertently make our home
in a site of violence.

As already demonstrated, the haunted house can be encountered by choice,
within the realm of fantasy (via the gothic novel and the fairground) or as an
inescapable aspect of everyday experience—the thudding of a ghost body on an
outside wall, a sickening stench of boiled flesh. The House of Horror can similarly
constitute both entertainment and a planner’s nightmare. The women’s glossy
magazine Marie-Claire, alongside the froth of its fashion and film pages, titillates
the reader with the question ‘Could you wash in the bath where a woman had
been drowned by her husband or sleep at night in a flat where a man had hacked
up his wife with an axe?’ (December 1997). Headlined by clippings from the
tabloid press—‘Wife’s body “cut up and roasted”’ and ‘The body in the bath’—
Marie-Claire fleshes out the repressed nightmare of unwanted proximity to a
home’s previous occupants by allowing the browsing reader pleasurable access to
three separate Houses of Horror.

Desperate for somewhere to live, Rob Spororno and his girlfriend agreed to take
on the East End flat in which philosophy post-graduate student and former
Samaritan, Nicholas Boyce, had strangled his wife, filleted her flesh and hacked up
and roasted her bones. So notorious was the murder within the area that fifty local
families had refused accommodation which would bring them into spatial, though
not temporal, proximity to the Boyces. The fusion of the terrifying selves of these
former tenants with the bricks, mortar and fittings of their home did not deter Rob
Spororno and his girlfriend initially. Yet, as he told Marie-Claire’s interviewer, on
moving in they found the flat to be cold, even in summer, as if the air conditioning
was left on constantly. The couple’s formerly harmonious relationship deteriorated
and within three years they split up. Rob and friends conducted a seance in the flat
during which he asked Mrs Boyce how she felt while being murdered. Suddenly he
was choking and tears poured down his face. Local children evidence a more literal
sense of the fusion of self and home. They still dig holes in the lawn outside the
flat’s front window. Mrs Boyce’s left hand was never recovered and rumour has it
that Boyce buried it somewhere near the flat.

Rob Sporono knowingly took up residence in a site of violence and now regards
Mrs Boyce as another of the flat’s current occupants. He senses her presence,
asks her aloud if she’s all right and ‘likes to keep the place looking nice because it
might make her a bit happier’. Rose Williams, however, realised the nightmare
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of unknowing entry into a site of violence. Only after thirteen years did she
discover that a former occupant had murdered his wife in the bath, but now links
the event firmly with the coldness in the downstairs bathroom, one which the
children have always been unwilling to use. Meg Renou and her partner in
Melbourne, Australia, similarly fell foul of the risk which every house move
involves. Only after they moved in did they find out that former tenants, Suzanne
Armstrong and her house-mate, were raped and stabbed to death by an unknown
intruder. Afterwards, Suzanne’s baby son remained alone in his cot for days until
neighbours found him, alive but severely dehydrated. The current tenant, Meg
Renou, reports terrifying dreams, pictures falling off walls, blood-coloured stains
seeping up through carpets and a family dog who ‘hates the place with a passion’.

While Marie-Claire’s three sets of tenants had all found ways of living alongside
their nightmare predecessors, the notion persists that a site of violence retains
the evil which has been enacted within it—even after the perpetrator has been
brought to justice or has died. As such the building must be destroyed. Thus,
Meg Renou’s boss easily, though mistakenly, reassured her that the house in which
Suzanne Armstrong was murdered had been bulldozed. Similarly Jane’s discovery
of Thornfield Hall, the hidden resort of mad Bertha Rochester, in ruins is central
to the romantic resolution of the novel, Jane Eyre:
 

The lawn, the grounds were trodden and waste: the portal yawned
void. The front was, as I had once seen it in a dream, but a shell-like
wall, very high and very fragile-looking, perforated with paneless
windows: no roof, no battlements, no chimneys—all had crashed in.
And there was the silence of death about it: the solitude of a
lonesome wild.

(Brontë [1847] 1960:427)
 
This destruction of bricks and mortar is a not unusual response to acts of insane
violence. It underscores the peculiarly western confounding of self and home.
Just as the homes within which great novels or symphonies have been composed
are visited in order that the tourist, in wandering among old pieces of furniture,
may somehow experience direct contact with genius, so the homes which are
sites of violence offer the terrifying prospect of an encounter with evil.

When Fred and Rosemary West were finally removed from 25 Cromwell Street
in Gloucester in 1994, their home yielded up the bodies of the women murdered
in that house across twenty years or more. Many of the details of the couple’s
systematic abduction, rape, torture and murder of their victims which emerged
during their trial were unprintable in the popular press. In October 1996 the
Guardian reported: ‘West’s House of Horrors to bite the dust…the most notorious
house in Britain is to be obliterated…during a two-week operation to destroy the
last remnants of 25 Cromwell Street’. Thirty-four members of Gloucester’s local
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council were unanimous that ‘It is important to erase the physical reminder of
these events’ although ‘It will take some time for the scars to heal’. Even the
transformation of the site into a memorial garden was resisted by the victims’
survivors, one of whom said, ‘I’d like to see it knocked down so that no sign of it
is left at all’.

Conclusion

The destruction of bricks and mortar which have housed evil may seem an obvious
measure. There was no difference of opinion among the thirty-four members of
Gloucester’s council. But even the obliteration of the building was an insufficient
measure, given the power of what was enacted upon the land, which led to real
uncertainty among the councillors about what to do with the site. This uncertainty
is revealing, because it shows how the destruction of the fabric of a House of
Doom serves, in some sense, to validate its terrible reality. Throughout this volume
we have argued that the material conditions of people’s home lives are an
appropriate focus for social scientists, rather than just architects and planners. In
the House of Doom we find exemplified at their most intense, the cultural, social
and emotional aspects of our physical surroundings. As argued throughout this
chapter, the House of Doom is more than just a fun-fantasy source of pleasurable
terror. It represents and articulates that which is powerfully culturally repressed,
the horror of unwanted proximity to the hidden selves of others. In the responses
of the unwitting inhabitants of haunted sites of violence—who run into the road
or support the bull-dozing of property—we find, writ large, the imperative to
separate the self from those who otherwise bring the risk of a contaminated,
indeed stigmatised personal identity.
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‘YOU’VE GOT HIM WELL

TRAINED’

The negotiation of roles in the domestic
sphere

Tony Chapman

On his BBC World Tour of Australia shown on television in 1996, Scottish
comedian and raconteur Billy Connolly told a story about a large placard, erected
outside somebody’s house. Resembling an estate agent’s sign, it read ‘For Sale:
complete set of Encyclopaedia Britannica’. Beneath this headline, the banner
carried the following by-line: ‘Never used, because wife knows everything’. Its
audaciousness makes the story funny. How could a man have the cheek to state
so publicly that his wife is such a know-it-all? And worse, what might be the
consequences of his admission that, in the domestic sphere at least, he had been
so completely defeated that he had gone public on his supposed emasculation?
Connolly’s story demonstrates so aptly the contradictions that are inherent in
domestic relationships, showing the ebb and flow of power between men and
women as they bring their pre-marital expectations and experience into their
shared home and try to negotiate their place within it. The man with the placard
outside his home is not defeated, even if he feels it, because he has the courage
and power to advertise his plight, and to get away with it.

The story is also useful because it highlights the point that women’s knowhow
about all things domestic generally goes unquestioned by men and women. The
assumption that women know best is accepted for a number of reasons. Most
important of these is the well-documented evidence that married women generally
expend much more energy and time running the home than men (see, for example,
Deem 1986; Green et al. 1990; Oakley 1974a, 1974b). Second, women are
socialised into the expectation that they will take primary responsibility for the
home and must, by implication, be trained into that role (Abbott and Wallace
1997; Sharpe 1995; Griffin 1985). Third, the idea that the home is the preserve
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over which they are likely to have most control is relentlessly reinforced by, for
example, the media in various forms including women’s magazines, popular fiction,
film, radio and television drama and comedy, through advertising, marketing
and retail psychology (Faulkner and Arnold 1985; Falk and Campbell 1997;
Corrigan 1997). Finally, the view that women know best is reinforced by women
themselves: mothers and daughters, siblings, neighbours and friends all participate
in the process of monitoring and supervising each other’s performance as
housekeepers. However subtle the process of socialising women into this role
may or may not be, the end result is the same: women feel responsible for the
organisation of the home and, as a consequence, come to believe that they know
the best way that tasks should be done.

It is usually assumed that men are not interested in the home. A man’s ‘natural’
habitat, according to the conventional wisdom, is in the public sphere and not
the domestic (Hearn and Morgan 1990; D.Morgan 1992; Gamarnikow et al. 1983).
If men are concerned with domestic issues, they are generally exercised in the
public sphere—exhibiting their skills as chefs, hotel managers, politicians
concerned with the family, or as grocery retailers, designers of household
technology and so forth. As the dominant actors in the public arena, men have
traditionally been extremely successful in gaining power and influence, and have
shaped the world to a large extent to suit their needs. Although an increasing
number of women have a role to play on the public stage, the public world is still
drawn in the male image. But this chapter is not about the public world; instead
it is about power and resistance in the domestic sphere and seeks to show how
men’s continuing dominance can nevertheless be circumscribed in the home.

The discussion will begin with a brief reminder of what was once known as
the ‘conventional’ sociological view of the position of women and men in the
household. Following this, it addresses the feminist critique of the nuclear family
which, in broad terms, interpreted the family and home as an institution within
which women experienced oppression under the system of patriarchy in general,
and by their husbands in particular. The second section will include a brief
discussion on what it is like to do domestic labour by testing some taken-for-
granted assumptions in the academic literature about its apparently inherently
dissatisfying qualities. In the third section it will be argued that both the feminist
and functionalist accounts of women’s and men’s domestic roles and power
relationships in the home are partial. The argument proceeds from the view that
while women’s life choices may be more constrained than men’s, many writers
on domestic labour have overestimated the impact of socialisation and structural
factors upon women’s attitudes about home life. As Hakim (1991) puts it:
 

theory and research on women’s work and employment seems
particularly prone to an over-socialized view of women, or with
structural factors so heavily weighted that choice flies out of the
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window… It is time to abandon the concept of women as so totally
formed and constrained by past patterns of economic activity and
sex-role stereotyping that they are unable to shape their own lives to
any meaningful degree.

(Hakim 1991:114)
 
In reality, women can exercise considerable control over men in the domestic
sphere, even if this control may, ultimately, serve to meet what many men regard
(perhaps wrongly) as their best interests. Oakley (1974a:236) argued more than
twenty-five years ago that women and men need to negotiate a new set of roles in
the home if both partners are to gain advantage and pass this on to their children.
That process of negotiation has been going on for some time now, I suspect, but
it has yet to be properly recognised in the sociological literature.

Functionalist and feminist views of men’s and women’s
roles in the household

For much of the twentieth century, it has generally been accepted that the home
is the woman’s domain—the place where women can nurture their young, satisfy
the domestic and personal needs of a husband and exercise their own creative
energies. In popular songs, films, novels and television programmes, this view of
the home has been constantly—relentlessly—reinforced. Even today, when women
are shown to refuse conformity—such as the debauched lives of Patsi and Edina
in Absolutely Fabulous—their effect is to produce a role model of how not to be.

Talcott Parsons, perhaps the most influential sociological theorist of the family
in the mid-twentieth century, celebrated this view of men’s and women’s roles in
the domestic sphere. Like many biological determinists in the fields of
anthropology, ethology and eugenics (Oakley 1974a), Parsons (1954) asserted
that these roles were not only natural, but also embodied ‘a certain kind of
mutuality and equality’. Apparently unaware of the offensive tone of his
comments, Parsons elaborated upon his view of equality:
 

Each is a fully responsible ‘partner’ with a claim to a voice in
decisions, to a certain human dignity, to be ‘taken seriously’. Surely
the pattern of romantic love which makes this relation to the
‘woman he loves’ the most important single thing in a man’s life, is
incompatible with the view that she is an inferior creature, fit only
for dependency on him.

(Parsons 1954:192)
 
The possible impact of this mismatch in power and status in the family that is
implicit in the above quotation is made explicit when Parsons (1954:193, added
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emphasis) points out that ‘the normal married woman is debarred from testing or
demonstrating fundamental equality with her husband in competitive
occupational achievement’. Not only did Parsons fail to provide a critique of this
unequal power relationship, but also he went some way towards endorsing men’s
dominance. That said, Parsons was aware of potential strain in the mismatch
between women’s aspirations and roles, but his analysis was not sympathetic.
Indeed, it led him to produce one of the most astonishing sexist outbursts in
twentieth-century sociology.
 

There is…a good deal of direct evidence of tension in the feminine
role. In the ‘glamour girl’ pattern, use of specifically feminine devices
as an instrument of a compulsive search for power and exclusive
attention are conspicuous. Many women succumb to their dependency
cravings through such channels as neurotic illness or compulsive
domesticity and thereby abdicate both their responsibilities and their
opportunities for genuine independence. Many of the attempts to
excel in approved channels of achievement are marred by garishness
of taste, by instability in response to fad and fashion, by a seriousness
in community or club activities which is out of proportion to the
intrinsic importance of the task.

(Parsons 1954:194)
 
It is easy to see how prejudiced men may succumb to the view that this is what
women really are like. Some, maybe most women, do from time to time exhibit
bad taste, succumb to the dictates of fad and fashion and are overtaken by the
seriousness of events in work, community or club. What Parsons failed to point
out was that men—as golfers, amateur photographers, bird watchers, academics
or whatever else—are also susceptible to flights of fancy, perversely motivated
outbursts and cravings for the latest fashion. What is more, men are still more
likely to have the spare cash and available time to exhibit such tendencies (Deem
1986; Green et al. 1990).

Such ideas about women were not confined to academic debate. The composers
of the great jazz standards of the mid-twentieth century, for example, portrayed
women in much the same way in songs like The Lady is a Tramp, Satin Doll and
Girl Talk. This emphasis on the frivolity of women’s conversation, their parochial
interest in house, neighbourhood and fashion, and their gossipy and bitchy
orientation to one another can be found in countless films, novels, shows and
television comedies that ran through the 1940s, 1950s and beyond. While there
remains a highly vocal minority of mainly right-wing commentators who promote
the idea of a return to the 1950s model of the family (Carlson 1993; P.Morgan
1995; Dennis and Erdos 1993), there is much evidence to demonstrate that this
is neither possible, nor necessarily desirable. It is inappropriate to make universal
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assumptions about the benevolent exercise of patriarchal power by men. On the
contrary, women are more likely to suffer violence and intimidation from men
they know in their own home than in the public domain (see Chapter 11).

There are other reasons why it is not possible to return to the 1950s middle-
class model of the family, including substantial and irreversible changes to the
occupational structure which have led to a majority of married women working
(H.Bradley 1989; Siltanen 1994; Crompton and Sanderson 1990; R.Brown 1997).
Greater affluence has, in turn, resulted in higher expectations of standards of
living which households could not maintain with only one partner working (see
Chapter 4). Most importantly, however, are the changed expectations and
motivations of women themselves which were given voice and authenticity by
feminist writers and activists in the 1960s and 1970s (Abbott and Wallace 1997).

The functionalist or ‘conventional’ view of the family was challenged by
feminist writers from the 1960s onwards, when it was shown that the home was
not so much a place where women could exercise their own interests as a location
within which women became the slaves of other people’s needs. The home was
much the same as the public world in that it represented the principal site within
which women’s lives were oppressed—and often endangered—by men. Radical
feminists argued that men had created a ‘system’ of patriarchy in society—that
is, an integrated web of constraints to keep women in their place—servicing the
needs of men (see Walby 1986, 1990). Many of the exponents of this view
suggested that women could not trust men because they would always seek
advantage (see, for example, Millett 1977; Mitchell 1975; Delphy 1977, 1984;
Firestone 1974; Dworkin 1981). From analyses such as these, it came to be
generally accepted over time, in academic circles at least, that the experience of
doing domestic labour was intrinsically devoid of personal gratification, socially
demeaning, isolating and invisible, and economically unrewarded (Oakley 1974a;
Malos 1980; Lewis 1986; Siltanen 1994; Deem 1986). As Barrett and Mackintosh
(1980) put it: ‘The daily regime in the prison??…is long hours of working banged
up in a solitary cell while the guards attend to other, more important business’
(cited in Bell and Ribbens 1994:231).

The fact that women continue to do more housework than men is not in question:
Table 13.1 clearly demonstrates this. But what worries me is that the rosy view of
the 1950s housewife, which was under-researched and overladen, perhaps
unconsciously, with patriarchal attitudes, has been replaced by a new feminist
conventional wisdom which automatically assumes that housework is intrinsically
dissatisfying and the incumbents of that labour are necessarily powerless. This is a
contentious argument, of course, but when something is so obviously accepted
without question in the academic literature, it is time that such an argument was
reappraisal. I shall attempt this by considering, first, what it is like to do housework
and assess whether or not it can give satisfaction, and second, assess the extent to
which the housework role confers power on its incumbent.
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What is it like to do housework?

While many feminist writers have argued that doing housework is inherently
oppressive and dissatisfying, there is evidence which seems to suggest that women
hang on to this role with some tenacity (Hakim 1991; Martin and Roberts 1984)
and further, that women do not necessarily find domestic labour intrinsically
dissatisfying (Baxter and Western 1998). Baxter and Western were uncomfortable
with their finding that women gained satisfaction from housework because they
believed it to be intrinsically dissatisfying. They review some explanations for
this ‘paradox’. First, that women’s lack of power and resource, relative to men,
tends to reflect more limited opportunities in other areas of life such as a career;
consequently, they weigh up the pros and cons of marriage and settle for their
situation as cheerfully as they can. Second, it may be the case that women are
satisfied with housework because they have been socialised into this role—that
‘Women who see childcare and housework as an essential part of being “good”
wives and mothers are more likely to be satisfied with unequal divisions of
household labour’ (Baxter and Western 1998:103). Third, their satisfaction may
derive from the fact that women do fewer hours of paid employment than men—
and that women who do full-time jobs are less likely to be happy doing the
housework. Finally, Baxter and Western put forward the explanation that women
may enjoy housework more than men. This last option they reject on the following
grounds: ‘This explanation seems unlikely given early studies of housework which
showed women’s generally negative feelings about house work tasks, in particular
the sense of isolation, boredom and repetitiveness associated with most housework
activities’ (Baxter and Western 1998:103). The studies cited by Baxter and
Western are out of date now, including Oakley’s text The Sociology of Housework

Table 13.1 Hours spent on household tasks 1996

Source: Social Trends (1997:215, Table 13.4).
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(1974) and Malos’s The Politics of Housework (1980), which was a collection of
polemical papers which did not include any substantive research findings.

Baxter and Western’s (1998) study shows that women gained satisfaction from
housework but do not question the idea that domestic labour is inherently
dissatisfying because ‘Women may deal with situations over which they feel then
have little control by defining them as satisfactory’ (1998:104). It can be
problematic when sociologists glean the opposite conclusions from what people
tell them, as is the case here. Indeed they go as far as to argue that ‘gender
differences in satisfaction with housework between men and women may reflect
women’s greater propensity to define objectively unsatisfactory circumstances as
satisfactory’ (1998:104–105, added emphasis). But who decides what ‘objectively
unsatisfactory circumstances’ are? And with what do we compare them? Many
paid occupations could, presumably, be defined as ‘objectively unsatisfactory’,
such as mining, fishing and other dangerous and dirty work—and yet the people
who do those jobs take pride from their work. Certainly, it is not appropriate to
state that domestic work must be unpleasant just because some aspects of it could
be called ‘dirty work’. Indeed, as Mary Douglas argues:
 

As we know it, dirt is essentially disorder. There is no such thing as
absolute dirt: it exists in the eye of the beholder. If we shun dirt, it is
not because of craven fear, still less dread or holy terror. Nor do our
ideas about disease account for the range of our behaviour in cleaning
or avoiding dirt. Dirt offends against order. Eliminating it is not a
negative movement, but a positive effort to organise the
environment… In chasing dirt, in papering, decorating, tidying we
are not governed by anxiety to escape disease, but are positively re-
ordering our environment, making it conform to an idea. There is
nothing fearful of un-reasoning in our dirt-avoidance: it is a creative
movement, an attempt to relate form to function, to make unity of
experience.

(M.Douglas 1966:2)
 
While Douglas represents the cultural practices established for the removal of
dirt as creative and integrative, it is also crucial to recognise that the task of
managing dirt is stigmatised and delegated in many cultures. Everett C. Hughes
(1958) argued some time ago that in the world of employment, ‘dirty’ work tends
to be delegated to subordinates. By this he is asserting that the removal of dirt is
a social process as much as a physical one and that the process of delegation
involves a process of social interaction. Because the removal of dirt is generally
regarded as a low-status activity, the people who do it have to adjust to their
stigmatised position. That said, most occupations have some aspect of ‘dirtiness’
or ‘deviance’ attached to them. As Hughes (1958) notes:
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Now every occupation is not one but several activities, some of them
are the dirty work of that trade. It may be dirty in one of several ways.
It may be simply physically disgusting. It may be a symbol of
degradation, something that wounds one’s dignity. Finally, it may be
dirty work in that it in some way goes counter to the more heroic of
our moral conceptions. Dirty work of some kind is found in all
occupations. It is hard to imagine an occupation in which one does
not appear, in certain repeated contingencies, to be practically
compelled to play a role, of which he thinks he ought to be a little
ashamed. Insofar as an occupation carries with it a self-conception, a
notion of personal dignity, it is likely that at some point one will feel
he is having to do something that is infra dignitate.

(quoted in Woollacott 1980:194)
 
As professions have become established, so dirty aspects of their work have been
delegated to others. In medicine, for example, doctors delegate the task of cleaning
patients to nurses, while nurses gain assistance from trainees or auxiliaries to
work in the sluice room. Whatever the occupation, people attempt to increase
the ‘social distance’ between themselves and the dirt they deal with. This social
distance can be alleviated more easily in those jobs which carry very high social
status, although this is not always the case. Doctors, for example, gain social
prestige from their work, and yet they still have to examine bodies. While it may
be more degrading for a patient to have to submit to an anal examination, it
remains the doctor who undertakes this dirty work.

Unless a household is wealthy enough to engage an employee to do the
domestic cleaning, it is left mainly to women to deal with. But this does not, in
itself, represent a state of complete powerlessness; instead, it has to be recognised
that knowledge gleaned through cleaning and tidying can be a powerful resource
for the person who does that work. Similarly, the curtailment of this service and
the return of dirt to its generator is another potential opportunity for the
exercise of power, as evidence in strikes among refuse collectors and grave
diggers in the 1970s.

Hughes’ (1958) study of apartment block janitors shows how the removal of
rubbish injured the incumbent’s dignity, even if he earned more money than his
tenants. Yet, even though the work that janitors did was dirty, it conferred upon
them a degree of power. They gained knowledge of their tenants’ habits through
the removal of rubbish and they could control their behaviour through the
exercise of favours or withdrawal of service (see also R.Gold 1952; Garfinkel
1956; Hughes 1958).

In the case of domestic labour, power can be gleaned in two ways; first, in that
it provides its incumbent with knowledge about the people who live in the house,
and second, in the sense that it is possible to define the standards of order and
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comfort which are permissible in the household. The problem, as Martin (1984)
points out, is that
 

housework as the ritual creation of order also confers a form of
domestic power on women which is so ‘natural’ and habitual that we
have largely ceased to recognise its existence, though its consequences
reverberate through the gender and generation tensions in the family.

(Martin 1984:20–21)
 
I shall return to these points later.

Tasks can, in themselves, be more or less satisfactory to different people. I do
not mind ironing, but hate washing up, you might enjoy putting freshly laundered
towels away in neat piles in the airing cupboard, but cannot stand cooking. But
there is more to it than the intrinsic qualities of the task itself; the experience of
housework is also affected by gendered expectations of who should do it, how to
do it and how well, and how often the task is done. Research demonstrates quite
clearly that among married couples, women do most of the cooking. For many
women, especially for those who dislike cookery, the sheer routine of the task
can make it become a drudge, although exceptional forms of cookery, such as the
dinner party, may be a more lively and imaginative process which can be looked
forward to and enjoyed (see, for example, Charles and Kerr 1988; Lupton 1996;
De Vault 1991). For those men who generally do less cooking, the task may carry
a novelty value. They may enjoy it because they might receive praise from their
partner for doing the job—for helping. Their children might join in, because it is
a novelty, and give him more praise than a mother who is used to hearing the
timeless refrain ‘Is it nearly ready?’ Perhaps the novelty of the task makes it
interesting as a problem-solving exercise, in opposition to the regular cook’s
experience which might be ‘What on earth should I make for dinner today?’

While many household tasks are gendered in this way (although they may
differ from household to household) we must be careful not to take it as read that
all aspects of housework are fundamentally disempowering. While life in the
suburbs can present problems for women (Greed 1994; Booth et al. 1996; Little
et al. 1988) it does not follow that this is necessarily an isolating experience.
Circumstances are now very different from the 1960s when sociological work on
the isolated suburban housewife began to emerge (see Gavron 1968). The 1960s
studies of the isolated housewife were often based in new towns and suburbs
where social networks had yet to be established, where shops were distant and
inaccessible because few women drove cars and there were very limited
opportunities for employment (see, for example, Attfield’s (1989) fascinating
study of Harlow). There is now a substantial body of evidence to show that women
are more mobile, have more work opportunities and develop a wide range of
social networks in all kinds of communities, whether they are suburban, inner
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city or rural areas; or whether they are for young mothers, working women or
older women (see Bell and Ribbens 1994 for a review of this literature). This is
not to say that all women want to be involved in extensive social, work and
childcare networks; as one woman in Ribbens’ study stated: ‘company doesn’t
bother me. I’m quite happy in my own little world. I mean I used to go out and
take him to the shops and take him for walks, more so as to give him fresh air, but
actually going into people’s houses didn’t really bother me’ (in Bell and Ribbens
1994:251–252).

Does the repetitious nature of some aspects of domestic labour make it
intrinsically dissatisfying? Even though the work may pile up relentlessly, domestic
labour allows for a degree of autonomy in deciding when and how the work is
done compared with the level of surveillance and control that is experienced in
contemporary factory or office work (Taylor 1997; Beynon 1997). Psychological
studies show the central role of personal control in ameliorating the impact of
stress in the work environment (Karasek and Theorell 1990). It is likely that this
finding has implications for work in the home. Some domestic work tasks require
the development of skills which cannot be used at work, and further, even though
some domestic tasks require little skill and are repetitive, it does not necessary
follow that they are intrinsically dissatisfying. Dissatisfaction is gleaned, perhaps,
from the inability to escape from the work because nobody else is willing to do it.
It is important now to try to explain why this might be the case.

Negotiating roles in the home

The process of negotiating a division of domestic labour is fraught with problems.
This is because women and men have deeply seated gendered attitudes about
home life which are difficult to eradicate. While domestic labour can give women
power in the domestic sphere, they do not necessarily enjoy its exercise, nor even
recognise that it is power. As Martin (1984) argues, the cause of women’s sense
of ambivalence to the power they hold is that it is unrecognised socially, and as a
consequence, goes unrewarded:
 

the world seen through the traditional housewife’s eyes is a place in
perpetual need of taming and tidying. This is surely the root of the
supposedly ‘natural’ conservatism of women. We are the guardians of
that vital ingredient in taken-for-granted meaning which depends
on the ‘rightness’ of the way things are disposed in the intimate world
of the home.

(Martin 1984:22)
 
Because domestic work takes up so much of women’s time, it is hardly surprising
that they believe that they have gained a monopoly over the knowledge of how
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it should be done. This helps to explain how men can be excluded from the
process of learning how to do the job, because the correct method has already
been determined by the woman with whom they live. It is, of course, an irrelevance
if this ‘knowledge’ of the right way to do domestic tasks is not consistent between
women.

Even if a man has lived alone and done domestic labour satisfactorily, in his
mind, it is likely that his partner may impose her own methods and standards of
work in the household because she feels that she ‘knows best’. Crudely put, this
can lead to one of three strategic responses from men. First, they can engage in a
struggle to do things their own way—or even take control of the job completely.
Second, they can conform to their wife’s methodology—and do the job her way.
Third, they can purposely make a mess of it, or just give up, and let her do it
instead. All three of these positions create tensions for women and men.

The first route, getting fully involved, is likely to produce particular problems.
The man who takes over the method and role is likely to alienate women from
their right to ‘not only create the basic framework of order, but [also] police it’
(Martin 1984:24, original emphasis). Ironically, the man who takes complete control
is humiliating the woman by showing her (and by implication the public world
outside the house) that he knows best. Whether the man shows off about this,
adopts the role of an emasculated domestic martyr, or even exercises magnanimity
in his work, the result is the same—he is demonstrating that she can’t cope.

Women have a store of public insult to throw at the persistent male who
keeps on ‘helping’, as if it is in some sense ‘not natural’ for a man to voluntarily
and competently undertake domestic chores. This point was caught well in Alan
Plater’s comic television series the Beidebecke Affair. The principal character,
Trevor Chaplain, who is hopelessly henpecked—like so many of Plater’s male
leads—sets about the task of making tea for his current partner, Jill Swynburne,
and for an ex-girlfriend who has just come to visit:
 

‘You’ve got him well trained,’ says his ex-girlfriend.
‘You ought to see him fetch sticks from the sea,’ says Jill.

 
For men to be told that they are ‘a treasure’ or ‘well trained’—a faithful servant—
reinforces women’s notion of personal power over domestic work, rather than
giving ground to men who may be perfectly capable of doing the job. But Plater’s
dialogue reveals deeper insight in that it demonstrates how the ex-girlfriend is
not just criticising Trevor for having become emasculated, but is also criticising
Jill for doing this to him.

When men take to domestic work with enthusiasm, it is likely that they will
react crossly when they are criticised or corrected for what their wife regards as a
mistake or a misdemeanour. As a respondent from McRae’s (1986) study of families
within which women had better jobs than men reported:
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The time we tend to argue the most is in the first ten minutes when
one of us steps through the door. Particularly if I’ve been working all
day and cooked a meal. For example, you know, cooking the meal
and I’m all steamed up and then she’s had a hard day, she’s driven all
the way from Slough or something…maybe I’ll have done cabbage or
something with the dinner and she’ll say; you know, you really ought
to have done potatoes with that meal. Which would be true of course
because potatoes give you padding and all that sort of stuff. But I’ll
go: ya, ya, Hell! I’ve just cooked you this fantastic stew and I’ve got
sweet corn and cabbage and you come in here and you wind me up
about the fact there’s no potatoes. You want potatoes—do your own
damn potatoes!

(in McRae 1986:130)
 
McRae shows that couples who accepted unusual job status differences and income
mismatches generally shared housework more equally. It is interesting to note
also, that because such couples were non-traditional in their attitudes about roles,
they tended not to get too worried about the standards of housework they adopted.
In one case, an administrative officer married to a heating engineer had a fairly
well-defined division of labour; she did the ironing and laundry, while he did
most of the household repairs and gardening. The rest of the work they did
together. As they commented.
 

The housework isn’t organised. We both tend to leave it until we
can’t stand it any more. We do so much else we don’t have time to
fuss about it. I always feel I ought to do more. My wife tends to do
more cooking than I do.

We do it as and when we can. It’s shared out and it tends to be a blitz.
We get fits of cleaning and luckily usually at the same time, although
he tends to do more cleaning than I do. I don’t feel it’s my
responsibility to keep the house clean, or to get food on the table.

(in McRae 1986:129)
 
But mismatches in occupational status do not necessarily lead to men doing more
domestic work. In McRae’s study, when women and men clung to traditional
views about gender roles even though their own occupational circumstances were
different from the norm, this produced a good deal of animosity over domestic
work. Similarly, the experience of unemployment can lead to men participating
less in domestic work even though they have time on their hands because they
‘feel’ emasculated by their loss of their traditional bread-winner’s role (see, for
example, McKee and Bell 1983). Even among graduates, in spite of their exposure
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to a liberal educational environment, the evidence suggests that if a woman has
a better job than her husband, he is likely to react by limiting his participation in
domestic duties such as cleaning, laundry and cooking compared with men with
an equal or higher status occupation (Chapman 1989:108).

Judging from the statistics presented in Table 13.1, it can be safely assumed
that few men take complete control over domestic tasks or participate equally
(see also Baxter 1993; Berk 1985). The second group, those men who ‘help’, are
likely to be the most numerous. But through their helping, by definition, they
not only have to submit to women’s ‘right’ to lay down the rules on the proper
way of doing things, but also have the right to supervise and inspect the quality
of the work done. This process of defining how a task should be done is, I suspect,
a common way of maintaining power, but it is a dangerous strategy for women, as
it gives men the opportunity to leave things half finished—or better still, let the
women do the job themselves.

It is useful to take one example to illustrate this from a study by Gregson and
Lowe (1994) on the division of labour among dual career families where a
dispute over domestic labour has arisen between two higher education lecturers,
in their thirties, with young children. While they both have full-time jobs, it is
clear that the husband put in longer hours at work than his wife. This meant that
she did more childcaring and housekeeping than he did, and when he did do
domestic work, she reported that he did so ‘under duress’. In other words, she
had to make him do things by complaining at him for not doing his bit. On the
surface, this looks like entirely justified action on her part because he is taking
advantage of his culturally defined position as a primary breadwinner and as a
consequence devotes more time to his career. The consequence of this in the
long term, as both of them well know, is that his career is more likely to flourish
than hers. On the surface, this case study provides a textbook example of how
men avoid domestic work in order to pursue their careers. The interviewer,
correctly, gleaned from the following evidence a view that the woman
respondent was dissatisfied:
 
INTERVIEWER: Was this situation something you were happy with?
RESPONDENT: It was the cause of—I guess we’d actually started to live together

in a shared house with other people. At that stage things were shared out
strictly equitably and there was a lot of pressure on people to do their fair
whack. So he was quite capable of doing these sorts of things. But he just has
a different perception of what it is necessary to live on and he would live on
a diet which I’d find totally unacceptable. He’d live on cauliflower cheese
five days a week! So there was a tension to begin with about what was to be
done. And I felt the burden fell on me and he didn’t. But we sort of negotiated
that one through in the end. And basically it came down to him being
prepared to do only a certain amount. And he didn’t see the necessity to do
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any more. Further than that I had to do myself. And in the end I have to
accept that.

(in Gregson and Lowe 1994:65)
 
This is a fascinating and rich account of the negotiation of roles in a marriage,
from which Gregson and Lowe (1994:67) drew the following conclusion: ‘The
situation here then is one of male intransigence and of female acceptance’.
Drawing a conclusion of this kind requires the authors to accept, as indeed they
do, some fundamental premises about the nature of housework wholly uncritically.
Taking the basic elements of the quotation one by one, we can see that this
man—whether we approve of his attitudes or not—has the requisite skills to do
household chores, which he demonstrated in a shared house. Second, we learn,
admittedly at second-hand, that he is not much bothered about what he eats—
he would eat cauliflower cheese every day to save the bother of cooking. Third,
it is clear that he has defined in his own mind what he regards as an acceptable
level of household order and cleanliness. His views, as reported by his wife, are
clear cut.

For the woman, who reports these facts, his position is not acceptable to her.
She wants a more varied diet, and wants the house to be ordered and cleaned to
a higher standard than he does. She has defined the appropriate standard of diet
and housekeeping. If that is the case, it is surely true to say that he is intransigent
about changing his ways to meet her standards. He just does not see the point in
wasting time on such things. But the notion of female ‘acceptance’ is used in a
pejorative sense: she is accepting that she has to do the extra labour to meet her
standards—not a standard imposed upon her by him. In this case, the woman
had a good salary and career, and when they had children, she solved the problem
by employing a nanny and by buying all the household durables to help out with
the tasks of laundry, dish washing and so on. Because her husband ‘continued to
refuse to participate further’ she employed a cleaner.

This, I suspect, it a fairly typical story, but it requires careful interpretation.
Certainly it is not easy to countenance this man’s attitude because he is making his
partner unhappy by sticking to his guns and refusing to do work above and beyond
what he thinks is acceptable. By the same token, she is probably making him unhappy
by trying to force him to live in a way which he sees as unnecessary. This, of course,
assumes that he is not just playing games with his partner—that he explicitly states
the limits of his interest in diet and household cleanliness, but does not actually
mean it. In reality, although there is no evidence here to show this, he might very
well like a more varied diet and a clean and ordered household—and he gets all
this by default, by playing a stereotypical role of a man who is wholly uninterested
in his home environment. Maybe he is, maybe he isn’t. Certainly, though, it cannot
be taken as read that this man is manipulating the situation to coerce his wife into
doing all the work which he really wants to be done—just as it is not possible to
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assert that men in general have a lower threshold of tolerance for standards of
cleanliness, diet and household order than women.

Martin (1984) may be right when she argues that women get into a mindset of
controlling the home and its inhabitants by becoming ‘both the household witch
or priestess whose domestic rituals make the world “safe” and give it meaning,
and she is also her own KGB and CIA; she patrols the boundaries of order spying
out subversion, imposing rules and exercising sanctions’ (Martin 1984:24). This
process of checking and monitoring, though degrading in one sense, is shown to
be a powerful medium for control of men by Martin:

She knows the minute details of all our personal habits and has the
right to comment, instruct and require. She knows when daughters
menstruate and sons have nocturnal ejaculations: whether anyone
has been smoking or drinking: when outsiders have been brought in;
what provisions have been used and when. Even without recognising
it she becomes adept at fitting together all the clues that tell her
exactly how the territory and resources of home have been used, even
in her absence.

(Martin 1984:31)

Or so she thinks. Men and children learn strategies to undermine a mother’s
control over knowledge without actually challenging her certainty on all things
domestic. Men might even develop strategies to buck the system; like a father
wetting the children’s toothbrushes after they have already gone to sleep—
knowing that their mother will check up on her husband’s flawed parenting skills
when she comes home late. Returning to McRae’s (1986) study of cross-class
families, it can be shown that women often impose such high standards on
housework that they believe it impossible that their husband could do the job
properly—even if this tires them enormously. As one woman stated:

It is too much. I get very tired. But a lot of it is my own fault. I’ll be
honest, I keep the work to myself. I’ve spoiled them. I find it quicker
and easier, without a lot of arguments, to do it myself. And that’s
how it’s gone. And it’s wrong—I pay. I’m tired. But then, no one
could do it the way I wanted it done. I’m very house proud. It’s my
own fault. And if they do do it, I have to sort of bite my tongue and
leave it for a day or two and then do it all over again.

(in McRae 1986:137)

Or as another woman stated:

I do every bit of it. I think it’s because I’m a perfectionist: if a job’s
worth doing, it’s worth doing well and I do not suffer fools gladly. If
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they don’t do a job well, I’ll do it over again myself. It’s been my
undoing really, because it’s ended up with my doing everything. I get
very tired really.

(in McRae 1986:137)

Women are often aware of the fact that they effectively stop their husbands from
participating. As one woman, whose husband does very little in the house, said

I think he’d do more if I weren’t so bossy. The thing is, I don’t think
he would clean the house as conscientiously as I do. I think he’d
think that he did, but I would know that he didn’t. He sometimes
suggests changes—suggests helping—but I guess I’m a bit old
fashioned.

(in McRae 1986:138)

The power that women exercise in the household, then, ultimately serves to
reinforce their sense of personal oppression. Many women feel that they have no
real choice about when the work is done, so domestic labour is costly in terms of
lost opportunities. Perhaps women make a rod for their own backs? When a
favourite programme comes on the television, why is it that women with families
so often miss the first few minutes, or perhaps only ever watch snippets while
sitting on a chair arm or leaning against the jamb of the door? Arguably, it is not
because they do not have the time, so much as their mindset does not allow them
to take the time. Men, on the other hand, are more likely to expect to have free
time. In the domestic sphere this is reflected by their approach to housework. For
example, much of men’s domestic labour is occasional or seasonal, such as car
maintenance, decorating, repairs or heavy gardening. These tasks can consume a
great deal of time, but the fact that they are occasional means that choices can be
made about when the tasks are done.

It needs to be made clear, then, that women do not just work hard because the
work is there to be done. As Martin (1984) demonstrates, women constantly have
to work to retain their position, especially when in the view of their charges.

Her busy-ness can be doubly irritating to them—by its implicit
insistence on the moral contrast between her ‘work’ and their ‘leisure’
and by its interference with their relaxation in the interests of keeping
order intact—the order which is, of course, maintained for their sakes.

(Martin 1984:27)
 
Perhaps most women engage in practices such as this, such as ‘putting things
away’ prematurely or unnecessarily, or vacuuming during Grandstand on a Saturday
afternoon and insisting upon it that everyone on the sofa puts their legs in the air
so that the machine can roar around underneath them. Such behaviour by women
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is explicable, although their efforts are not necessarily met with thanks or reward;
indeed, a woman ‘can experience her husband and children as a species of
insatiable vandals, for ever intent on undoing what she has just achieved and
consuming her time’ (Martin 1984:27, original emphasis). Martin is careful to
recognise that women may not be fully aware of their power; indeed, they may
perceive their role quite differently, which gives some credence to the popularity
of the more radical feminist accounts discussed earlier.

The alienating effect of her control of domestic order is normally
experienced, not as evidence of her power but as a sign of the failure
and rejection of her love. She can never do enough for her men folk,
yet still they devote their ingenuity to escaping from her.

(Martin 1984:34, original emphasis)

Conclusion

Media images of the home usually portray men in a negative light—as crotchety
or plain bad-tempered like Alf Garnett in Till Death Us Do Part or Victor Meldrew
in One Foot in the Grave, who is retired from the public world and has become an
impossible nuisance to his wife; or as henpecked and emasculated men like Dan,
in Roseanne. In situation comedy, men are often seen as wholly incompetent or
unwelcome in the domestic sphere and as a consequence, are consigned to the
shed or garage, out of women’s way, but forever under their surveillance. Ray
Clarke’s Mrs Batty in Last of the Summer Wine literally sweeps Compo from her
front steps with her broom. It is necessary to brush the men away because they
make a mess in the home—they undo what has just been done. Perhaps Clarke is
going even further than this, and is showing that men are mess—as far as women
are concerned—that they represent matter that is out of place. Much of this
series’ humour derived from women’s surveillance of men: their personal
appearance and hygiene, their bodged attempts at marital infidelity, their
behaviour in public spaces such as the café.

Situation comedies are funny because they produce critical reflections on
people’s experiences of home. They play with patterns of resistance to women’s
control, just as in the public world of work, comic import is taken from women’s
resistance to the established mores of men. Where men are in control of the
domestic sphere in, for example, Men Behaving Badly, they are shown to be
hopelessly incapable. Their refrigerator is full of lager and mouldering remnants
of long since forgotten food. Similarly, in Rising Damp, Rigsby the landlord and
his male lodgers are seen to be pathetically in need of a stable relationship, however
much they pretend that this is not the case.

In spite of the negative images of men at home, getting married and setting up
home is a major part of the whole package of successful adulthood that men
aspire to achieve. Earlier in the twentieth century, men aimed to keep a wife at
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home, caring for household and children while they engaged in life-long careers
of full-time employment. The arrangement brought them the respect of their
family, friends and neighbours and meant (in theory at least) that they were
spared the bother of undertaking domestic chores (R.Roberts 1973; Dennis et al.
1956; Young and Willmott 1957; Gittins 1993). Things have changed. Men’s
paid work is much less secure than was the case, redundancy and periods of
unemployment are commonplace. When work is found, it often requires a high
level of flexibility but relatively little skill. Promotion prospects are more limited
and remuneration is rarely sufficient to keep a wife at home and sustain family
life to the standards that are now accepted as normal (R.Brown 1997; Chapter 4
in this volume).

It is, arguably, no longer socially acceptable or economically desirable for men
to keep a wife at home. Women have changed and are more confident about
their own role in society, have a more positive view about the opportunities for
their own education, leisure and employment. Working couples, consequently,
have less time to get the work of the household done and there are some
indications that men are becoming more interested in getting involved in the
lifetime project of bringing up children, or developing skills that cannot be used
at work (McRae 1986; Pahl 1984; L.Morris 1990, 1997). While the evidence is
not particularly promising (see Table 13.2), some younger men may want to engage
in domestic life more fully than their fathers. But as this chapter has shown, the
process of moving into the territory of women’s traditional roles and
responsibilities is less straightforward than might be expected. It is one thing for
women to expect men to participate equally in the execution of household chores,
but quite another to let men get on with it and do it their own way.
 

Table 13.2 Domestic work of young peoplea 1996 (percentages)

Notes
a Aged 16–25.
b Not applicable for 27 per cent of males and 20 per cent of females.
Source: Social Trends (1997:214, Table 13.3).
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THE MEANING OF GARDENS

IN AN AGE OF RISK
 

Mark Bhatti

Gardening is often portrayed as an entirely innocent everyday activity, a retreat
from the public world of work and politics. But as Hoyles (1991) points out,
gardens convey important ideas about our relationships to our culture; politics,
understood in the widest sense, permeates the history of modern English gardening.
There are new interpretations, new uses and an emerging debate about the
meaning of gardens in the age of increasing environmental risk. Why is there
such popular interest in domestic gardening? Is it because we are collectively
destroying nature, that we are trying as individuals to get closer to nature? What
does the way that people think about the home and garden tell us about our
relationship with nature? For those worried about the state of the planet, the
garden becomes the ‘nature’ to be looked after and valued. By ‘getting closer to
nature’ through the garden, could we reformulate our relationship with ‘mother
earth’ and live more sustainably?

This chapter attempts to link debates on the sociology of the environment
(Dickens 1992, 1996; Soper 1995; Redclift and Benton 1994) with the analysis
of the domestic garden. In the context of deteriorating environmental conditions
and the search for sustainable futures (Bhatti 1993, 1994), it is important to
explore the possibilities offered by sociology for the ‘greening’ of the home to
compliment existing analyses from environmental science. The chapter is in three
sections: the first section offers a brief history of the idea of ‘nature’ and places
the garden at centre stage within current debates about the state of the
environment. The second looks at the history of garden styles and gardening
today. The third section critically examines the meaning of gardens from the
position of the currently dominant Modernist ‘culture of nature’ (A.Wilson 1992)
which views the garden as an entity to be conquered. Finally, ecological approaches
to the understanding of the garden and its linkages with the wider environment
are considered.
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Nature, the garden and sustainable futures

What is the role of the garden in mediating and shaping ideas about nature?
What kinds of ideas about ‘nature’ will be important in sustainable futures? As
Raymond Williams (1980) has observed, different conceptualisations of nature
are shaped by historical circumstance. In pre-modern European society, for
example, nature was regarded as a divine chain of being—connecting God to
everything and everyone, but in a strict hierarchical order. Animals, trees and
rocks all had a purpose and a place, and humans were seen as a part of this order.
As Williams (1980) argues, nature was abstracted and personified; like God, it
was all powerful—a single force shaping human development. In contemporary
terms, this view is similar to New Age ecological thought (see Pepper 1996). But
as M.Gold (1984) suggests, the idea of nature was about to change: ‘By 1500 the
dominant image of nature and the world was a living organism. By 1700 the
dominant image was the machine’ (M.Gold 1984:140). This led scientists to
produce mathematical models of a ‘clockwork’ universe. The gardens
constructed by Louis XIV at Versailles between 1661 and 1690 are celebrated
examples of this power of the King over his subjects, as well as domination over
nature. Indeed the aristocratic English gardens of the seventeenth century were
very formal affairs, as well as being ostentatious spectacles of wealth, power and
‘taste’.

During the eighteenth century two visions of nature developed side by side:
the scientific notion that nature is something that could be used to benefit people
became dominant (K.Thomas 1983), although the pastoral view of nature
remained important. This was a more romantic vision of nature as restorative,
sublime and innocent; a vision that arose precisely at the time when capitalism
demanded a more instrumental attitude to nature and transformed the countryside
and the city in its wake (Williams 1975). From this pastoral vision arose a romantic
view of nature as the embodiment of moral values which was, in turn, reflected
in the image of the garden as a picturesque rural scene.

By the time that the capitalist system had become embedded in the economy
and society in the nineteenth century, conceptions of nature had changed yet
again. By this time it was regarded as a resource to be used for the greater glory of
humankind. Here humankind sits outside nature looking on, studying evolution,
seeking to control the ‘laws of nature’ for human advancement and profit. Yet,
paradoxically, the emerging capitalist class celebrated the picturesque (sometimes
referred to as ‘gardenesque’) as they retreated to the countryside to build their
mansions while they made their fortunes in the cities (Girouard 1978). For all its
subtle and appealing beauty, in those English gardens designed along the principles
established by Lancelot ‘Capability’ Brown, Humphrey Repton and Horace
Walpole, the ‘gardenesque’ was a false reconstruction and its effects were much
the same as the formal grand design: this was still domination of nature. Both the
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‘scientific’ and ‘romantic’ views of nature are still with us and in many ways are
reflected in the modern garden.

Modern environmentalism and the garden

Since the 1980s there has been a rise in the number of people concerned about
the environment; in some areas this has developed into protest movements as
well as environmental action programmes. Modern environmentalism in many
ways reflects the underlying visions of nature discussed above (see Pepper 1996).
Techno-centrics or ‘light greens’, for example, accept that natural resources are
finite, but argue that environmental problems are primarily caused by inefficient
use of these resources. If society can make efficient use of environmental resources,
it is argued, through human ingenuity, science and technology, then economic
development can be sustainable in the long term. Thus environmental problems
can be solved without any fundamental change in society. This anthropocentric
or human-centred approach regards the depletion of natural resources or the
destruction of nature as important only in terms of its potential impact on human
activity.

An eco-centric or ‘deep ecology’ approach seeks to achieve more than just
saving the planet for the sake of humankind; in contrast, it argues that the natural
world must be saved for its own sake. This approach rejects the notion that
humankind stands at the pinnacle of nature’s hierarchy. Instead, humankind is
subject to the same ‘natural laws’ as all other species of flora and fauna and must
be regarded as just one part of the eco-system. All of nature is, therefore, seen as
part of a ‘web of relations’ whereby each part is essential and makes up the whole.
From this perspective, environmental problems can be overcome only through a
radical shift in our personal and social priorities which in turn requires a
fundamental rethink of our relationship with nature. The debate between ‘light
greens’ and ‘deep ecologists’ is not simply about how best to ‘care for the planet’,
whether to adopt this policy or that. It is a more fundamental disagreement about
how humankind engages with the natural world.

In the context of that debate a new environmental discourse is emerging which
seems to go beyond these two opposing perspectives. This discourse is partly
about ‘risk’ and how it is managed, and partly about the effects that knowledge of
risk has on individuals and groups; that is, the anxieties people feel about knowing
that they will suffer, but not knowing what to do to avoid the dangers. As Beck
(1992) argues, the risk society is also a reflexive society, that is, the presence of
risk means that people have begun to question the causes of the daily threats
they face. While anxieties about environmental risk may lead to fatalistic attitudes
or the construction of personal barriers so that individuals do not have to confront
the problems, it could be argued, in contrast to Beck, that the knowledge of ‘risk’
intensifies the search for local meaning and ontological security in everyday
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objects, in our case the garden. With increasing pollution threats, almost daily
food scares and recent extreme weather conditions which may be due to climatic
changes, people are becoming more aware of environmental risk, but they are
also more uncertain about what to do. This confusion is, in turn, fuelled by
scientific disagreements over the causes and potential effects of environmental
change. One way that people can ease these anxieties, it is argued here, is to
retreat to the bedrock of everyday life—the home and garden.

This chapter focuses on the garden for two reasons. First, gardens are artefactual
and therefore creations of human creativity that mould nature according to
individual frames of reference. Indeed a considerable amount of time, effort and
money is spent by gardeners on what is mistakenly called a ‘hobby’, but is actually
an important part of the development of social identities and home making. In
this sense gardens are the work of human agency, a very personal act steeped in
emotion, family history and self identity. Second, the meanings surrounding
gardens are derived from social and cultural exchanges and gardens often make
resonant statements about ourselves and nature. Ordinary places created by
ordinary people are important loci for everyday understandings of natural
processes.

The garden, therefore, allows us to examine the links between common sense
or lay knowledge of nature and the environment, including everyday
experiences of the natural world, and the way that environmental cultures are
developing in and around the home. The home garden is important for many
reasons. These can be loosely divided into the ‘environmental’ and the ‘human’,
although the separation is artificial. In terms of environmental reasons, it is a
place which can yield greater understanding of biological and ecological
processes such as the flows of energy and the cycling of matter, food webs and
chains, habitats and niches, predator-prey relationships, growth, reproduction
and senescence; it is a place where people can learn the basics of reducing their
impact upon the earth through collecting water in a water butt, making compost
and using biological pest controls. It is a place where people can learn to care for
and develop their understanding of soils and it is a place where people can begin
to develop self-sufficiency through growing food (see Town and Country
Planning, October 1995).

The movement towards environmental responsibility can be progressed
through the arena of the home garden. The growth of gardening since the late
1980s presents an opportunity for lay understandings of environmental problems
to become a part of everyday life. There are many reasons why people garden,
however, and there exist tensions and conflicts in the way that people construct
meaning through the practice of gardening. In line with a changing relationship
between human beings and the concept of ‘nature’, we also have a rich and varied
history of gardening which forms a backdrop to contemporary practices.
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A nation of gardeners

The home garden is an area of ‘enclosed cultivated ground’ within the boundaries
of the owned or rented house, where plants are grown and other materials arranged
spatially. This rather formal definition belies the enormously complex history of
gardens and their role in leisure/cultural activities and social change. Constantine’s
(1981) history of popular recreation shows how gardening achieved such a popular
place in Britain and Turkington (1995) links the late-twentieth-century garden
back to two dominant and contrasting styles developed in the late nineteenth
century: the vernacular tradition and the English formal/gardenesque landscape.

Before the nineteenth century the enjoyment of gardens was almost exclusively
a pursuit for the landed classes. By the late nineteenth century, the urban middle
classes were emulating the aristocracy by moving out from the deteriorating
industrial conditions of urban life to ‘villas’ on suburban estates (Girouard 1990).
Indeed, the origins of gardening magazines can be traced back to this period. For
example, the Villa Gardener noted in 1870 ‘the movement outwards from the
turmoil and din of a busy city…to the free air of the country and the pretty villa’
(quoted in Constantine 1981:390). As the editor of The Gardener stated in 1867:
 

It will be our special aim to make it useful to the large and increasing
class of the community who previous to the development of the
railway system lived in cities…and who occupy their hours of
relaxation from the city business, with or without the aid of a common
labourer, their suburban garden.

(quoted in Constantine 1981:390)
 
Gardening became for the middle classes more than just a leisure pursuit. It was
widely assumed that gardening lifted the spirits and improved the mind and body.
As one contemporary writer commented, gardening was ‘the purest of human
pleasures and the greatest refreshment to the spirit of man’; it ‘relaxes nervous
tension by contact with the peaceful and regular operations of nature’ and ‘new
health interests are imparted to life’ (quoted in Constantine 1981:390). Gardening
was often seen, then, to have an ‘elevated’ intellectual and moral value.

Many philanthropic Victorians asserted the value of gardening for the
improvement of the moral values of the working classes. It was assumed that
gardening would encourage home-centredness, thrift and family values.
Gardening was also seen by some middle-class Victorians as a cure for leisure-
time idleness, that is, a form of recreation requiring physical work and thus a
continuation of the work ethic. To work in the garden was regarded, then, as a
virtuous form of recreation—a kind of moral antidote to the corrupting vices
which were thought to be endemic to the labouring classes (Constantine 1981;
Turkington 1995).
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While the middle classes attempted to impose their moral authority upon the
working class by setting up, for example, gardening societies and shows, it was an
open question whether their actions actually had much impact. There are two
reasons for this: first, there always was a vernacular tradition of gardening,
exemplified by the cottage garden and allotment, which contrasted sharply with
the rather formal Victorian suburban style; second, as enclosures and
industrialisation proceeded, fewer and fewer working people actually had access
to gardens until the mid to late twentieth century.

As Hoyles (1991) shows, the ‘cottage garden’, or the ‘wild garden’ as Gertrude
Jekyll defined it, has a long history going back to the early medieval period.
These gardens were simply spaces attached to residences where fruit, vegetables,
herbs and flowers were grown together. It seems ironic that two of the key
personalities in gardening movement, William Robinson and Gertrude Jekyll,
drew their inspiration from the cottage garden when challenging the rigidity of
the Victorian formal garden. Their imaginative reconstruction of the common
labourer’s garden concealed the fact that this was originally a product of necessity
in order to stave off hardship. Jekyll in particular was accused of ‘bourgeois fantasy’
because she did not notice the plight of the cottagers, nor the ‘chicken house,
rabbit hutches and earth closet’ (Hoyles 1991:225).

The second problem for Victorian reformers was that as the urban population
grew and pressure on land intensified, the vast majority of people had less access
to gardens. While there were exceptions in the industrial model villages of the
north of England (Creese 1966), even the suburban middle classes had to think
small. As Turkington (1995:185) notes, ‘The features of the… landscaped garden
were diminished still further, until all that remained was a lawn edged by a paved
path and bordered by flower beds’. This lack of space, for the working classes in
particular, was largely due to the domination of the housing market by private
landlords who developed terraced housing with small back yards—if any outside
space existed at all (Daunton 1983b; Burnett 1986). Even so, Turkington (1995)
shows how many urban working people did not lose their knack for gardening
and used whatever space or means was available to continue the tradition.

During the twentieth century, access to private gardens has been gained by
the majority of the population. This increase in the proportion of land given
over to gardens was led by fundamental changes to patterns of urban land. One
early boost to the idea of the urban or suburban garden for working people was
the Garden City Movement at the turn of the century (Fishman 1977). This was
followed by the building of municipal housing with gardens in most cities. Among
those people who gained social mobility into the new middle classes, opportunities
to gain garden space came from the development of semi-detached suburbia
(Oliver et al. 1981). While there was a movement towards the provision of
gardenless flats for the working classes in the 1950s and 1960s (see Brindley,
Chapter 3), access to a small back garden has become a normal expectation for
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most families. Even flat living did not necessarily dissuade people from living
without gardens, and many flat-dwellers grew indoor plants or cultivated flowers
and vegetables in pots on balconies (Davidson 1988). Increased access to privately
owned gardens among poorer people continues unabated. Between 1980 and
1994 garden ownership increased 3.2 per cent overall, but in categories D and E
of the Registrar General’s scale it has increased by 5.6 per cent and 5.3 per cent
respectively (Mintel 1994). As Constantine (1981:397) notes, ‘the cultivation
of a private garden [is now] within reach of a large and previously uninitiated
section of society’.

Gardening today

In comparison with the rest of Europe, Britain has an unusually high number of
houses with private gardens. Nearly 85 per cent of households have a garden and
in 1996 there were 20.2 million private gardens in the UK. In terms of land area,
private gardens make up around 3 per cent of England and Wales, approximately
1 million acres, which is considerably more than the 85,000 acres protected as
nature reserve (Gilbert 1989). As the high level of home gardens shows, people
in Britain are a nation of gardeners. Over half of the adult population claim
gardening as a hobby (Mintel 1997b) with most being ‘leisure’ gardeners.
Additionally, there is a hard core of 8 million horticultural hobbyists, that is,
serious gardeners. In the UK gardening is the third most popular activity behind
watching television, and playing games and hobbies (Mintel 1997b) and positive
attitudes to gardening are spread across the social scale. Not everyone likes
gardening, of course; 20 per cent of respondents from one study said that it was a
chore, even though many more, 47 per cent, found gardening rewarding (Mintel
1996). Some gender differences emerge in attitudes to gardening; for example,
one study showed that women found gardening harder work than men, and yet
50 per cent of women against 43 per cent of men found gardening rewarding
(Mintel 1996).

While the growth in popularity of gardening is undoubtedly related to the
increased access people have to gardens, other key factors can also be identified.
In particular, the increasingly sophisticated and diversified gardening ‘industry’
has also had a significant impact. Garden centres have grown from small specialist
nurseries into expanded retail operations with a ‘leisure’ theme; they sell a range
of gardening products, and a variety of other products such as barbecues, books,
garden furniture, outdoor ornamentation and so on. The political economy of
the gardening industry has yet to be fully explored (see Bhatti and Church 1998),
but the influence of the industry is reflected in the fact that there now exist
around 2,400 gardening outlets in Britain. Most outlets are family controlled,
but increasingly larger chains such as Wyevale, Hillier, Notcutts, Jardiniere,
Garden Pride and Country Gardens are expanding by taking over the smaller
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retailers. This industry has seen sales rise by 27 per cent between 1988 and 1993
and Britons spent around £3 billion in 1996 on gardening and related products,
a figure which was projected to grow by 6 per cent in 1998 (Mintel 1997a). In
1995 31.4 million people visited garden centres, a rise of 1.1 million on the
previous year (Observer, 13 April 1997).

The growth of interest in gardening can also be linked to increased media
coverage and the presentation of gardening as a ‘creative and artful’ activity.
Gardeners are well catered for in terms of gardening magazines, newspaper
columns, television programmes and books. Despite the recession, one magazine
Practical Gardening sold 90,000 copies of each issue in 1990 rising to 104,000 in
1994. The BBC Gardener’s World magazine (founded in 1991) gained a circulation
of 272,000 with a readership of 1.5 million after only three years of its initial
publication. Gardening programmes on television and radio also provide a focus
for attention on gardening issues with over 8 million people regularly watching
Gardener’s World. In addition 2,500 gardening societies provide advice,
information and support to gardeners, many of which are affiliated to the Royal
Horticultural Society, which has 177,000 members (Hoyles 1994).

The meaning of gardens in the age of risk

The garden is significant because it is here that people have their most immediate
and sustained contact with nature. While there has been considerable sociological
interest in the home as a focus of social research; as Sime (1993:240) has put it
‘The “home garden” as a significant part of the home and a physical “locale” for
“home making” and “dwelling” has been neglected’. The growing public interest
in the garden, which is demonstrated in Table 14.1, suggests that gardening
performs important psychological as well as social functions in people’s lives. But
it also represents tensions and oppositions between, for example, men versus
women (Constantine 1981; Hoyles 1991; M.Morris 1996), consumerism versus
self-reliance, science versus intuition, chemical versus biological control, rich
versus poor, sacred versus profane (Francis and Hester 1990).

The meanings that are attached to the garden are, therefore, multifaceted and
multidimensional. It may be a retreat, a haven from work and public life (Kaplan
and Kaplan 1989). At a personal level the garden can be a setting for creativity,
a connection to personal and family history and a reflection of one’s identity
(Sime 1993). In the new and emerging meanings of the garden, it is a learning
tool, a symbol of caring for nature and a natural world rendered comprehensible.
For others the garden is a ‘chore’ constantly needing attention with limited time
and few resources. The garden can also be a signifier of status, a very public place
to show off social standing and ‘taste’. Contests for the best kept gardens can
generate intense competition in the neighbourhood. The garden has also been
seen as a fashion statement, with creative design and objects of ‘art’ prominently
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displayed to project a trendy lifestyle (see Observer, 4 May 1997). For some, the
garden remains a symbol of moral authority or a reproach to those who do not
conform to informal rules of respectability and produce an ‘eyesore’ from which
others glean clues about the ‘standards’ of that family (Constantine 1981). The
garden can also be a source of intense conflict between neighbours because of
different stylistic preferences, disagreements over borders or overhanging
creepers and trees. A 1997 survey highlighted the emergence of ‘garden rage’
whereby 21 per cent complained about neighbours’ pets, 20 per cent disapproved
of next door’s leaves falling into their garden; and 22 per cent said that their
neighbour’s garden looked untidy (DIY Week, 16 May 1997). The cause of
disputes becomes more clear from this report when it is noted that over 80 per
cent of respondents believed that their garden was more tidy than their
neighbours. ‘Over the garden wall’ arguments are so commonplace and intense
that they have been featured on television series, including Neighbours from Hell
(BBC 1998) and Neighbours at War (ITV 1997).

While it is difficult to generalise about the way that gardens represent
meaning, Francis and Hester (1990) help to focus analysis by stating that the
garden has four simultaneous features; these are the garden as an idea, as action,
as a place, and as an experience. Each of these facets of gardens will be discussed
briefly in turn.

First, the garden can be understood as ‘an idea’, Francis and Hester (1990:2)
argue, because ‘The garden has long served as a way of thinking about nature and
about culture and how each influences the other…as the balancing point between
“human control” on the one hand and wild nature on the other’. Until the ‘natural
cottage garden’ was popularised in the 1980s, the garden was generally seen as
‘nature-under-control’, as an ordered entity with everything neatly in its place. It
was, in essence, a display of what nature should be and what it should look like.

Table 14.1 Garden ownership trends 1985–1996 (adults)

Source: Mintel (1997b).
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To illustrate this, Alexander Wilson (1992) has argued that the suburban garden
reflects a particular notion of nature which is framed by a capitalist political
economy and a Modernist aesthetic. This ‘technologised’ view of nature demands
that perfection can be achieved. Wilson shows how in some arid regions of the
United States, for example, dead grass is sprayed green! This is nature that is
standardised, but to achieve that requires intensive management and chemicals
to keep it at its best. It is possible in Britain to assemble the component parts of
a garden straight from the garden centre, drawing upon expert advice from the
radio or according to a particular style depicted in the popular magazines. But
this ‘image’ of nature here is idealised, manipulated and controlled. Garden
centres, in promoting this view of the perfect garden and making its achievement
more easy, thereby communicate hidden messages about which ‘styles’ of gardening
are appropriate. Thus by cultivating the garden, we also cultivate our identities.
The point here is that a technologised ‘culture of nature’ gives rise to gardening
as a practice which reinforces and maintains our destructive relationship with
nature. This approach is now being challenged by a more ‘ecological gardening’,
but it remains the dominant force.

Second, conceptualising the garden as action helps us to examine gardening as
a process, as a creative activity for the creation of a sense of place. Gardening can
be seen quite literally as a process for ‘mixing with the earth’, as Francis and
Hester (1990:6) note, ‘We cannot dig, plan, trim, water, or harvest with detached
passivity. Gardening can hardly be done without getting hands dirty and in most
cases getting earth under the finger nails’. Thus caring for pot plants, or creating
window boxes, is as much about gardening as growing flowers and vegetables in
the ground. The psychological benefits of gardening have always been claimed
by gardeners themselves, and academic research suggests that the action of
gardening helps to reduce physiological and psychological aspects of stress and
increases well-being (Kaplan and Kaplan 1989, 1990). This raises the issue of
how ‘mixing with the earth’ may help us towards understanding the sense of
place that people themselves create in the home through gardening, and the
implications that this may have for alleviating environmental anxieties.

Third, considering the garden as place is perhaps the most common
understanding: it is after all a physical entity. Indeed the word ‘garden’ comes
from Hebrew meaning ‘a pleasant place’. There are many types of gardens located
in many places ranging from public parks, pleasure gardens and arboreta to
cemeteries and botanic gardens. A garden can be created out of pot plants, window
boxes and in containers. Thus window boxes on the thirteenth floor of a tower
block may be ‘the garden’ for some households. Even so, the garden as a place
helps us to raise wider issues; for example the recent rise of interest in the home
garden as private space may be associated with a retreat from public parks (Hoyles
1994). However, there is evidence to suggest that it may also contribute to a
sense of sharing, community and local involvement (Giraud 1990).
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Fourth, the garden as experience involves being in the garden which can be a
source of inspiration, or a place to escape and be alone. The sights, sounds and
smells generate a unique personal experience, but one that can be shared across
the garden wall. Research by Kaplan and Kaplan (1989) suggests that the garden
as a setting is just as important as the garden as activity. Thus there is a restorative
experience, whereby being in the garden is a mode of withdrawal from modern
society as well as a source of fascination and discovery. Being in the garden is
timeless and may be a way of connecting ourselves back to nature.

The garden is also a place of learning for adults and children. In fact this use of
the garden goes back a long way, as Davidoff and Hall (1987) show in their study
of nineteenth-century middle-class life: ‘Gardens were used as teaching devices.
Children were given small plots to inculcate patience, care, tenderness and
reverence along with practical science lessons’ (Davidoff and Hall 1987:373).
Many younger children now cultivate their own small piece of the garden and in
the process learn about nature. The role of women as educators in the garden
needs also be highlighted; indeed it is often women who are custodians of the
family/garden history and pass seeds, cuttings and knowledge on to their daughters
(Sime 1993).

Conclusion

The idea of the garden as a reflection of a cultural view of nature is important
because the garden shapes our everyday experiences of nature and may help us to
link into aspects of a new environmental culture. This link can be seen currently
in the drive towards more ecological styles of gardening among local authorities,
landscape designers and their contractors, in the permaculture movement, in
city farms and especially in schools, where organisations such as Learning Through
Landscapes promote children-centred ecological design.

In the home garden there is evidence to suggest that more and more people
are challenging the conventional approach which is dependent upon pesticides
and herbicides among other things, and prefer the organic ‘wild garden’.
Increasingly, gardeners are looking to buy organic or environmentally friendly
gardening products. For example, in 1996, 39 per cent of garden fertiliser purchases
were organic (Mintel 1997a). There is also a growth in the number of
environmentally friendly chemical products.

While the organic tradition of gardening needs to be more thoroughly
researched, interest in ‘organic’ or ‘ecological’ gardening has grown considerably
in tandem with raised concern for the environment. This combination of organic
gardening and environmentalism is producing interesting results and may establish
new and alternative relations with nature. If the gardenesque is an ideal type of
the modernist landscape, then the post-modernist landscape may increasingly
become ‘ecological’, that is, where ‘natural elements are allowed to function in a
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natural manner’ (Gilbert 1989:2). Purdue (1997:14) highlights the key aspects
of ecological gardening: ‘organic growers see themselves as working with the
ecological cycles as far as possible…[they] rely on local knowledge of the complex
local ecosystem and uses a stock of low level interventions based on empirical
evidence’.

Wilson, similarly, notes the rise of ecological gardens and gardening in
the USA:
 

much of the innovative work in landscape design has come from the
grassroots—amateur gardeners, community activists…‘open space’
and ‘green city’ campaigns: these projects represents a radical critique
of modernity and its relationship with nature.

(A.Wilson 1992:108)
 
Research by Kaplan and Kaplan also reveals a crucial difference in attitude
between ‘conventional’ gardeners who rely mainly on chemical remedies to control
nature, and ‘organic’ gardeners who, ‘Rather than struggling to control the garden
environment…saw themselves as a harmonious part of a larger whole’ (Kaplan
and Kaplan 1990:242).

Alternative ideas and practices are emerging, therefore, whereby the garden
is not seen as space to be dominated or controlled, but ‘managed’ in such a way
that it can function symbiotically. Given the right learning tools and familiarity
with the practice of ecological gardening, we may begin to experience the garden
as a reconnection with the earth. Studying the way that gardens are used, and
the meanings attached to them, can highlight a way in which people learn about
nature, and may lead us to identify the barriers and opportunities for developing
a deeper environmental culture.

There are many meanings and uses of the garden, only a few of which have
been explored here. Some of these meanings lead to instrumental uses of the
garden, but alternative meanings can help to promote the role of gardening in a
developing environmental culture. Indeed, meaningful and sustained
environmental action usually starts from the way people actually interact with
the natural world at the day-to-day level. The related dimensions of the garden
which have been discussed, as an idea that shapes our experiences, and garden as
action for the creation of a sense of place are key points from which to develop an
environmental culture. As Francis and Hester (1990:6) suggest, ‘Through
gardening we are reconnected to “mother earth” and to the larger ecology of the
world in which we live’. Here the garden is seen to connect us to the earth; it is
seen as a place for holistic thinking and ecological practice.

While gardening does not automatically lead to an environmental culture, as
I have demonstrated through the analysis of the dominant mode of gardening
which is sponsored by capital, it may be that the one place from which to
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develop the new environmental culture is the garden. The garden may help
people to understand the plight of planet earth, but it crucially depends on the
specific ‘culture of nature’ within which the ‘garden’ is embedded. As Cooper-
Marcus (1990:32) so eloquently put it: ‘Our garden earth is desperately in need
of care. By focusing on the simple landscape of the domestic garden we can
perhaps begin to reconnect with that most complex and precious of gardens, our
planet earth’.
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DARING TO BE DIFFERENT?

Choosing an alternative to the ideal home

Tony Chapman, Jenny Hockey and Martin Wood

Through discussion of a wide range of studies, this book has critically addressed
the concept of the ‘ideal home’. What these studies make clear is that people’s
perspectives on what constitutes an ideal home are heavily circumscribed by a
range of social forces. Simply put, we have strongly challenged the conventional
wisdom that the home is an entirely private domain—a place where people can
live their lives unfettered by external influence. On the contrary, we have
demonstrated that society shapes our images and experience of home through
the life course. In Chapter 4 of this volume, for example, it was argued that
capital is successful in creating images of the ideal home, and that this imagery is
consciously manipulated to sell not only a house, but also the accoutrements of
an idealised form of family life itself, however unrealistic and unattainable this
may or may not be for the incumbents who buy into the dream.

While it is the case that capitalism is extremely powerful in its attempt to
shape people’s ideas about what they want and how they should live, marketing
directors, retail psychologists, advertising executives and the rest must, ultimately,
operate within the wide ‘cultural framework’ of a particular society. Beneath the
lustred veneer that capital has imposed globally, cultural differences between
and within societies are endemic and enduring. This strength of endurance is
reflected by the way that people consume goods and services in opposition to
alien cultures, rather than just in passive acceptance of what is on offer. It is part
of the way in which people distance themselves from ‘foreign’ others, whether
they be neighbours of a different social class or ethnic origin; whether they be
nation-states from another continent. As Mary Douglas (1997) has argued:
 

Protest is a fundamental cultural stance. One culture accuses others,
at all times. Instead of the weak notion that some choices among
consumer goods are acts of defiance, I would maintain much more
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strongly that consumption behaviour is continuously and pervasively
inspired by cultural hostility… Culture itself is the result of myriads
of individual choices, not primarily between commodities but between
kinds of relationships. The basic choice that a rational individual
has to make is the choice about what kind of society to live in.

(M.Douglas 1997:17)
 
While Douglas, as an anthropologist, draws heavily on cross-cultural examples
to explain patterns of cultural conservatism, it is possible to demonstrate that
such conservatism also exists within social groups in the society. This conservatism
may be tapped into by capital through its identification of niche markets—but in
some cases, of course, the cultural hostility of the group to capital itself might
preclude this possibility—as in the case of the ‘eco-warrior’ who actively avoids
manufactured goods and attempts to undermine unsustainable production
processes. In other words, as Douglas argues, apparently ‘individualistic’ choices
are the product of an interaction between ‘own’ culture and ‘other’ culture,
however spatially and socially distant these might be.

One approach to sociological analysis is that of symbolic interactionism (Rock
1979; Becker 1970; Meltzer and Petras 1975). While these writers often studied
groups who lived unconventional or exotic lives, they demonstrate the
constraining force of convention on social behaviour even in sub-cultural groups
such as drug takers (Becker 1963). In the study of the domestic sphere, such an
approach can help to explain how society constrains people from making, or
even imagining the possibility of making radical departures from convention.
An analysis of this kind would concentrate on the way that most people worry
about giving the ‘wrong impression’ to ‘significant others’—including families,
neighbours and friends or other outsiders who come into the household like
doctors, cleaners, midwives or social workers. The fear of being ‘stigmatised’ by
others for behaving in a deviant manner is a powerful force in maintaining the
social order (Goffman 1963).

Following in this tradition of sociological writing, Goffman argues in The
Presentation of Self in Everyday Life (1959) that people set the scene for social
encounters with the intention of letting other people see them in their ‘best light’.
The idea that people present a ‘front’ to the world which may conceal much from
the observer (see Chapters 11 and 12) is an important idea because it exposes
several layers of social behaviour, from that of the physical ‘stage set’ where the
performance takes place, to the deeply embedded spoken and unspoken behaviour
patterns of the actors. While the home may provide people with a site of retreat
from the public gaze, it is also the stage upon which people project the most intimate
image of their ‘selves’ to the world. The fact that they can ‘control’ this image to a
certain extent is important, but their control is mediated by expectations about
acceptable forms of decoration, furnishing, social manners, service and order.
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Our awareness of the importance of establishing an appropriate stage set is
highlighted when official or important visitors arrive without warning. Many
households adopt emergency procedures to create the right impression for people
they seek to impress and so avoid the prospect of being ‘stigmatised’ for their
unruly lifestyle. A classic example is the doctor’s home visit to a sickly child,
where, in spite of the parents’ obvious concern for the child in having called the
doctor in the first place, they still find themselves tidying madly, up to the point
where the doctor’s car door bangs outside. How many times must doctors have
witnessed people shoving toys or discarded clothes under a child’s bed with the
side of their foot? The necessity of keeping up a front like this is obviously
connected to the need to give an impression of respectability, from which the
doctor may impute a sense of care for the child’s welfare and environment. The
doctor may not see it this way and may believe that chaotic households are among
the happiest ones in that the house is always in a moderate state of disorder
where there is a comfortable relationship between people and things.

In order to maintain social respect, individuals also strive to match the
achievements of their neighbours. To break the rules that are accepted by family,
friends and neighbours is a potentially risky business; and as a consequence cultural
conservatism tends to predominate. As Veblen (1934) pointed out, only those
people ‘with an aberrant temperament’ (quoted in Coser 1977:268) refuse
conformity and dare to be different. Veblen’s notion of an ‘aberrant temperament’
is interesting, in that he highlighted the fact that individuals who do not pull
themselves back into line with social expectations will be stigmatised.

From the way that we have presented our argument, an impression might have
been given that there is no escape from social control. But not everyone is equally
bothered by what other people think. Indeed, this chapter is concerned with the
people who resist convention and have excluded themselves from the mainstream
by ‘daring to be different’. What we argue, however, is that in practice an attempt
to escape convention can actually narrow the opportunities for individualism and
even lead to a higher degree of social control. This paradox arises from the fact that
most people who do make radical departures from convention do so in the company
of other like-minded individuals. Such a strategy makes sense, as it may help to
protect them from the wrath or derision of the wider population. Putting up social
barriers against the majority in order to behave differently often requires its members
to agree a strict set of ground rules to maintain social order and cohesion; and it is
through this establishment of a sub-cultural social order, that the free exercise of
individualism yet again finds itself under threat.

Daring to be different

While most individuals can play with surfaces, produce variations on a theme or
covertly live more exotic or terrible lives than expected behind the ‘front’ of
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conformity that they project to the world, it is only exceptional people who
fundamentally challenge the social rules of conventionality. For the most part,
however, those people who escape the trappings of conventional life, whether it
is a voluntary choice or the result of circumstances well beyond their control,
cause considerable offence (or at the very least amusement) to people in the
mainstream. Undoubtedly, some people enter the world of Bohemia and throw
off the surfaces of conventionality for reasons of self-publicity or as an act of
resistance to irritate their neighbours. In every community, as they say, ‘there is
always one’, like the man who erected a 20 foot model shark diving into his roof
in a London suburb as an artistic gesture, or the Manchester man who has cars
half buried in his garden and sticking out from the walls of his house.

Even the so-called respectable middle classes are not immune from upsets
caused by the behaviour of neighbours. For example, Alan Bennett, the writer
and dramatist, allowed an elderly female vagrant to live on his driveway in a
stinking broken-down van for a period of years until she eventually died in it.
Despite his irritation with her, Bennett (1994) felt an empathy for the woman
which was not shared by his neighbours. However public his ‘bizarre’ living
arrangements might have been, he was not deterred by ‘what the neighbours
might say’. Finally, there are the notorious council estate neighbours from hell
with their unruly children and dogs, their intimidating or violent behaviour and
their interminable noise produced at night in the process of fixing cars in their
gardens or on the streets.

We are talking here about exceptional people. The majority, however, appear
to submit to the pressure to conform to a model of respectability among neighbours
where even the most trivial infractions can produce minor disputes or skirmishes,
like the height of a hedge, the impact of a satellite dish on the status of the
neighbourhood, or the ostentation of the external decoration of the house. A
television series produced by the BBC offered viewers a ‘fly on the wall’ opportunity
to watch neighbours locked in hugely costly legal battles over the height of hedges
or the building line between adjacent properties. While the programme focused
upon the most dramatic cases, it served to demonstrate the lengths to which
some people will go to bring individuals into line in respecting the unwritten
rules of respectable behaviour.

However, for many westerners, mainstream life at the turn of the twenty-first
century—the noise and stress—is manageable only through systematic retreats
into the ‘heal breaks’ currently offered by religious communities throughout
Europe and advertised in The Good Retreat Guide (Whiteaker 1998). For others,
the necessity of compliance to the norm, or the sense of being an alien in the
mainstream, is an intolerable burden. This sense of alienation may lead to the
finding or founding of some ‘alternative’ form of community that requires the
establishment of a partly or wholly separate living arrangement. People who find
themselves living in such alternative forms are rather like religious pilgrims. They
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move outside the norms or structures of everyday life to discover something which
they feel to be lacking in mainstream arrangements. It may be ‘freedom’ or
‘spirituality’; it may be commitment to a different form of family or resistance to
modern technology. Once located on the periphery, such individuals find
themselves in a state of ‘liminality’ (V.Turner 1974). In other words, they are
absolved from the rules, structures and categories of the wider society. However,
as Turner argues, the experience of human relations as entirely free and
unstructured—a state he calls ‘communitas’—has an in-built tendency to generate
its own collective social system. Alternative groups therefore often form
themselves into an initial state of rulelessness, or ‘existential communitas’, only
to transform themselves subsequently into a state of ‘normative communitas’,
 

where, under the influence of time, the need to mobilize and organize
resources to keep the members of a group alive and thriving, and the
necessity for social control among those members in pursuance of
these and other collective goals, the original existential communitas
is organised into a perduring social system.

(V.Turner 1974:169)

Total institutions

While the people who live in total institutions are often forced to do so, as is the
case with prisons, mental hospitals, boarding schools and children’s homes, there
are individuals who, in choosing to resist the conformity of mainstream society, ‘do
their own thing’ by submitting to the rigours and discipline of an institutional life.
Even academic life, which is often thought of as ‘liberal’, ‘individualistic’ or even
‘eccentric’, was itself up until the middle part of the nineteenth century highly
regimented in its structure and demanded considerable restraint upon its privileged
members. Academics were, in principle if not in practice, quite literally ‘cloistered’
from the real world by living in isolation from the town in closed colleges. Cambridge
University was, for example, set up in remote fenlands to avoid the distractions of
metropolitan life. Rules of celibacy were still enforced on fellows at many university
colleges well into the nineteenth century on the principle that the scholar must
sublimate his bodily desires with his work (Clough 1982; Engel 1983).

Early Christianity provides examples of voluntary submission to even more
rigorous regimes in the form of monastic life. The establishment of monasteries
was preceded by the withdrawal of early Christians from society. Living as hermits
in the loneliest of places, these people opted for a life of extreme asceticism. As
Painter notes:
 

Alone, with the absolute minimum of clothes and food, they passed
their time in prayer and contemplation. All lived a life of frugality
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and celibacy. Some mortified the body in more ingenious ways, as
did the well-known St Simon the Stylite, who sat upon a pillar. As
the recognition of Christianity as the state religion moved most
Christians to compromise to some extent with the demands of the
Roman world, more and more enthusiasts turned to the extremely
ascetic life of the hermit.

(Painter 1953:17)
 
By the fourth century, monasteries were established in embryonic form, presumably
to counter the extreme vulnerability of the isolated hermit. Crudely put, two
types of monastic communities emerged. In northern Egypt, Saint Anthony
organised hermits into co-operative colonies where each hermit retained a separate
cell for prayer and contemplation, but worked collectively to provide basic needs.
Saint Anthony believed that the perfect Christian life could be attained only
through solitary prayer and contemplation; Pachomius, on the other hand,
emphasised the value of work. Following his teachings, Saint Basil established
monasteries which encouraged the complementary ideas of work and fellowship.
Saint Basil believed that his monks should live frugal lives, but not to the point
of mortifying their bodies.

These distinctions remained, to a greater or lesser degree, in the many monastic
orders that have been established over the last fifteen hundred years in Europe.
While different monastic orders applied different rules about, for example, poverty,
silence, social isolation, diet, fasting, sleep deprivation and a strict routine of
work, celibacy, prayer and scholarship, all monastic orders required complete
obedience. However, it would be a mistake to assume that in practice monasteries
always maintained such high levels of discipline.
 

Anyone seeking Christian perfection could renounce the world in
favour of the cloister. But what could he do if the monasteries
themselves had become sinks of iniquity, no better than brothels,
‘snares baited with whores’ (to quote some of the charges levelled by
the chroniclers)? When monasticism became corrupt, the nobly-born
virgins who entered nunneries were exposed to the risk of defilement,
and their brothers in monasteries to a lifetime of vainglorious brawling
and drunkenness.

(Heer 1990:40–41)
 
Consequently, the rules of monastic life were often reformed, especially in the
eleventh and twelfth centuries when many new orders were established to meet
the needs of faith and maintain discipline. In summary, while monastic life does
not guarantee immunity from the scandals produced by human frailties, our
example demonstrates how communities that lie outside the mainstream may
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offer opportunities for greater social control and certainty than in society. This
point can be emphasised by drawing attention to the problems of adaptation that
former military personnel experience when they rejoin ‘civvy street’. The regime
in military organisations requires absolute obedience to the prescribed system of
authority; and in a sense, the organisation does its members’ thinking for them.
Consequently, when this safety net of organisation affiliation is lost, ex-servicemen
and women may experience a turbulent and confusing period as they learn to
exercise authority over their own actions rather than submitting to the authority
of the organisation.

Religious and industrial communities

Life in total institutions is deliberately rigorous in its discipline in order to dissuade
its members from acting upon personal whims which may destabilise the
community. But are all closed communities socially constraining in their regimes?
There were many attempts in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries in
Britain and the USA to establish communes in which individuals could live
differently from the wider society. Unlike their mainstream neighbours they
pursued the principles of utopian socialism and/or non-conformist religious belief.
In some cases their movements endured over time. The Hutterites, for example,
who fled from Switzerland in 1528, saw the society of their time as:
 

carnal, corrupt, idolatrous and fun-seeking and therefore removed
from God… Their aim was, and is, to emulate as closely as possible
the life of the early Christians as related in the Acts of the Apostles,
and in order to fulfil this aim they have sought to withdraw from the
world.

(Rigby 1974:24)
 
Hutterite colonies were established on the principles of hard agricultural work
from which no members of the community were exempt, including the minister
and colony steward. While it is claimed that the Hutterite colonies were organised
on egalitarian principles, they were profoundly patriarchal, meaning that only
men could participate in reaching majority decisions that affected communal life
(Hostetler 1997; Janzen 1990). Other religious communities, such as the Shakers,
often turned their backs on the outside world in the belief that isolation was
necessary to achieve their ascetic principles of self-denial, hard work and
adherence to their faith (Stein 1992; Brewer 1986).

Not all communes in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries were
established on the basis of absolute religious devotion, although religion remained
important in most cases for the legitimation of authority. Emanuel Swedenborg,
Annie Besant, Rudolf Steiner and William Blake lent their support to the notion
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of living a perfect life on earth (rather than waiting until the next life). Blake
believed that ‘God is Man and exists in us and we in him’ and sought to ‘build
Jerusalem in England’s green and pleasant land’ (quoted in Rigby 1974:29). The
Owenites were among the most successful in establishing communes on
‘egalitarian’ principles:
 

separate interests and individual family arrangements with private
property are essential parts of the existing irrational system. They
must be abandoned with the system…I know that society may be
formed so as to exist without crime, without poverty, with health
greatly improved, with little, if any, misery, and with intelligence and
happiness increased a hundred-fold; and no obstacle whatsoever
intervenes at this moment except ignorance, to prevent such a state
of society from being universal.

(quoted in Rigby 1974:34–35)
 
In most cases, the establishment of industrial communities, or model villages, cannot
be defined as egalitarian in any sense. Instead, they were the products of paternalistic
ventures in improving the working classes. Certainly, the efforts of Salt, Cadbury,
Leverhulme and Rowntree, for example, were well meaning—but the imposition
of their will on the lives of their workers was often oppressive (Creese 1966; Girouard
1989). In most model industrial villages of this type, the philanthropic owners
were deeply concerned about the moral education of the workers and their families.
They built chapels, schools and adult education institutes together with community
buildings to engender moral attitudes, but they built no dance halls, pubs or gin
palaces in order to discourage debauchery and drunkenness. Leverhulme, for
example, strongly encouraged his workers and their families to till the soil in the
gardens he generously provided, hoping that this would take their minds off bodily
pleasures. Leverhulme was intrusive to the extent of instructing wives to stop their
husbands from sleeping with their mouths open (Creese 1966).

While some industrial communities were established on egalitarian principles,
they were characterised by their adherence to patriarchal power relationships
which demand that women undertake all domestic duties. There are, however,
examples of communities where there have been attempts to tackle the burden
of domestic work on women. For example, in the nineteenth century a number
of co-operative housekeeping experiments were established. Although they were
small in number, including only about fifteen experiments in Britain between
1874 and 1925, they represent an important attempt to challenge the conventional
wisdom about the organisation of the household. The origins of communities
such as these can be found early in the nineteenth century with the establishment
of seven Owenite communities in England, Scotland and Ireland between 1821
and 1825 (Pearson 1988). It was intended that the first of these communities,
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established at Clerkenwell in London, would provide opportunities for 250
working-class families, although only 21 families actually joined. The aim,
according to an Economist report of 1822, was for women to undertake domestic
tasks collectively and thereby save time to enable ‘females either to be profitably
employed, or to command a considerable portion of leisure for rational pursuits
and innocent recreations’ (Pearson 1988:4). While men were not expected to
take part in domestic duties, the Owenites provided well-equipped kitchens to
reduce women’s labour. In one community, Manea Fen in the Isle of Ely, which
was established during 1839–41, prospective members were told that ‘The food
will be cooked by a scientific apparatus; thus saving an immense labour for the
females…Machinery, which has hitherto been for the benefit of the rich, will be
adopted in the colony for lessening labour’ (Pearson 1988:4).

In spite of the good intentions of the Owenites, the projects were not popular
among working-class women. For the remainder of the nineteenth century, a
range of approaches to communal domestic work were attempted, but these were
mainly concerned with the work of working-class women, since the middle classes
were able to employ servants to undertake the bulk of domestic work. In the
twentieth century, however, there were attempts to provide communal domestic
arrangements for middle-class women, especially in the new Garden Suburbs.

Designed by M.H.Baillie Scott, Waterlow Court, opened in Hampstead Garden
Suburb in 1909, is a cloistered quadrangle of fifty flats set around a central lawn.
Designed for unmarried professional women, the flats were served by a central
dining room, common room and kitchen. Although each flat had a cooker and
scullery, it was not assumed that these professional women would undertake their
own domestic duties and a servant’s hall and annex were added. The example is
a useful one as it demonstrates the opportunity for single women to live
communally at a time when there was a clear expectation that marriage was the
only acceptable route for the respectable woman (Zimmeck 1986). As one
columnist stated, ‘The way ladies live after working hours is of more importance
than the question of how or where or when they work’; she went on to suggest
that women who were not married were likely to become careless in their living
conditions and suggested that the single woman may fall ‘below her natural
birthright of a lady; and her companions know it’ (Pearson 1988:109). While
there were many twentieth-century attempts at creating opportunities for
communal living for women, or communised domestic work for working-class
families, these fell into decline as the provision of better designed households,
serviced with mains water, electricity or gas, eased the work of married women.

Self-actualisation in communes

From the eighteenth to the early twentieth centuries, most communitarian
movements were based on the principle that individuals who wished to step outside
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the dominant or mainstream society must be willing to subordinate themselves
to the interests of their chosen community—the most successful of which owed
their longevity to the acceptance of the legitimacy of religious doctrine. By
contrast, in the twentieth century, the notion of the commune as a retreat for
people wishing to exercise unconstrained individualism became more popular.
This might seem be a radical departure from earlier forms of retreat which rejected
societies which were seen to be unprincipled or without discipline.

Aldous Huxley championed the view that society limited the individual’s scope
for self-actualisation. He argued that in a world of ‘overpopulation and over
organisation…a fully human life of multiple relationships [has become] almost
impossible’ (quoted in Rigby 1974:30). Huxley sought to achieve his mystical
aim of discovering his inner self or the ‘Divine Ground’ or ‘Ultimate Reality’
through the use of hallucinogenic drugs. In this sense, Huxley anticipated the
development of a new approach to communal life which developed in the 1960s.
Rigby explains the principles of later communes:
 

For many of them, drug experiences are defined in pantheistic terms,
and the goals of drug-taking are expressed in terms of expanding the
consciousness in order to attain that level of awareness whereby the
individual becomes one with the divine…the purpose of life is not to
conquer the material world but is rather to conquer the ego and to
discover one’s true self. Moreover, many trippers claim to have become
aware through their drug experiences, of the essential unity of all
things, of the universal link that is immanent throughout all things,
especially between the brotherhood of man.

(Rigby 1974:30)
 
These dual aims of achieving contact with the inner self while also attaining
notions of universality were commonly expressed in mystical terms by the
commune dwellers of the 1960s and 1970s in Britain and North America and
formed the basis upon which many young anarchists attempted to escape from
the conformist restraints of the mainstream. Without the unifying discipline of
faith, however, communes tended to have fairly short lives. One of the main
stumbling blocks for such groups was their attempt to rid the commune of the
ties between kin and replace them with genuinely egalitarian and open
relationships. One of Rigby’s respondents reflects this view:
 

The nuclear family is a repressive and horrible institution…where
there are only two people, then misunderstandings can arise, you
only get a restricted view of each other—in a commune there are
others there to give an ‘objective’ account of their perceptions, clear
the air, and so enable you to become more fully aware of each other
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as humans, clear up the misconceptions that develop through distorted
perceptions.

(quoted in Rigby 1974:266–267)

The strong belief in achieving full awareness of the self and each other is a central
thread in many attempts to establish communal life at this time, but ultimately,
the two aims created real tensions. Rigby demonstrates that there were many
ways in which these strains could manifest themselves.

The propensity for secular communities to be split by dissensions has
usually been heightened by the fact that a large proportion of the
members of such communities have been attracted to such
experiments as believers in individual freedom and liberty, ends which
they have sought to attain through communal living. Such people,
who have traditionally found the constraints of life in conventional
society irksome, would be unlikely to accept without question the
demands of the communal leaders.

(Rigby 1974:283)

The notion of ‘leadership’ itself led to the collapse of many communes. Rigby
provides examples of leaders (often owners of the property) who demanded, for
example, complete sexual freedom; this demand was soon enough discovered to
be an excuse to sleep with all the women under his roof. As one woman wrote of
her hippie community experience in the United States:

The talk of love is profuse but the quality of relationship is otherwise.
The hip man like his straight counterpart is nothing more, nothing
less, than a predator…the idea of sexual liberation for the woman
means she is not so much free to fuck but free to get fucked over.

(Rigby 1974:285)

Communes disestablished themselves for other reasons, of course, including
arguments over property, over money, work (or laziness), of the degree of openness
of the group which may involve outsiders taking advantage of the permanent
members and so on. The decline of communes was well under way by the middle
of the 1970s as the hard economic realities of post-oil crisis recession took hold
of the Western world. There remain some vestiges of New Age idealism, of course,
best represented in Britain with New Age Travellers.

Non-communal alternatives

If we look outside these more organised or collective forms within which people
‘dare to be different’, what scope is there for attaining the opportunity to live in
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truly alternative domestic and community environment? In Britain it has remained
difficult for individuals or groups to simply set up house and home on marginal
land due to the long established and rigorous control over land use and the
constraints of high land prices. Nomadic lifestyles, such as that chosen by Gypsies,
are therefore highly constrained by policies which prohibit the use of waste land
for living accommodation, however temporary (Okely 1983). Unlike the United
States, Canada or Australia, it has rarely been possible for people in Britain to
establish anything resembling a frontier mentality in their approach to settling
or building. One notable exception is the plotlands movement during the recession
of the 1930s, when land prices fell so low that individuals and families could buy
small plots for as little as £3 (King 1984; Ward 1985). The building of these
unplanned and makeshift suburbs, which were established all over Essex, in the
Thames Valley, the Weald of Kent and Sussex, was ‘deplored by all right-thinking
(i.e. well housed) people and has been outlawed by post-war planning legislation’
(Ward 1989:32). For the people who lived there it was a different story:
 

Such housing was not, however, despised by its inhabitants, who were
often poor families from the East End of London, and wherever a
policy of benign neglect has been adopted by planning authorities
the properties have been endlessly improved by their owners and are
gratefully lived in today by their grandchildren.

(Ward 1989:32)
 
Ironically, some of the most famous plotland sites are now revered by the
architectural aesthetes who may once have sought their removal on the grounds
that they represented a blot on the natural landscape. Indeed, some plotland
sites are now protected as conservation areas. If there ever was a truly post-modern
juxtaposition it is that of the architectural critic showering praise on a sham of
clapboard and corrugated iron houses with brightly painted picket fences, quirky
chimney pots and flower-laden open-fronted porches.

There are, in fact, many examples of resistance to the dictates of conventional
planning and design in Britain and the rest of Europe which provide alternative
opportunities of housing. For example, in Almere, to the north-west of
Amsterdam, the houses built as part of competitions to design alternative housing
in 1982 and 1985 continue to form thriving communities. Designed to be cost-
efficient, temporary and energy-saving, they include a red steel tower house, a
wooden hut on stilts and a tiny house with polystyrene walls and neo-classical
detailing (Observer, 22 February 1998). It is not possible here to explore such
innovations extensively; we can, however, look in more detail at the example of
community self-build schemes.

There have been over a hundred schemes developed by community self-build
groups in the UK since 1990. Their very existence points to the possibility of
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alternatives, not just for the very wealthy, but also for the marginalised and the
disadvantaged. Unlike conventional groups of self-builders, who collectively raise
the finance necessary to develop a site and then build for ownership, community
self-build schemes enable groups of people who are unemployed or on a limited
income to build homes which they are then able to rent or partly own (Broome
and Richardson 1991).

The first scheme of this nature was developed by a group drawn from the
council house waiting list in Lewisham, south London, between 1979 and 1981.
This was a pioneering initiative utilising the revolutionary construction approach
formulated by the architect, Walter Segal. The approach lends itself to self-build
because the construction technique is relatively simple and people with no
building experience can swiftly gain the necessary skills. Houses are built around
structural frames which stand above the ground on ‘spot foundations’, eliminating
the costly, messy and time-consuming process of levelling the site and digging
conventional foundations. Roofs are attached immediately after the frames have
been raised and before the walls have been filled in. This means that the rest of
the construction can take place under cover. Unlike traditional self-build groups,
there were no penalties to ensure that everyone ‘pulled their weight’ because
Segal claimed that the less you tried to control the group members, the more
likely that good will would be engendered. As Segal commented:
 

They were told that I would not interfere with the internal
arrangements. I let them make their own decisions…What I found
astonishing with these people was the direct personal friendly contact
that I had with them and which they had among themselves. And
quite beyond that the tapping of their own ideas—countless small
variations and innovations, and additions were made by them.

(quoted in Ward 1988:53)
 
There was a second equally successful Lewisham scheme but very few other
schemes like this got off the ground in the 1980s. The reasons for this are complex.
Until the Walter Segal Self Build Trust was established in 1988 and the
Community Self Build Agency in 1989, there was little knowledge about the
possibilities. Indeed, there was considerable scepticism among the planning
fraternity about alternative construction techniques which often stemmed from
their earlier experiences with system building and prefabricated timber framed
schemes.

While the current level of activity suggests that many of these problems have
been overcome, much of the idealism that characterised early schemes has now
gone. As Turner (1974) notes, the spontaneous good will or ‘communitas’ which
characterises the initial phase of alternative movements frequently gives way to
‘normative communitas’, the production of ground rules and differentiated social
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roles. Thus, the roots of this new realism may be seen in the organisation of the
Zenzele Self-Build Scheme in Bristol. In this project, the emphasis was upon a
‘clear chain of command’ and on ‘compliance with rules’. The project was initiated
to provide incentives and work experience, to enable young people to acquire
their own accommodation and take pride in it, and to ‘demonstrate that a home
of one’s own is a possibility for even the most disadvantaged members of society’
(National Federation of Housing Associations 1988). The accounts of the Zenzele
scheme do not mention participant involvement in design issues; in fact, the size
and layout of the flats were deliberately kept ‘as simple as possible’ in order to
ensure that there would be no arguments over who got what when the flats were
allocated (National Federation of Housing Associations 1988).

The actual level of involvement, beyond basic construction work, often
depends upon the way that a scheme has been initiated. If the initiative has
come from an authority external to the group, then it is likely to be ‘directed’,
while in those initiatives that are self-determined—such as short-life housing
co-operatives, squatters or an existing community group—the degree of
involvement appears to be much greater. The Fusions Jameen Self-Build
Cooperative, for example, is a group of young African-Caribbean men and women
in Lewisham which established themselves when a short arrangement with the
local authority came to an end. As Barrymore James, a member of the group,
explained:
 

We knew that Lewisham was looking into alternative forms of
housing for the growing number of single people on its waiting list,
and that one of the options was self-building. At the same time the
local secondary [housing] co-op CHISEL was promoting self-build
using the Walter Segal method and had come up with schemes
whereby you didn’t need to have a lot of money/or earning a lot to be
able to do it.

(Walter Segal Self Build Trust 1993)
 
Fusions Jameen designed their homes with their architects, Architype, and the
project has been described as an outstanding and innovative example of projects
which attempt to take account of the specific cultural needs of a minority ethnic
group (North Housing Trust 1993). While it is the case that members of self-
build schemes often end up ‘falling out’ with each over the allocation of houses,
about the level of financial commitment, the effort that has been expended and
so forth, self-building does offer opportunities to the less well off. Undoubtedly,
getting a house that is better or bigger than would otherwise be available and
being in some way remunerated for the labour undertaken is the key motivating
factor for most individuals involved in self-building schemes. But the opportunity
to collaborate in the design process presents participants with some options to
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think critically about the domestic sphere and thereby change the way it is
structured.

Conclusion

People who dare to be different are in the minority, often celebrating that status
and defending it from the constant pressure to ‘conform’ to the mainstream, or,
in some cases—like ‘deep green’ activists—adopt a more evangelical stance, and
try to bring the rest of the population into ecological line.

For the majority, however, notions of the ideal home are circumscribed by
capital, state and civil society, their family, neighbours and friends. People’s
conceptions of home and the pattern of life that it affords are also shaped by the
life course itself, the rigours of which force us into patterns of behaviour that
might at one time have seemed impossibly mundane and restrictive. The birth of
a child, for example, changes attitudes towards the home completely. Whereas
once a couple might spend a Saturday afternoon sipping coffee in a sophisticated
café while enjoying animated discussion of the latest fashion in interior design—
they find themselves only months later, living in Bedlam caused by the baby they
believed they could fit into their existing lifestyle. At the other end of the life
course, as Hockey (Chapter 9) has shown, decisions about the management of
our own homes can be taken from us altogether, as we are put into the care of
others in the old people’s home.

Establishing alternatives is difficult for most people, then, because they are
too busy snatching opportunities to play between long bouts of work, to conceive
of some kind of radically different lifestyle. That is not to say that people do not
dream of a change. Perhaps about three-quarters of the population do this every
week as they queue for their Lottery ticket on a Saturday afternoon. Just because
most people do conform to conventional lifestyles, it does not follow that their
lives lack meaning or interest. Some writers arrogantly make an immediate
association between suburban living and banality (for critical discussions of
suburban life see, for example, Silverstone 1997; Carey 1992; Oliver et al. 1981).
That is, of course, both offensive and unfair; most of the writers who have
contributed to this book live in the suburbs! A more positive gloss on the situation
can be found in the writings of C.Wright Mills, whose shrewd sociological
imagination led him to point out that:
 

Each day [people] sell little pieces of themselves in order to try to buy
them back each night and week-end with the coin of fun. With
amusement, with love, with movies, with vicarious intimacy, they
pull themselves into some sort of whole again, and now they are
different.

(Mills 1951:237)
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More recently, other writers demonstrate that people make ‘escape attempts’
from the mainstream, but not at the cost of losing the respect of significant others
(Cohen and Taylor 1992). While it may be the case then, that most people are
‘culturally conservative’, they have a good reason for being so: they have not got
the resources to do much else.

Those people who join together with a vision of a better community and ‘dare
to be different’ face all manner of unanticipated pressures to conform, as this
chapter has shown. Some such groups survive across the centuries, but that is a
product of their cohesive system of rules, together with the sublimation of personal
interest to collective beliefs. The excessive levels of social integration of those
communities that are led by charismatics can produce serious problems too, of
course, as was demonstrated to be the case in the Waco massacre in the United
States, or the periodic incidents of mass suicide in closed religious communities.

Absolute individualists are the real exception, like Albert Dryden, who shot
dead Harry Collinson, a Derwentside District Council planning officer in front
of television cameras because he sought to protect his ramshackle and illegally
erected property from demolition. Little can be done about the determined odd-
balls, the people who do not just dare to be different, but celebrate their
individuality, while driving everyone else crazy in the process, like a cunning
individualist in North Yorkshire who has built a swimming pool on wheels to
avoid requiring planning permission (R.Brown 1997). And yet, even these
individualistic people, in a contradictory kind of way, serve to reinforce the belief
among the rest of us that order in the community allows us to be ourselves. While
we may not be able to control ‘outsiders’, they at least confirm our belief that
order—irritating and confining though it may be from time to time—is preferable
to chaos because it lets us get on with our lives.
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